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INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL DOCTRINE FOR W E R UPGRADING

R Pemette, J.Cucciniello, R. Trebot
Electricite de France

Lyons Engineering Department
I&C group

0- INTRODUCTION

As a result of EDF investigations on the I&C of W E R 440 (Bohunice, Dukovany, Mochovce, Kola...) or
W E R 1000 (Kozloduy, Rovno, Kalinin...) a structured global analysis approach was proposed, along with
some recommendations regarding system upgrading (either site specific or as part of more extensive
modernisation programs) and a step by step replacement strategy

EDF position, as both designer and operator, its commitment to advanced I&C systems (N4) which questioned
a number of fundamental principles adopted on previous series, its upgrading analysis experience feedback of
PWR 900 I&C systems, have prompted EDF to develop a theme and insist on a seldom fully applied approach,
which is to establish, especially where upgrading projects are concerned, what is termed the I&C doctrine.

This paper will:

- give a brief summary of the main results of the analyses carried out on the 440 and 1000 MW series.
- introduce the thinking process which led to advocate the writing of an I&C doctrine.
- define the intent of the doctrine and how to establish it,
- present the key issues to be considered in the I&C doctrine and show an example for application,
- show how the upgrading project may benefit from the elaboration of the doctrine and how it appears as an
indispensable step for a I&C upgrading project.

1- MAIN RESULTS OF THE W E R I&C UPGRADING ANALYSES

1.1- Methodology

The analyses were approached from a two-fold viewpoint but with a single objective, improve safety (or
availability as a safety enhancement) :

- regulatory approach: international (IAEA, IEC..) and national (OPB KS, PBia 90.) rulings were used as
reference criteria for the analyses;
- global approach: The I&C is a special case; to contemplate its upgrading implies to review process and
systems design, modify equipment, take into account operation aspects, maintenance and training.
Owing to this, the criteria for assessing existing systems and recommendations were applied according to this
global approach, itself triple-oriented along functional, structural and implementation lines, with the added
screening of safety criteria and the consideration of human factors.

1.2-WER 440-213

cf table Annex 1

1.3-WER 1000-320

cf table Annex 2
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2- CONSIDERATIONS SUPPORTING THE DOCTRINE EXIGENCY

2.1- Considerations on analyses

• Challenging earlier fundamental options.

Analysis of the above results reveals that many recommendations challenge basic l&C principles.
Experience shows that limited upgrading, which endeavour to keep part of the existing system while
modifying fundamental options (and especially system operating mode), represent a definite hazard because of
earlier stated principles interdependence.

=> Limiting this hazard requires a prior analysis of existing principles and of the global impact of
modifications at fundamental options level in order to verify the global consistency.

• Multiple upgrading

Analysis of the above results highlights the fact that all systems are involved in the upgrading and its
functional, structural or equipment aspects.

=> the variety of issues to be met pleads also in favour of a global approach for the sake of coherency of
eventually conflicting basic principles and options.

• Step by step upgrading strategy

Because of problems number and complexity to be solved, and projects restrictions (financial, timing...) to be
observed, a step by step upgrading is usually recommended; These allotments usually correspond to large
functional divisions but may also take into consideration successive functional evolution.

=> This situation requires that fundamental options be determined as soon as possible, in order to optimise the
step by step allotment as well as support the development of the successive stages with the utmost consistency.

• Diversity of parties involved

Institutes, utilities and NPPs are all solicited by manufacturers and engineering firms (or engineering groups)
promoting their products and services; in the eastern countries the industrial attitude still wavers between the
old state-run approach, and the new competitive market laws (usually applied without any discriminative
development plan!).

=> These circumstances make it even more imperative for the Client to impose clearly and explicitly the
principles he opted for.

2.2- General considerations

• Russian practice

Originally the Russian practice did not formalise all the main I&C design principles (I&C technical requirements
only date back to the middle eighties); one of the consequences being that the various developments highlight
somewhat a departure from initial principles (.such as actuators cells I&C)

=> Necessary homogcnisalion and standardisation

-2-



• Root justification

- The I&C is an expert area, where widely differing segmented fields, sometimes even compartmentalised, as
human factors (operator control on setpoint), functional aspect (I&C = brain of process), structural aspect (I&C
is an architecture of different systems), implementation aspect (hardware, software and installation) have their
own specific constraints.
- Lack of looping feedback.
- Difficult for experts to present and justify principles on which options are taken (interviews for justification of
OP on simulator that permit to express the root justification of an action).

=> Need to group the principles and define the options selected for the whole chain, from man to process
through all the I&C levels and with consideration of all constraints
=> Need to express these rules in a clear and simple manner, comprehensible to all those involved apart from
I&C experts.

• Functional approach

- Eastern practice often follows a equipment-based approach (cf.OPB 88 or I&C general technical
requirements).
- Analysis of I&C by manufacturers is often carried out from a equipment viewpoint and the ensuing
suggestions generally recommend systems of a more recent technology as the answer to all problems.
- The I&C is a transverse system supporting the whole process functions.

=> Adopt an approach leading from the functional to the equipment aspect

Q Technology evolution

The major technological developments provide not only enhanced performances but also new functionalities
upsetting previous concepts. One has to be aware of the risk posed by the development of large and
functionally complex systems overwhelming the management capability of both the Operator and the
Designer.
The risk on system limelessness, due to the digital permanent revolution, must be taken into account.

=> Need for a preliminary reflection before options are defined

• Man-machine interface (MMI)

The evolution of safety requirements, since TMI. was essentially centred on human factors, the role of man in
process control and the role of computer-based systems

=> these evolution involve basic reflections between the Operator and the Designer to take into account,
through MMI, operating organisation requirements, and reorder them in a way directly adapted to I&C.

From now on, solutions will utilise computerised systems, which may lead to the risk of conflicts between the
computerised aid, implemented through renovations, and existing information and operating means.

=> need to precisely define the status of computerised aids, (heir integration in control room and their role
together with the operating procedures and organisation.

Unmastered, all-powerful computerisation may lead to the de-qualification of operators; there is a risk of
losing the relationship between the cathodic appreciation of phenomena and the physical action on the process.
Computerised aid has lo self-generate the indispensable confidence that the operator must have in the tools
supposed to assist him, in particular under stress conditions (operator must he able to validate information
provided by the computerised system without any ambiguoustwss)
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=> need to review human factor principles and take them into account in the fundamental options that governs
the upgraded I&C system definition.

These observations lead to speak of the debate on the two lines of I&C modernisation :
- to increase the automatisation level and to develop improved automatic control algorithms,
- to improve MMI by qualitative and quantitative improvement of data and the way of processing them from
the process to operators (operating aids, computerised control room, computerised-aided-operating : N4).

=> This debate induces reflections and options on fundamental principles as functions classification,
automatisation level, operator intervention level that constitutes the basis of the I&C doctrine.

3- WHAT IS THE I&C DOCTRINE?

3.1- Definition

The I&C doctrine is the set of principles that governs the definition of the l&C system of an industrial process
by reordering, in a manner directly adapted to the I&C, the general design rules of the process (including
safety criteria for nuclear process), the needs of the operator (control and maintenance), and the sum of their
corresponding requirements.

The doctrine regroups, co-ordinates and justifies the fundamental options selected for I&C design (or
upgrading) and which can be translated into immediately applicable requirements or a set of criteria to be
included in the project design studies.

The doctrine is the I&C reference and ensures its coherency.

3.2- Methodology

The I&C doctrine is established along the same approach as any other I&C system analysis.

The approach implies to highlight principles to be enforced and to define their corresponding requirements
while bringing an answer to the 3 following questions:

Which functions must the I&C ensure?
- respective roles of man and I&C system within unit operation organisation,
- process functions assumed by the I&C,
- I&C functions: start-up, shutdown, protection, control, information.

How must the I&C be structured?
- vertical or horizontal architecture
- interfaces
- servant systems

How must the I&C be implemented?
- technological options (hardware, software)
- implementation
- installation.

The answers to all these questions are subjected to the added screening of a fourth question:
How to take into consideration the requirements (safety, availability, operation) associated with each level
(function, structure, equipment), and all operating conditions?

This is not a linear approach, it loops back in an iterative manner:
- the various stages (function, structure, implementation) are mutually self-serving during the project development,
- though the goal of the doctrine is to set some principles, it is not excluded that on the occasion of other upgrading some
options, even fundamental ones, he questioned. However, this would require a reiteration and from then a new doctrine.
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3.J- Content of I&C doctrine

The fundamentals of the doctrine are presented in Annex 3.

3.4- Application example

The diagram in annex 4 (from Basic Design studies for Kola 3/4 Reactor Protection System replacement)
shows how new fundamental options were proposed and how they were integrated in the initial I&C doctrine.

4- I&C DOCTRINE BENEFITS FOR W E R UPGRADING

• Analysis of existing system

=> The initial I&C doctrine should facilitate the existing system; for WER these existing principles should be

regrouped;
-> Western doctrines may be used as an analytical tool What is referred to is not the content of each
requirement, but rather the requirement content of the doctrine itself, in order to check if, and how, these
requirements have been taken into account.

• Definition of possible solutions

=> Comparison of Western engineering I&C doctrines with basic W E R I&C principles taken as the initial
WER doctrine, encourages discussions and mutual understanding between Western and Eastern parties and
helps to determine the option selected;
=> the doctrine contributes to establish the conceptual, basic and detailed designs of I&C systems; it plays a
fundamental role in the first step of projects which is absolutely necessary for the proper definition of the
following steps;
=> it helps to account for new developments while providing a framework limiting their design excess;
=> it contributes to provide steps hierarchy and solution stabilisation during an upgrading project;
=> integration of the chosen upgrading principles and options within the global unit I&C doctrine, should
guarantee the coherence of the whole system.

• Upgrading project review

=> The doctrine allows to check if all the key issues, requirements, have been met correctly in the project
under review.

Writing down the I&C doctrine should be requested in all upgrading specifications (TOR).
This task belongs to the General Designer responsibility that must take into account the Owner needs in
order to specify requirements for Suppliers

• Broadly, the doctrine:

=> Allows an optimal matching of safety and availability goals with operation and maintenance needs.

=> Optimises design options (particularly the I&C structure) with the use of simple and clear rules observed by
all those involved.

=> Clarify unit operation organisation (computerised aids status).

=> Substantiates the dialogue with Safety Authorities through the clear presentation of the chosen principles,
in particular during the programmable systems licensing actions
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=> Guarantees transverse coherency, ensures a global approach to the I&C, facilitates interfaces.

=> Leads in many cases to a standardisation of associated functions, structures or equipment.

Standardisation simplifies design, contract allotment, implementation, operation (with improvements to safety
and availability) and maintenance (idem).

=> Last but not least, helps cut down on costs at the following levels:

- studies, as a large number of principles are set,
- project management, as compliance with the doctrine ensures a global approach, requires that interfaces be
treated in a consistent and rigorous manner (thus avoiding modifications or the addition of systems and their
problematic compliance with classification requirements and qualification issues).
- implementation: contracts, erection, start-up.
- operation: control, maintenance, spare parts management, documentation...

5- CONCLUSION

All these elements tend to demonstrate that the development of the I&C doctrine is a key-stage in any
upgrading project as well as it identifies the aspects which lead us to promote this approach for the upgrading
of theWERI&C
It plays a fundamental role in the first step of projects which is absolutely necessary for the proper definition
of the following steps;

This approach contributes, in our opinion, to improve safety at three levels :

- the first level is the one of the project itself : applying the I&C doctrine contributes to optimise the
integration of safety requirements.

- the second level is the one of l&C itself : should MMI be improved, or automatisation level be increased,
basic principles of l&C doctrine will be considered

- The third level is the one of Man himself : it can be expected that the fundamental reflections on l&C
enhancement through improvement of Man-Machine Interface will return a direct profit on the human factor,
and as such, arc themselves a powerful tool in raising (he safety culture level

This approach is the result of Electricitc de France experience and we propose to assist, in this way, any
VVER upgrading project
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ANNEX 1 : ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR W E R 440-213*

Reactor Protection
- analyze protection sequences against following
accidents : primary overpressure, faulty operation of
pressurized heater/spray system. SGT.. LOA
- modify reactor trip logic
- integrate automatic adjustment of trip thresholds on
loss of coolant loops.
- replace non-down rod position indicator by neutron
flux measurement
- plan total testability of protection channel.

- separate protection and limitation functions
- install trip breakers in each protection sets.
- control trip breakers by each protection group
- implement all the logic processing at trip cabinet level
- creation of 3 qualified and independent acquisition,
processing and execution trains.
- reorganize neutron measurements into 3 independent
groups
- supply protection groups with first category power
sources.

- replace physical instrumentation with qualified
equipment.
- qualify trip breakers, neutron instrumentation, global
protection channel.
- qualify the rod position instrumentation channel (if
DNB)
- develop logic thresholds required for protection
actions by centralized and qualified level 1 equipment
- divide the diesel generators rooms into fire areas
- air condition diesel generator rooms
- ventilate diesel generator cabinets.

Safety systems
- SAG protection function must be integrated into
the engineered safeguard system
- improve diesel generators load restoration
sequence
- supply emergency-supplied panels from available
offset power sources before starting diesel
generators.
- creation of automatic switcover from main source
to auxiliary power source
- integrate within the engineered safeguard system
all safeguard functions initiated by non-classified
systems.

- automated controls related to safety functions
must be classified.
- elaborate logic thresholds necessary to safeguard
actions by centralized and qualified level 1
equipment.
- classify and qualify SG level control system in
accidental condition.
- classify and quality discharge flow rate control
of SG auxiliary feedwater pumps.

- qualify all the signal acquisition and conditioning
equipment.
- qualify the logic processing equipment.

- quality actuators
- supply engineered safeguard generators with 1st
category sources.
- replace standby power supply systems equipment
and components for all voltage with qualified
equipment.

Non-safety systems
- redefine and improve
controls: pressurizer
pressure and level, SG level.
- simplify automatic mode
changes.
- enhance interlocking
functions.
- create a speed modulating
function for control rod
clusters.

- redefine structure of power
control processing channel.
- integrate within the
limiting system all the
limiting functions
(integrated into the
protection system)
- regroup the processing
logic currently existing in
various limitations.

- following load shedding us
same signals as those used
for protection.

Information processing
- add operator-aid functions in post-accidental
conditions
- improve man-machine interface m manual and mode
change phases.
- in control room display appropriate and significant
information.
- create activity instrumentation in hermetic zone,
burble tower and exhaust stack.
- create pressure instrumentation in hermetic zone

- implement level 2 with two redundant machines.
- supply these systems with independent categorv 1
power sources in different fire areas.

- replace the centralized data processing and core
monitoring computer systems.
- qualify safety parameters display in post-accidenlal
operation.
- apply the same ergonomics to all systems.
- install 2 workstations in the technical support centre.
- extend the range of temperature instrumentation.

from EDF-PHARE N°90/062/030/001/EC/ENE/15 : Basic Engineering for Replacement o I&C System for V213 Nuclear Reactor



ANNEX 2 : ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR W E R 1000-320*

Reactor protection

- consideration of core parameters

- separate protection and limitation functions
- EX CORE neutronic flux monitoring system
upgrading
- upgrade SG level instrumentation
- impulse lines.
- improvement of level 1

- improvement of control rod drives
- improvement of temperature sensors.

Safety systems

- impulse lines.
- improvement of level 1

- enhancement of temperature sensors

Non-safety systems
- improvement of primary
controls
- SG level control
- reactivity meter
- turbine control.
- improvement of level 1

- sensors, transducers
- boron meter

Information processing
-PAMS
- add RPV level instrumentation.
-SPDS

- computerised information system
- black box
- emergency control centre
- diagnosis system

- replace IN CORE system
- closed TV circuit

principally from K.IEP : Modernization programme for Ukrainian NPP W E R 1000-320 rev.2
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ANNEX 3 : CONTENT OF THE I&C DOCTRINE

1- Classification of functions

First, the doctrine will rank functions according to their safety-related role.
By analogy to the accidental operating procedures, this phase may he compared with the Diagnosis Instruction ("DEC"
Document d Entree en Consigne)

This ranking is then further improved with other functional criteria (provisions to be made towards periodical
testing, availability, service continuity.)

This functional analysis grid allows to breakdown the set of process-functions (in France it is a breakdown of
elementary systems) into different categories.

The I&C doctrine will determine for each category the requirements related to the functional, structural and
implementation aspects.

2- Functional and organisational aspects

2 1- Automation level

For each I&C function (start-up, shutdown, fault processing, interlocking, switchover normal/emergency,
diesel load shedding/restoration, analogue adjustment) the doctrine defines which are the criteria allowing to
determine the task assigned to the OP in the MCR and those ensured by an automated action in different
operating conditions (normal, incidental, accidental).

2.2- Level of OP intervention

The operator intervention level corresponds to the different controls regrouping modes : individual control
with actuator, main actuator (actuator and its auxiliary satellites), elementary function (set of main actuators
ensuring the same function), main function (feedwater plant or turbogenerator set).

The doctrine establishes which are the selection principles and criteria to be met to determine the regrouping
mode (or modes) of the various functions; these criteria are applied in the course of the functional design
studies.

2.3- Information processing and display

The doctrine defines:
- the different information types (alarms, states, measurements, calculation results),
- their ranking according to their safety-related importance and their urgency for start-up, operation (especially
in the accidental phase), periodical or differed testing by the various operating or maintenance entities

The doctrine establishes the human technical factors to be taken into account.

Depending on these elements, the doctrine defines:
- means to visualise the information, whether conventional (windows, indicators, recorders) or computerised.
- signalling sequences, grouping or synthesis principles.
- information management rules,
- rules for information display layout in MCR.
- principles governing information processing (dating, chronology, acquisition, restitution, archiving...).
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2.5- Testing aptitude

The doctrine establishes the testing principles of:
- periodical tests of systems according to the analysis as carried out in § I,
- development and validation tests, periodical tests of I&C functions.
The doctrine determines the options that will, at different I&C levels, enable these tests to be performed.

2.6- Maintenance aptitude

The doctrine establishes the principles governing the monitoring, servicing, diagnostic, repair or replacement
of:
- systems according to the analysis carried out in § 1,
- I&C systems themselves.

2 7- Control room

The doctrine establishes the organising principles (based on operation organisation) of main and emergency
(and interaction rules with the MCR) control rooms, local boards and control desks.

It defines the options selected regarding design (functional arrangement, layout of controls, display and
communication devices, accident monitoring means), ergonomics, technology, architecture principles, cabling
principles

3- Structural aspects

31- Safety rules application

The doctrine establishes the principles allowing to meet safety requirements and particularly the single failure
criterion, through redundancy, independence, diversity, organisation of I&C and servant systems power
supply.

3.2- General structure

From the functional safety and availability requirements, sizing considerations, the doctrine establishes the
general I&C structure and defines the unit I&C organisation into systems (functional, vertical division, and for
I&C levels, horizontal), and functions arrangement within the architecture
It fixes the functional architecture option (functions arrangement within the architecture) as well as the extent
of its modularity

3.3- Equipment centralisation rules

The doctrine defines the different equipment centralisation modes (centralised, decentralised, local), the
centralisation mode selection criteria of functional systems I&C, and for each system establishes the
centralisation mode, technology, and geographical location chosen for the corresponding I&C.

3 4- Interface rules

The doctrine defines principles regarding interfaces between I&C and process (types of connections between
[&C and actuators, sensors and process).
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Within the I&C it defines (he connections and determines the communication rules between the various
systems and levels; it ranks priorities among commands sent by different systems to the same actuator

4- Implementation aspects

4.1- Technological options

The doctrine establishes the possible technology options (or defines selection criteria) for:
- systems (controllers, monitoring, electronic components, programming modes...),
- equipment (sensors, actuators, power supply...).

4.2- Data life cycle

The doctrine establishes, for programmable systems, the rule concerning the supply, production, validation,
modification of data, and the principles concerning the data production means (CAD) and validation means
(testing means, simulators...).

4.3- Functional sequences of automated controls

The options taken in the above analysis involve the definition of control relays functional sequences (startup,
shutdown, switchover, interlocking...).
The doctrine establishes and standardises these sequences, determines their content as well as their complexity
level and specifies their applicability to various process-functions.

4.4- Implementation rules

The doctrine establishes, according to function analysis, the implementation rules regarding:

- processing organisation within the systems,
- required reliability achieving mode (majority logic, complementary logic...),
- composition of protection, control and alarm channels,
- data acquisition and transfer modes.
- connecting modes between sensors or actuators and relays, relays and control or signal devices (2 or 3 wires,
energised or de-energised to operate...),
- actuators control and holdown voltage...

4.5- Qualification

The I&C doctrine must refer to :
- the qualification principles of electrical equipment,
- the rules governing software engineering quality.

4.6- Installation rules

Referring to the safety, environmental and personnel safety criteria, the doctrine defines the rules governing
the layout of the various I&C systems components and connections, of their and servant systems power supply
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Abstract

Most nuclear power plants are operating with their original analog I&C equipment. This
equipment requires increasing maintenance efforts to sustain system performance. Decreasing
availability of replacement parts and support organizations for analog technology accentuate
obsolescence problems and resultant O&M cost increases. Modern technology, especially
digital systems, offers improved functionality, performance, and reliability; solutions to
obsolescence of equipment; reduction in O&M costs; and the potential to enhance safety.
Digital systems with their inherent advantages will be implemented only if reliable and cost-
effective implementation and licensing acceptance is achieved and if the upgraded system
supports reduced power production costs. EPRI and its member utilities are working together
under the Integrated I&C Upgrade Initiative to address I&C issues. This paper will describe
and give the status of EPRI's Integrated I&C Upgrade Initiative.

1. Introduction

Operating nuclear power plants in the United States were designed 20 to 40 years ago with
analog instrumentation and control (I&C) technology. Today, most plants continue to operate
with the original I&C equipment. This equipment is approaching or exceeding its life
expectancy, resulting in increasing maintenance efforts to sustain system performance.
Surveys of licensee event reports (LERs) show that a majority of the LERs are related to I&C
issues. Decreasing availability of replacement parts and the accelerating deterioration of the
infrastructure of manufacturers that support analog technology exacerbate obsolescence
problems and resultant operation and maintenance (O&M) cost increases.

Instrumentation and control systems in nuclear power plants need to be upgraded in a reliable
and cost-effective manner to replace obsolete equipment, to reduce operation and maintenance
costs, to improve plant performance, and to enhance safety. The major drivers for the
replacement of the safety, control, and information systems in nuclear power plants are the
obsolescence of the existing hardware and the need for more cost-effective power production.
The procurement of replacement modules and spares under current requirements, for
hardware that was designed 20 to 40 years ago and is no longer fully supported by the original
equipment manufacturer, is costly, time consuming and, in some cases, not even possible. In
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the US, and other countries, competition between power producers is dictating more cost-
effective power production. The increasing operation and maintenance costs to maintain
many of the analog systems is counter to the needs for more cost-effective power production
and improved competitiveness.

Technological improvements, particularly the availability of digital systems, offer improved
functionality, performance, and reliability; solutions to obsolescence of analog equipment;
reduction in operation and maintenance costs; and the potential to enhance safety. Modern
digital technology holds a significant potential to improve cost-effectiveness and productivity
of nuclear power plants. Digital systems have the potential for solving the utilities' current
problems of increasing analog equipment obsolescence; rapidly escalating operation and
maintenance costs; lost generation due to system unavailability, spurious operation, and
human error; and the inability to increase plant capacity due to equipment limitations. All of
these problems contribute to reduced competitiveness with other power production sources
and could lead to premature plant closures.

Reliance on proprietary system suppliers coupled with new licensing and design issues have
resulted in high implementation costs when digital upgrades have been performed in nuclear
power plants. There is a need for a systematic approach leading to the identification,
prioritization, and implementation of I&C solutions in nuclear power plants. Viable
alternatives range from extending the useful life of existing equipment to the complete
replacement of systems in a cost-effective manner when vulnerability to obsolescence or the
need for increased productivity so dictates.

Reliable, integrated information is a critical element for protecting the utility's capital
investment and increasing availability and reliability. Integrated systems with integrated
information can perform more effectively to increase productivity, to enhance safety, and to
reduce O&M costs. A plant communications and computing architecture is the infrastructure
needed to allow the implementation of I&C systems in an integrated manner. Current
technology for distributed digital systems, plant process computers, and plant
communications and computing networks support the integration of systems and information.

The test for future digital I&C system upgrades will be whether they are cost beneficial to the
plant and if they can offer a payback to the utility in an acceptable time period. Digital
systems with their inherent advantages will be implemented in nuclear power plants only if
reliable and cost-effective implementation and licensing acceptance is achieved and if the
upgraded system supports reduced power production costs.

2. EPRI Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Program

Nuclear utilities are confronted by a growing equipment obsolescence problem which is a
significant contributing factor to increasing costs for plant operation and maintenance. Plant
age combined with the rapid pace of evolution of electronic technology is a significant factor in
equipment obsolescence. The flexibility and performance of modern digital technology could
be used as the basis for replacing obsolete modules or systems in a cost-effective manner in
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nuclear power plants. The realization of the benefits of digital technology is currently
restrained by the relatively high cost of initial applications of new technology for the domestic
nuclear power industry in a highly regulated environment. Work is needed to establish
reliable and cost-effective methodologies for the design, qualification, and implementation of
digital systems in nuclear power plants. This work should utilize, as much as possible,
relevant information and experience from other process industries where digital systems are
commonly used. Commercial-grade digital systems have proven reliable in other process
industries for applications including safety related systems. Cost-effective approaches are
needed to implement and qualify commercial-grade hardware and software for nuclear power
plant applications. To address these issues and facilitate the upgrading of I&C systems in
nuclear power plants, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has put together an
industry-wide instrumentation and control program.

The Electric Power Research Institute and its member nuclear utilities(now including
international members) are working together under the Integrated Instrumentation and
Control Upgrade Program on a three pronged approach to address I&C issues. This program
is documented in the Integrated Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Plan (1). This plan
covers a wide range of I&C activities as demonstrated by the seven technical elements of the
program. They are Instrumentation, Control and Protection, Man-Machine Support Systems,
Verification and Validation, Communications, Maintenance, and Specifications and Standards.

The three prongs of the program consist of research and development activities, utility
demonstration plant activities, and licensing stabilization activities. The research and
development activities support the development and implementation of digital systems for
cost and performance improvements, as well as providing a technical basis for qualification
and licensing responses. It also provides part of the bases for the requirements and
methodologies needed to design, develop, qualify, implement, operate, and maintain digital
systems. The demonstration plant activities identify utility's needs, provide part of the bases
for requirements and methodologies mentioned above, provide a test bed for and feedback on
requirements and methodologies for upgrading systems, support the development of
specifications for digital systems, and capture experience from implementing new digital
systems. The licensing stabilization activities provide technical support, as requested, for the
industry licensing positions with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)
on digital systems which are being developed by utility working groups and facilitated by the
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI).

Part of the research and development activities, in conjunction with the demonstration plant
activities, is to define and develop a set of generic methodologies and guidelines that will
assist utilities in identifying, prioritizing, and implementing I&C solutions more effectively.
These methodologies and guidelines will assist the utilities in performing integrated I&C
upgrades in the most timely and cost-effective manner possible.

The EPRI Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Program has developed a life-cycle
management program for I&C systems. Life-cycle management involves the optimization of
maintenance, monitoring and capital resources to sustain safety and performance throughout
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the plant life. Life-cycle management for I&C systems and components additionally may
require the use of digital technology, when analog equipment cannot be cost-effectively
maintained or when an improvement in performance is desired. The main product of the life-
cycle management program is a set of methodologies and guidelines that, as part of the
utility's overall life-cycle management effort, will enable nuclear power plants to fully consider
I&C cost and performance improvements, including the application of digital technology.
Specific examples of system specification and designs will also be developed through the
application of the upgrade implementation methodologies to safety-related and non safety-
related systems and system prototypes.

3. Planning and Evaluation Methodologies

Four strategic planning and system evaluation methodologies were developed under the I&C
Initiative. The first two methodologies enable the utility to prepare an I&C life-cycle
management program plan (2) and a plant communications and computing architecture plan
(3). The last two methodologies enable the utility to perform long-term maintenance planning
(4) and detailed upgrade evaluation (5) for I&C systems or components.

The Life-Cycle Management Plan is a long term strategic plan for managing a power plant's
I&C systems over the planning period selected by the utility. The Life-Cycle Management
Plan Methodology (2) guides a designated team of utility personnel through a comparison of
I&C life-cycle management strategies and through existing and planned life-cycle
management program activities to identify interfaces and integration options. On the basis of
this comparison, the I&C Life-Cycle Management Plan is prepared. This plan includes the
identification of systems and components to be included in the program; the development of
bases for upgrade or long term maintenance options; the initial cost and performance
improvement estimates, prioritization for detailed upgrade evaluation, and deferred-upgrade
maintenance planning; and the identification of related programs and organizational interfaces
including key personnel and responsibilities. The methodology is accompanied by a
workbook which contains various outlines, worksheets, and generic interview questions and
topics that aid in the development of a Life-Cycle Management Plan. The document
describing the methodology also explains the overall process for planning and implementing
the various elements of I&C life-cycle management, and the relationship of the other EPRI
planning methodologies and guidelines. A plant-specific version of the life-cycle management
plan is given in reference 6.

The Plant Communications and Computing Architecture Plan Methodology (3) provides
utilities with a detailed set of instructions for preparing a Plant Communications and
Computing Architecture Plan that will allow them to upgrade their I&C systems in a logical,
cost-effective, and non-disruptive fashion. The Plant Communications and Computing
Architecture Plan Methodology provides all of the information necessary to allow utilities to
develop their strategic architecture plans in the most cost-effective manner possible. It guides
a designated team of utility personnel through an assessment of the existing plant data
network architecture, corporate communications architecture life-cycle management plans,
and I&C life-cycle management implementation guidelines with respect to the
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communications architecture. On the basis of the assessment results, a Plant Communications
and Computing Architecture Plan is prepared to address a characterization of the existing
network architecture; a characterization of the future network architecture in terms of a
network model and communication standards for connectivity and interoperability of network
elements; a set of network architecture requirements regarding the physical configuration,
network access, network add-on provisions, network performance monitoring, and I&C
equipment communications interfacing; and a set of consistent human-machine interface
requirements for I&C systems. Some nuclear power utilities have used the need to upgrade
their plant process computer (7) as an opportunity to develop a new plant communications
and computing architecture. An example of a plant-specific architecture plan is given in
reference 8.

The Systems Maintenance Plan Methodology (4) addresses long-term maintenance planning
for systems or components where the initial screening in the Life-Cycle Management Plan
indicates that detailed upgrade evaluation is not justified, over the planning period, by cost
and performance improvement potential. The Systems Maintenance Plan Methodology
contains a process for developing a comprehensive System Maintenance Plan for each
identified system. The Systems Maintenance Plan will present the most efficient approach for
maintaining the operational goals and life expectancy of the system. The Systems
Maintenance Plan Methodology will describe how to develop long range maintenance
objectives, to baseline and analyze the existing maintenance process, to analyze failure rates,
inventory practices, and obsolescence issues, and to implement maintenance related problem
solving techniques.

The Upgrade Evaluation Methodology (5) addresses a detailed evaluation of I&C system and
components when upgrading is indicated by the cost and performance screening in the Life-
Cycle Management Plan. The Upgrade Evaluation Methodology is used to analyze each
candidate system upgrade to determine if the upgrade is justified from a cost benefit
perspective. The Upgrade Evaluation Methodology is used to produce an Upgrade Evaluation
Report for each candidate upgrade. The Upgrade Evaluation Report describes high level
system functionality, upgrade alternatives and associated cost benefit evaluations, and the
recommended alternative. The upgrade evaluation process includes detailed cost and
performance analysis; conceptual design options analysis; cost/benefit analysis; and upgrade
recommendations. Analysis of conceptual design options includes the consideration of digital
design basis changes, associated technical specification changes, and equipment selection
candidates. Where an upgrade is to proceed, the Upgrade Evaluation Report issued as input
to the Functional Requirements Specification.

4. Integrated Plant Systems

While analog equipment is becoming obsolete and more costly to maintain, the requirements
on nuclear power plant personnel to improve availability, reliability, and productivity and to
reduce safety challenges to the plant have increased. These personnel are working with more
complex systems, and responding to increasing operational, regulatory and productivity
demands. As tasks become more complex, involving large numbers of subsystem
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interrelationships, the potential for human errors increases. Therefore, reliable, integrated
information is a critical element for protecting the utility's capital investment and increasing
availability and reliability. Integrated systems with integrated information access can perform
more effectively to increase productivity and enhance safety.

Traditionally systems have been implemented in a stand-alone manner which has resulted in
increased operation and maintenance costs. Increased competition in the utility industry
makes it essential that these operating and maintenance costs are minimized. Technology can
be used to assist plant personnel and reduce the potential for human errors. At the same time,
it can support improved productivity and the reduction of overall operating and maintenance
costs. The modern technology available for distributed digital systems, plant process
computers, and plant communications and computing networks is fully capable of supporting
integration of systems and information. In fact, this capability has been proven in other
process industries and in nuclear power plants in other countries.

Integration of the plant systems and information are essential to cost-effectively enhance
cooperation between systems and to reduce unnecessary duplication of functions and
information. The objectives of integrating plant systems and information are to improve plant
availability and reliability, to reduce operations and maintenance costs, to reduce safety
challenges, and to improve performance with existing and new equipment systems. The plant
communications and computing architecture of the plant supplies the infrastructure which
allows the integration of systems and information. This infrastructure supports integrated
upgrades, provides access to all of the plant's information sources, and facilitates common
interfaces between the human and the machine. This architecture will support the
interoperability of systems and the interchangeability of equipment. It will also be designed to
be easily expandable. This architecture is defined by a plan that includes a migration strategy
to get from the current plant architecture to the final, desired architecture.

5. Productivity Enhancement Systems

Digital technology can support improved power output from nuclear power plants. The
improved accuracy of digital systems and the associated reductions in uncertainties can allow
the utility to increase its plant's power rating. Digital systems also have the potential to
support faster startups for increased power output. They can also support the faster
determination of the root causes of an unanticipated trip. At the same time, they can support
the faster evaluation of the performance of the equipment and systems during the
unanticipated trip. Both of these will allow a faster return to power after an unanticipated trip
and; therefore, allow more power to be produced by the plant.

The abilities of digital systems offer many ways to reduce O&M costs. Besides improved
reliability and availability, two examples of ways to reduce O&M costs are derived from the
continuous monitoring, trending and reporting capabilities, as well as the archival capabilities,
of digital systems. The first is the instrumentation calibration reduction program (9,10) which
can reduce the number of instruments to be calibrated and increase the interval between
calibrations. Additional reports exist on instrumentation calibration, surveillance, and testing
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(11-14). The second is a condition-based maintenance program which would allow
maintenance to be performed when needed rather than on some predetermined interval. This
is the next step in maintenance cost-effectiveness after preventive maintenance (15) and
reliability centered maintenance (16).

The technological advances of the last few years have made it possible to develop
sophisticated personnel support systems, which can not only process and present information,
but can also give advice to the human. With appropriately implemented personnel support
systems, humans can be augmented substantially in their capacity to monitor, process,
interpret, and apply information; thus reducing errors and increasing reliability and
availability. These personnel support systems can increase productivity by eliminating routine
human-power-intensive efforts such as recording, collecting, integrating, and evaluating data;
and by assisting in monitoring and control activities. These systems can improve the
consistency and completeness of decision-making activities by performing the role of
diagnostic and decision-support advisors. Personnel support systems can assist in reducing
safety challenges to the plant by presenting more complete, integrated, and reliable
information to plant staff to better cope with operating and emergency conditions. Reducing
safety challenges leads directly to improved reliability and availability and hence productivity.
It can also reduce the maintenance activities, which would have been required, for equipment
that would have been unnecessarily challenged. Functional requirements for an environment
that would support these capabilities is given in reference 17. A Reactor Water Cleanup
prototype system using integrated information and soft controls is described in reference 18.

Advances in technological and human engineering offer the promise of helping nuclear power
plant staff to reduce errors, improve productivity, and minimize the risk to plant and
personnel. A plant-wide infrastructure for coordinated personnel support systems should be
created to enhance these systems and to reduce their implementation costs. This infrastructure
will include information communication capabilities, database and knowledge base managers,
and a unified human-machine interface. This infrastructure, which is the plant
communications and computing architecture discussed above, will permit incremental
additions of personnel support systems in all domains.

6. Application of Three Diverse Modern I&C Technologies

The majority of control and protection systems in nuclear power plants are based on analog
and electromechanical technologies. However, utilities face a growing unavailability of
replacement parts for such systems. Three diverse modern forms of I&C technologies are
being studied and prototyped for application to safety systems in nuclear power plants. The
first is programmable logic controllers (PLCs). PLCs with appropriate qualification programs
appear to be ideally suited for a large number of nuclear power plant applications. PLCs have
proven highly reliable in many industrial applications and can be used to replace aging analog
and electromechanical equipment to solve the obsolescence problem, improve operation and
productivity, and reduce operation and maintenance costs. Areas that must receive careful
attention when adopting commercially available PLCs include software verification and
validation, hardware qualification, and regulatory acceptance. Standardized designs of PLC-
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based systems for safety system applications offer the opportunity for increased cost-
effectiveness in implementations.

Work is underway to apply modern PLC technology to design, develop, test, and demonstrate
a safety-grade control system. Ft will study various alternative PLC designs for safety systems
to develop a cost-effective standardized design. This effort will develop, in conjunction with
the commercial-grade dedication working group's activities, a reviewable process for
hardware qualification and software verification and validation of commercially available
PLCs for safety-grade applications in nuclear power plants. It will demonstrate the
applicability of the generically-developed commercial-grade dedication process for digital
systems to commercial PLCs.

Due to the stringent and, from past history, costly requirements for licensing digital systems
for reactor protection systems, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) technology is
being considered as one solution for reactor protection system upgrades. Cost and regulatory
risk are major concerns with licensing a digital reactor protection system. To satisfactorily
insure that a microprocessor-based reactor protection system will perform as desired, be
highly reliable, and not have unintended functions is very costly. A potentially cost-effective
alternative is to develop an ASIC-based reactor protection system. In this case, the ASIC is
designed to perform only the needed functionality of the reactor protection system. This
reduces the effort required to assure the reactor protection system's performance in protecting
the plant and public.

The reactor protection systems at most plants are based on obsolete relay systems. The cost of
maintaining these systems to an acceptable safety level is increasing. In addition, the effort to
test these systems is substantial. Also, spare parts are hard to find and very costly. The
increasing procurement, maintenance, and testing costs are contributing to the decreased
competitiveness of nuclear plants. ASIC-based systems could reduce the costs in each of these
areas. If designed properly, they would be readily available, highly reliable, require much less
test and maintenance time, and allow testing the reactor protection system with the channel
for testing in bypass mode rather than out-of-service mode. This last can be very effective in
reducing inadvertent trips while testing is underway.

The feasibility of implementing reactor protection system functionality in an ASIC has been
demonstrated. ASICs are being designed and tested that will perform most of the typical
functions in the reactor protection system. Several EPRI-member utilities are working with
EPRI to demonstrate replacement RPS components using the ASIC technology.

The third technology being studied is the Dynamic Safety System (DSS) technology.
Compared to existing static safety systems' technology, DSS offers the advantages of decreased
costs and increased reliability. The on-going work includes design, interfacing, and testing an
emulator of a BWR reactor protection system using DSS technology at a BWR plant simulator
to determine feasibility for use of DSS technology in BWR's. A project is underway with an
EPRI-member utility to evaluate the complete RPS replacement with DSS technology.
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7. Areas of Concern about Digital Systems

Design and licensing issues have inhibited access to cost and performance improvements
possible with digital technology. Examples of the areas of concern for digital systems in
nuclear power plants are licensing, software verification and validation (V&V), hardware
qualification including electromagnetic interference compatibility and seismic, reliability,
performance, separation, redundancy, fault-tolerance, common-mode failures, diversity,
human-machine interfaces, and integration of systems and information through
communications networks. Commercial-grade dedication of digital systems is an approach for
more cost-effective implementations that is of considerable interest to the nuclear utilities. As
part of the EPRI Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Program and other EPRI activities,
approaches to address many of these concerns have been developed and the results are given
in recent EPRI reports (19-35).

The Guideline on Licensing Digital Upgrades (19) was developed to be consistent with the
established 10 CFR 50.59 process. It helps utilities design and implement digital upgrades,
perform 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations, and develop information to support licensing
submittals. It suggests a failure analysis-based approach that encompasses digital-specific
issues and other possible failure causes, addressing both according to their potential effects at
the system level. Abnormal conditions and Events (ACES) (20), as described in ANSI/IEEE
ANS 7-4.3.2-1993 "Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer Systems in Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations", play an integral role in this approach.

Guidance for electromagnetic interference susceptibility testing of digital equipment (21) and a
handbook for electromagnetic compatibility of digital equipment (22) have been developed.
These reports integrate the current knowledge and understanding of the electromagnetic
issues concerning the installation of digital equipment in power plants. They direct the utility
toward practical and economical solutions for dealing with electromagnetic interference. The
handbook also helps eliminate some misconceptions that questioned the reliability of digital
equipment subjected to the electromagnetic environment of nuclear power plants.

Guidelines and a handbook for software V&V have been developed (23-25). These products
describe approaches to categorize the software systems in terms of criticality and
consequences of failure. They then identify levels of V&V commiserate with these
categorizations. The guidelines for V&V in reference 23 developed a set of 16 V&V guideline
packages based on the system category, development phase, and software system component
which is being tested. For V&V methods in the guidelines that do not have a good description
elsewhere in literature on how to use them, 11 sets of procedures have also been developed.
The report identifies 153 V&V methods for software systems which can be used on the 52
identified software defect types. The guidelines developed were based on the attempt to
identify the methods which were most successful in finding various types of defects, on the
attempt to assure that the different guidelines catered to the different needs of different
systems, and on the attempt to emphasize the practicality and cost-effectiveness of the
methods recommended.
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A process for the commercial-grade dedication of hardware has been developed (26, 27) and
proven very successful. The basic concepts of this process are being used as the starting point
for proposed commercial-grade dedication processes for digital systems. The use of
commercial-grade programmable logic controllers (PLCs) for safety related systems is
described in reference 28. Guidelines for evaluating and dedicating commercial-grade PLCs
have been developed (29, 30). Considerable concern has been raised about annunciator
systems and the magnitude of alarms that an operator must be aware of during a transient.
The large number of alarms and the presentation of them make the operator's job more
difficult and can potentially contribute to human errors. Work has been done on more
intelligent alarm systems and the methods for presenting them (31-33). Additional areas that
have been addressed are pressure transmitters (34), radiation monitoring systems (35), and
wireless monitoring systems (36).

8. Demonstration Plant Projects

The utility demonstration plants essentially are the laboratories where I&C cost and
improvement options are being researched and developed. There are five utility
demonstration plant projects in progress which are providing the primary inputs, as well as
testing, validation and refinement activities for the methodology and guideline development
under the I&C Initiative.

Activities at each of the five demonstration plants include the preparation of I&C life-cycle
management plans and plant computing and control architecture plans; system screening,
deferred-upgrade maintenance planning, and detailed upgrade evaluations; testing,
validation, and refinement of various plant-specific methodologies and guidelines; and
development of options and plans for integration of I&C cost and performance improvement
activities with related life-cycle management efforts.

Demonstration project activities were completed at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns
Ferry Unit 2, Baltimore Gas and Electric Company's Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2, Northern
States Power Company's Prairie Island Units 1 and 2, Entergy Company's Arkansas Nuclear
One Units 1 and 2, and Omaha Public Power District's Fort Calhoun. An example of a plant-
specific plan developed under the demonstration program is the architecture plan for the plant
data network at Browns Ferry (8). Additional I&C project activities using EPRI I&C
methodologies are underway at Korea Electric Power Company and Nuclear Electric (UK).

Conclusions

The implementation and integration of digital I&C systems enhances the ability to achieve the
goals of improved availability and reliability, enhanced safety, reduced operations and
maintenance costs, and improved productivity in nuclear power plants. The plant
communications and computing architecture provides the infrastructure which allows the
integration of systems and information. The modern technology of distributed digital systems,
plant process computers (both monolithic and distributed), and plant communications and
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computing networks have proven their ability to achieve these goals in other industries and in
nuclear power plants in other countries. The use of this modern, proven technology is a key
contributor to improved competitiveness in nuclear power plants. EPRI has established an
Integrated Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Initiative to support its member nuclear
utilities in developing strategic plans and taking advantage of this modern technology to
improve nuclear power plant competitiveness, while enhancing plant safety. The EPRI
developed technology can be used for all types of nuclear power plants.
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Refurbishing the Reactor Protection Systems of WER-
440/230 and 213 and WER-1000/320 Nuclear Power Plants
with Exclusively Digital I&C Systems

Michael Martin, Marketing & Sales Engineer
Power Generation Group (KWU) of Siemens AG, Dept. NLVD
Offenbach, Germany

Abstract
Refurbishment of a nuclear power plant's reactor protection system
(RPS) is based on two main sets of requirements.
The first set covers the engineering aspects such as performance,
qualification and licensing. Besides these requirements, the interfaces to
other instrumentation and control (I&C) functions and systems are also
important. Furthermore, maintaining the operating license has to be
taken into consideration.
The second set of requirements consists of price-performance
relationships (i.e. cost-benefit), ease of service and maintenance as well
as installation during scheduled refueling outages as necessary with
respect to economic efficiency.

Advanced I&C systems have been developed to meet these
requirements as well as the increasing demands being placed on safety
and availability.
The main features of these systems are a clear, task-related architecture
with adaptable redundancy, consistent application of standards to
interfacing and communications, comprehensive tools for ease of design
and servicing, and a highly ergonomic screen-based man-machine
interface.

A number of WER nuclear plants, WER-440s as well as WER-1000s,
have announced their intention to refurbish their RPSs.
The main functions of the new RPS are the following:
• emergency protection
• emergency core cooling
• diesel start and diesel load program initiation.

Siemens' Power Generation Group (KWU) has been in a position to offer
highly favorable solutions in this regard which meet all general
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requirements as well as plant-specific needs. Since 1994, WER plants
have been placing orders with Siemens to design, supply, install and
commission new RPSs, including the ex-core neutron flux monitoring
system, utilizing Siemens' advanced I&C system TELEPERM XS.

TELEPERM XS is designed to perform any safety I&C task requiring
nuclear-grade qualification. This includes in particular all functions which
initiate automatic countermeasures for accident prevention and accident
control.
Thus, from an engineering viewpoint as well as with an eye to economic
efficiency, Siemens' digital safety I&C system presents an optimum
solution for refurbishing reactor protection systems.
The new exclusively digital RPS will fulfill all requirements regarding
function, qualification, licensing and cost effectiveness specified by the
customer and the regulatory authorities. To achieve optimum economic
efficiency, installation and commissioning will take place during the
normal scheduled outages. In this way, no additional costs are incurred
due to loss of production.

Above and beyond the RPS refurbishment, this digital I&C system
provides an excellent foundation for remaining plant service life.

1. Introduction

In recent years the requirements governing the safety and availability of
nuclear power plants have changed. Investigations to consider these
revisions were conducted in Western nuclear power plants as well as in
several WER plants in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
Depending on the scope of these modifications, analyses investigating
the partial or complete modernization of safety I&C systems are
economically interesting and indeed necessary with regard to safety.

One of the I&C system concerned here is the reactor protection system
(RPS), which serves primarily the functions of emergency protection,
emergency core cooling, diesel start and diesel load program initiation.

The existing safety I&C systems in WER plants are based on analog
technology and represent special solutions for safety-related
applications. The procurement of spare parts for such systems will
become increasingly difficult as time goes by. In some nuclear power
plants, the RPS is reaching the end of its service life and in most cases
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these systems do not match today's high customer expectations with
respect to serviceability, maintenance, diagnostics and documentation.

2. Framework for Refurbishment

Refurbishment of the RPS as well as the entire reactor I&C is governed
by specified requirements and user-specific needs (see Fig. 2-1).

The main requirements are dictated by the following:
• efficient operation
• qualification to nuclear-grade specifications
• licensing

Requirements dictated by the latter two of the above will vary according
to the codes and laws specific to the country in which the nuclear power
plant is located.

User-specific needs can be broken down into the following:
• task-related architecture with adaptable redundancy
• consistent application of standards to interfacing and communications
• comprehensive tools for ease of design and service
• long-term supply of spare parts
• aftersales service by the supplier

These needs can be summed up as the demand for an optimum price-
performance relationship.

In order to guarantee that the above requirements and needs are met,
Siemens proposes a modernization process divided into the following 3
main phases, which are described in greater detail below (see Fig. 2-2):
• preliminary project phase or feasibility study
• concept phase
• realization and implementation phase

This method provides the capability of tailoring special, customer-
focused solutions which are both inexpensive and licensable.
Furthermore, the customer has the possibility of making decisions during
each phase along the way.
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2.1 Preliminary Project Phase

The first step of any modernization project is to conduct a preliminary
project phase or feasibility study. In cooperation with the customer, the
current status of the plant's existing reactor I&C must be clarified and a
modernization concept developed.

The main steps in the course of this phase are:
• Record the current status of the existing I&C systems.
• Define the tasks to be performed.
• Develop a proposal for modernization.

The main task within the scope of recording the status of the existing
I&C system consists of identifying the I&C functions on the basis of I&C
documentation and classifying these functions according to safety goals.
This method allows each I&C task to be formalized with respect to the
plant process and functions to be compared with the state of the art. In
this way, potential improvements of the I&C functions can be shown
which go far beyond the simple replacement of the equipment system.

Furthermore, plant-specific features can be pointed out in the course of
recording the current status of the I&C systems, such as:
• free space in the switchgear building
• power supply reserves
• cable tracing
• equipment systems implemented in adjacent systems
• interfaces, decoupling.

Based on this information, a unique replacement concept can be
developed in cooperation with the customer which considers the
following conditions:

possibility of replacing I&C cabinets
possibility of replacing I&C functions
interfaces
customer-specific needs with regard to operation & monitoring
licensing conditions
replacement timeframe during scheduled refueling outage.

A preliminary project phase such as described above has already been
carried out for Paks Nuclear Power Plant in Hungary.
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2.2 Concept Phase

In the case of a positive customer decision for replacement and
modernization based on the results of the above initial phase,
elaboration of preliminary concepts can begin. These concepts at the
same time form the foundation for plant-specific licensing procedures.
Documentation is subdivided into 3 main complexes:
• overall description
• process requirements for I&C
• I&C concepts

The overall description presents the reasons for and a general overview
of the modernization project and refers to the detailed concepts. In
addition, individual modernization packages are defined and an overall
time schedule set. In order to ensure licensability of replacements and
modernizations, a detailed verification and validation (V&V) concept for
all phases of the project is essential.

If within the preliminary project phase all existing I&C functions of the
reactor I&C system have been identified and classified, the safety tasks
of the I&C modernization can be defined taking into account the scope of
functions to be replaced and the functional modifications to be made.
The description of the I&C tasks contains only those functions to be
replaced. In addition to safety classification of the I&C functions and
definition of the failure-inducing events to be accommodated, it is
necessary to specify the time behavior required of the I&C functions.
This is a topic of particular importance to digital sequential operating I&C
systems, as it must be proven that the total signal response time of the
I&C system fulfills the process time behavior requirements.

The main part of the licensing documentation comprises the I&C concept
descriptions. Based on the safety tasks of the I&C system, the system
architecture must be defined and the I&C functions distributed over the
various subsystems. This allows evaluation of the anticipated time
behavior. Furthermore, I&C cabinet allocation and module disposition
can be derived as well as the power supply demands of the system
hardware (power supply concept).

The man-machine-interface of the I&C system is described within the
scope of an operation & monitoring concept and an annunciation
concept. The test concept and the service concept play a special role in
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this respect in view of the high customer expectations with regard to
testing, maintenance and servicing of the I&C system.

Preparation of the licensing documentation for upgrades being
performed at Bohunice V1 and Rovno 4 Nuclear Power Stations is
almost complete.

2.3 Realization and Implementation Phase

Realization and implementation of system upgrading begins subsequent
to completion of the licensing documentation, and is subdivided into 4
stages:
• manufacture of I&C system
• installation and commissioning
• trial operation
• training and support.

The process of preparing the function diagrams and hardware topology
diagrams is called "specification of the I&C system" and can begin within
the second phase, "licensing documentation", as this process is not
connected to ordering and manufacture of the system hardware. In
particular the automatic code generation and subsequent V&V of the
I&C functions by means of simulation testbed and load calculations
provide a higher degree of certainty for the implementation phase.

Subsequent to ordering and manufacture of the system hardware, in
particular the wiring and factory testing of the I&C cabinets, full-scale
integration testing is conducted in a test rig. The test specifications
applied for simulation must be proven on the target hardware.
Furthermore, I&C software is tested using plant simulation software.
Goal of the integration test is a full-size test scope in order to ensure
compliance within the specified timeframe for installation and
commissioning during the scheduled refueling outage.

Erection of the system at the plant is limited to the installation and
commissioning of the pre-tested I&C cabinets and connection of the
input and output signals.

The implementation phase concludes with extensive instruction and
training of the customer's personnel as well as support for system
maintenance and inservice inspections.
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This modernization concept procedure is currently being applied within
the framework of the following I&C upgrade projects:
• Bohunice V1, a WER-440 Model 230 plant, for refurbishment of the

entire reactor I&C.
• Paks, a WER-440 Model 213 plant, for refurbishment of the RPS and

ex-core neutron flux monitoring system
• Rovno Unit 4, a WER-1000 Model 320 plant, for refurbishment of the

reactor trip system and the ex-core neutron flux monitoring system
• Khmelnitzki, Unit 1, a WER-1000 Model 320 plant, where Siemens

will soon begin with refurbishment of nearly the entire reactor I&C
system.

All of these orders are based on Siemens digital safety I&C system
TELEPERM XS, which is capable of meeting all requirements and
customer-specific needs in the field of reactor I&C refurbishment.

3. Refurbishment of Reactor Protection System

In the aforementioned plants, the RPS will be modernized on the basis
of the three-phase concept outlined above using the TELEPERM XS I&C
system.

Siemens works closely together with its customers as well as with the
original suppliers if needed or requested. This practice ensures that
maximum know-how is implemented in refurbishment projects, i.e.:
• customer's practical experience in the field of operating and

maintenance
• original supplier's theoretical knowledge in the fields of analysis and

design
• Siemens' experience in the field of I&C, upgrading of operating

nuclear power plants and service activities in every WER design type.

This guarantees optimum benefit to the customers with regard to:
• safety
• availability
• cost-effectiveness.

Some brief information on the aforementioned projects is presented
below.
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3.1 VVER-440 Model 230 Plant
(Bohunice V1 Nuclear Power Station)

Bohunice V1 Nuclear Power Station is currently carrying out a
reconstruction of the plant for the purpose of increasing safety. The
reactor I&C will be renewed within the scope of this work.
One part of the reactor I&C is the RPS, which covers the trip system
together with the ex-core neutron flux monitoring system and the safety
control system.

Another part of the reactor I&C is the limitation system, called ROM. The
limitation system serves the function of reactor power reduction in the
event that main components such as the main feed pumps become
unavailable. At Bohunice V1, the limitation system will be implemented
using the same I&C equipment serving the trip system.

This project is currently in the realization phase, based on the concept
phase carried out in 1995 and early 1996.

In accordance with the process engineering tasks, the trip and limitation
system and the safety control system will be configured in a two-train
redundancy (see Fig. 3-2) and each of the two trains will be designed
with three channels. This means that each physical variable in the
process will be measured six times. Each of the two redundant trains will
acquire, monitor and logically gate three of these measured data and
process them into output signals. These functions are performed by data
acquisition computers and signal processing computers. An additional
computer is provided for each redundancy to allow evaluation of the ex-
core neutron flux signals.

In order to rule out any software common cause fault, the various
actuation signals are conditioned on different computers within the data
acquisition and control computer. This means that the computers run
different programs. Following limit value generation, the signals are
evaluated in each computer using a 2-out-of-3 configuration and then
logically gated further. At the control level, the output signals are
logically gated to actuation signals using relays in a six-contact system
in a 2-out-of-3 configuration. The actuation signals then initiate scram.
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3.2 VVER-440 Model 213 Plant
(Paks Nuclear Power Station)

The order for Paks Nuclear Power Station covers refurbishment of the
trip and limitation system, the ex-core neutron flux monitoring system
and the safety control system.

The concept being applied for this project differs from the one above in
the following points. The I&C functions of the neutron flux monitoring
computer, the data acquisition computer and the signal processing
computer are summarized in one system. The configuration consists of a
three-train redundancy with two channels in each of train. The safety
control actuators will be initiated via voter systems. Apart from this
configuration, the scram will also be initiated via the six-contact system
(see Fig. 3-3).

3.3 VVER-1000 Model 320 Plant
(Rovno 4 and Khmelnitzki 1 Nuclear Power Stations)

At Unit 4 of Rovno Nuclear Power Station the trip and limitation system
and the ex-core neutron flux monitoring system will be modernized.

As mentioned above, Siemens is working together very closely with the
plant personnel on this project. Rovno staff are thus involved in the
engineering process for the purpose of cooperation in the concept phase
and supply in the realization phase.

Similar to the refurbishment at Bohunice V1, the trip and limitation
system will be configured in a two-train redundancy (see Fig. 3-4) and
each of the two trains designed with three channels. In contrast to
Bohunice V1, however, the functions of data acquisition and signal
processing will be performed by one computer for each channel. The
concept for evaluation of the ex-core neutron flux signals is the same as
described above.

This structure will be implemented at Khmelnitzki Nuclear Power Station
in a similar way. The limitation system ROM is separated from the trip
system, and the reactor power control system ARM is added to one of
the trains.
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4. TELEPERM XS

As noted above, these projects are based on the digital safety t&C
system TELEPERM XS.

4.1 System Elements

The main system elements of TELEPERM XS are the following(see Fig.
4-1):
• standard hardware
• specific system software
• engineering system

Given the experience gained from conventional I&C systems and digital
computer-based systems for non-safety-related applications, no
hardware components have been specially developed for the
TELEPERM XS systems. Rather, selected components of Siemens'
standard equipment families have been type-tested and qualified to
international nuclear codes and standards.

The second system element of the TELEPERM XS system is the
specific system software, which was developed in accordance with the
DIN IEC 880 and DIN ISO 900x standards. The system software
consists of:
• the small static operating system MICROS
• the runtime environment, which connects the application software with

the operating system, and
• libraries of function blocks for I&C functions.

The system software has been developed to a large extent
independently of the target hardware in order to allow portability of the
software in case of changes in hardware generation.

The third and most interesting element of the TELEPERM XS system
consists of the SPACE engineering tool for specification, automatic code
generation, verification and documentation of the I&C functions during
the engineering process as well as for testing, diagnostics and possible
modifications of the I&C functions during operation.
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TELEPERM XS permits the automation structure to be adapted flexibly
to given plant requirements. System design allows all requirements to be
met cost-effectively (see Fig. 4-2).

4.2 The SPACE Engineering Tool

The full-size engineering tool of the TELEPERM XS system is called
SPACE (Specification And Coding Environment).

The main idea of software development and verification with the SPACE
tool consists of automatic code generation from data-based formal
graphical specification of the I&C functions.

In the past, I&C system tasks were conventionally described by process
engineers and physicists in the form of verbal descriptions, diagrams
and equations.

The I&C engineer has a set of well defined, tested and qualified function
blocks in order to convert the task description into function diagrams.
The same method and tools are used for specification of the system
hardware. Thus, the database is the single source for code generation
and completely describes the designed I&C system. Furthermore, this
engineering technique, termed forward documentation, ensures that the
designed function diagrams and the I&C function running on the target
system are always consistent.

This method of automatic code generation from formal specifications
with the SPACE tool provides several advantages.
• generation of parameter lists and order lists from the database
• capability of performing load calculations at engineering stages
• capability of testing and simulating functions without target hardware.

4.3 System Qualification

Qualification and licensing procedures for an I&C system based on
TELEPERM XS is divided into:
• type-testing of the components independently of any specific

application, and
• licensing procedures for specific applications.
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One of the main goals in developing TELEPERM XS was to shift the
major portion of qualification to the non-plant-specific part. Type-testing
in accordance with valid national and international codes and standards
(see Fig. 4-3) covers:
• the hardware modules, and
• the on-line software (operating system, runtime environment, libraries

of function blocks).

5. Conclusion

The area of application for the TELEPERM XS system in WER nuclear
power plants will be found in the field of replacement and modernization
of existing I&C systems. TELEPERM XS fulfills the requirements specific
to nuclear plants and is adaptable to any user-specific needs.
To date, customers operating plants representing all the various design
types of WER nuclear power plants have awarded Siemens contracts to
design, supply, install and commission trip and limitation systems.

This cooperative work, joining together customer personnel know-how in
operating and maintenance and Siemens' long-term experience in the
field of I&C systems and I&C upgrading, will prove exceptionally
beneficial to WER nuclear power plants.
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GRADUAL INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL UPGRADES
IN U. S. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Steven Welk
Science Applications International Corporation ( SAIC )

AUTHOR. Mr. Steven Welk is the Information Technology Business Area Manager in the Energy
Operations of Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC). His work includes
instrumentation and control upgrades associated with Plant Process Computer replacement
projects. Prior to joining SAIC, Mr. Welk worked for over twelve years as Senior Engineer and
Project Lead at American Electric Power. He participated in numerous instrumentation and
control upgrade projects at AEP's Donald C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant located in Bridgman,
Michigan.

ABSTRACT

Since the late 1980s US nuclear power plants have been struggling with the technical and licensing
realities associated with installing digital protection and control systems into existing facilities. The
industry, regulators, and equipment vendors are finally reaching agreements regarding acceptable
practices and requirements. This paper explains the philosophy for gradual instrumentation and
control replacements being pursued and the technical issues being addressed. It also describes
some of the future challenges facing the industry.

INTRODUCTION

During initial licensing of many plants, custom designed digital systems were installed under
specifications very similar to those used for conventional control systems. As the commercial
control industry gradually shifted toward digital equipment, utilities began to install new systems
using this equipment. During the mid to late 1980s there were several non-nuclear incidents of
computers and digital systems exhibiting unanticipated failure modes; creating havoc with
communication systems; causing problems in commercial aviation control. Indeed, some of the
first commercial digital control systems behaved like first of a kind system with all the associated
growing pains.

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) was a very interested observer. As
soon as US nuclear plants began to install this commercial style digital equipment, the USNRC
declared that any installation of digital control equipment was an unreviewed safety question
requiring separate licensing approval before installation. While the USNRC has not significantly
changed positions, the licensing requirements and acceptable methods for meeting these
requirements have solidified. Utilities are beginning to proceed with small scale system
replacements at an accelerated rate. As an example, American Electric Power's Donald C. Cook
Nuclear Plant has successfully performed small scale instrumentation and control upgrades with
USNRC approval.
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REPLACEMENT PHILOSOPHIES

There are at least three different instrumentation and control upgrade philosophies currently being
pursued. The first is total system replacements using special nuclear systems. Second, there are
several industry groups working to qualify commercial control systems for use in any application.
Third, is a group that is actively developing circuit board level replacement components to be
installed as maintenance replacements in existing systems.

The total system replacement philosophy has significant difficulties associated with it. From a
licensing perspective this is an attractive alternative because all the requirements can be
incorporated from the initial design through project completion. Practically, the time and cost
associated with developing these systems is overwhelming. Also, the plant outage time required to
install this equipment has proven to be prohibitive. The only area where US nuclear plants are
actively pursuing this option is on small systems (control rod position indication, nuclear
instrumentation, etc.) which were originally custom designed for nuclear facilities.

Several groups are actively pursuing generic licensing of commercial systems through the various
owners' groups and the Electric Power Research Institute. Specifically, there are significant efforts
to license Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), and single loop controllers. There is
significant urgency in the PLC qualification projects as utilities are finding that existing relay based
control systems are becoming very difficult to maintain. Single loop controller replacements are
being pursued as short term solutions to obsolescence issues. Some of the older vintage control
system equipment has reached de facto generic licensing status because of repetitive license
applications, wide use, and acceptable operating system performance. There is significant interest
in using the licensable older equipment in applications where the system architecture is compatible
with existing systems and installation does not require modification of existing control cabling.

The newest group is pursuing development of functional replacement equipment using new
technology. Conceptually, this group is seeking to genetically license digital components that can
be integrated with standard analog driver circuits using standard circuit board sizes and pin outs.
This technology allows development of maintenance level functional replacements which
seamlessly integrate into existing systems. This option is gaining favor very quickly because of
obvious cost and time savings.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Project management of Instrumentation and Control system replacements can be very complex.
The new systems must be well understood by operators, technicians, and engineers. The project
manager must always deal with licensing, qualification testing, system design, training of operators
and technicians, installation, and system commissioning. The degree of complexity is highly
variable between projects depending on the upgrade philosophy selected.
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Each upgrade philosophy has a place in the selection process. It is important to establish the goals
for the project and to understand the adequacy of the existing equipment before any decisions are
made. If a project is to maintain existing functionality, there are no problems with field
transducers, and cabling is acceptable; then it is appropriate to evaluate commercial equipment with
similar system architectures and to evaluate developing circuit board level replacement equipment.
If new functionality is required or if there are other plant specific problems it is appropriate to
evaluate different levels of system replacement. It is important to review the system upgrade
recommendation for compatibility with an integrated station wide plan. It is very important to
remember that improvements provided by new technology come with a price in increased project
complexity and cost.

The upgrade philosophy selected is virtually the sole contributor to the amount of project
management required. Installation of complete custom systems requires very large expenditures of
man-hours in each of the work categories. Each plant department must be fully integrated into
each project. Circuit board level replacements; however, can be transparent to the operators and
only require routing training of technicians. Likewise, qualification testing and licensing activities
can be reduced by using prequalified technologies and maintenance level replacement philosophies.
System design and commissioning activities can be virtually eliminated by using component level
replacements. It is very important to match the level of project management to the upgrade
philosophy selected.

TECHNICAL AND LICENSING ISSUES

The technical and licensing issues are the same for all US system replacements. The current US
regulatory guides allow a graded approach in the rigor required for addressing each issue. The
licensing issues were all developed from the concern that installation of new control systems
would somehow change the way that the plant functioned or the failure modes. The list of
technical issues requiring resolution was developed from study of the differences between the
existing equipment and the new equipment.

To address the basic concerns, the original system design criteria must be identified. It is also
important to determine in detail how the existing equipment responds to process changes and with
what accuracy. All the possible effects of interfacing systems must be identified. Based on the
results of this study, a failure modes and effects analysis is performed for the existing system. The
replacement equipment is required to be compared with the existing equipment. Differences in
performance must not cause the plant to go into an unanalyzed condition.

There is a concern that the software used in digital control equipment will introduce a common
mode failure. Software verification and validation is required to assure that the software is highly
structured, and well written. All new systems are also required to be analyzed for common mode
failures points to assure that thediversity and defense in depth concepts inherent in the original
design are preserved in the new system. Obviously on large system replacements, this analysis can
be very challenging.
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Equipment qualification testing requires that equipment be tested for electromagnetic interference
(EMI) and radio frequency interference (RFI) resistance. EMI and RFI testing is required for both
radiated and conducted emissions. This testing also requires that the emissions from the
equipment be measured. The plant environment is also required to be surveyed to assure that the
equipment is capable i f functioning without problem. The Electric Power Research Institute is
very active in developing standards for testing and acceptability in this area. The equipment is also
seismicalry and environmentally qualified.

The performance specifications of the new and old systems must be compared and analyzed. It is
important to understand the differences between the existing and the new equipment to assure that
the new equipment complies with existing technical specifications. It is also important to assure
that the dynamic response of the new equipment is bounded by the existing safety analysis.
Significant safety margin can be gained in many areas because of improved accuracy, and reduced
instrument drift.

Digital configuration of equipment is controlled to assure that equipment remains in the as
designed configuration. One method is to maintain a controlled hard copy of the digital
configuration and to require technicians to download and verify the instrument configuration each
time a new instrument is installed.

Finally, an extensive calibration and testing program is required to assure that the equipment
will function as designed.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

The US nuclear power industry is not large enough to influence the overall product development
practices of the commercial industry. As the industry continues to develop more of the equipment
used in nuclear faculties will be unavailable at any price. The new commercial digital equipment is
so inexpensive that it is less expensive for commercial users to replace systems than to buy
replacement components. For the same price as a single loop controller, a commercial user can
buy a basic system that win process twelve analog loops and over one hundred digital loops.
Computer terminals are becoming the preferred human interface, making conventional switches,
alarms, and indicating lights expensive and obsolete. The industry is going to have to learn to
keep pace with the commercial industries. Initial efforts are underway to review the standards
used by the aviation and petrochemical industries to establish points of common concern. The US
nuclear industry is going to have to become more involved in commercial industry.

Existing technical staffs need to be trained in new technologies. The traditionally conservative US
nuclear industry is struggling with finding methods to not only train personnel on how the
equipment works but how to make people convert to digital technology. There have been several
unit trips caused by operators and technicians who were taught about operating the system but did
not understanding the nuances of the new control equipment. A new technical infrastructure will
have to be created before truly effective design, maintenance, and operation of digital control
equipment can be achieved.
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Software change
control in the Sizewell B ISCO.

A Johnson. B.Sc, MIEE, C.Eng
Nuclear Electric Ltd, United Kingdom

Introduction

The main control and instrumentation system at the Sizewell B nuclear power station in the
UK is referred to as the Integrated Systems for Centralised Operation (ISCO). Central to the
ISCO is a control, data acquisition and display system based on a distributed network of
several hundred microprocessor units located about the plant. This system, which is at the
heart of the ISCO, was supplied by Westinghouse Electric Corporation and is referred to as
the Westinghouse-ISCO or WISCO.

The WISCO comprises three functionally and technologically distinct systems which are each
engineered to meet specific requirements; these are the High Integrity Control system
(HICS), the Process Control System (PCS) and the Distributed Computer System (DCS). The
three systems are shown diagrammatically in Figure 1 and, from this, the size of the system
becomes apparent - some 20,000 I/O points and 200 network drops.

Although distinct in technology and function the three systems have been integrated into a
single functional entity and must be maintained in this context. Software modifications
affecting one of the systems often have a direct or indirect effect on other systems.
Consequently, the change and configuration control practices which are applied to the system
have to deal with these interactions.

Dealing with change

The initial generation of the software for the three systems was performed by Westinghouse
working to a series of specifications provided by Nuclear Electric. Initial releases of
software were, on the whole, major events with large packages of code being released and
many drops being updated at once. Such an approach to change was acceptable at the time
since the plant was still in the construction and commissioning phases and it was possible to
deal with the disruption to the system caused by such large loads and the subsequent testing
which was required.

However, it was recognised over the later years of development and the end stages of
commissioning that such an approach would not be practical for modifications arising when
the plant was near operation or throughout station life when the disruption caused by large
software loads could not be tolerated.

In order to optimise and enhance the performance of the plant during the first cycle of
operation it was necessary to introduce a series of software modifications arising out of
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Figure 1 WISCO Principal Interfaces

findings late in commissioning or early operation. Such findings are typical to the early
operation of any major plant emerging for several reasons such as minor performance
discrepancies and improvements to the operator interface. To obtain the benefit from these
changes at the earliest opportunity a strategy of introducing change incrementally throughout
the first fuel cycle and beyond was required. Furthermore the requirements of the general
plant modification procedure, the legislative principles of which are defined within the
nuclear site licence, had to be incorporated into the software modification and configuration
control procedures for WISCO.

To address these issues procedures were developed based on two principles. Firstly,
progressively more use was made of the off-line Maintenance and Test System (MTS) as a
platform for thoroughly testing changes before loading onto WISCO. Secondly, the method
of specifying changes was reviewed and a new approach adopted which defined changes in
smaller functional units which could be tested on the limited scope of the MTS and could be
loaded with minimal disruption to the plant operation. Furthermore, the modifications had
to be designed in such a way as to facilitate their incremental loading into the on-line system
whilst preserving the overall integrity of the system and pedigree of the software. By
addressing these considerations a method of software modification and configuration control
was developed by evolving and standardising the best practices developed throughout
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commissioning. This facilitated a smooth transition to the new system.

However, a consequence of specifying smaller changes to be loaded incrementally was that
the number of individual changes which needed to be tracked increased and the configuration
control of the system was inevitably made more complex. The configuration control and
software modification process which derived from the specification of more small changes
and extensive off-line testing was initially
applied to the HICS which has the most
stringent requirements due to it's high
integrity status.

The HICS, a distributed microprocessor
based system, is used for a variety of
critical applications from the display of
safety related actuations to the manual
reinforcement of automatic safety
actuations. The HICS also provides a
number of closed loop automatic control
essential to safety or generation. These roles
call lor high integrity software engineered to
the highest standards.

Although the safety requirements of the PCS
and DCS are not as stringent as those for
HICS, quality software production and
configuration control are still required if the
plant is to perform reliably and efficiently.
Therefore the extension of the principles
developed for HICS to the PCS and DCS
was prudent. Once established on HICS the
same principles were applied to
modifications to the DCS and PCS with a
minimum of alteration caused by the
differing technologies and software
structure. The remainder of this paper
discusses the change process using the HICS
as an example.

Change control process outline

In outline, the modification strategy
comprised the following key elements:

• Definition and sanction of
modifications through the use of
Functional Software Specifications.

* Initial analysis to determine optimal
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Figure 2 Software Modification Process
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"batching" and scheduling of modifications to meet the users functional needs,
installation requirements and available resources.

• Amendment, documentation and verification of the software to implement the required
functionality.

• Regression analysis and regression testing to prove that the change has been fully and
correctly implemented.

• Production and implementation of field installation procedures designed to minimise
disruption to normal plant operations.

These phases of the process, shown in Figure 2, are discussed in more detail below.

Specification and sanction

The need for software modification is often identified by engineering staff, responsible for
the day to day operation of the plant, who experience at first hand minor design shortcomings
and can best recommend improvements. The change is specified by means of a Functional
Software Specification (FSS) which describes the change fully through the use of marked-up
design documents and textual description. The FSS has a variety of users not all of whom
would be as familiar with WISCO operation and structure as those writing or implementing
the FSS. Typically, the FSS would be required to identify to plant fluid system engineers
where change was being introduced and it would often form the basis for a variety of site
committees to sanction the change on the basis of it's nuclear safety or other impacts. Given
the breadth of potential users it was determined that, so far as possible, the FSS should be
based upon a plain English description of the changes so as to ensure that all users could
appreciate the scope of the change and not just those who were closely involved in it's
specification or implementation. This contrasted with methods of specification earlier in the
project which, although providing an efficient and rigorous means of transferring
requirements from customer to contractor were, nevertheless, difficult to interpret by
"outsiders".

To assist in achieving the above goals, the scope of the FSS is generally limited to a single,
functionally related change which, once sanctioned, is released for implementation and
tracking. Limiting the scope of the FSS in this way yields benefits in terms of keeping the
FSS comprehensible and easy to understand and also provides a means of determining how
best to introduce changes and optimise implementation strategies often several months after
specification of the changes. However, with this flexibility comes the added load of tracking
more small changes rather than fewer large changes.

Batching and scheduling

Once sanctioned by responsible engineers, the FSS is released for implementation to the
WISCO software design team. At this point a review of the FSS is undertaken to ensure that
all impacts to existing software files and documentation are completely recognised and
understood. Omissions at this stage can result in costly rework and later in the process when
the impacts are recognised. Only after the review is complete is the change scheduled for
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implementation.

The scheduling effort takes into account factors such as the urgency and convenience of
installing the change in the operating plant and other FSSs which impact the same software
modules and could be installed at the same time. In batching several changes together,
consideration is given both to the economy of software engineering effort and ease of
installation of the final release package. These often conflicting demands necessitate regular
dialogue between designers and installers. The basic unit of batching changes throughout this
dialogue is the FSS; only in exceptional circumstances are the FSSs split and only partially
implemented within a particular software release.

One of the most important considerations of the batching/scheduling process is to identify
those modifications which can only be installed during plant outages or those releases which
introduce order dependency into the software load process. This is of particular importance
since the production of such changes too early can result in software load dependencies which
mean that the loading of many FSSs are held up simply because they all build upon an earlier
one which has a particular difficulty associated with it's introduction into the WISCO. The
early identification of such issues is essential so that one of a number of alternatives can be
considered. These range from delaying the implementation of the FSS until closer to the
anticipated point at which it can be loaded, revising the FSS so that it's load impact is less
severe or undertaking additional analysis of the system impacts so as to be able to make the
case for loading onto the online system.

Detailing engineering design

Once the scheduling is complete the implementation phase begins. Detailed Design
Specifications (DDS) are prepared which explicitly identify the changes to be made to the
files, documents, databases and the revisions which will be changed. The purpose of this
stage is to provide a specification of the change in explicit detail as would be understood by
the software designer. Attachments to the DDS are intended to identify precisely what needs
to be changed in order to implement the FSS. Often, even small FSSs can impact several
different skill areas or impact systems other than HICS. Where this is the case then separate
DDSs are generated for each specific skill area. In this way each engineer is able to work
in parallel on the aspects affecting their area of expertise - the whole effort being integrated
by reference back to the single initiating FSS. In addition, the DDS documents second party
reviews/verification (where appropriate) of the files as a means of demonstrating that the
design has been implemented to the appropriate standards and provide and audit trail. The
degree of independent verification of the design is one aspect where the HICS approach
differs from that of the DCS or PCS. Because of the HICS is a Safety category 1 system
certain changes must be subjected to Independent Verification whereas for DCS/PCS changes
a second party "peer" review is generally adequate.

Generation of software releases

Following the individual modifications and reviews, a document is produced to carry the
pertinent information related to the software release. This document, the Software Release
Note (SRN) states what the release consists of and why it was produced in terms of the FSSs
and DDSs from which it was produced. The SRN also provides a statement of the quality of
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the released package in that it records verification, the completion of the design testing and
the promotion of the software as it passes various levels of testing and review necessary to
ensure confidence in the software release. The revised software is assigned a status
indicative of the degree of successful testing or operational use to which it has been exposed.
The status levels extend from "U" (unclassified) through to "A"( fully tested and proven
through operational use). Intermediate status also exist as indication below

U - Unclassified, under development.
D - Suitable for off-line testing
C - Released for installation and on-line testing
B - Probationary on-line period.
A - Fully tested and proven through operational use.

These status levels are assigned and promoted by the independent librarian after verification
of the proper qualifications. At each promotion between status the SRN may be amended to
record the life history of the software.

Before release a "Configuration Analysis" is attached to the SRN to assist the installers in
determining the impacts of the changes on the system. In particular, this analysis will identify
whether the change is part of a larger scheme or whether other system changes need to be
made prior to it's implementation.

Regression analysis

Once the software release has been formally generated by the independent librarian and
recorded on the SRN a rigorous regression analysis is performed. This analysis determines,
through formal processes, the impact of the changes made through the current software
release as compared to the last released version used on the on-line system, and confirms that
the changes found by analysis match the changes expected. Various tools are available to
assist in the performance of the regression and subsequent generation of the Regression
Analysis Summary (RAS). This summary details all changes which affect the present release
and contains attachments in the form of difference reports, outputs of impact analysis tools
etc, which serve to document the changes. By formally applying regression analysis
techniques, each change to the software is justified in terms of the initiating FSS and
confirmation is gained that only the desired set of changes have been incorporated into the
current software release. In this way it is possible to limit the required retesting to those
aspects of the software which have been changed - rather than embarking on a blanket retest
of the total functionality of each software release.

Regression testing

Following completion and review of the RAS, independent test engineers examine the
regression results along with the FSS documents to generate Test Specifications (TS) for
testing the changes. The Test Specification aims to ensure that the change is completely
tested by a combination of on-line and off-line tests. In general the aim is to maximise off-
line testing so as to minimise the disturbance which would result if extensive on-line testing
were performed.
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Off-line testing is carried out on the Maintenance and Test System (MTS). This system
consists examples of most WISCO drop types integrated into a test architecture similar to that
of WISCO. In effect, the MTS is a reduced scope WISCO which can be readily reconfigured
to a representative WISCO environment to provide testing of software to be loaded onto the
full WISCO.

An important feature of the regression testing is that the software which is to be loaded at
the plant is tested - rather than a modified version generated to fit the configuration of the
test system. This means that the configuration of the MTS must be altered for the tests to
emulate the relevant parts(s) of WISCO. The configuration required for the MTS is recorded
using the Configuration of Off-Line Test bed (COLT) documents - each COLT relating back
to an initiating FSS. The formal regression testing of the software release then occurs on the
MTS, using software images exactly as will be loaded into the on-line system. Should any
failures occur during the testing then revision and reissue of the incorrect item (software or
test documentation) is usually required.

Release for installation

After the successful completion of formal off-line testing the software along with the
complete set of design documentation are packaged with an appropriate WISCO Change
Notice (WCN) to formal a WISCO Change Package (WCP). The WCP is effectively a
complete installation package for the new release consisting of the software and associated
design and quality release documentation. The WCN contains the instructions on how and
where the new software should be loaded and provides engineers with appropriate check lists
to record the software load.

Installation considerations

Although there have been opportunities to install some software changes whilst the plant was
shut down the high load factor of the plant has meant that most have had to be installed
whilst the plant is on-load. To achieve this installation procedures developed to draw
maximum benefit from the inherent redundancy of the equipment design in facilitating
software loads. For example, many HICS processing cubicles contain a duty/standby
arrangement of redundant subsystems where it is possible to load software into the standby
system, failover from duty to standby and then repeat the process in the other subsystem.
Close working between the operations and design teams is essential in identifying suitable
windows of opportunity to load software, in analysing the functional impact of the load and
in achieving plant alignments most conducive to permitting the software load to take place.
To this end an extensive and continuing effort has been undertaken within Nuclear Electric
to analyse the WISCO design and so create a series of Functional Impact or Software Load
Impact Statements which specify, for each cubicle in WISCO precisely the effects of taking
that cubicle out of service or loading software whilst the cubicle is in service. These
documents are invaluable to operations or maintenance staff in preparing for software loads
to take place.
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Conclusion

The process which has been described above has been in place for the HICS system since
1995 and a similar process for the PCS and DCS since 1996. During this time several
hundred FSSs have been processed. The software modification and configuration control
processes for all 3 subsystems are as similar as possible, the only deviations being due to the
inherent differences in technology. HICS modifications, for example, always result in the
reissue of the entire set of application EPROMS for a target subsystem. Similarly, PCS
modifications always result in the release of the entire source code for each subsystem
although the release medium is magnetic tape rather than EPROM. By contrast, DCS releases
are usually of a partial set of application files for one or more of the drops on the DCS
highway but, like the PCS, the release medium is magnetic tape. These differences, taken
with others such as a greater use of automated tools and Independent Verification in the
software production for HICS mean that there must inevitably be some differences in
approach between the subsystems. However, these are kept to a minimum with the result the
software modification and configuration control principles may be regarded as common.

The process described in this paper was developed in conjunction with the original supplier
of the WISCO, Westinghouse who implemented the FSSs. Since then, Nuclear Electric have
established an in-house software maintenance team and have taken responsibility for the
whole software production and testing cycle.
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DESIGN WORKS ORGANIZATION DURING THE I&C
SYSTEM UPGRADING ON AN OPERATING VVER POWER
PLANT FROM THE GENERAL DESIGNER'S STANDPOINT

Vaclav Krepel

Instrumentation and Control Expert

Instrumentation and Control Center

Energoprojekt Praha a.s.

Praha

1. Introduction

In the role of a general designer Energoprojekt has already designed 2
replacements of nuclear power plants (NPP) I&C systems, in
particular the Mochovce - VVER 4x440 MW NPP I&C system and
the Temelin - VVER 2x1000 MW NPP I&C system.

This contribution should demonstrate,

• which problems with design works were encountered during the
above I& C systems replacement

• what was the cause of the problems and

• what should be the mode of organizing the design works during an
I&C system replacement on an operating VVER which would
delete such problems.

All the information in this report are simplified and limited to such
extent only which is essential for the above described problems
clarification.
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2. Design works normal organization

Design works normal organization:

• preliminary design works

• Basic Design (BD)

• Detailed Design (DD)

• realization

3. Normal content of an I&C Basic Design

The I&C BD technical part includes the following:

• general requirements on the works

• applied regulations specification

• design concept

• detailed requirements on individual circuits function

• specification of requirements on PMI (Process Machine
Interface) (lists of measuring and control circuits, technologic
diagrams, ...)

• specification of automated functions (descriptions or
algorithms, technologic diagrams, ...)

• specification of requirements on MMI (Man Machine
Interface) (lists of requirements, technologic diagrams, ...)

• solution in process of completion, so that it would be possible to
input the data for the other design parts

• specification of the I&C devices and requirements on their
procuring (lists of cabinets,...)

• location of the I&C devices and of main cable routes in a
building (layout drawings,...)
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4. Input data for the I&C BD

Input data for the I&C BD are, in particular, the following items:

• general principles and regulations

• inputs of requirements from other parts of the project (in particular
a general solution concept and input of requirements from the
technological part designs)

• data on the I&C devices used

general requirements on the I&C general principles and regulations, general
design concept of the solution

inputs from other parts of the concept (in
particular a general concept of the solution)

detailed requirements on
individual I&C circuits function

inputs from other parts of the concept (in
particular an inputs from the technologic
part)

I&C design in process of
completion

data on the utilized I&C devices
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5. Expected impact of the I&C system modification on the
BD content

It was decided to modify the I&C system long after the BD was
finalized, however prior to the I&C realization. For organization of
the other design works it will be necessary to decide whether

• either to return the whole design procedure to the BD level,
therefore the realization itself would be substantially delayed,

• or to incorporate the I&C system change directly into the DD.

Since major changes were to concern those I&C devices only, which
would be used it was assumed there would an essential impact on the
I&C solution which is in the process of completion only. Substantial
changes in other parts of the BD were not expected.

6. Way of design works organization which was used
during previous I&C systems on NPPs replacement

Elaboration of a DD for a new I&C system on the basis of

• BD for the original I&C system and

• input data for the BD upgrading for the original system

Elaboration of the BD for the new I&C system in parallel with the DD
for the new system

time

; PreTimiriary design"\
: ; i ; ;

I Original BD I

input data NewDD

Realization

NewBD

Energoprojekt
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7. Actual impact of the I&C system change on the I&C BD
content

The I&C system modification had a substantial impact on the whole
I&C BD content.

The technical part of the I&C BD was substantially modified in all
parts:

• general requirements on the design

• specification of applied regulations was modified according to
the existing situation and it was completed in compliance wit
the requirements and recommendations of competent bodies
and organizations

• the design concept was changed in compliance with the newly
applied requirements and according to the new system
properties

• all detailed requirements on individual circuits function were
modified substantially even in those areas where there was no
change of the technologic requirements

• modifications due to modifications in the design concept
(different mode of circuits sharing, circuits redundancy)

• addition of other data which are necessary for correct
designing of the system (IE category, diversely redundant
functions, MMI functions which besides realization on a
workstation require realization on working places with classic
design, too, speed of inputs monitoring under Is, functions for
fulfilling the PAMS requirements, mutually redundant
equipment,...)

• modifications due to technologic requirements modifications

• the I&C design in process of completion was as expected changed
completely, however, compared to expectation there were
substantial impacts of the above modifications into other parts of
the design
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The unexpected modifications caused an increase of unplanned
works, impacts into those parts, which were finalized already, they
prevented finalizing of uncompleted parts of the design and. they
required a large amount of additional corrections and changes.

8. Reasons for the I&C BD large scope of modifications

Compared to expectations the I&C system replacement had always a
substantial impact on all the I&C BD data.

• general principles and regulations and general design concept

• different type of the system (computer system), time
development (new standards), different recommendations of
the system supplier (in relation to standards and customs in
the Supplier's country of origin)

• input data from other parts of the design

• change of requirements on the input data content, change of
assumptions for the input data

9. A possibility to simplify design works for art operating
NPP I&C system replacement

A new I&C BD shall have to be elaborated.

New BD of all concerned parts (civil part, electrical part, HVAC, ...)
shall have to be elaborated.

Is it possible to avoid a new technologic input data for the new BD? Is
it possible to define input data for the new I&C system BD according
to those functions, which were to be provided by the original system?

• analogy of an incorrect assumption from preceding replacements of
an I&C system

• necessity to add those data, which were never determined for the
original solution

An example how to utilize the original solution for a control room
design in compliance with the IEC 964 requirements, "Design for
control rooms of nuclear power plants"
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Act i v i t y in compl iance w i th NX"

goals and principles

desijm

partially - modifications caused by
requirements development and by the
system change

functional analysis partially - modifications caused by
changes of goals and principles

specification of functions partially - the original I&C functions
have to be assigned to the new
functional analysis results and
information necessary for their new
distribution between man and machine
have to be added

distribution of functions between man
and machine

small - distribution in compliance with
new requirements

V&V functions distribution small - the new distribution V&V
according to the new requirements

requirements on the control room
design

small - new requirements

proposal of the control room
integrated system (layouts, boards and
panels of information and control
systems, of the communication system,
• • • )

small - new possibilities and
requirements

operating regulations and training partial - they have to be adjusted

V&V of the control room integrated
system

small - new design V&V

New input data shall have to be elaborated for the new BDs.
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10. Recommended organization of design activities during
the I&C system replacement

The BD of I&C c nd of all concerned parts to be elaborated. New input
data shall have to be elaborated for the new BD.

The design procedure to be joined together with the verification and
validation (V&V) procedure

Normal course of design works:

• preliminary design works

• basic design (BD)
time

Preliminary :
design ;

i
BD

Realization 1

General
designer

1 •

; k

Contractors 1
• detailed design (DD)

• realization

11. Content of the preliminary design works

• goals of the replacement

• requirements which shall have to be fulfilled in the course of the
replacement duration

• scope of modifications of the existing site and their distribution
(phases, operating systems]

• necessary documentation scope

• requirements on the documentation contents

• new input data and basic data which are essential for the BD
elaboration in the required scope

• selection of the BD documentation and related documentation
compiler
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Impact of the I&C Replacement to the Electrotechnical
Part of the Design

Jan Andei
Electrotechnical Design Section

Energoprojekt Praha
Czech Republic

1. Impact of the I&C Replacement to the Electrotechnical
Part of the Design
Replacement of I&C system of NPP is a difficult issue, that means revamping
oftheNPP brain.

Original idea for the I&C upgrading is the wish to replace during the minimum
time only the I&C system cubicles and to reconstruct control rooms. This l&C
system replacement should have only the minimum impact to the rest of NPP,
including the design.

The experience from the NPP Temelin and Mochovce showed, that the reality
is more complicated and demanding and requires very deep and wide design
preparation. This is at minimum due to following reasons :

• Collection and restoring of design basis, that is necessary to work out
input data for the new I&C system supplier. It usually needs some new
design analyses and works.

• New I&C system tends to the higher safety and reliability. It can bring
new technical solutions (which are already licensed on other plants), that
have reverse impact to the other parts of the NPP and their design.

• During the NPP shut down needed for I&C replacement are also
performed another improvements, not directly related to the I&C.

The successful and relatively quick I&C replacement is preconditioned by in
advance elaborated design, which covers and coordinates present NPP status
and all intended changes. Such a design enables to avoid serious problems
during the new I&C system implementation.

This paper is focused to the experience resulting from I&C system
replacement on NPP Temelin and Mochovce.
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1.1 The Scope and the Link-up of the Electrotechnical Part Designs
• The Scope of the Electrotechnical Part

The electrotechnical part design of NPP VVER type includes electrical
networks, sources and supply systems that can be divided to:

• the scheme of NPP connection to the power system (scheme of the power
outlet, scheme of back-up supply)

• the scheme of NPP auxiliary consumption supply (primary part supply,
secondary part supply and external buildings supply)

The basic task of the electrotechnical part is to respect and coordinate the
needs and abilities of the stated electrical scheme parts with the requirements
and features of NPP machine-nuclear part. It concerns mainly establishing
reliable power supply of systems important for the nuclear safety and
electrical energy production.

The principal diagram of NPP Temelin electrical system is on the figure I.

• Electrical Design Areas Affected by the Control System
Replacement

By the replacement of the l&C system a substantial part of the
electrotechnical part was affected. It was necessary to revise mainly the
areas establishing:

• the control of machine-nuclear technology. The control (switching on and
off and feedbacks) is mostly done by means of actuators and sensors
(switches, contacts) in electrical switchboards.

• the control of the inherent electrical scheme. The control of the main
generator, breakers in inlets to 6 kV and 0.4 kV switchboards, measuring,
signaling.

• respecting influences resulting from the changes in the machine-nuclear
part

• scheme of assured power supply for J&C system
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1.2 Influences of the I&C System Replacement to the Electrical Part
• Scheme of Auxiliary Consumption Power Supply

• adjustment of the 1st category of assured supply scheme.

NPP Temelin - power supply of I&C system cabinets is oriented on the
220V AC sources. Each of the I&C system cabinets is supplied by 2
inlets, usually one from inverter and the second from DG.

NPP Mochovce - power supply of I&C system cabinets is oriented on the
24/48V DC sources. Each of the I&C system cabinets is supplied by 2
inlets from special 24V DC battery backed system.

In both it was necessary to revise the scheme, switchboards and even
sources (inverters, rectifiers and accubatteries). At the same time it was
necessary to solve the issues of selective protection and cables
dimensioning and special grounding. The new I&C system power supply
on NPP Temelin is from the electrical part point of view less demanding.

NPP Temelin - revision of reactor control rods power supply scheme
Reactor protections were moved to the I&C system. The electrical
scheme, based on the original Soviet design, was adjusted so that it would
respect the concept of the primary and diverse reactor protection system.

• Working-up of Typical Control Schemes for Individual Nodes and
Actuators in the Electrical Part

Typical schemes were set up for:

• actuators (breakers, contactors, ...) allowing switching off and on
machine-nuclear devices

• actuators allowing to control the operation of the JETE electrical scheme.
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• Algorithms of the Electrotechnical Part Control

These algorithms explained in a graphical form logic of auxiliary
consumption sources and networks control

• algorithms of synchronized breakers control (generator breaker, breakers
in inlets of main 6 kV unit switchboards)

• algorithms of main switchboard inlet breakers, respecting fast controlled
bus transfer.

• algorithms of assured supply systems and their emergency sources
(dieselgenerators) control.

• Cabling

Large scope and complexity; working designs and assembly arranged by
different suppliers of technological and civil part

• importance for the normal operation and for securing of safety functions in
accident situations

• area of risks mainly from the point of fire origin and fire spreading view

• specific conditions of nuclear-energetic work, due to which it was
necessary to elaborate special coordinating material "Principles of Cabling
Practices", incorporating (an example of NPP Temelin):

• former Soviet requirements :

- separation of assured supply systems (SZN) 1, 2, 3 cables
- seismically resistant cabling of SZN 1,2,3
- usage of "unflammable" cables and "fire non-spreading" cables

• present requirements placed by I&C system supplier (WEC) - mainly
application of the USA standard IEEE 384-1992 "Cable Raceway
Separation/Segregation Criteria" :

- division of cables from the point of possible mutual influencing view to
segregation groups and stating of minimal distances between raceways of
these groups

- separation of class 1E and non-1E cables
- placing of the I&C system cables in entire length in conductively

connected covered metal troughs or conduits
- requirements for conductors of hermetic penetrations (twisting,

grounding)
- additional color distinction of cables and constructions for cables of SZN

1,2,3
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2. Design and Dimensioning of Auxiliary Power Supply
Sources

2.1 Back-up Sources
The new situation arose mainly in the area of auxiliary consumption back-up
supply. It was necessary :

• revise electrical scheme of the auxiliary consumption back-up supply.
Another back-up source (transformer 110/6,3kV) was added for the 2nd
unit.

• revise operating modes of 400/110 kV transformation stations in
connection with new needs of distribution of electrical energy and
development of new protection system in distribution grid.

• revise the algorithm of automatic bus transfer of NPP 6 kV unit main
switchboards so that:

- the self-starting of auxiliary consumption drives after automatic bus
transfer to the back-up source is assured

- auxiliary consumption drives are not endangered by current and
torque surges during switching in the non-phase voltage position

- during self-starting the strict conditions of reactor protection
tripping, given by I&C supplier, are not fulfilled

The design solution for these conditions are fast and in-phase transfers
controlled by synch-check relays.

2.2 Dimensioning of the Emergency Dieselgenerators

The dimensioning and the DGs loading checks in the assured supply systems
was the part of the Soviet design zone. The Soviet designer proposed the
DGs and their loading in the general level of the Soviet Technical design.
During the work on the Basic design in the area of this former Soviet design
zone it was necessary to revise the issues of DGs dimensioning mainly in
connection with:

• finalizing of the unit safety concept
• replacement of the I&C system and its new features
• changes of the delivered devices parameters (e.g. some electrical drives in

safety systems)

The new step-by-step loading automatics control algorithms was designed or
all DG of NPP Temelin. The sequencing is based on the new dynamic fast
DG loading. It significantly reduces the DG loading time. Redesigning of DG
loading for NPP Mochovce is now under process.
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2.3 Dimensioning of Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

UPS is another secure supply systems emergency source. On NPP VVER
they are made of accubatteries, rectifiers and inverters. They provide reliable
and uninterruptible supply mainly for I&C systems and important valves.

Relating to the l&C system replacement there was necessary to perform :

• Dimensioning of the accumulator batteries with regards to the international
safety standards and new beyond-design events (Station Blackout).

• Dimensioning of inverters and rectifiers according to new I&C system
consumption characteristics (non-linear capacity consumption)

2.4 Electrical Protections

The design and connected analyses of protective devices in all NPP areas
were solved:

• main generator and the scheme of power outlet including link-ups to 400
kV switchyard

• area of auxiliary consumption back-up supply including link-ups to 110
kV switchyard

• protections of auxiliary consumption distribution (6 kV, 0 4 kV, 220
VDC, ...)

• principle of the backup protection

• new system of selectivity with current limiting circuit breakers.

WWpl wmhi «avp-»»M /

1.UNIT

Principal Diagram
of Power Sources
and EAS Networks
UNIT 1000 MW

(NPP Temelln)

2. UNIT
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TEST STRATEGY FOR NPP TEMELIN IMPROVED I&C SYSTEMS
DURING THE INSTALLATION, PREOPERATIONAL, START-UP AND
COMMISSIONING STAGES

Bohumil LnSnic'ka
SKODA Praha a.s., Czech Republic

1. INTRODUCTION

The extensive experience of Skoda Praha and other Czech enterprises,
organizations and institutions taking part in the process of design, installation
and start-up of NPPs and also the operational practice of CEZ is connected with
VVER 440 MW units installed in Jaslovske Bohunice and Dukovany more then
ten years ago. The organizational and engineering experience with I&C systems
is in accord with the level of I&C used at that time, especially

- analogue systems for modulated controls
- fix-wired logic with low level of integration and relay logic for binary

controls
- centralized computers for the purpose of information systems.

The progress in I&C technique has brought wide range changes even in
relatively conservative area of the equipment for NPPs. Mainly it is an extensive
application of computer technique for all mentioned I&C purp ~»ses. At the same
time this technology itself changed from large centralized unit; to small
intelligent multiprocessor subsystems with network communications.

2. NPP TEMELIN I&C MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

NPP Temelin I&C design has been of course influenced by the progress
mentioned above.
The effort to upgrade the original design was at first directed to information
systems and then after an extensive analysis to allover change of unit I&C
philosophy and the basic design. For principially new I&C systems there was
organized a competition and as a result WEC was chosen as a I&C supplier.
Some details are presented in III.

The simplified overall scheme of new Temelin I&C see Fig. Characteristic
feature of the design is the subsystems mutual communication by means of
hierarchical structure of many highways. The principle of diversity is widely
used through all the design. The reactor protection system consists of two parts -
Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS) and Diverse Protection System.
DPS provides the reactor protection tasks in case of PRPS failure using different
both software and hardware means. The loads common to PRPS and DPS are
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controlled by non-programmable logic accepting the actuation signals from both
PRPS and DPS and solving their eventual discrepancies. The computer based
systems are in limited scope supported by some non-computerized means, as
dedicated and fix-wired controls and indications for safety systems, fixed alarm
system etc.

The arrangement of I&C equipment into unit buildings and rooms does not use
fully all the possibilities of I&C distributed system features to put the cabinets to
technological process as near as possible and reduce by this way the amount of
necessary cabling. The reason is the civil structures arrangement. The originally
designed rooms for I&C cabinets have to be used also for new I&C design in
spite of great designers effort to find more suitable solutions.

3. THE STRATEGY OF I&C TESTS

The achievement of I&C upgrading main tasks as increasing the nuclear safety
and reliable and eeconomic operation of the unit is influenced by many factors.
One of most important activities for assurance of final NPP characteristics is the
wide and \;ep testing of all unit equipment including the I&C from
components ..-» systems and their integration. The testing is provided througi all
the phases of &C manufacturing, installation and start-up. The I&C tests ca1 be
generally div led into following typical groups:

- Equipment qualification tests for verification of equipment operability in
conditions specified by design

- Workshop and factory tests beginning with components, modules,
assemblies etc. and finishing with functional tests of partial systems

- Site installation tests
- Preoperational tests of autonomous I&C
- Integration of I&C and technology systems tests
- I&C tests during the unit start-up process

This tests arrangement is valid for I&C in general, both for the old one well
known from previous practice and for nowadays designed I&C for Temelin.
However, the upgrading has specific consequencies in detailed contens of test
group specifications.

Into the workshop and factory tests range the specific tasks concerning software
were added. Although during the software creation all the principles of software
development are held, the unavoidable part of the process is the software
verification and wide range testing of all software modules and structures The
important following activity is to check software and hardware integration.
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During the last phase of factory testing - factory acceptance tests - the
operability of functional units is tested on the level of cabinets or even a group
of cabinets. The surroundings of the functionally tested part is simulated with
large support of computer technique. A significant feature of upgraded I&C is
that in functional units there are implemented much more functions than for old
I&C. The positive result of this fact is that
a great deal of I&C functions can be checked during the factory tests and thus
the scope of site tests is significantly reduced. The overall efectivity of the test
process is improved and costs and time saving effects are achieved.

Site tests of I&C start with installation tests. The tests are retesting all the I&C
equipment to be sure that there is no damage or failure caused by shipment
and/or installation. In this phase all components (sensors, impulse lines, cabling,
cabinets etc.) are tested as well as their connection.

The strategy of following I&C preoperational tests is significantly influenced by
new I&C concept. After an analysis of I&C equipment possibilities and
regarding the actual status of unit activities out of I&C range there was accepted
a test sequence, which can be described briefly and not too exactly as ,,top to
bottom" strategy. At first, the communication paths - highways and limited
scope of man-machine interface is tested and put into operation. By this process
the backbone of the I&C system is created. After this part of l&C is ready, the
partial drops and/or subsystems are connected to the central part and tested. The
next step is a group of tests which check the communications from one system
to the others. The last phase is a connection to all technologic systems - sensors
and loads and tests of these input and output interfaces. The described process
sequence is dependent not only on properties of I&C itself, but it is influenced
also by the process of cabling of Temelin unit which has some difficulties due to
complex redesign of cabling.

The tests of partial technologic systems supported by I&C are beginning at the
moment when the autonomous tests of relevant I&C subsystem are finished and
when the separation from the other I&C parts under the tests can be achieved.
Technologic system tests begin from small groups and subsystems to larger
functional and operational groups and finish in the set of whole unit tests up to
full power of NPP unit. Some specific tests of I&C are provided during this last
phases (e.g. concerning nuclear instrumentation system). In the process of all
technologic systems testing the mutual correspondence of unit technology
systems and I&C is tested and refined.

The unavoidable parts of test processs are test preparation and results recording
and approval. These activities are supported by standard concept used in past.
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For partial systems as well as for their cooperation there are created test plans
by equipment supplier and these test plans are detailized into step-by-step test
procedures. The plans and procedures are discussed and finally approved by all
participants of the start-up process under the supervision of licensing
authorities. At the realization of test the results of each step are recorded. A
special process is established for discrepancies solution and changes
implementation.

4. PRESENT STATUS OF I&C ON-SITE TESTS

A great deal of I&C on-site tests is a matter of nearest future. However, some
experience on Temelin site has been yet achieved during the turbine roll test at
the end of last year. The tests of the turbine and some of auxiliary equipment
were supported by standard I&C system slightly modified for the test purpose.
The experience is not inconsistent with the planned I&C tests process, but only
the large amount of tests scheduled for second half of this year can evaluate the
strategy for on-site tests of Temelin I&C.

Dedicated Control & Indications Unit Information System
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Main Control &
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PAMS : Post Accident Monitoring System ASD SO : Monitoring & Diagnostic System of secondary circuit
RPS. ESFAS : Reactor Protection Svsttfm, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

Basic arrangement oi the modernized I & C system of the NPP Temelin, Unit 1, 2
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Safety on Bohunice NPPs
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Abstract

In the paper the most important regulatory requirements and issues are described
related to review, evaluation and assessment of computer based I&C systems important to
safety with emphases to safety I&C. These aspects include Safety classification and
categorization of I&C, Ranking of applicable codes and standards, Design" evaluation on the
system level and Software assessment.

Introduction

Upgrading and replacement of the existing Instrumentation and Control (I&C) in the
Safety and Safety Related Systems of NPPs by new computer based I&C is one of key issues
withing the activites of reconstruction of Bohunice V-l (VVER 440/2320) and V-2 (VVER
440/213) NPPS, which are aimed at safety and availability improvement of the operating
reactor units.

From the regulatory point of view the utilization of computerized, software controlled
I&C in safety and safety related applications requires elaboration and establishment of the
regulatory approach and policy for review, evaluation and safety assessment of these new
digital computer based systems and particularly the software.

In the paper same aspects of evaluation and assessment process, the requirements and
criteria are outlined and described which the NRA SR already has applied and mainly intends
to apply within I&C upgrading and replacement projects, namely:
- the planned reconstruction of the Reactor Protection System at VVER 440/230, Bohunice
V-1 NPP, Unit 1 and Unit 2 using a programmable system TELEPERM XS
- the staged replacement of the ESFAS at VVER 440/213, Bohunice V-2 NPP, Unit 3 by the
CEGELEC/ACEC AC 132-16 compurized system (PLC technology)
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A. Safety Classification of I&C

Classification of I&C systems according to their importance for nuclear safety is of
great importance because requirements and criteria for design, development, manufacturing
and operation of I&C are derived in accordance to this safety classification and categorisation.
Safety classification of the I&C functions, systems and equipment (FSE) contained in IEC
1226 standard defines three safety category A, B, C according to importance to safety This
standard also defines and specifies the general and specific requirements for the individual
categories for assurance of functionality, reliability, performance, environment resistance and
QC/QA This is of great significance for both the supplier and the utility It is the requirement
of the NRA SR that I&C should be classified according to IEC 1226 standard This regulatory
requirement is already applied for improvement, upgrading or replacement of existing I&C
within reconstruction activities

B. Ranking of Applicable Codes and Standards

The regulatory (NRA SR/UJD SR) requirements and acceptance criteria for review,
evaluation and assessment of I&C important to safety within the licensing process are those
defined and specified in applicable codes and standards There is lack of domestic national
standards, codes and regulations and a great amount of the international ones of different
sources It is the reason for ranking of the available codes and standards. This ranking
according to the priority of application of codes and standards may be useful in creation and
establishment of the regulatory framework and in selection of primary licensing standards

1 National standards and regulations if available. Regulations of the former Czechoslovak
Commission for Atomic Energy (CSAEC) are still applied The regulations of NRA SR are
in the process of development and preparation

2. IAEA NLJSS Codes, Safety Guides and Guidelines.

3 IEC Standards Standards prepared by Technical Committee No 45, the Technical
Committee for Nuclear Instrumentation of the International Electrotechnical Commission

4 Standards and regulations of the supplied technology country

As the supporting standards can be taken:

- IEEE Standards Standards of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

- Codes and regulations of the other national regulatory bodies as US NRC Regulatory Guides
and NUREGs
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C. Design Evaluation

Design evaluation of the safety systems (R.PS, ESFAS ..) should be done in the early
stages of design process The design concept of the safety system should be evaluated
according to qualitative criteria (deterministic approach) and also quantitative criteria
(probabalistic reliability analysis) Up to the present the deterministic methods of evaluation
and assessment prevail and are considered as decisive, but in the latest time the quantitative
methods of the safety and reliability gain on significance Futher only deterministic methods are
mentioned

Design evaluation of the safety system should include:

I Application of Defence-in-depth principle.
There are some aspects of applying of this principle

* It is recommended that any applicant for a digital R.PS replacement performs a "Defence-in-
Depth and Diversity assessment" of the proposed I&C system to demonstrate that
vulnerabilities to common mode failures (CMF) have been addressed Software design
errors are considered to be a credible CMF potential which must by specifically included in
evaluation

* If a postulated CMF is capable of disabling a safety function then diverse means, that is
unlikely to be subject to the same CMF, shall be required to perform either the same
function or a different safety function

* Diverse and independent digital or non-digital systems are acceptable means The specific
set of equipment required will be evaluated on case-by-case basis

* Manual actions from the control room is acceptable if an analysis shows that information,
not dependent on the computer system and adequate for diagnostic and plant shutdown is
available to the operator

2 Compliance of the design with applicable standards
Design of the safety system should be in compliance with the principles, criteria and
requirements of applicable standards;
IAEA-5O-SG-D3 Protection System and Related Features in Nuclear Power Plants
IEEE 603-1991 Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Plant Generating Stations

Design principles, criteria and requirements contained and specified in the above
mentioned standards are applicable on the system level both for conventional analog systems as
well as for computer based safety systems For computerized, software controlled safety
systems futher standards should be applied, for the hardware the IEC 987 - Programmed
digital computers important to safety for nuclear power station and for software the IEC 880 -
Software for computers in the safety systems of nuclear power stations and supplements 1&2
to this standard
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Within evaluation of I&C design concept at least the following criteria and
requirements should be examined:

- Single Failure Criteria (SFC)
- Resistance against Common Cause Failures (CCF)
- Completion of protection action
- Equipment qualification
- System integrity
- Channel redundancy
- Independence of trains and channels
- Separation of safety protection system from non safety I&C system
- Testability during operation
- Fail-safe design
- Reliability
- Maintenance and repair

I). Sofhvare Assessment

The aim of software assessment of computer based I&C systems important to safety
and especially of the safety systems is to demonstrate an acceptable safety and reliability Up to
the present there are no generally accepted means of quantifying the software reliability
Consequently, the safety and reliability required in particular for safety critical software should
be based on other methods and techniques that comprise:

* demonstration of the quality of software production within design and development process,
including comprehensive checking and testing by the manufacture (verification and
validation after completion of every phase of the software design and development proces,
validation of the integrated system, different type of testing, factory acceptance test)

* full independent assessment that covers examination and analysis by specialist teams
independent of the manufacture to evaluate the quality of the software produced

* commissioning testing of the installed system in the real on-site conditions and environment

The independent software assessment should encompass:
- comprehensive manual checking of code and data
- application of the static analysis to the source code
- checking of the correctness of the object code using a specially developed software

tools
- use of specially developed dynamic testing facility which applies a large number of randomly

generated input combinations to the integrated hardware and software
system (random testing)
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Static Analysis.

The process of evaluation of a computer program without executing the program. Various
techniques can be employed as "desk checking", code audit, inspection, walk through and the
use of a static analyser. (ANSI IEEE 729/1983).
The analysis applied to the resulting product of software design and development process, i e ,
the executive code, should show that the product meets the requirements (software
requirements specification) and in addition to demonstrate that the code does not carry out
unintended (unspecified) functions or unsafe actions The analysis should include both analysis
of the functionality of the software and analysis of the safety of the software Functional
analysis should demonstrate that the software performs all required functions and does not
perform any unspecified function The analysis of software safety should demonstrate that the
software does not initiate any unsafe actions under operating and also under accident
conditions Software should be designed to incorporate fail-safe and fault-tolerant features

Software Testing.

Software should be tested to find and remove as many faults as reasonably possible and should
also be tested to gain confidence in the safety and reliability of the final product. There are two
basic type of software testing, the functional and random testing. Functional testing examines
the software with inputs selected to cover the functionality and logic of the software Random
testing examines the system with inputs randomly selected form a realistic operating profile
Test plans (programmes) should be written before test are run and records should be kept of all
test runs and results

Functional Testing.

Should include integration testing and system testing. Functional tests should examine every
function of the software. This is of the greatest importance for safety critical software This
type of testing should include also boundary-value cases and cases representing all system
hazards Functional testing should also include checking of the timing, time responses and
performance requirements of the software running on the target computer

Random Testing.

Statistically valid random testing establishes confidence that a product will function without
failure under specific operating conditions Statistical validity should be demonstrated by
showing that a large number of independent, randomly selected test cases have been run
without failure The selection of input data for the random tests should represent accurately
real operating conditions The number of tests should be related to the reliability requirement
and conditions (targets)
Both functional testing and random testing should be performed, if it is possible, within the real
in-plant environment and conditions During testing, the status of all outputs should be
monitored to insure that unintentional actions do not occur Any errors should be documented
and their correction tracked Errors should be analysed for cause
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Maintainability.

The repair and modification of both software and hardware should only be performed off-line
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) has an effect on total system reliability and availability,
therefore, there should oe sufficient spare parts and test equipment and adequately trained staff
to enable the proposed figure to be met Any modifications both in hardware or software
should be subjected to a full V&V process. In case of arising a need to change specific system
parameters such as trip settings or calibration constants from operational reasons an agreed
modification procedure should be provided. The available range should be limited to values
specified in safety analysis report. A display of current values or states of such parameters
should be provided.
The scope and amount of testing and the different types of testing that are to be included in the
individual phases of software life cycle and performed within V&V process, factory acceptance
tests (FAT), site acceptance tests (SAT) and during commissioning testing depend on the
software reliability and safety requirements (software requirements specification) The tests
plans for the individual type of testing and the results of the testing should be submitted to the
regulator for review and evaluation Licensing documentation related to the software analysis
and software testing should be elaborated to such an extent and be precise enough to permit
systematic review and evaluation by the regulator

Conclusion

NRA SR approach to licensing of computer based I&C systems important to safety is
under development Up to the present this approach can be characterized as application of
domestic regulations together with requirements and criteria of international accepted
standards
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the progressing operation time of nuclear power plants and
the corresponding ageing of the underlying systems, measures for
refurbishment, upgrading, or modernisation may become necessary or
reasonable as a long-term investment. With respect to I&C systems it has to be
considered that - due to the change in the technology and far-reaching
innovations - in most cases today new systems will be digital ones which
replace the hard-wired analogue technique used so far. The obvious advantages
of software-based digital systems and the rising difficulties in obtaining spare
parts for analogue equipment are the reasons that in future for refurbishment of
systems in old plants or for system design in new plants practically exclusively
software-based digital systems will be implemented. This holds for operational
balance of plant I&C as well as for systems important to safety, i.e. systems
with safety critical software (reactor protection, engineered safeguard systems).
Implementation of such systems have been realised or are being
planned/realised also in W E R type reactors, where the traditionally used relais-
technique shall be replaced.

Licensing procedures, position of national regulators, requirements for
reliability proof, etc., are up to now not harmonised within the world-wide NPP
community. Recent international activities and conferences like those of
OECD/NEA /I, 21, American Nuclear Society 131, IAEA 14, 5, 6/, CEC 111 have
shown, that for some issues there is no real common concern; different
approaches are proposed or have been realised to meet the overall safety goals
in agreement with the safety philosophy grown in the particular country.

The Institute for Safety Technology (ISTec), which is a non-profit organisation
and 100 % subsidiary of Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit
(GRS) represents GRS in the field of safety assessment and questions related to
modern I&C system applications in NPPs. ISTec is extensively involved in all
ongoing national activities dealing with the implementation of safety critical
software systems in NPPs. In the frame of contracts got from the federal
governmental ministry BMU (Ministry for environment protection, nature
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conservation and nuclear safety) ISTec is also involved in the assessment of
new I&C safety systems and concepts for W E R reactors as well as in
supporting the licensing authorities in Ukraine and Hungary, i.e. in countries
where plants will obtain I&C systems important to safety based on a German
product.

Experiences from these involvements in digital I&C upgrades in VVERs will be
discussed in the paper. Before that the recent German activities with respect to
guidelines and rules for new I&C and the approach for qualifying the industry
developments are briefly commented . The role of ISTec in relevant committees
and working groups for I&C standardisation/regulation and as an independent
assessor of the new software-based I&C system is reflected.

2. THE GERMAN APPROACH TO QUALIFYING SAFETY CRITICAL
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

As a fundamental requirement, digital systems have to operate at least with the
same reliability as required for conventional systems. This means in particular,
it has to be proven that there are effective means to cope with common mode
failures. In this context, the procedure of transforming process requirements
into system functions is of great importance. The generation, verification and
validation of the software has to follow a completely documented development
and evaluation procedure (software life cycle) and has to be accompanied by
rigorous and stringent quality assurance measures which allow adequate
reliability estimation /8/ - /10/.

The chapter begins with a short description of the new I&C guidelines of the
German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK).Then it focuses on the qualification
and assessment process followed in Germany, in particular on plant-
independent qualification of an I&C system by type testing (software
components, hardware components, integration and system tests) followed by
plant specific assessment during commissioning.

2.1 RSK-Guidelines and I&C Standards

In Fig. 1 the hierarchical structure and priority of guidelines relevant for
assessment and licensing in Germany are shown. Chapter 7 of the RSK-
Guidelines has been revised recently, in order to provide a basis for the
assessment of computer based I&C systems important to safety /ll/ . The
requirements for the functions and for the hardware have been separated which
allows a ranked qualification of the software and the hardware modules
according to the actual safety needs. The most important issues in the RSK-
Guidelines are

• the separation of requirements for the I&C functions (realised by software)
and for the hardware,
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• three safety categories to determine the safety relevance of I&C functions
with associated design requirements,

• two equipment categories for hardware to determine the requirements on
equipment quality,

• the clear graduation of software requirements according to the safety
categories,

• more emphasis on the specification of functional requirements, especially
the transition from the process to the I&C requirements

• robustness

I&C Systems Important to Safety represent the I&C of the safety system and
other safety relevant systems (e.g. the radiation protection instrumentation) and
comprise the I&C functions of categories 1, 2 and 3. They are realised by
equipment performing these functions.

I&C Systems Important to Safety have to ensure that the protection goals
according to a defence-in-depth strategy will be achieved. The associated safety
functions are of different safety relevance and therefore belong to different
categories with graduated quality requirements.

Category 1 relates to all I&C functions which are necessary to avoid non-
tolerable consequences of accidents.

Category 2 relates to all I&C functions which are necessary to avoid the
extension of a disturbance to an accident.

Category 3 comprises all the other I&C functions relevant for safety.

Category El relates to all devices which carry out I&C functions of categories
1 and 2.

Category E2 relates to all devices which carry out I&C functions of category 3.

The most important requirement which ultimately governs the system structure
is the failure combination to be met. For Category 1 functions it has to be
demonstrated that they fulfil their tasks even if, in addition to the accident, one
random failure and one systematic failure and consequential failures occur. A
systematic failure need not be assumed if sufficient measures for its avoidance
are demonstrated. As for Category 2 functions, a systematic failure need not be
assumed. This facilitates the system structure considerably, because diversity
measures need not be taken here. Further on, it is permitted to classifying into
Category 2 information and control functions which are necessary for manual
actions to cope with intolerable consequences of accidents.
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The software requirements relating to the categories are defined with respect to
constructive QA, analytical QA, organisation/administration, and standard
software. According to the principles of these guidelines, the requirements are
given in a more general way leaving open the methodologies how to achieve
them.

The RSK-guidelines in the revised version of 1996 already reflect the
application of advanced digital safety I&C systems, whereas more detailed
technical requirements are formulated in the KTA standards (series KTA3501
to KTA 3507). However, these standards still represent the analogue
technology; nevertheless they are valid with respect to the generic requirements.
Mainly based on the requirements of IEC standards (developed with
participation of German experts) but also on other standards (like IEEE), the
KTA rules have to be interpreted for the digital features of the new systems.

2.2 The Qualification and Assessment Process

In contrast to many other countries where the nuclear licensing procedures is
mainly based on the evaluation of the manufacturer's quality assurance system,
third party product verification plays an important role in Germany. Typically
GRS/ISTec or a TUV organisation is involved in the licensing procedure as
third party. Since the detailed verification of all safety related properties of a
product is time consuming the licensing procedure is split into two phases:

• plant independent assessment and tests

- concept assessment (feasibility with respect to safety requirements)

- type testing of software components (extrapolation of KTA 3503)

- type testing of hardware components (requirements of KTA 3503)

- plant independent system test (integration HW/SW)

• plant specific assessment and tests (suitability analysis)

- compliance assessment

- factory acceptance tests

- system assessment

- on-site system tests

In order to give an insight into the system structure and the software
architecture of Teleperm XS (TXS), in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 basic schemes and block
diagrams are shown. Fig. 5 demonstrates the engineering procedure for software
development and qualification during the type testing. The functional
application code is configured by the Engineering Tool SPACE using the type-
tested software components.
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3. THE ROLE OF GRS/ISTEC

Research and development of qualification methods and tools for safety critical
software systems has been performed in GRS/ISTec for many years in the frame
of national programmes of BMBF (formerly BMFT) and BMU /12/ - I Ml as
well as in European projects /18/-/22/. Tools for software analysis and
evaluation have been developed /17, 23, 24/. Of particular interest may be the
reverse engineering tool VALIDATOR which allows the validation of the C-
code to the functional requirements.

GRS/ISTec is member in relevant international working groups (like IEC 45A:
German speaker and convenor of WG A3 (supplements of IEC 880, Chapeau-
paper), IWGNPPCI of IAEA, special issue WG of NEA/OECD, EU task force)
and national working groups (like VDI/VDE-GUK ,,Reactor instrumentation"
and GAK ,,Computer-based I&C systems important to safety", GMA
instrumentation and control systems in nuclear power plants", FAK of VdTUV
"Electrotechnical and I&C experts group", RSK sub-committee on
,,Electrotechnical devices", KTA-subcommittee on ,,Electrotechnical and I&C
systems"). ISTec prepared draft versions of the new chapter 7 of the RSK
Guidelines and contribution to IAEA-TecDocs.

Based on its broad expertise in software reliability and safety critical software
systems GRS/ISTec has been involved from the beginning in the qualification
process of new digital I&C systems important to safety as an independent
assessor. This holds in particular for the Teleperm XS system (TXS).

The main phases of the qualification of the TXS system were:

• accompanying evaluations and concept assessment of the new system by
GRS/ISTec

- since 1988, continuous evaluations of the development on behalf of the
Bavarian licensing authority (BStMLU)

- in June 1992, acceptance of the concept to realise I&C systems for safety
functions of the highest category

• type testing of the software components

- since October 1992, contracted to GRS/ISTec (supported by TUV)

- in June 1996, the qualification of most of the system software and the
application modules was finished, remaining tasks are being investigated
within the plant-independent system test (see below)

• type testing of the hardware components

- since February 1994, contracted to TUVs to elaborate the module analysis
and the test specifications, and to perform the practical testing
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- in October 1996, most of the practical tests of the hardware components
for the qualification were finished, supplementing tests are performed in
the first half of 1997

• plant independent system test

- proving the main system features in the factory's test fields with
participation of GRS/ISTec as independent assessor (supported by TUV);
these tests were scheduled for end of 1996, several reasons led to delays
so that the certification is expected for mid of 1997

The extensive expertise of GRS/ISTec on the TXS technology is of particular
importance in plant specific independent assessment. Therefore, GRS/ISTec has
been involved in the assessment of safety critical applications (like reactor
protection systems of FRM-2, Rowno, Paks)

4. SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF DIGITAL I&C SYSTEMS IN
VVER TYPE REACTORS

GRS as the main consulting organisation of the German Federal Ministry BMU
has been involved in various review activities related to W E R types of NPP,
which also included reviews of I&C systems important to safety (e.g.,
Greifswald NPPs, IAEA safety review missions in Bohunice and Kozloduy,
W407 concept). In addition to these experiences ISTec employs several I&C
experts from former East German institutions (Greifswald, Rossendorf) which
are highly familiar with the WER technology. Together with the broad
knowledge in methods and tools for V&V of safety critical software and in
assessment of digital software-based I&C systems important to safety, this
formed a good basis to become involved by the BMU in projects related to
W E R instrumentation and control tasks. Within the international programs of
BMU to support licensing authorities in middle and east European countries in
major safety issues related to WER type reactors, tasks with respect to
regulatory requirements for digital software-based I&C systems important to
safety became an important topic. During the last two years ISTec got contracts
from the BMU to consult the authorities in Hungary and Ukraine in this special
innovative field. Both supporting projects will be continued.

Whereas in the first phase of the Hungarian project more generic regulatory
questions related to digital safety technology and the licensing procedure in
Germany were emphasised, in the next phase support in special tasks related to
and assessment of the TXS system in the Paks NPP will play the main role (e.g.,
in particular tasks for which detailed expertise in the TXS hard- and software is
needed).

In the project together with the Ukrainian authority and its Scientific Technical
Center, during the first phase the information on the German regulatory position
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with respect to digital I&C safety systems, the licensing procedure and the basic
concept of the German approach (as discussed in chapter 2) has been
transmitted. For supporting the authority in licensing and evaluation a concept
assessment has been performed for the emergency protection system in Rowno-
4 which will be realised with the TXS system of Siemens. For this purpose
firstly all documents describing the design concept were formally proven. The
structure of the concept assessment may be transferable to the Khmelnitzky-2
upgrading.

The assessment of the design concept comprises the following aspects:

- fulfilment of overall safety goals and requirements

- interfaces to existing VVER plant devices and systems

- communication and annunciation concept

- manual protective actions

- self-monitoring capabilities and repetitive testing.

With respect to the first aspect it has to be proved whether the following
requirements are fulfilled by the new system

- requirements to initiating events

- requirements to fault tolerance of the system (or combinations of failed
subsystems respectively)

- requirements to initiating safety actions

- requirements for redundancy and independency

- requirements for decoupling (separation) from other systems

- requirements for monitoring the functionality and testability

- requirements for susceptibility of digital I&C to electromagnetic
interferences (grounding, shielding)

The investigation of the interfaces between the new digital protection system
and the existing plant devices has been found to be an important issue in I&C
upgrading. The following systems were identified to be analysed carefully

- power supply system (coupling with emergency power supply, redundancy
of DC power supply, spacial separation of power converters)

- air-conditioning systems

- coupling to the main control room and the emergency panel

- coupling to the control rod drives

- coupling to the sensors and instrumentation
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Other connected important systems which have to be considered carefully are:

- annunciation system: safety relevant changes of plant and system status
have to be indicated early and reliably

- devices for manual safety actions: interactions not in the control level but in
the logic level

- diagnosis, monitoring and service systems connected to the distributed
computer-based protection system: online testing, testing during shut-down,
maintenance, updates.

Emphasis has been placed on the explanation of the approach to use type-tested
configurable software components and type-tested hardware components
verified in integration tests, i.e., to take over certified analyses and test results in
the own assessment without detailed re-evaluation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Digital upgradings of I&C important to safety in W E R type reactors require
broad expertise in different knowledge fields (e.g., functional requirements in
W E R plants, interface adaption to existing devices, software V&V methods
and tools, testing and acceptance criteria for ranked safety categories of
integrated hard/software systems). In Germany comprehensive activities and
efforts have been spent in the last years establishing a procedure which enables
(or facilitates) licensing of software-based I&C systems in safety relevant
applications following international and national standards and guidelines.

GRS/ISTec have been involved in many forms in this process like research
projects, membership in working groups for establishing standards and
guidelines, generic studies, independent assessments and consulting projects.
Engagements like in Rowno and Paks are successful since in the I&C team of
GRS/ISTec experts with different background needed for digital upgrading in
W E R plants (as mentioned above) are available and cooperating. In these two
plants, additionally the extensive knowledge of the TXS technology at ISTec is
of great benefit. The experiences gained so far are valuable and can be used for
other assessment tasks in an effective manner.
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German Nuclear Law

Safety Criteria of the Ministry of the Interior
(BMI-Kriterien)

Guidelines of the German Reactor Safety Commission
(RSK LeitJinien)

German Safety Standards for Nuclear Plants
(KTA-Regeln)

General Technical Standards

• German Industry Standards (DIN)

• International Standards (IEC, IEEE)

Fig. 1 Hierarchical structure and priority of guidelines relevant for assessment
and licensing in Germany
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Fig. 4 Software architecture in Teleperm XS, from /10/
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Regulatory Involvement in I&C Systems Upgrading on WWER 440 type reactors in the
Slovak Republic

UJD SR involvement in the process of safety review and consequent regulatory
requirements on safety upgrading of I&C systems depends on unit type and on the stage of the
individual plant life time.

Operational units of Bohunice V-l and Bohunice V-2 NPP were subject of safety
reviews, being performed at about 10 operational years milestones.

Design safety of Mochovce NPP units 1 & 2 was re-evaluated according to up-to-date
safety requirements and safety improvement program was established by the operating
organization.

Bohunice V-l NPP

Safety review was accomplished in 1990 by the specific Committee established by the
Ministry of Environment of the Federal Government of the former Czechoslovakia.

At that time no specific recommendations were developed for periodical safety review,
or for safety reassessment of operating NPP which was buih according to earlier standards
The comparison with internationally accepted safety requirements was used (IAEA NUSS
Codes and Guidelines, E C standards) as the review methodology-

Resulting output in a form of Regulatory Decree was issued in the document which is
commonly known as 5/91 Decree of CSAEC.

Specific 11 safety issues (from the total number 81) were addressed directly to I&C
area. Number of other safety issues are related to the I&C area undirectly, like requirements
for the electric emergency power supply sources, seismical reinforcement, venting, etc. The
detailed regulatory requirements addressed to I&C systems in the CSAEC Decree 5/91 were
folowing:

Issues concerning the I&C systems included in the CSAEC Decree No. 5/91

Part II
- additional set-points for reactor trip system - HOI (RTS) actuation and high pressure
injection (HP1) pump start-up after pressurizer safety valve stick-open.

Part W
- cold overpressure of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) protection system
- additional RTS signal (HO-1) in the case of water level decrease in 2 of 6 steam generators

(SG)
- additional RTS signal (HO-1) in the case of water level increase in the pressurizer above the
set-point

- change of incore power distribution measurement system VOLNA for new system based on
setfpowered neutron detectors (KNT)
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- to analyze possibilities to delete the HO-2 signal group.

PartVTlI
- to analyze operability and availability of sensors in safety systems for environmental

conditions (normal and accidental operating conditions), respectively to change those which
can not withstand environmental conditions

- to install unit "shut-down" panel
- to provide automatic range-switching of neutron flux measurement system.

Part IX
- to provide logic control of existing emergency core cooling (ECC) systems and in each train

to include logic controls for diesel generator (DG) start and power loading sequencer.

PartX
- to provide exchange of fire protection signaling system in main production building for

CEREBUS system.

Another principal requirement for V-l NPP safety upgrading included in Decree
5/91 was to prepare the program and design for the essential safely upgrading of Bohunice
NPPs, units 1 and 2

The operating organi2ation developed strategy for essential safety upgrading, and for
justification of unit safety after reconstruction in accordance with the proposed strategy an
Introductory Safety Analysis Report (SAR) was elaborated (reflecting specific legal base valid
in the Federal Republic of Czechoslovakia).

Results of safety review of WWER 440/V230 reactor type developed by IAEA (IAEA-
TECDOC-640, Ranking of Safety Issued for WWER 440 model 230 NPPs) were used as well
as EEC standards for I&C systems in the development of essential strategy and consequent
Introductory SAR.

Proposals contained in the Introductory SAR for safety upgrading of I&C systems
can be presented in a very short form by the following way:

Improvement of the (existing ) I&C systems.
- separation of protection and control systems
- possibility of the testing during operation (on-line testing and diagnostics)
- classification of the systems, equipment and devices
- seismic qualification of the protection systems
- resistance to fire
- providing the Emergency Control Room (ECR) separated and independent of the main

control room (MCR)
- fulfilment of the other requirements and criteria of the applicable standards (for design of the

I&C systems important to safety).
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In the frame of the I&C improvement and replacement also the new protection
functions will be implemented. It means the essential modification of the original design of
safety systems.

Scope of the reconstruction

The relevant existing safety systems will be replaced or supplemented by:
- Integrated Reactor Protection System (RPS) The RPS wDI include RTS and Engineered

Safety Feature Activation System (ESFAS)
- Post Accident Monitoring System (PAMS)
-BCR
- Interconnection and interfaces among the safety systems and MCR and ECR
- Ex-core neutron flux measurement
- Process Computer System (monitoring and information function)

Basis and functional requirements of the project

The integrated RPS will automatically perform the following functions:
-RTS
- actuation of the ECCS including start-up (activation) of high pressure and

low pressure injection pumps, actuation of emergency power supply systems and confinement
isolation.

Design basis of RPS

- Resistance to seismic conditions and other external hazard conditions
- Providing the safety shutdown of the reactor under operating and accidental conditions

specified by accident analysis
- Automatic and manual activation of the RPS
- Fail-safe design
- Any failure of the RPS cannot lead to the loss of protection functions
- Intensity of total failure of the reactor protection function will not be higher than 10-5 per
year including actuators and emergency power supply systems

- Frequency of the spurious actuation should be set-up as a safety goal

Regulatory assessment and review performed by UJD SR using various forms of
assistance (including specific IAEA expert mission) finally resulted in regulatory Decree UJD
SR No. 1/94.

Specific requirements addressed to I&C area given in this Decree deal with more
detailed design requirements for RTS and ESFAS and requirements for ECR. Details in part
5.3 are following; r
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5.3.1. Upgrade and supplement the reactor protection (RTS) and the unit safety system
(ESFAS) in such a way that it complies with the following criteria:

- IE qualification. When specifying the qualification requirements on the equipment,
take into account internal accident conditions according to the accident scenarios
included in the Gradual Safety Upgrading
- redundancy 2x100% as a minimum
- to maintain the reliability determined by the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report in
such a way that the intensity of a total failure of the reactor protection will not be
higher than 10-5 per year and for the unit safety system ESFAS not higher than 10-3
per year, including actuators and power supply
- separation of the protection systems from the control parts of T&C. If signals from
qualified equipment are used, ensure a reliable galvanic separation
- direct the output signals from the diagnostics of the protection systems to the
appropriate panels in the main control room (MCR)

5.3.2. To analyze situations in which the emergency control room is to be activated, to
specify functions that are to be provided from it, and to develop concepts of a
separation of ECR and MCR under accident conditions.

5.3.3. To analyze the need for manual group control of the unit safety system (ESFAS) -
(manipulations according to the type of accident events)

Bohunice V-2 NPP

The operating organization in cooperation with VUJE Institute based on*the operational
experience with existing ESFAS made a decision to prepare the Project for replacement of
each ESFAS train in both V-2 NPP Units.

This decision was made taking into account the extend of maintenance works required,
low-level of self-diagnostic. lack of spare parts and evaluation of safe-failure rate achieved
during the previous 10 years of operation. Some essential information concerning the
occurrence of spurious operation or test failures at ESFA system can be found in Attachment
No. 1.

The pilot project was prepared as the first stage. This included additional back-up
redundancy in the first train and channel No. 1 on Unit 3 of V-2 NPP.

Design of this pilot system was based on the hardware-software technology, specifically
On SEGELEC hardware products, SEGELEC "fabric-ware" software products and unit
specific software developed by VUJE Institute.

The application for the regulatory review, assessment and approval was made in 1995.

Results of the regulatory assessment are included in UJD SR Decrees No. 136/93 and
No. 12/94 where implementation of the proposed pilot system was approved, but only the trial
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operation of the back-up redundancy (in parallel operation with existing channel No. 1, and
signaling operation mode) was permitted.

The pilot system is operated for more as 2 fuel cycles, without any failures.

The project development of overall ESFAS replacement is in the process on the
operating organization side.

However, the overall periodic safety review of this twins of reactor units after 10 years
of operation has been performed in 1995 in accordance with the Decree 199/91 of CSAEC.
Based on this degree the revised version of Operational SAR was developed by the operating
organization.

Short-term safety improvement measures have been defined and required for
implementation in the UJD SR Decree 4/96 based on the review and regulatory assessment of
Operational SAR performed by UXD SR. Among them requirements directly addressed to
I&C systems as short-term safety upgrading measures are following:

* design and implementation of innovated initiating signal concerning the break of main
steam header which function was discovered as not satisfactory

* separation of venting systems in MCR and ECR
* RPV cold over-pressure protection system
* to provide 5 independent leak-detection systems for primary coolant leakage.

In addition, the development of the strategy and program of essential safety
improvement for Bohunice Units 3 and 4 was required in the Decree 4/96. In I&C area was
specifically required:

* to assess individually applicability of IAEA recommendations included in IAEA report
"Safety issues and their ranking for WWER 440 Model 213 NPPs" for Units 3 and 4

* to develop strategy tor safety upgrading of plant I&C systems. Results of PHARE
Program, Project No. 90/062/030/011/EC/ENE/l 5 "Basic Engineering for
Replacement of Instrumentation and Control System for V213 Nuclear Reactor"
should be reflected in the strategy

* to specify the list of safety functions and associated systems and equipment that
that perform that functions

* to provide program and methods for equipment re-qualification.

Mochovce NPP. units 1 and 2

Safety improvement program in I&C area, which has been developed by the operating
organization supported by assistance organizations (EDF, SIEMENS, VUJE, RISKAfJDIT,
VUEZ, IAEA specific expert mission) in principle follows IAEA recommendations given in
the IAEA report ,,Safety Issues and their Ranking for WWER 440, Model 214"
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Generic recommendations for safety improvement have been elaborated in detafls in the
^Technical Specification „ report. Beside 3 genera! safety issues applicable also to the I&C
systems, 12 safety issues in this Program concern directly the I&C area. List of the I&C safety
upgrading measures for EMO NPP unit 1 and 2 are following:

I&C Rank

* I&C Reliability H.
* Safety system actuation design H
* Review of reactor scram initiating signals II.
* Human engineering of MCR EL
* Physical and functional separation between the main

and emergency control rooms II.
* Condition monitoring of the mechanical equipment
* Magnostic systems of primary circuit II.
* Reactor vessel head leak monitoring system II.
* Accident Monitoring System n.
* Technical support center II.
* Water chemistry control and equipment monitoring

(primary and secondary) H.
* Replacement of core monitoring systems HTNDUKUS and VK3 II.

Recent regulatory involvement is die review and assessment of the operating
organization proposal of the time schedule for implementation of safety improvement
measures. In this process it should be taken into account the start of different commissioning
stages

Regulatory assessment is in the process and the decision could be prepared by the end
of May.

Conclusions

Regulatory involvement into the I&C systems upgrading can be characterized as a unit
(Model) specific. Outputs in a form of regulatory decisions compensate in this way the lack of
national regulations by specifying the acceptable (international or some national) standards or
safety goals in a form of acceptance criteria. This decisions contain also the deadline
requirements for safety improvements implementation.

Trnava, March 1997.
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Attachment I

Spurious activation of the existent RTS and ESFAS / or failure at the test
on operating Units (Bohnnice VI and Bohnnice V2)

- recent development -

Year

1994

1995

1996

V 1
RTS

HOI

0

5

2

other
sign.

0

0

0

ESFA
SA

0

1

2

TF

0

0

0

V 2
RTS

HOI

1

0

0

other
sign.

0

1

I

ESFAS
SA

0

2

2

TF

0

2

1

SA - Spurious activation
TF - Failure at the test
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A TECHNICAL SYSTEM TO IMPROVE THE OPERATIONAL
MONITORING OF THE ZAPOROZHYE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

M. Beyer, H. Carl, P. Schumann, A. Seidel, F.-P. Weili, J. Zschau

Research Centre Rossendorf Inc., Institute for Safety Research

POB 51 01 19, D-01314 Dresden

K. Nowak

Technischer Uberwachungsverein Rheinland, Institute for Nuclear Engineering and
Radiation Protection, POB 91 09 501, D-51101 Kbln

1 INTRODUCTION
As part of the programme implemented by the German Ministry of Environment, Nature Con-
servation and Reactor Safety to cooperate with the CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN STATES
and the COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES in the area of nuclear safety, a technical sy-
stem to improve operational monitoring has been designed [1], specified [2] and established
[3] since 1992 as a pilot project in the Zaporozh'ye/Ukraine1 nuclear power plant by RESEARCH
CENTRE ROSSENDORF and TECHNISCHER OBERWACHUNGSVEREIN RHEINLAND with a significant
contribution from the State Scientific and Technical Centre of the Ukrainian supervisory autho-
rity.

The technical system complements existing operational checking and monitoring facilities by
including modern means of information technology. It enables concentration on a continuous
monitoring of the state of unit 5 in normal operation and in cases of anomalies or incidents so
that when recognisable deviations from the regular plant operation occur, the Ukrainian super-
visory authority can immediately inquire and if necessary impose conditions on the operator.
The radiological and meteorological parameters at the nuclear power plant location are monito-
red to the extent necessary to assess the current radiation situation and to implement effective
emergency management measures.

2. SELECTION OF PARAMETERS FOR MONITORING
The parameters to be monitored were selected on the basis of German and international
experience using the criterion of being able to observe and evaluate the adherence to the
following four protection aims

P1 Assurance of reactor shutdown
P2 Assurance of core cooling
P3 Assurance of heat removal from the primary circuit and assurance of its integrity
P4 Assurance of the integrity of the containment

in connection with nine monitoring tasks which refer to certain parts of the plant, mediums,
processes and plant conditions.
These monitoring tasks are related to.

M1 General plant condition
M2 Barrier effectiveness
M3 Radioactivity inventories
M4 Release of radioactive substances into the air

1 The Zaporozhye nuclear power plant is located about 500 km south east of Kiev on the southern bank
of the Dnieper River, which is dammed-up to the Kachovska storage lake. It has six uniform units of the
type WER-1000A/-320. With an electric output of 6,000 MW this nuclear power plant is the largest
nuclear power generator in Europe at present.
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M5 Immissions into buildings and surroundings
M6 Registration of the meteorological conditions
M7 Release of radioactive substances into water
M8 Adherence to monitoring-specific threshold values
M9 Plant condition in the event of anomaly or incident/accident.

While the protection aims for the various pressurised water reactor types may be generally
valid, the monitoring tasks are specifically tailored to the Zaporozhye nuclear power plant.

The advantage of these procedures is that monitoring the protection aims in connection with
control tasks is self-redundant and complements the monitoring of the limit values and condi-
tions of safe operation which the operator has to carry out in accordance with the operating in-
structions.

On the basis of the protection aims and monitoring tasks concept
49 different safety related operational parameters of the core and unit
18 radiological parameters of the unit and the plant site and
6 meteorological parameters

are permanently and automatically recorded, monitored and evaluated.
Fig. 1 shows schematically the parameters which are selected for monitoring. The shades in
the figure characterises different parts of the unit and the plant. The shades approximately
marks the monitoring tasks but not the protection aims. For example the parameters indicated
in the marked pressure vessel characterise the states of the nuclear process and of the
primary circuit (part of the general plant condition M1). Additionally, they enable to observe the
assurance of three protection aims: reactor shutdown (P1), core cooling (P2) and heat removal
(part of P3). This fact points out the complexity of the monitoring procedures: The actual
values of the single parameters are compared for various monitoring tasks with limit values
which possibly depend on the task itself. After that the results of the comparison are combined
to form logical information which makes it possible finally to conclude whether the protection
aims are assured or not.

3. AUTOMATIC EVALUATION AT THE NPP SITE
The technical system set up in the Zaporozhye nuclear power plant is hierarchically structured
(fig. 2). The system is realised by a site-wide local area network LAN connecting all six reactor
units, two auxiliary buildings, the laboratory building and the so-called ZAPOROZHYE CENTRE in
the form of a sheltered room. The on-site radiological and meteorological parameters are
collected in the operational computer of the auxiliary building #2. From that this parameters are
down-loaded by the TRANSFER COMPUTER AUXILIARY BUILDING #2 and the operational para-
meters of the monitored unit #5 are down-loaded by the TRANSFER COMPUTER UNIT #5 every
four seconds. There they are checked and condensed individually or in monitoring-specific
links to representative logical data channels and transferred as data packages at time intervals
of one minute to the SERVER and to the ON-SITE COMPUTER in the laboratory building. The
steps of data handling and processing as well as the realised distribution of this steps onto the
different computers at the Zaporozhye NPP site are shown in the table 1.

In the ON-SITE COMPUTER the process and plant status is finally evaluated by comparing the
current data with monitoring-specific limit values and by combining the limit value violation of
different parameters [4]. The monitoring-specific limit values generally lie above the operational
tolerance values to prevent any restrictions of the operator's room for manoeuvre but
necessarily lie below the approved limit values set by the authorities and below the load limit
values specified by the manufacturers, respectively.

If no violation of the protection aims is found, the users receive a data file every 10 minutes,
only. Excess of threshold values causes a report to be sent to the users in the Zaporozhye
Centre (authority) and in the administration building (On-site-inspector and operator) In view of
the importance and possible effects of excess, there are three different information levels
called NOTICE • , WARNING 9 and ALARM &.
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Computer type

TRANSFER
COMPUTER

(VME-BUS
Computer)

SERVER
(SUN SPARC-

station 20)
ON-SITE
COMPUTER

(SUN SPARC-
station 5)

X-TERMINAL
(SUN
SPARCclassic)
TERMINAL

COMPUTER
(SUN SPARC-

station 20)

Location
at the NPP
Reactor unit
and
auxiliary

building

Laboratory
building

Laboratory
building

Administration
building

ZAPOROZHYE
CENTRE

(sheltered
room)

Functions

• down-loading of the primary data coming from the opera-
tional computer, input check

• selection of data to be monitored
• conversion into measuring channels
• plausibility and confidence checks
• conversion into temporary data channels
• summarising and conversion into representative logical

data channels, trend estimation
• general information and data handling

• evaluation of the logical data channels by means of
monitoring-specific threshold values

• summarising the evaluation results
• information supply for the users
• general system and state control
• information storage and back-up
• visualisation and utilisation of all information of the

technical system by the ON-SITE-INSPECTOR of the
supervisory body

• visualisation and utilisation of all information of the tech-
nical system by the supervisory authority at the operator,

• data processing and data transfer to the KIEV CENTRE of
the supervisory authority (next step of extension)

Table 1: Computers and their functions

• A Notice • is sent to the authority and the operator in the event of a failure in redundant
measuring lines or safety systems if it reduces safety margins. The report consists of a
short verbal communication on display and logging printer, the indication of the failed
measuring channel or system and the repair deadline which must be complied with. The
notice is automatically cancelled when the cause has been eliminated.

• A Warning V is conveyed to the users in the event of a violation of at least one protection
aim. It consists of verbal communication and announcement on the display, entry in a
warning journal and the output of actual values and limit values of the monitored
parameters which can be linked to the protection aim violation. This information should give
the trained specialist an overview of the process and plant status which emerged. The
receipt of warning must be acknowledged by the users. A state of warning may only be
cancelled when the authority gives its consent and no further protection aim violation has
occurred for a fairly long period.

• An Alarm Q, in the technical system is triggered if in case of a protection aim violation a
process or plant status is reached which for safety reasons requires intensified monitoring.
This is always necessary when incidents or accidents occur such as in the International
Nuclear Event Scale INES for significant events in nuclear engineering installations.
Whereas in all states from normal operation to warning the operational information is
transmitted to the users at time intervals of ten minutes and the radiological-meteorological
data of sixty minutes, in the state of Alarm the intervals between two consecutive trans-
missions are shortened to one and ten minutes, respectively. Moreover, the conditions of
the Warning state are valid, too.

Due to the above-mentioned different information levels the algorithms for the automatic eva-
luation are very complex. Additionally, the algorithms use different threshold values for diffe-
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condition of FTL crossing threshold

<Do<2> ©O(3>

algorithm producing different NOTICES if the actual represen-
tativ value undercrosses or overcrosses the threshold values

|NORMAL

FTL > Itv1
AND NOT EQU ERROR

<D • ©

FTL < Itv1 AND
NOT EQU ERROR

AND
FTL > Itv2

FTL<ltv2
OR EQU ERROR

INSUFFICIENT
O>

[(FTL(t)<ltv1) AND (FTL(t)>ltv2 AND NOT EQU ERROR) AND
(FTL(t-1minute)>ltv1 AND NOT EQU ERROR)] EQU L;

output string: tank level LOW;
©o® [(FTL(t) > Itv1 AND NOT EQU ERROR) AND

(FTL(t-1 minute) < Itv1 AND NOT EQU ERROR) AND
(FTL(t-1 minute)>ltv2)] EQU L; output sung: tank level NORMAL;

<2><=>C3> [(FTL(t) < Itv2 OR EQU ERROR) AND
(FTL(t-1 minute) > Itv2 AND NOT EQU ERROR) AND
(FTL(t-1 minute) < Itv1)] EQU L; tank level INSUFFICIENT;

<Z>OC3> [(FTL(t) > Itv2 and NOT EQU ERROR) AND (FTL(t) < Itv1) AND
(FTL(t-1 minute) < Itv2 OR EQU ERROR)] EQU L;

_ output sung: tank level LOW AGAIN;

©o®[(FTL(t) < Itv2 OR EQU ERROR)' AND* '*
(FTL(t-1 minute) > Itv1 AND NOT EQU ERROR)] EQU L;

output string: tank level INSUFFICIENT;
[(FTL(t) < Itv1 AND NOT EQU ERROR) AND
(FTL(t-1 minute) < Itv2 OR EQU ERROR)] EQU L;

output string: tank level NORMAL;

Figure 3 Example of an algorithm for the automatic evaluation of the parameter emergency core flooding tank level (FTL), using two different
threshold values Kv1 and Itv2 for minimum water level.

A NOTICE • is given to the users, if the actual value of the parameter FTL crosses the monitor-specific threshold values Itv1 or Itv2, independently of its
positive or negative trend. Because of the safety relevance of this parameter an information channel failure (ERROR) will be evaluated like undercrossing
the lowest threshold Itv2.
Remark: The parameter FTL becomes important if the emergency core cooling systems are in operation. In this case the information level ALARM Q, already exists.

Therefore the evaluation leads in a NOTICE • only to reduce the displayed, printed and stored information, respectively.



rent purposes to detect limit value violation and they derive different conclusions from the fact
of threshold crosses of different parameters. Additionally, the algorithms based on the actual
values of selected parameters and their threshold violations have to be compared with the
values one minute before to update the evaluation result as shown exemplary for the
parameter .emergency core flooding tank level" FTL in fig. 3. Figures of this kind are used to
develop the evaluation algorithms.

4. STATE OF THE SYSTEM
Test operation of the technical system to improve operational monitoring was commenced at
the end of 1995. Since then, on-site supervisory authority and operator have been able to fulfil
their monitoring duties more efficiently than before, based on the automatic evaluation and on
presentations of actual parameters as shown in fig. 4 for the operational parameters for exam-
ple.
After the completion of the user software by the State Scientific and Technical Centre of the
Ukrainian supervisory authority and the operator, which the German partners assisted by
consulting, and after having proven the reliability of the system under nuclear power plant
conditions the industrial testing phase of the system has been started in the middle of 1996. In
1997 the technical system will be connected to the KIEV CENTRE of the Ukrainian supervisory
authority.

The described technical system is unique in terms of its effective monitoring of nuclear power
plants with WER-1000 reactors in the Central and Eastern European states and in the CIS.
The modular and open structure of the system makes it possible to extend the monitoring to all
six units at the Zaporozhye NPP and to connect more users.
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LEGISLATIVE POLICY AND STANDARDS
PREPAREDNESS FOR LICENSING PROCESS

OF NPP'S I&C SYSTEMS

G.I. Zhidok Nuclear Regulatory Administration,
Ukraine

M.A.Yastrebenetsky Scientific and Technical Center on
Nuclear and Radiation Safety
Ukraine

SJ\. Vilkoinir Scientific and Technical Center on
Nuclear and Radiation Safety
Ukraine

International Topical Meeting on VVER Instrumentation
and Control
Prague
April 21-24, 1997
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OPERATING UNITS OF UKRAINIAN NPP'S

NPP

Zaporozhye

Yuzhno-
Ukrainsk

Rovno

Khmelnitsky

Chernobyl

Number
of unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

Type of
reactor

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-440

VVER-440

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

VVER-1000

RBMK-1000

Date of
commissioning,

mm/yy

10/84

07/85

12/86

12/87

08/89

10/95

12/82

01/85

09/89

12/80

12/81

12/86

Under construction

12/87

Under construction

11/81
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REASONS FOR I&C MODERNIZATION

I&C isn't whole system, it's set of subsystems:
different element bases;
different technical realization for decision of same
tasks;
different construction;
difficulties with interface between heterogeneous
components.

I&C is very bulky (near 700 cabinets only of UKTS).

Absence of:
high (NPP) level cooperated with unit level;
system for informational personnel support.

Lifetime of many instruments ended or near to end.

Problems with spare part after USSR disintegration.

Discrepancy to safety requirements:
absence of diagnostics in hardware and software;
discrepancy to seismic requirements.

Big expenses of labour for I&C operation.
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UKRAINIAN NPP'S I&C MODERNIZATION
System

Type of reactor
Steptype electro-
magnetic drive
Group and
Individual
Control System
Unit Computer
Information
System

Manuf ac turcr
name

VVER
Skoda-YaM

Skoda-
Control

Weslron

Manufacturer
country
- 1000
Czech Republic

Czech Republic

Ukraine-USA

NPP,
Unit

Y-1

Y-1

Y-3

Z-2

Installed in 1906

Installed in 1996

Installed pilot
system (1-st
phase) in 1096

Reactor Protection
System and
Neutron Flux
Monitoring System

Siemens Germany R-4 Type testing of
hardware and
software has
finished.
Design is
preparing

Feedwater Control WESE
system
Safely Parameters
Display System

Belgium

Westron

Y-1, Design is
Y-2 preparing

Ukraine-USA Z-l

Water-Chemical
Control System

Y-3 Contract is
preparing

Automatic Power
regulator, Power
Limited Regulator

Khartron Ukraine Z-3 Pilot system
installed
in 1996

Automatic Turbine
Control System

Shevchenko
Plant

Ukraine Y-1

Safely Engineering
System Train N3

rtaaium,
Parus,
Khartron

Ukraine 6-1

Type of reactor
Unit Information
Computer system
In-Core Reactor
Monitoring System
Type of reactor
Safety Parameters
Display System

VVER
SYSECA

SNIIP

RUMK
Westinghouse

- 440
France

Russia

-1000
USA

R-1,
R-2
R-2

Ch-3

Design is
preparing

Design is ready

It - Bovno NPP , Z -
Y - Yuzhno-Ukrainsk NPP , Ch -

Zaporozhye NPP ,
Chernobyl NPP
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STANDARDS , GUIDELINES AND HULES
USED FOR UKRAINIAN

NPPs I&C MODERNIZATION

USSR Safoty GuidoliHco
and Rules in force as to
different NPP equipment,
including I&C

Regulatory
Administration approved
this list for Ukrainian
NPPs (Decision
No. 1 of 04.01.92)

USSR common technical
Standards in force as to
NPP I&C

USSR Standards in force
as to I&C in different
branches of industry,
including NPP

USSR Standards directly
attributed to NPP I&C

USSR Standards in force in
Ukraine as Inter-state ones

)

Ukrainian common
technical Standards in
force as to NPP I&C

Ukrainian Standards
creation is under progress
since 1995-1996
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REQUIREMENTS TO EXPERT ASSESSMENT
OF MODERNISED I&C

1. Expert Assessment is a continuous process that has
to include all the stages of system creation as follows:

development of safety assurance principles;
system designing;
testing of hardware and software, software V&V,
testing of the system aa a whole;
issuing of the Safety Analysis Report.

2. Expert Assessment has to include a software and
hardware analysis along with that of the system as a
whole.

3. Expert Assessment has to include an analysis of the
interface between the I&C modernised and unchanged
parts.

4. Expert Assessment has to include an analysis of the
system Quality Assurance program.

5. In a case of the modernisation is being performed by
foreign manufacturer, Expert Assessment has to include
the steps as follows:

analysis of the Ukrainian standards compliance with
those of manufacturing country;
results reviewing of the system Expert Assessment
performed by the Regulatory Body or any organiza-
tions of manufacturing country (if any).
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STAGES OF LICENSING PROCESS
(EXAMPLE - FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM,

YUZHNO-UKRAINSK NPP, UNIT 1)

Review of Technical Specification
(Technical Task) and NPP Technical

Decision

Review of Documentation about
Westinghouse Distributed Processing

Family WDPF-II

Review of Documentation about Valve

Review of System Design

Review of Software Verification and
System Validation (including

acceptance tests) on Manufacturer Site

Review of Safety Analysis Report

Review of Documentation for
Commissioning with Sensors (including

acceptance tests) on NPP Site

Review of Operation Documentation

License to
designing

License to
commissioning

License to
operation
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REVIEW OF SOFTWARE DESIGN
AND SOFTWARE QUALITY

It is necessary to verify whether the following requirements
are properly met:

functional (performance) requirements;
requirements of rules and regulations and of other

regulatory documents which cover the software of NPP
microprocessor based safety systems;

requirements governing the systems operational safety and
reliability.

Among the international standards which seem expedient to
be used under the software expertise, one of the most
comprehensive one which is being widely used is the IEC 880-86
Software for computers in the safety systems of nuclear power
plant.

It is necessary to make sure that the software provides
protection against common cause failures including the software
failure. It is necessary to verify compliance with the following
software requirements'.

the software shall ensure that the systems technical means
are continuously monitored and status-diagnosed.

the software shall ensure that it is continuously self-tested
and that the failures are detected under processing of signals.

the software logic shall be installed to respond to all possible
hardware and software failures, which should ensure an
automated ra-cunfigurntinn of the .system and providing the
personnel with all necessary information.

the system and its software shall be protected against
unauthorized access (e.g. passwords).

the protection against deliberate or accidental changes to the
software shall be envisaged (protection for memory with constant
data, etc.).

the software shall be protected against computer viruses
during the software design and operation phases.

During the conduct of the review it is necessary to carry out:
review of the software program documentation;
independent verifications by regulators for the software's

most critical parts.
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REVIEW OF SOFTWARE VERIFICATION

To assess the process of the software verification it is
necessary to review relevant documentation. The following
documents shall be assessed in the first place:

software verification plan;
software verification report.

It is necessary to analyze the comprchensives of the
verification plan and check whether the plan describes:

verification objectives;
methods and means employed;
hardware and software used;
verification success criteria.

It is necessary to verify whether the verification report
contains:

input data sets used;
obtained output data;
results of verification of the system's temporary

synchronization;
comparison of the data obtained with the criteria

established;
the list of discrepancies revealed;
analysis of results obtained and proposals as to

additional activities and checks.

It is necessary to assess the clarity and unambigousness
of the result's presentation. The results shall be described in
a manner readable for experts who are not directly involved
with the process of verification.

It is necessary to review and analyze the organization of
verification process and assess, to what extent the group of
experts carrying out verification is independent from the
group of the system designers.

The specific hardware and software used in the process
of verification should be studied. It is necessary to make
sure that the discussed hardware and software passed
sufficient certification or any kind of independent check.
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REGULATORY DOCUMENT

REVIEW OF NPP MICROPROCESSOR-BASED
SAFETY SYSTEMS. GENERAL PROVISIONS

306.312 - 97 Final Draft

Contents

1 Terms and definitions
2 Organization of the review process
3 General principles of conducting the review

process
4 Review of system specification
5 Review of hardware documentation
6 Review of system design
7 Review of software verification
8 Review of system validation
9 Review of safety analysis report

Appendix

1 The list of regulatory documents used under the
review of microprocessor-baser safety systems

2 An example of software review questionnaire
3 An example of questionnaire for assessment of

the software testing
4 Assessment of protection against common cause

failure occurring as a result of software failure
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Grishchenko V. N., Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES AND APPROACH TO PERFORMING
SOFTWARE VERIFICATIONS AND THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM

OF THE GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL
CONTROL SYSTEM - M (GICS-M) VALIDATION

Practical performing of work on verification and validation within the
framework of development the GICS-M integrated system was based on modern
tendencies and results, which was received in practice by creation critical computer
systems (the systems, failures of which result in serious consequences, involved to
threat of life of the people, environmental pollution, rise of technogenesis
catastrophe, large financial losses and etc.). Among the basic results, which by an
essentially affected to performing of the given work, it should be noted:

• achievements in methodology field and practice of the software systems
development which have high requirements to reliability of functioning;

• existing and developed normative documentation and methodical documentation,
regulating control and realization of work on verification and validation;

• achievements and results of the software qualitative evaluation;
• experience the realization of the tests and expertise for integrated systems, used

on nuclear power plant in the countries with advanced nuclear industry (USA,
France, Germany).

The verification and validation concepts were considered in accordance with
existing normative documentation in a context of the appropriate definitions given in
the standard IEC-880 ..Software for computers in the safety systems of nuclear
power stations".

1. Approach to verification and its results for GICS-M software

The verification is process of determining whether or not the product of each
phase digital computer system development process fulfils all, the requirements
imposed by the previous phase. In particular, it follows from this definition:
• the verification is performed in conformity with a certain phase of the development

process;
• on each phase the specific verification mechanisms can be applied;
• in despite of formal definition of the verification purpose, its representation and

way of achievement are not fixed, to be able to apply various methods and tools
supporting verification.

Each computer and software manufacturer has own methodology and tools for
the requirements development to GICS on various phases of life cycle, their
representation and use. Therefore, uniform universally scheme and the approach to
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realization of verification does not exist. The scheme was selected in which the basic
principles practical performing and realization of work on software verification for the
GICS-M integrated system are as follows:

• conforming the mechanisms and tools for verification to features the design
methods and implementation of the software, which are applied by software
manufacturer;

• performing the verification for each phase;
• decomposition the verification process for each phase in accordance with

software structure (system level, subsystems level, module level) according to
used development methodology;

• understanding a requirements, which are analyzed by verification, as
requirements, which lay to characteristics of system on the appropriate phase,
their values and representation, and also requirements to conditions of the
development process;

• choice of the verification mechanism for each software components with utilization
of definition of compliance between considered component and component for
higher level of hierarchy, and also requirements to the previous phase of
development;

• choice as additional successful verification criterion on each phase required
guarantee for certain degree of quality designed system.

By qualitative evaluation the system of parameters was chosen which for each
software components included:

• opportunity satisfying parameter component requirements on given phase;
• completeness description parameter the requirements for performing verification

and subsequent testing;
• readability description parameter the requirements for performing verification and

subsequent testing;
• readability description parameter the representation of component on given

phase;
• description parameter the representation of component for its subsequent

support, including possible modification.

The evaluation of adduced parameters for each software component software
was based on the analysis:

• the form of representation developed system on the appropriate phase;
• method and mechanisms for the representation treatment of system on the

appropriate phase.
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The following forms of representation are considered:

the representation is not fixed on any medium (document or magnetic medium);
the representation is fixed in an any form as working materials of the developer;
the representation exists as system of formal designations (formal logical
systems, diagrams and etc.);
automated supporting system is used for representation of system on given
phase.

Method and mechanisms for the representation treatment of system was
included:

• processing on a single phase was carried out without use of any documents or
means, which regulate the requirement to representation of developed system
(intuitive approach to development of the requirements);

• processing was carried out on the basis of the existing documents by direct their
viewing;

• processing was carried out on the basis of the formal procedures of the
representation transformations;

• processing was carried out by using the automated system.

Certain numerical values were put in the conformity for each form of
representation the developed system and its each treatment method, and formulae
for each parameter of quality with using the given values were determined,
parameter values of quality received on the previous phase for each software
component were calculated and were compared to the appropriate values.

In accordance with above mentioned principles and the approaches for the
first two phases of software development was generated the following verification
scheme.

For verification on a phase of specifications development of the
software. The inheritance for specifications of the system level from the system
requirements was defined. System requirements are fixed in such the documents as
the system requirements and software specification. Inheritance of the component
specifications on the subsystem level is established from the specifications on the
subsystem level is established form the specifications on the subsystem level.
Inheritance of the component specifications on the module level is established form
the appropriate subsystem specifications, mentioned parameters of quality for each
software component are calculated.

For verification on a phase of development of the software project. The
inheritance a description of the control algorithm and other elements of project from
the system specifications was defined. Inheritance of the algorithms description and
other elements of project for components on the subsystem level is established from
the appropriate description of algorithms on the system level, and also from the
subsystems specifications, to receive on the previous phases. Inheritance of the
algorithm description and other elements for component on the module level is
established form the appropriate descriptions of algorithms on the subsystems level,
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and also from the module specifications, to receive on the previous phases,
parameters of quality for each software component are calculated and are compared
to values of the appropriate parameters, to receive on a phases of development the
specifications.

Such verification process scheme for the subsequent phases is similar.

Results of the verification process by software development have shown
following:

• by necessary condition of received the satisfied result of the given process was
complement documentation for the software;

• the documentation complement criteria were defined on the basis receiving
necessary value the chosen parameters of quality;

• a necessary condition for performing work on verification was the analysis of
methodology and tools supporting of the software development;

• improvement of the program documentation quality and results of the
methodology analysis of the software development have allowed to apply of the
verification scheme;

• the results of verification for the GICS-M software were favourable, and the
parameters values of quality on separate phases of development has not become
worse.

2. Approach to validation and its results for GICS-M integrated system

Validation is a process of test and evaluation of integrated computer system
(hardware and software) to ensure compliance with the functional, performance and
interface requirements. In particular, from this definition it follows:

• validation will be performed after a system integration phase and preceded
commissioning of the system;

• the purpose of validation consists in confirmation of the fact, that computer system
have been correctly connected to other equipment and to confirm the correct of
the system for all normal operations, anticipated accidental situations as well as
anticipated faults;

• the successful performing validation criterion consists in confirmation of all
requirements to computer system.

The tasks of validation for GICS-M integrated system were generated on the
basis of the previous assertions and recommendations of the IAEA Technical report
N XXX .Verification and validation of software related to nuclear power plant control
and instrumentation". It is included:

• completed testing analysis of computer system;
• testing results analysis;
• testing anomalies analysis;
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analysis of the documents on verification;
procedures analysis of the software maintenance;
system documentation analysis as a whole.

This Technical report contains descriptions the performing some validation
methods, part of which was used as validation mechanisms.

The basic principles and the approaches to performing validation for GICS-M
integrated system consist in following:

• the maximum use of results of integrated system analysis, to receive on all
previous phases of development;

• organization and performing work on confirmation of all system requirements
which is not checked on the previous phases of development;

• separation of work on validation into two phase - tests validation and
documentation analysis;

• validation tests was carried out on the complete set of the equipment,
appropriating to real-time system;

• the .black box" mechanism recommended by the specified IAEA Report was used
for validation tests;

• the inspection mechanism recommended by the IAEA Report was used for
documentation analysis.

Results of validation for GICS-M integrated system have shown following:

• the systematic approach to self-contained testing for separated a software
component is separated and integrated system to simulation mode has allowed to
minimized a number of tests for validation tests;

• the test set was contained tests which could be carried out on the complete set of
the equipment (including drives) only;

• the documentation analysis has shown necessity to include the scheme, which
collate set of the separate documents for a integrated system and defines their
interrelations;

• the analysis of results for validation tests and documentation analysis after its
collating have allowed to make a conclusion about favourable solution of the
problem of the validation process for GICS-M integrated system.

All above mentioned results of verification and validation, their schemes, used
mechanisms, the evaluation criteria are represented as to components of the
appropriate documents on GICS-M integrated system.
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Specific approach of SKODA CONTROLS, s.r.o. to
verification and validation process of software

development for (RDM group and individual control
systems

by Jiff Vacatko
Manager Control Systems Development

This contribution deals with practical experience gained in the process of quality assurance
and documentation of the quality of control system software generation for the purpose of
achieving safety related system of nuclear power station.

Key words: Quality assurance SW, life cycle, development phase, verification, validation,
1EC 880.

1. General:

The CRDM group and individual control system is by its function of drive magnets supply
voltage shut down incorporated in the emergency shut down system. Concept of this function
is solved through hardwired logic and therefore the SW of the entire system has not character
of software for computers in the safety systems of nuclear power stations. However, this
system is safety related system of nuclear reactor and therefore, it shall meet requirement for
assurance of the generation and documentation of its software in conformance with the IEC
880 standard.

Meeting requirements and recommendations of the IEC 880 standard leads to designing and
coding of suitable SW development and maintenance technology in its entire life cycle.
Consequently it is necessary to generate all required documentation. In other words the
process of SW generation with the documented quality assurance consists of two parts-a
practical part incorporating the SW developments and a formal part incorporating generation
of the documentation.

2. SW Quality Assurance

The quality assurance of the highly reliable software generation requires to use an advanced
technology of programming.

The principles applied in developing these requirements include:

- best available practice of staff
- top-down design methods
- modularity and using high level programming languages
- verification of each phase
- clear documentation
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- auditable documents
- validation testing

The principal demand to generate highly reliable SW is to elaborate the project incorporating:

- functional requirements for computer based system
- requirements for computer HW including communication buses
- requirements for SW
- requirements for process hardware/software integration
- requirements for commissioning and testing

An integral part shall be :

- SW quality assurance plan
- Verification plan of SW requirements
- Verification plan of individual SW development phases
- Validation plan of the entire SW
- Commissioning and FAT plan

The management of the SW verification and validation shall be evaluated by individuals who
did not participate in the development phase in accordance with the respective plan. The
verification and validation results are being documented in form of reports on reviews and
tests.

3. SW Design and Coding

Meeting all requirements of the highly reliable SW generation process requires to impose
great demands on the enlarged non-productive designers and programmers team activities
All required and recommended operations are usually maintained by many programmers.
However, the necessity to follow up sequence of activities in development phases and
contemporary reports on results of activities rises demands on the programmer capacity.
These activities are not always been carried out with enthusiasms. But the reason for which
these activities are necessary to be required is to eliminate non controlled SW development.

The similar problem results from the necessity to join other "individuals" in the process of
verification and validation. These people has to be skilled in programming or controlled
technology and shall be able to assess the final SW from the practical and formal point of
view. But shortage of both skilled staff and time required for these activities and also a great
volume of activities connected with documentation prevents from doing it properly and in
time.

Shortage of information is an important problem in controlled SW design and coded process
and prevents to meet all requirements of the development phase. This problem rises together
with even more detailed design. This enables the person in charge of the certain design phase
to enter unverified missing data. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure verification and approval
to this amendments.
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Another reason is the variety of approaches of programmers to the same problem. It is
possible to determine formal regulations and require to be adhered to, but the most effective
method is to generate a system supporting these activities. It is recommended to separate the
SW generation into two parts. The first part is usually called the system SW and the other one
user's SW.

The system SW is generated by the people having detailed knowledge of computers and shall
create a friendly environment for the designers of user's software being more experienced in
controlled technology than in computers. Quality and function of the system SW with
supporting tools for the development of the user's SW has influence on the final SW quality
of the entire system.

The further problem, while generating a reliable SW including quality assurance
documentation, is utilization of the already completed SW generated either by foreign
supplier or generated previously as its own product. There are two contrary attributes:
practical reference of the utilization of the existing SW versus undocumented verification
process. Despite this it is of advantage to utilize such SW and verification process supported
by additional function tests.

4. SKODA CONTROLS Approach

When implementing CRDM group and individual control systems SKODA CONTROLS
followed the experiences in designing and programming of the control systems based on its
own microcomputer system PRIMIS-SoFIC .

The PRJMIS-SoFIC control system has been developed while respecting the most
recommended features having influence on safety of operation of the controlled plant. The
system SW meets most of the features recommended by IEC 880 standard.

This system SW supports directly the modular programming of the user's programs. The
individual modules are programmed in the high level PL/M programming language. These
modules are placed on the suitable execution level with an implicitly defined condition for
turning on. The system SW integrates in a appropriate way conditions for developing,
loading, storing, start-up, debugging and operating of the user's control algorithm, all in real
time. An integral part of the system SW are communication operations where the user's SW
can be written and/or read only via definitely specified data interface.

The CRDM group and individual control system is designed as a three-level distributed
control system. Whole system is interconnected via redundant communication buses with
unambiguously defined and minimized interface towards other foreign systems.

The features of the system SW provided for a quick, transparent and trouble-free
implementation of the user's programs. The system features also provided to change
operatively the insufficiently documented details in basic technical conditions. Despite
troubles with clarification, verification and confirmation of these changes and amendments
the user's program was changed and tested in a very short period of time and in a trouble-free
way.
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5. Verification and Validation Process

Verification and validation process of CRDM group and individual control system presents
particularly the problem of how to manage its formal part. In addition, there was requirement
for all materials to be in Russian language and in the form and scope agreed upon with the
Ukrainian specialists.

The verification and validation process was under supervision of the commission which for
this purpose created a working group involving specialist from Ukrainian Nuclear Regulatory
Administration, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, South-Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plant and
SKODA CONTROLS.

The used system S W required to implement the verification process by performing the range
of supplementary tests and document herewith its quality. These tests are involved in the
verification plan and results of them are specified in respective reports. The reason for such a
process was that the system S W has been originally developed for applications except NPPs
at the time when requirements for documenting the process of S W quality assurance were not
generally required. Its practical usage has been supported by a successful and trouble-free
implementation of a few tens of reliably operating applications within past five years. The
complete verification process has been implemented on a new backed-up redundant
communications subsystem created after successfully operated simple communications.

Generation of user's SW has been implemented while respecting the whole verification
process from its placing upto fulfilling all requirements for the function of individual
subsystems SW. The main point of the verification itself was targeted to the performing of
the test of the individual program fragments in both real and simulated mode. The utmost
importance has been devoted to the programs which realized algorithms of group and
individual control. This was followed by integration of the entire system completed by the
process of complete function testing within validation. The successful completing of the
verification and validation process acknowledged by Regulatory Administration provided to
initiate the system start-up. This was preceded by complete tests of all functions performed
by the group sublet by the customer for commissioning.

6. Conclusion

To manage implementation of SW of CRDM group and individual control system including
the prescribed process for quality assurance of its generation presented to cope with many
problems not solved in their full extent by that time. Particularly its formal part and its extent
was unknown to us by that time. Also documentation of the entire process in Russian
language searching appropriate expressions was very demanding. At the end, we managed to
meet all requirements of the Ukrainian Nuclear Regulatory Administration and the system
could be installed and put in service.

The CRDM group and individual control system has been operating successfully on the Unit I
of the South-Ukrainian NPP for more than six months.

We would like to thank to Ukrainian party for the kind assistance because despite its rightful
and uncompromising requirement to fulfill all required procedures of the verification and
validation process was-very helpful to us.
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SOME FEATURES OF VERIFICATION AND
VALIDATION PROCESS OF SU NPP UNIT 1
PTC "SGIU-M", ITS MAIN PROBLEMS AND

LESSONS FOR FUTURE

Yurcerich A.M. South-Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plant

The process of verification and validation of SU NPP Unit 1 Program and
Technical Complex (PTC) of the Group and Individual Control System
("SGIU-M"), due to certain circumstances, place and time of implementation,
had some special feature, positive and negative lessons which are to be taken
into account while carrying out the same procedures for other types of NPP
equipment.

The1 commencement of this process is considered to be a decision about
establishing a working group for verification and validation of the complex by
an interdepartmental commission for the SGIU equipment's interdepartmental
testing and to decide to include specialists from the Main Nuclear and
Radiation Safety Research Center (MNRSRC), the Software System Institute,
Ukraine National Academy of Science, the customer (SU NPP) and the
designer ("$KODA Controls"). This group has done a big amount of work on
development of verification and validation documentation requirements and
promptly worked out the long-term and short-term measures.

One of the main features was its novelty both for the designer and the
customer of the equipment and also for the working group in combination with
the lack of Russian language engineering and normative basis. These were
namely the factors that determined all made errors.

Now some more details about the errors, problems and troubles.

I. Lack of precisely worded requirements to the system and applied
software in the Terms of Reference (TOR) for supply of SU NPP Unit 1
PTC SGIU-M.

Unpreparedness of the customer and the designer for verification and
validation revealed in an old traditional approach to development of the
Technical Specifications (TS) and Terms of Reference for the complex. Due to
this reason and also to lack of definite requirement of the state standards
(GOST) towards reactor protection system control rods, the terms of reference
do not include complete requirements to the system and software support
except a general statement that the software should meet the IEC 880-86
requirements and the standards of Ukraine. The lack of these requirements in
the main normative document for the complex became the reason for absence
of the complex program documentation in Czech and Russian languages. In
this situation the designer found itself befallen with immense scope of work in
part of development and translation into Russian. Many requirements of the
standards were additionally considered by the working group on the basis of
the designer's working materials, and the results of the discussions were
documented in the minutes pointing out the opinion of the group.
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II. Lack of precisely worded requirements to the complex's functions
based on their breakdown into certain types as it is required by
Ukrainian standards (control, information, provision, auxiliary, etc.).

The reason of the problem was that one of the main requirements for the PTC
development was the maximum identity of the SGIU developed by "SKODA
Controls" to the replaced equipment from VNIIEM (electromechanical research
institute) in terms of their functional purpose, as well as the control and
information functions and control devices, without any regard to the fact that
the new equipment was being developed with use of program means. The
mentioned requirement determined the approach for the methods with which
these functions are stated in the technical specifications and terms of
reference based on VNIIEM requirements to SGIU equipment (the equipment
and documentation has been developed in mid 70-es). An attempt of the
designer to adapt old requirements to new equipment (without strict
classification of the functions in the first draft of the terms of reference that was
used by the working group at the beginning) was not a big success. Therefore
the associated requirements were specified and then properly stated in the last
(namely the 4-th) draft of the TOR.

III. Resulting from issue number II, lack of precisely worded functional
specifications for applied software of the complex structural
components.

The lack of definite requirements led to the software designer's incapability to
clearly formulate the functional requirements for some programs, subprograms
and software modules. Many issues that inevitably emerged in process of this
development have been solved after consultations with the customer experts,
others were considered with regard to individual experience achieved by
designer experts (it was just that very experience of the field staff that later
played an important role in introduction of SGIU-M at SU NPP Unit 1). I would
like to do justice to "SKODA Controls" and point out that, facing also a number
of problems, the company managed to focus efforts of its staff and then in
co-operation with SU NPP specialists improve the terms of reference that
further were used as a new basis for development and issue of complete
specifications for functional requirements of some elements of the complex
which in its turn was later used as the basis for testing planning.

IV. The forced software verification with deviations from IEC-880-86
standard that took place because of as-built conditions.

The deviations from the standard were forced by the fact that the position and
power control panels' software and electronic devices were mainly developed
in 1991-1992 and as for the system (communication) software providing
interaction of the applied programs, it was even earlier, namely in 1988-1989.
No definite verification requirements were put in force at that time, and
verification was certainly performed but not properly documented. The lack of
the complete set of documentation made the interdepartmental commission,
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with account to the working group opinion, replace verification process by
extended test of the position control panel and the power control panel. The
same solution was applied to the system software. The testing plans were
developed by "SKODA Controls" and their comprehension was reviewed by
MNRSRC and later used for software testing. The results of the testing were
registered in details and used for reports on SGIU-M subsystems testing.
These reports have been reviewed also. Due to the testing results expertise,
additional test examples have been developed including test checks necessary
to ensure comprehension of the testing. These additional test checks (as
required in the comments to the test plans used before testing) were partially
implemented during testing and later (with regard to comments on test results)
used at validation phase.

V. The lack of requirements for the complex's support procedures, scope
of program documentation and both software and electronics
modifications procedures.

All problems associated with support and modification of the software and
technical devices occurred also because of old methods and approaches to
documentation development when both designer and customer belonged to
one state and reported to one government. Due to this reason, the
requirements to such procedures were stated neither in the technical
specification nor in the terms of reference. Belonging of the designer and
customer to different countries created another point of view on this situation.
One more obstacle to completion of the support and modification procedures,
as required by the former Soviet Union standards, appeared in the form of the
"§KODA Controls" requirements to observe the "know-how". Because of this
condition, the transfer of complete set of program documentation required by
Ukrainian standards could not be done. The interdepartmental commission
made a compromise and decided to develop an additional document regulating
the support and modification procedures. A corresponding section has been
already included into the new draft of TOR for supply of SGIU-M to SU NPP
Unit 2.

VI. The sixths and the last issue. Dividing of the on-site validation
process into two phases performed independently by different
people.

The validation test named "Integrated Test for Reactor Control and Protection
System" was carried out by a firm named NVATE.
The rest part of the work covered by "Validation Plan" was carried out by
SKODA controls"
This distribution has actually taken place even earlier, when the agreements
were concluded and the term "validation" was not yet used. As was stated in
the agreement on PTC SGIU-M equipment adjustment, NVATE developed the
program for SGIU-M integrated test but, as there was small experience in that
area, not all necessary test checks were included. The MNRSRC in its turn
submitted the comments to the program which they considered to be not
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sufficient. Additional test examples had to be developed in very short time and
did not degrade the quality but impacted the correctness of documenting and
alteration process.

The main conclusions on SU NPP Unit 1 PTC SGIU-M verification and
validation are the following:

1. Technical specifications and terms of reference, as the basic documents
of the development, should determine definitely and precisely the
following issues:

1.1 Functional division of the equipment into separate components.

1.2 Functions of the entire complex and its components performed due to
GOST requirements.

1.3 Software and hardware support and modification procedures for the
total period of the PTC service life.

1.4 The complex acceptance procedure and the scope of the test.

2. Verification process should be completed before the beginning of
acceptance test to ensure that only the quality and sufficiency
assessments are left for future consideration.

3. An engineering and normative basis should be developed in order to
regulate the entire verification and validation scope and its separate
phases as well as the scope of documentation necessary to confirm the

results of this process.

4. An on-site validation should be carried out according to one program
including a section "Validation Testing". It will enable to ensure
completeness of validation and lessen the amount of reports.

I would like to say a few words about "SKODA Controls", the PTC SGIU-M
designer, with whom we happened to co-operate very closely. According to
USA method of a company ranking regarding its technological maturity,
"§KODA Controls", I suppose, should be considered belonging to the second
level. It may be much or not. If we take into account that in 1994 the 72 % of
USA companies participating in competition and submitting documents (it
shows they were not the weakest ones) proved to belong to the first (the
lowest) level of technological maturity and there were only 7 % of the
companies considered to be of the second level, then it speaks rather high of
"§KODA Controls". Moreover, the main and decisive contribution to its ranking
to the second level was made by two capable groups of specialists headed by
V. Chemy and I. Vatsatko. A few shortcomings inevitable during development,
mounting and introduction of a complicated system were successfully solved
by classical methods, and what is the most important, in due time
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However, I would like to wish "SKODA Controls" to continue its progress
further than the second level which is called "repeatable" and is derived from
the word "repeated" (developments) and to rise up to higher levels of
technological maturity, moreover that the current challenges demand even
more strict requirements for software and hardware used at nuclear power
plants.
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LICENSING ASPECTS OF THE NPP TEMELIN
I&C REPLACEMENT PROJECT

Ceslav Karpeta
Consultant

(State Office for Nuclear Safety staff member till Feb. 28,1997)
Prague, Czech Republic

1. INTRODUCTION

The original NPP Temelin I&C system design was a result of joint efforts of the Soviet and
Czechoslovak design organizations. The co-operation in this area followed the same principle
that governed the whole national nuclear power program of the former Czechoslovakia, i.e.
the responsibility for assuring nuclear safety in the design of nuclear power plants supplied by
the former Soviet Union rested with the Soviet party to the contract.

Implementation of this principle in the design of the plant I&C systems worked along the
following lines:

• Soviet design organizations were in charge of generation the so-called ,,Technical Design"
which laid down the architecture of the plant I&C system and set general functional
requirements

• detail design work was then divided into two parts: (a) the ,,Soviet zone of design" that
covered primarily the I&C systems of the nuclear steam supply system, and the
Czechoslovak zone of design" which covered design of I&C systems of the conventional
part of the plant

• interfaces between the systems from different zones were addressed by joint working
groups.

Objections against the original plant I&C system design were raised on the basis of the former
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission evaluations and the findings of several
independent audits conducted by IAEA missions and Western Europe and US companies.
They could be summarized as follows: the design did not meet all of the latest standards and
practices used to assure adequate level of nuclear safety. Some deficiencies have been
indicated particularly in the following areas:

• implementation of diversity and defense-in-depth within the plant I&C system
• quality assurance of the computer-based safety and safety-related systems
• qualification of the I&C equipment
• independence between safety and other systems.
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In response to these concerns as well as in view of growing difficulties in securing supplies
from the Soviet Union the utility, i.e. the Czech Power Company (CEZ), decided to undertake
a large scale I&C replacement project.

2. NUCLEAR REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC

The nuclear regulatory agency of the Czech Republic is the State Office for Nuclear Safety
(SONS). Its authorities cover the following areas:

• state supervision of nuclear safety of nuclear facilities and the management of nuclear
waste and spent fuel

• state supervision of nuclear materials including implementation of related safeguards
• state supervision of physical protection of nuclear facilities and nuclear materials
• state supervision of selected items as well as nuclear-related dual-use items
• state supervision in the area of protection against ionizing radiation
• co-ordination of the Radiation Monitoring Network activities within the Czech Republic

and assurance of international exchange of information on radiological situation
• co-operation with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

The Office is headed by a Chairman who at the same time acts as nuclear safety Inspector
General. SONS Chairman is appointed by the Government.

There are three sections headed by Deputy-Chairmen and one separate department within
SONS:

• Section of Nuclear Safety which includes departments of nuclear safety assessment,
components and systems, and nuclear materials

• Section of Radiation Protection which includes departments of radiation sources
applications, natural radiation sources, radiation protection at nuclear facilities, and a
separate division of health aspects of radiation protection

• Section of Management and Technical Support which includes departments of international
co-operation, financial management and the Office Bureau

• Department of Emergency Preparedness which fulfills the functions of the Crisis Co-
ordination Center and co-ordinates the national Radiation Monitoring Network.

Major portion of SONS responsibilities relating to licensing assessment of nuclear facilities
rests with the Nuclear Safety Section. It includes among others:

• evaluation of nuclear safety-related documentation within the licensing procedure on siting
of nuclear facilities and during their construction, operation and decommissioning

• assessment of nuclear safety-related changes, i.e. their documentation and implementation
• approval of quality assurance programs
• assessments of limits and conditions for safety assurance of nuclear facilities.

Nuclear facilities operators fall into the category of the so-called responsible organizations",
i.e.:
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• organizations securing construction of a nuclear facility
• organizations operating nuclear facilities
• organizations securing transportation of nuclear materials.

Responsible organizations' are liable for assurance of nuclear safety and radiation protection
over the whole life-cycle of a nuclear facility. Their particular responsibility relating to the
licensing process is to submit to SONS documentation providing adequate evidence that this
obligation is being fulfilled.

3. LICENSING BASIS OF THE NPP TEMELIN I&C REPLACEMENT PROJECT

Czech Republic legislation pertinent to licensing of nuclear power plant I&C systems
includes:

• Act No. 28/1984 on state supervision of nuclear safety of nuclear facilities
• Regulation No. 85/1976 on procedures in issuing siting permit, construction permit, and

on commissioning of nuclear facilities
• Decree No. 2/1978 on nuclear safety assurance in designing, construction and licensing of

nuclear power facilities
• Regulation No. 436/1990 on quality assurance of classified items with regard to nuclear

safety of nuclear facilities
• Decree No. 6/1980 on assuring nuclear safety in nuclear facilities during commissioning

and operation.

Safety requirements and design criteria for I&C portions of plant safety and safety-related
systems set forth in the above mentioned documents are of rather general nature comparable
e.g. to the US NRC general design criteria as per 10CFR50 App. A. They are not supported by
a series of regulatory guides endorsing some methods and techniques acceptable to the
regulatory body as a way of meeting the general criteria.

Compliance with the national safety requirements and design criteria is, of course, the primary
prerequisite for acceptability of any safety or safety-related plant I&C system design.
However, being aware that the existing legislation did not reflect the progress made over the
last decades both in nuclear safety and in I&C technology the regulatory body of the former
Czechoslovakia as well as its successor in the Czech Republic, i.e. the State Office for
Nuclear Safety, set additional requirements for the NPP Temelin I&C replacement system.
They fall into two categories:

(a) general requirements such as:
• the plant new I&C systems shall be licensable in the country of their designer
• the plant new I&C systems shall meet, to the extent practicable, applicable requirements

stated in internationally recognized codes, guides and standards

(b) specific requirements including such as:
• measures shall be taken to reduce the potential for a common mode failure in the

computer-based reactor protection system
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• measures shall be taken to assure high integrity of the computer-based I&C portions of
the plant safety systems

• qualitative and quantitative analysis shall be performed to provide evidence of high
functional reliability of the plant I&C systems.

The specific requirements have been further elaborated on to generate more detailed
requirements to be set either for particular systems or for some technical issues common to
systems of similar nature, e.g. computer-based systems. Three examples of these detailed
requirements are given below.

Diverse protection system

Common mode failure in hardware or software of the computer-based reactor trip system and
engineered safety features (ESF) actuation system was considered to be a credible event.
Therefore, a requirement was set that a diverse protection system (DPS) be added to the
proposed computer-based primary reactor protection system (PRPS) encompassing both the
reactor trip system and the ESF actuation system. A number of design criteria were set for the
DPS including the following ones:

• DPS is required to have the capability to automatically mitigate only those design basis
events that have the probability of occurrence higher than 10E-3/year (the so-called
frequent events)

• DPS must be an environmentally and seismically qualified safety system
• DPS may utilize a subset of the measured process variables that are input to the PRPS
• actuation setpoints associated with the DPS must exhibit larger operating margins when

compared to the PRPS actuation setpoints
• the plant response following mitigation of frequent events may meet relaxed licensing

acceptance criteria as compared to the acceptance criteria that must be met if automatic
mitigation is provided by the PRPS

• only a selected set of reactor trip functions may be implemented
• DPS must automatically initiate only those ESF functions that are required to mitigate the

frequent events
• DPS must have the capability to perform its protective functions in the case of concurrent

loss of offsite power and a common mode failure in the PRPS
• adequate controls must be provided for the operators to achieve and maintain the plant in

hot shutdown conditions and take the plant to cold shutdown conditions
• DPS must include a minimum set of monitoring channels necessary to monitor: (a) the

safety status of the plant, and (b) plant systems' status while maintaining hot shutdown
conditions or reaching cold shutdown conditions.

Acceptance criteria for hardware of computer-based portions of safety systems

The following acceptance criteria have been set for hardware of the PRPS, DPS and the post-
accident monitoring system (PAMS):
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compliance of the hardware design, development and manufacturing activities at the
supplier and installation, commissioning and maintenance activities at the plant operator
with IEC 987/1989
environmental, seismic and EMC qualification of the computer system hardware according
to the relevant US NRC regulatory guides, IEC and IEEE standards
implementation of quality assurance programs in conformance with the Czech regulation
No 436/1990 and the ANSI/ASME NQA-lb/1992.

Acceptance criteria for software of computer-based portions of safety systems

Software of the PRPS, DPS and PAMS shall meet the following acceptance criteria:

• compliance of the software development activities at the supplier and maintenance
activities at the plant operator with IEC 880/1986, ASME NQA-2a/1990 part 2.7 and IEEE
7-4.3.2/1993

• evidence provided by independent audits that the requirements and recommendations of the
above mentioned standards have been met and followed during the software development

• performing independent verification and validation of the delivered software product which
shall provide reasonable assurance that it is free from faults which could impair
accomplishment of the system safety functions.

4. THE ADOPTED LICENSING PROCESS

The General Safety Analysis Report (GSAR) for the original Soviet design of the NPP
Temelin was evaluated by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission in the mid 80-ties
and the Commission regulatory decision on its consent with issuing the siting permit was
arrived at in 1985. Evaluation of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) was
conducted in 1986. It resulted in the Commission decision on its consent with the construction
permit issuance.

In the early 90-ties the utility took a decision that two major changes be implemented in the
units No. 1 and 2, namely:

• replacement of the Soviet manufactured fuel
• replacement of the plant I&C system.

The contract for both replacement projects was granted to the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation (W^C).

In view of these changed that would definitely have significant impact on the results of the
original plant design licensing assessment SONS took a position that:

• amendments to the original PSAR be generated and submitted to SONS for evaluation
• the amendments shall follow the format and contents of PSAR as specified in the US NRC

Regulatory Guide 1.70
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• the amendments would be evaluated through a process based on the guidance provided in
the US NRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800).

Such an approach would apply, in particular, to the following chapters of PSAR: chapter 4
,.Reactor", chapter 7 instrumentation and Controls", and chapter 15 ,,Accident Analysis".

A NPP Temelin licensing team has been established by the SONS chairman appointment. It is
composed of the SONS professional staff members and it is headed by a project manager.
There is a leading person on this team with primary responsibility for licensing assessment to
be performed in each individual technical area. This team is supported by experts from the
Nuclear Research Institute in Rez and other independent organizations and individuals. US
AID funded and US NRC managed assistance program ,,US Licensing Technology Transfer
to the Czech Republic" has been launched to provide training of the team members and the
outside experts in licensing assessment of the above specified parts of the PSAR.

Since the onset of the I&C replacement project regular and effective communications have
been established between SONS, the licensee, and the new system designer, i.e. WEC. They
have the following forms:

• SONS is kept informed on the design intentions as well as on the results of the progress
made in the design of individual I&C systems. This is usually accomplished through
presentations given by WEC design and analysis staff to the SONS licensing team and
experts from the supporting organizations followed by informal discussions on technical
and regulatory aspects of the presented information.

• A series of the so-called ,,Topical Reports" generated by WEC has been submitted to
SONS for consideration and evaluation. These reports address some safety related issues of
more general nature such as I&C equipment qualification methodology, reliability analysis
of I&C systems, implementation of diversity and defense-in-depth within the I&C area,
compliance to some design criteria, software verification and validation methodology, etc.
or provide more detailed information on the design of individual I&C systems such as the
primary reactor protection system, diverse protection system, reactor control and limitation
system, etc. Topical Reports are not official licensing submittals as per the Czech Republic
regulatory legislation and practice. They include information which is considered by the
designer/supplier of the plant I&C system as proprietary; therefore, they are not public
documents

• sequential revisions of relevant chapters or sections of the PSAR are submitted to SONS
for review and evaluation prior to the submission of the final Czech version of the PSAR
amendments.

SONS performs evaluation of these documents which results in findings and raising formal,
i.e. in writing, request for additional information (RAIs) that are communicated to the
designer via the licensee. Formal responses to the RAIs are assessed for adequacy and
completeness; they provide a basis for completion of evaluation findings. This process is
usually repeated in several cycles.

Licensing assessment of the NPP Temelin I&C system is to certain extent computer-aided. A
database called ISSUES-7 has been developed by the SONS staff within the already
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mentioned assistance program ,,US Licensing Technology Transfer to the Czech Republic" to
serve the following purposes:

• to specify and record all licensing issues which will have to be addressed in the licensing
review of the l&C related safety documentation submitted to SONS

• to record evaluation of individual licensing issues and generated RAIs
• to keep track of the licensee's response to individual RAIs, i.e. to record the response as

well as its evaluation and new RAIs, if any
• to provide an efficient and flexible tool for managing the licensing process, e.g.

=>to get quickly a precise picture of the actual status of the process in terms of how many
issues have been evaluated, how many of them remain ,,open" and how many have been
,,closed", how many RAIs have been raised and to what topics, etc.

=> to use the database information in decision making with respect to licensing project
resources allocation, focusing attention on bottle-necks, planning future activities, etc.

The database has a hierarchical three-layer structure that reflects the licensing review
approach adopted in the I&C area. This structure will be described in the sequel from its top
layer down to the bottom layer; the actual review is, of course, carried out ,,bottom-up".

At the upper layer, the assessment is performed for the plant l&C system viewed as a whole,
i.e. information provided in the safety documentation is reviewed from the following
standpoints:

• whether all functions required from the I&C area by the plant design for safety have been
considered

• whether systems necessary for implementation of these functions have been included into
the design

• whether the plant I&C system has been properly structured.

Regulatory requirements the plant I&C system is being reviewed against at this layer are
basically the following:
• Czech Republic general design criteria as per Decree No.2/1978
• US NRC general design criteria as per 10CFR50 App. A
• IAEA Safety Series No.50-C-D (Rev.l) ,,Code on the Safety of NPPs: Design" and Safety

Guide 50-SG-D1
• additional requirements set forth by SONS, e.g. relating to diversity and defense-in-depth

implementation.

At the^middle layer, the licensing assessment of the plant I&C systems important to safety is
performed with respect to licensing concerns common to particular classes of systems, e.g.:

• adequacy of quality assurance
• adequacy of equipment qualification
• adequacy of hardware design for computer-based portions of I&C systems
• adequacy of software design for computer-based portions of I&C systems
• adequacy of design for reliability
• adequacy of design of the multiplexed data transmission links.
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Regulatory requirements and acceptance criteria the plant I&C systems important to safety are
being reviewed against are as follows:

• Czech Republic general design criteria as per Decree No.2/1978
• Czech republic requirements for quality assurance of classified items as per Regulation

No.436/1990
• US NRC quality assurance criteria for nuclear power plants as per 10CFR50 App.B
• US NRC applicable regulatory guides
• IAEA Safety Series documents relating to quality assurance
• IEC standards such as IEC 880, IEC 987 and others
• US industry standards such as IEEE 7-4.3.2/1993, ASME NQA-2a/1990 part 2.7 and

others
• specific requirements set forth by SONS, e.g. requirements for independent verification and

validation of safety-critical software.

At the lower layer, the review and evaluation of the plant individual I&C systems important to
safety is performed against licensing requirements and design criteria applicable specifically
to these systems, i.e. evaluation is focusing on:

• adequacy of the system design basis
• adequacy of system description
• conformance to the applicable design criteria.

The requirements and design criteria considered in this phase of the evaluation process are
basically those of:

• Czech Republic Decree No.2/1978
• US NRC regulatory guides and NUREGs
• US industry standards, e.g. IEEE 603/1991
• IEC standards, e.g. IEC 1226, IEC 801
• IAEA safety guides, e.g. 50-SG-D3, 50-SG-D8

Total number of licensing issues identified so far and included into the database is
approximately 900. The database is an application of the Microsoft Access software and can
be run on a PC with 16 MB RAM.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Following the methodology described in this paper a number of topical reports and sections of
chapters 3 and 7 of the amendment to the NPP Temelin preliminary safety analysis report
have been evaluated. The findings that have been arrived at through this process resulted in
closing of a number of the licensing issues included in the database. However, some of the
licensing issues remain still open, in particular those relating to the middle and upper layers of
the database.
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Operation, Maintenance and Refurbishment
of the NPP Dukovany I&C System

Josef Rosol. CEZ. a. s . Dukovany NPP
Bfetislav Horak. CEZ. a s .

1.Design, installation, commissioning
Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant operates four units of WER-4407213 type. Basic
design of NPP was developed as a result of the agreement between governments of
Czechoslovakia and the former Soviet Union in 1970. and the follow-up contract of
1973 between Atomenergoexport and Skodaexport. The designer of the Nuclear
Steam Supply System (NSSS) was LOTEP Leningrad, the designer of Balance Of
Plant (BOP) was Energoprojekt Prague which was at the same time general designer
and design supervisor of the whole NPP erection General supplier of the civil
construction was Prumyslove stavby Brno, general supplier of process equipment
was Skoda Prague
I&C equipment for NSSS was designed and delivered by the former Soviet Union,
the major part of the BOP instrumentation was produced by electromechanical
industry of former Czechoslovak Republic.
I & C equipment is based on the state-of-the art technology of the Soviet Union at
the end of sixties and at the beginning of seventies. In the BOP the system was
complemented with instrumentation of Czechoslovakia provenance of seventies.
System of the customer's quality assurance was at the time implemented for
pressure components of the primary circuit and its auxiliary systems.
Both installation and commissioning performed local companies. Soviet experts
provided design supervision during installation of the NSSS instrumentation and
computer information systems. Pre-installation inspections of delivered components
and equipment were launched in 1982. installation itself and commissioning started
in 1983 and continued without any significant delay. The first unit was connected to
the grid at the beginning of 1985. The other three units followed within next 2 years
and the nuclear power plant reached the rated capacity at the end of 1987

2.Operation and maintenance
Due to the fact, that original designer had available only devices of limited technical
sophistication and quality, the high level of redundancy was chosen to ensure the
necessary function reliability. This is true especially for the safety systems, which
use as many as 24 sensors to measure one parameter. I&C is very extensive system
also due to relatively complicated structure of the mechanical part (for instance - 6
primary loops) Such range of I&C system imposes large requirements as to the
number and qualification of operating and maintenance personnel. However, the fact
that the majority of these personnel took part in the installation and commissioning
represented a significant advantage for the Operator The qualified personnel made
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it possible that a number of small modifications was implemented in very first years
of operation which eliminated the major shortcomings, and consequently the share
of I&C on the plant unavailability has decreased to the acceptable level
Nevertheless the volume of work required for I&C operation and maintenance was
not significantly decreased The need for permanent service and rapid maintenance
has remained, and it is ensured by 10 workers at each shift.

In the planned inspections and repairs participates relatively big number of the
.daily staff (about 350 000 man-hours per year). It is at present obvious, that plant
has no I&C professional reserves Relatively high original personnel turnover and
fast technology progress in electronics are the reasons why it is indeed difficult to
find the qualified personnel for operation and maintenance of the original I&C
equipment.
Another serious problem is unavailability of spare parts, since majority of the original
systems is not manufactured any more. At the same time some passive and
especially - active elements were replaced by new types, which are not sufficiently
compatible with the original ones. That means, that maintenance of original
equipment will require, and in the near future, a large number of small modifications.
Some of these modifications will mean the development and manufacturing of new
equivalents This approach will be not only technically difficult, but also expensive,
especially for the safety classified equipment.

3. I&C analysis and assessment
I&C systems of the V 213 units were in the past subject of several assessments,
majority of which was concentrated on the safety related aspects. Some of these
assessments were topical ones [1], other - were performed for particular power
plants [2],[3],[4].
Among them, the I&C system of Dukovany NPP was specifically analysed and
evaluated One of the first assessments was performed within the framework of
PHARE programme. As project ENE/15 the EdF and NNC provided independent
deterministic evaluation of I&C design and put forward technical recommendations
how to eliminate the discovered shortcomings [5]. In the second stage of this project
the NNC developed a number of system specifications (SRS) for innovation and
upgrading of the individual I&C subsystems [6],
Technical audit of the whole plant provided another complex assessment. This audit
was carried out in two stages. The first stage, so called internal audit, was entirely
the plant s own effort. The I&C system, as well as its other parts, was evaluated
according to the following criteria:

• impact on nuclear safety.
• impact on availability,
• operation and maintenance costs,
• lifetime, maintainability,
• compliance with requirements of Regulatory Bodies.

The probabilistic approach applied to evaluate impact on nuclear safety, and PSA
level 1 study did not show any significant I&C shortcomings. Impact on availability
was also not very pronounced, only approximately 5% of production lost was
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because of I&C failures. Operation and maintenance costs were considered as
acceptable which was due to low price of work. Significant problem, however,
represents lifetime and maintainability of existing equipment. Current stock of spare
parts, especially for the primary part instrumentation, is not sufficient for the
remaining plant's design life, and new spare parts are practically unavailable.
Evaluation according to the last criterion, i.e. compliance with requirements of the
Regulatory Bodies, identified areas where improvement is feasible.

External audit performed by ENAC consortium in 1994 - 1996 was primarily focused
on the safety aspects and used the deterministic approach to evaluation.
Recommendations for the existing equipment modifications were divided into 5
categories, according to the urgency, and in the I&C part they comprised, especially:

• improvement of mutual separation of the main and emergency control rooms,
• complementing the information systems (first of all - for post accident conditions),
• improvement of the control room's man-machine interface,
• replacement of obsolete systems (in the first place - those ..safety classified'').

Operation of the I&C parts important to safety was also evaluated within the
framework of ASSET 1993 and 1996 inspections. Practically all events were
evaluated as of the level INES-0. relatively high number of such events is caused
mainly by high redundancy of these I&C parts

Another evaluation of the current I&C is under way, as a part of the qualification
programme The list of equipment and methodology of qualification tests has been
already prepared The subject of qualification will be particularly those I&C parts
which will remain in the new (upgraded) I&C.

4.Plan of upgrading
From the I&C analyses and assessments conclusions followed that the upgrading of
existing system is necessary primarily for the reasons of this system maintainability
Two basic variants were analysed within the plan elaborated for such, they are as
follows:

• variant of necessary upgrading, which will take care of
• urgent maintamaoility problems, while observing the valid regulations and

standards
• urgent problems related to I&C equipment maintainability

• variant of complex upgrading, which will ensure:
• fulfilment of present nuclear safety requirements
• maintainability for longer period.

The I&C upgrading has become an integral part of the plant modernisation
programme. This programme was launched with the objective to ensure reliable and
safe plant operation during the whole of its design lifetime and to establish the
essential conditions for the lifetime extension The corresponding feasibility study
was prepared, based on the following principles:
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• complex preparation, step-by-step implementation,
• conservative approach,
• implementation in the course of operation and standard refuelling outages.

Existing I&C was divided into 5 relatively independent modules, which, if necessary
could be upgraded individually The following table describes these modules, and
ranks their priority/ urgency of upgrading:

Table 1: I&C Modules

Module
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Module components

Reactor control, limitation and
protection
(Sugan. ARM. ROM. HO1-4)
ESFAS (SOB/SAOZ)
Process computers
(Uran. Hindukus)
Post accident monitoring
NSSS Interlocks and
Logic/Modulating control

Turbine and Generator Control
and Protections
BOP Interlocks and
Logic/Modulating control

C1

2

2-3

2

3

3

C2

2

3

3

2

3

C3

3

3

3

3

3

C4

1

1

1-2

2

2

C5

1

1

1

2

2

Priority

1

2

3

4

5

Criteria:
C1 - safety impacts C2 - availability impacts, C3 - maintenance costs
C4 - maintainability, spare parts availability, C5 - Regulatory requirements

Detailed technical specification is being prepared for the individual modules. Within
the following stage of the preparation more accurate schedule of modules upgrading
will be established and the procurement strategy will be selected. Present feasibility
assumes that upgrading will be started in the year 2000. at the unit No. 4 and
subsequently - at other units with one year interval. Actual implementation will be
carried out both in the course of operation and during outages, and it shall be
completed in 2007 at the unit No 2 Scheduling data and procurement strategy will
be corrected depending on other parts of the modernisation programme and relevant
deadlines for the preparation of individual stages.

Conservative approach to the I&C upgrading will be represented by maintaining the
current concept of control as well as the majority of current algorithms. The reasons
for such approach 'are as follows:
• insufficient data of the current system's design basis
• relatively good operational experience on the current system functions
• necessity to limit risks caused by the simultaneous replacement of equipment and

functions
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• expected simplification of the new system s licensing procedure .

Nevertheless, the solution proposed in the feasibility study comprises some principal
changes, as for instance
• computer based equipment will be used also in the safety systems.
• reactor trip function and ESFAS will be combined into one system of reactor

protection and a common set of sensors will be used for both functions,
• reactor trip functions will be separated from limitation one,
• reactor trip redundancy will be increased from two to three better separated

trains,
• some functions of safety systems will be changed or supplemented (e.g. detection

of main steam header rupture, post accident monitoring),
• decreased load on operator during first phase of emergency situation

(,,30 minutes rule).
• computerised functions of the operator support will be significantly extended and

the MMI will be improved,
• improved technical level and quality of core monitoring.

Optimal solution for some parts of the I&C upgrading will be chosen after results of
the appropriate practicability studies will become available This especially
concerns the control room upgrading procedure and acceptability/suitability of the
manual control mediated by the screens (CRTs)

5. Implementation
Requirement of minimal restriction of the NPP operation during upgrading is
determining factor not only for the implementation schedule, but also for selection of
the suitable technical means. For some of I&C parts this requirement practically
predetermines application of distributed systems with minimum demand as to the
new cabling volume. The current system of cabling excludes the selective/partial
dismantling, and free volume in the cabling trays allows to accommodate only very
few new cables. Issue of the service life and usability of the current cabling
represents the highest risk for the whole of the I&C upgrading project.

In the selection of suitable technical means and in their successful implementation a
very important role is that of the licensing procedure. Therefore negotiations with the
State Regulatory Bodies and their approval of a suitable model of the licensing
procedure are necessary thus early as the preliminary stage, all that within the valid
legislation. Detailed technical specification and especially - tender documents
should incorporate all requirements to documents necessary for awarding the
operational license.

Timely and well organised training of the staff who will operate and maintain the new
I&C system will be important for both implementation and commissioning phases.
Good training of the main users - operators is prerequisite for the success of the
project. At present, the Multifunctional simulator for the Dukovany plant is being
finished and delivery of full-scope simulator with control room replica is under
preparation. These simulators represent suitable and powerful tool for operators
training as well as for the validation of proposed modifications.
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CEZ, a s acquired significant experience with the designing and implementation of
the NPP Temelin I&C replacement which will be used to advantage while upgrading
Dukovany NPP I&C system

6. Conclusions
I&C upgrading is a dominant part of the Dukovany modernisation programme which
imposes mutual time, cost and technological limitations and link-ups between these
two projects. Correct management of individual projects and effective QA system
will be very important for successful implementation of the programme. Necessary
know-how will result from the relevant PHARE projects, also experience of partner
power plants which operate similar reactors as the NPP Dukovany, will be most
helpful.
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EXPERIENCES WITH THE UPGRADED SKP SYSTEM
DURING REFUELLING

PAKS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Attila Baranyai
KFKI-RegTron Instrumentation & Measuring Co., Ltd.

Albert Hetzmann
Nuclear Power Plant Paks

Instrumentation & Control Division

SUMMARY

In order to control the neutron flux during the refuelling period, new measuring
chains have been developed and put into operation by the experts of KFKI-
RegTron Co., Ltd. and Paks Nuclear Power Plant with the purpose of partially
substituting the original Refuelling Neutron Monitoring system (SKP) of VVER
440 reactor units.

The modified monitoring system processes the signals of detectors located in
channels outside the core. The outputs of measurement amplifiers equipped with
up-to-date electronics fit in the original system perfectly. Utilization of the out-of-
core measuring technique confirmed the preliminary expectations: interference
sensitivity has decreased, neutron/gamma ratio has increased and refuelling time
has become shorter by one - one and a half day.

With the permission and supervision of the responsible authority, the upgraded
system initially controlled the neutron flux in the reactors of Paks Nuclear Power
Plant during refuelling together with the original RNM system and then
independently.

The present paper details the reasons for upgrading, the essence of utilized
solutions and the experiences of operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The new type of measuring channels, developed in co-operation of the Paks
Nuclear Power Plant and KFKI-RegTron Ltd. to control the neutron flux during
the refuelling period, have partially replaced the original SKP refuelling monitors
of the Soviet made AKNP-2. The drawbacks of the original design:

• the amplifier is slow, which results in poor neutron/gamma signal ratio,
• the signal of the fission-chamber is small, so the measuring chains are more

sensitive to disturbance,
• the detector assemblies can be installed only after the removal of the reactor-

cover and right before the beginning of refuelling. The refuelling can not be
started until the installation is finished, which limits the time available for the
adjustment of the measuring system,

• the installation of detectors into the reactor vessel involves intensive radiation
exposure,

• during the assemblage of the detectors the gaskets of the stainless steel
protective pipe-system can be easily damaged,

• the stainless steel fittings have to be taken out from the zone and
decontaminated after each refuelling.

The first reconstruction stage of the refuelling neutron monitoring system resulted
in new measuring channels matching completely the Soviet manufactured SKP
equipment C1DE33. At this stage of the reconstruction we have not dealt with the
detector or the KNK-15 type of fission chamber. This modification has improved
only the neutron/gamma discrimination.

Decreasing the risk of the contamination and the refuelling time, caused by the
detector assembly's mounting and dismounting, can be solved only by giving up
of in-core measuring principle. The new Refuelling Neutron Monitoring system
(RNM-EX) eliminates all the above mentioned problems.
It has been developed (from design through commissioning) according to a QA
Plan drawn up in conformity with national and international standards.
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2. THE APPLICABILITY OF THE OUT-OF-CORE MEASURING
TECHNIQUE FOR REFUELLING MONITORING

The main characteristic of the original refuelling monitoring system (SKP) is that
three (originally six) detector assemblies equipped with fission chambers are put
into the core (at its peripheral points) in order to measure the neutron fluxes in the
reactor of deeply subcritical state. If the magnitude of neutron flux or its period
time exceeds a predetermined threshold value, the system would call the
refuelling staff to interrupt the activity under way. The warning signals appear in
the main control room and in the cabin of the refuelling equipment as well as on
the remote control console of the refuelling machine.

During the introduction of the out-of-core measuring technique, it has to be taken
into account, that the neutron flux is roughly 10 to 30 times lower in the out-of-
core detector position than in the in-core detector position, since there are
neutron-absorbing materials (water, concrete) between the out-of-core detector
position and the core boundary. So, in the out-of-core detector position, the
neutron flux in the range of 0.1 to 10 nv, can be measured during refuelling.

Obviously, the decreasing of neutron flux has to be compensated by increasing
the sensitivity of the measuring chain. For this purpose we have placed a detector
assembly containing a proportional counter, into the out-of-core position during
refuelling. The sensitivity of the used proportional counter is 20-times higher
(typically 10 cps/nv) than the sensitivity of the KNK-15 fission chamber
(typically 0.5 cps/nv).

The RNM-EX measuring chains of increased sensitivity have the same
effectiveness as the original SKP system, since their resultant sensibility,
regarding the zone, are about the same.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE RNM-EX REFUELLING MONITORING
SYSTEM (Fig. 1.)

The main characteristics of the new system are:

• neutron detection with proportional counter,
• out-of-core movable detector assembly,
• the detector assembly contains the preamplifier and the HV power supply units

as well,
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• the main amplifier module is installed into the original box (BUSI-51) in room
A101,

• the amplifier module is connected to the signal-processor (BIK-01) with the
original compound cable. There were only some minor modifications on the
signal-processor.

The new refuelling monitoring system consists of four main structural units:

• the detector assembly with the detector cable,
• the amplifier module,
• the compound cable for the connection of the amplifier module and the signal-

processor,
• the signal-processor.

4. INSTALLATION

The refuelling monitoring system, according to the original philosophy of the SKP
system, ensures the supervision of the reactor during the loading and removal of
the fuel elements. The measuring system of the ECR must measure the neutron
flux if both subsystems of the operating measuring system are out of order with
the reactor previously shut down [1].

We put the detectors of the new refuelling monitoring system (RNM-EX) in the
out-of-core positions of 4, 12 and 20, kept for the ECR measuring system (Fig.
1.), and we used the BIK-01 of the 9UNO-03A cabinet as signal-processors. The
BIK-01 is suitable for processing signals of max. 250 kcps frequency. Using the
original fission chambers of 0.5 cps/nv sensitivity allows the measuring of the
max. 5 x 105 nv scale neutron flux. Since we use proportional counter detector of
typically 10 cps/nv sensitivity for refuelling monitoring, we can reach the detector
signals of 250 kcps frequency at the 2.5 x 104 nv scale neutron flux. So, by
combining the refuelling monitoring and the ECR measuring systems, the upper
measuring limit of the nuclear measuring chain will decrease with about 1.5 unit
of ten, if both systems use the proportional counter. The higher sensitivity will
result in the increase of safety in the normally subcritical reactor.
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5. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

During the design, manufacturing and testing of the equipment we have taken into
account the regulations of the relevant international standards and
recommendations (the standards of IEC 1226, IEEE Std. 352, IEEE Std. 323,
IAEA safety recommendations and guides 50-SG-D3, 50-SG-D8).

We have designed the electric circuits so, that the probable single failures of
some components could cause fail-safe type failure (single-failure criterion). This
very important requirement was tested through a safety analysis in the
intermediate and final stages of the design (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis). A
built-in duplicated watch-dog circuit should signal the potencial failure. By
decreasing the number of components, controlling their quality parameters and
through continuously monitored manufacturing we have improved reliability.
According to our calculations the mean time between failures of the preamplifier-
amplifier-power supply units exceeds 40,000 hours.

Since the equipment (detector-preamplifier-amplifier-power supplies) replaces a
part of the refuelling neutron flux monitoring system, compatibility with the
remaining parts (chamber assembly with the cable, signal processor and its
connections) was an essential requirement. With the built-in test generator the
calibration of the whole measuring chain (detector assembly - preamplifier -
amplifier) can be implemented, which further improves availability.

6. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

KFKI-RegTron Ltd. has prepared the first out-of-core neutron flux measuring
chain (RNM-EX), by the beginning of 1995, for test purposes. We have finished
the functional checking of this measuring channel during four refuelling periods
in 1995, together with the I&C experts of Paks Nuclear Power Plant. At each
refuelling fundamentally comparative measurements were taken. We have
recorded the output signals of the source range channel of the neutron flux
monitoring system (NMS) and the three SKP channels, simultaneously with the
discussed RNM-EX channel signal.
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On the basis of the experiences the first four RNM-EX channels were produced
in the first quarter of 1996, whose workmanship was suitable for operational
control as well. During the first two refuelling periods - similar to the previous
year - we have taken comparative measurements. On the basis of the recorded
measurements we may summarise that:
• the RNM-EX is capable to follow the refuelling activities,
• the noticeable steps on the individual channels can be assigned to specific fuel

element movements in the core area near the channel in each case,
• in the case of results contradictory with SKP the fuel case movements always

justified the RNM-EX system,
• the RNM-EX system would not have produced the false alarms produced by

the original system. Generally, the RNM-EX system operated more reliably
than the old one,

• the tendency of the neutron flux changes measured by RNM-EX, has tightly
followed the changes of the NMS source range channels. (It has to be noted
here, that RNM-EX - because of its higher sensitivity - could have produced
appraisable signals, when the operational NMS channel produced only noise-
type output signals.)

On the basis of the outlined positive results, both the Hungarian authorities and
the competent organisations of the Paks NPP have given the permission for the
operational usage of the RNM-EX system.

In 1996, during the refuelling of two additional units, the RNM-EX monitoring
system has operated independently and reliably.

7. LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT

1. Hetzmann A., Mesterhazi A., T6th Z.:
Control Engineering Systems and Equipment:
Neutron Flux Monitoring System

2. TC-241: Report of IAEA Technical Committee on
"Criticality Alarm Systems"
Third Draft, IAEA Vienna (August 1982)

3. KFKI-RegTron: System plan for the partial reconstruction of
the SKP neutron flux measuring system
used at the heating elements' refuelling
(October 1994)
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REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM REFURBISHMENT AT PAKS

HETZMANN, Albert
I&C Director

Paks Nuclear Power Plant
Paks, Hungary

TURI, Tamas
Project Manager

Paks Nuclear Power Plant
Paks, Hungary

1. Introduction

According to our knowledge, the Paks Nuclear Power Plant is the first operator to undertake
such modernisation of the safety I&C systems which, beside modifying the I&C technology
and replacing it with a more modern one, will on the one hand change the structure of the
safety I&C, and on the other hand change also the functionality of the system in justifiable
cases. Changing the I&C technology means the implementation of the logics presently based
on relay circuits by using up-to-date digital tools, whereas the modification of the system
structure means the integration of the existing autonomous safety subsystems into a single
three-channel system. The refurbishmen also facilitates to reveal the inadequacies of the
original algorithms by performing adequate performance analyses. The new safety system will
implement the refurbished actuation algorithms verified item-by-item for the scope of the
modifications and approved and licensed as a whole.

2. Major milestones (Table 1)

The history of the refurbishment starts from the GRS study issued in 1989. That study is the
safety review of Unit 5 of the Greifswald NPP, which contains essential statements
concerning the safety I&C systems as well. As a result of the study, the nuclear power plant
initiated internal reviews partly by analysing the operational experiences, partly by inspecting
the operating systems.
Outstanding among the reviews is the evaluation made by Siemens in 1992, which addresses
mainly fast reactor shutdowns, but contains statements regarding the Emergency Core Cooling
System, too. The study concluded that the fast reactor shutdown system does not meet the
single failure criterion, and raised the issue of deficient functional diversity.
In the first half of 1993 the Safety and Economic Establishment of the Refurbishment was
completed. That study was the basis for the decision of the NPP management to conduct a
limited bid invitation procedure. The invited bidders were Cegelec, Merlin-Gerin, Siemens
and Westinghouse.
The Invitation for Bids was issued in autumn 1993. The technical basis for the Invitation for
Bids was the document called Task Plan. The evaluation of the bids was performed by
involving international consultants (AECL, IVO, PPA) beside the specialists of the NPP. The
evaluation was completed in the first quarter of 1994.
The preliminary investment program was developed at the same time. Based on the evaluation
report and the investment program the management of the NPP made a decision to continue
the preparatory activities after selecting the best two bids. The former team was then replaced
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by the project organisation operating presently. Approximately 1 year of joint preparatory
work was started involving the two pre-selected companies (Grouppe Schneider and
Siemens), which was aimed at producing a detailed customer requirement package and the
specifications by the respective companies.
On the completion of the contract activities of the two suppliers, we applied for a Statement
by the Authority as to the licensibility of a completely digital three-channel I&C system at the
Paks NPP. Having received a positive answer from the Authority, a more precise, revised
investment program was submitted to the NPP Board of Directors.
In accordance with the decision of the Board of Directors, a new round of the invitation for
bids started on 29. December 1995. That invitation for bids was also limited, involving
Grouppe Schneider, Siemens and Westinghouse.
The bids arrived at the end of the first quarter of 1996, whose evaluation was performed by
involving international consulting companies again. That evaluation was performed in a more
formal way considering much more aspects. The technical evaluation was performed by
involving SZTAKI representing the Hungarian scientific background, AECL of Canada, the
Finnish engineering company IVO and the Swiss consulting company COLENCO. Hungarian
foreign trade and financial experts participated in the commercial evaluation.
In order to minimise the economic risks, signing the supplier's contract was made dependent
by the NPP on possessing the principal system license issued by the Authority. Therefore an
application was submitted to the Authority parallel to the evaluation. The technical basis for
the application was still the supplier-independent technical volume of the Invitation for Bids.
Bid evaluation was completed in the spring of 1996, and the investment program specifying
also the exact prices was drawn up. The revised investment program of the Project was
approved by the General Assembly of PA Rt. in May 1996.
The selection and post-qualification of the winner was followed by contract negotiations. The
principal system license was received in the middle of 1996, facilitating the signing of the
supplier's contract between Siemens AG and PA Rt. for the refurbishment of the reactor
protection system on the 4 Units of Paks NPP on 17. September 1996.

3. Project Preparation Phase

A determinant phase of the technical preparation work was the Preliminary Preparation Phase.
The engineering activities performed in this phase provided the basis for the customer's
requirements. These requirements have underlain the second round of suppliers' competition
as well as the principal license of the refurbishment.
In the period from April 1994 and the summer of 1995, intensive trilateral work was
performed to develop the detailed requirements and specific technical solutions for the
Reactor Protection System Refurbishment. In accordance with the schedule accepted by all the
three parties, first the supplier independent package of the customer's requirements was
developed, followed by the development of the specifications by the respective potential
suppliers demonstrating the fulfilment of the requirements using their own equipment.
The development of customer's requirements was carried out in on-going bilateral
consultations. During these consultations the suppliers provided assistance in forming the
structure of the set of requirements and the content of the individual documents with their
comments. Thus a complete, not over-specified requirement package of high standard meeting
international standards at the level of modern technology seemed viable.
Within the customer's requirement package, the specification of functional requirements was
of outstanding importance. Based on the findings of the AGNES (Advanced and General
Evaluation of Nuclear Safety) Project completed in 1993, the document defining the
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functional diversity requirements through the analysis of Postulated Initiating Events was
prepared. In order to eliminate the deficiencies in diversity, the description defining the
functionality of the new system based on the application of the summarised operational and
international experiences was compiled. That functional description served as a basis for the
development of a formal high-level synoptical logic diagram and I/O database. The necessity
of modifications specified in the functional documents was demonstrated through case-by-
case analyses.
The specifications of the respective suppliers confirmed the feasibility of the customer's
requirements.
The structure of the project documents developed during these activities is shown in Fig. 1.
The Quality Assurance Plan and the Development Plan required by ISO 9000 is fitted under
the internal regulations of the NPP. The Technical, QA, Investment and Authority document
packages are controlled by these two high level documents. The structure of the technical
document package follows the life cycle defined in the Development Plan. Thus there are
requirements, specifications and the concerned technical design and program documents are to
be developed later. The Requirement package includes general technical requirements,
detailed technical requirements, functional requirements and analyses.
The QA document package includes the technical QA documents such as the V&V Plan for
the Project, the individual verification programs and reports, as well as the procedures
controlling the project proceedings.
The Investment document package contains the Investment Program, the cost/schedule plans
and the contracts.
The licensing document package includes the correspondence with the Authority, applications
and Authority decisions.

4. The life cycle of the Project

The life cycle of the project (see Fig. 2) has been prepared by applying the life cycle published
in IEC 880. Considering that the stipulations of IEC 880 are regarded as requirements by the
NPP, the major steps of the life cycle therein should be adapted for the refurbishment project
as a whole. Therefore the missing interfaces with the NPP environment were added. Unified
control requirements were set up for the tasks of each branch of the resultant three-branch life
cycle.

The life cycle is divided into four major phases: Preparatory Phase, Design and Manufacturing
Phase, Installation and Commissioning Phase and Operation Phase. Each phase has been
divided into steps in order that the interfaces between the tasks could be demonstrated. The
steps are further refined at the commencement of the given phase. The basic principle is to
show all the tasks together with the responsible organisation, exact task definition and the
method of verification at the commencement of a phase. It means that the division of the steps
due in the given phase shall be available at the commencement of the phase. The elementary
task is sufficiently defined to ensure the performance of its individual verification.

The Development Plan merely expands on the life cycle in a way that every phase, step and
task is described in an identical structure. The input information (the list of documents to be
used), the expected results (list of output documents or products), the precise description of
the activity and the organisation responsible for execution are defined. The development Plan
is a living document, which means that the clarification of the tasks to be performed is always
possible in the knowledge of the outputs from the development process. It is possible that
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more precise definition or modification of some tasks is required in the progress of the
project. It is necessary to follow these changes, since the Development Plan is one of the most
important documents of the project management. The V&V Plan addresses the control of the
activities defined in the Development Plan, and the same activities are scheduled in the time
schedules.

5. Time Schedule

The time schedule for the implementation (see Fig. 3) has been prepared for 4 units. The
activities are scheduled so that they could fit into the planned outage activities considering the
schedules of other large NPP projects and safety enhancement measures. In order to reduce
the volume of work to be performed during the last planned outage prior to commissioning,
pre-installation and site preparation activities are planned partly to be performed during
preceding outages, partly on operating units. Table 2 shows the scheduling of pre- and post-
installation activities assigned to the outages of the 4 units.

6. Licensing

In Hungary, a multistage licensing process has been developed for handling the modifications
of nuclear installations. The authority activities during the progress of the Project and the
scope of granted licenses is being adjusted accordingly.
The legal background and the application of the licensing practice used during earlier backfits
at the NPP raised several questions during the life of the project. A number of discussions
between the management of the NPP and the Authority were required in order to formulate an
optimal licensing process adjusted to the Project.
According to our experiences discussions of technical issues between the Authority and the
NPP specialists are indispensable. Such discussions provide the authority inspectors insight
into the development of the technical solutions, which simplifies the authority review of large
technical volumes attached to the individual license applications. At the same time the NPP
specialists can become acquainted with and consider authority requirements before the
preparation of the applications.
Within the licensing process the licensing of the I&C equipment backfit and the structural
modification is handled separately from the licensing of the functionality changes. The
principal license for the equipment technology and the new system structure was issued by the
Authority on 12. July 1996.
The functionality changes will be licensed after the development of the finalised functional
requirements (functional description, formal synoptical logic diagrams and I/O database) and
the demonstration of the adequacy of the modifications.
The licensing process includes the construction license for the pre-installation and preparation
activities.
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MILESTONES OF THE RPS REFURBISHMENT
PREPARATION

Issuance of the GRS Study of Greifswald Unit 5
Paks NPP Internal Investigations and
Operational Experiences
Safety Assessment of RPS (SIEMENS)
Approval of the Safety and Economic Analysis
of the Refurbishment
Issuing the Invitation for Bids (Task Plan)
Evaluation of the Bids
Preliminary Investment Program
Preselecting Two Potential Vendors
Forming the Reactor Protection System
Refurbishment Project
GROUPE SCHNEIDER, SIEMENS Contracts
for the Project Preparation Phase (PPP)
Customer Requirements Issued
Issuing the Suppliers' System Specification
Closing up the PPP Work
Application for Authority Statement
Authority Statement
Investment Plan For Approval of PA Rt's General
Assembly
Invitation for Renewed Bids (Siemens, Groupe
Schneider, Westinghouse)
Submitting the Bids
Application for Principle System Licence
Evaluation of the Bids
Updating ofihe Investment Program
Principle System Licence
Signing the Contract
Kick-off Meeting

1989
1991-92

1992
1993. June

1993. August
1994. March
1994. March
1994. April
1994. June

1994. Sept.

1994. Dec. 15.
1995. June-July

1995. June 15.
1995. Sept.
1995. Dec. 14.

1995. Dec. 29.

1996. March 14.
1996. April 22.
1996. April 30.
1996. May 3.
1996. July 12.
1996. Sept. 17.
1996. Sept. 30.

Table 1.

Milestones
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Installation on the Units

Pre installation 1

Pre installation 2

Installation

Disassembling

1997

1

1998

2

1

1999

3

2

1

2000

4
3

2

1

2001

4

3

2

2002

4

3

2003

4

Pre installation 1: Place preparation,
Cable ways in the hermetic area
Hermetic penetrations
Steam generator impulse lines

Pre installation 2: Place preparation
Cable ways
Cabling

Installation: Installation
Commissioning

Disassembling: Removal of the old system

Table 2.

Installation on the Units
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PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF NPP DUKOVANY I&C SYSTEMS

Reactor Trip System, ESFAS, Technological Protections of SGs

Stanislav Hust'ak
Nuclear Power and Safety Division
Risk, and Reliability Assessment Department
Nuclear Research Institute
Rez, Czech Republic

Milan Hladky
Technical Development Section
Nuclear Power Plant Dukovany
Czech Republic

INTRODUCTION

The SUJB Decree No. 2/75 /I/ requires to achieve high reliability for the
protection systems. The purpose of the Probabilistic Assessment is to support
this claim for the I&C of NPP Dukovany, and to establish the base for the
completing the relevant chapters of the NPP Dukovany SAR121.

This paper presents a brief description of methods used in the Probabilistic
Assessment of NPP Dukovany I&C, then its results and conclusions. The main
results are also documented in Appendix of this paper. The complete analysis is
fully documented in /3/.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AOV
CCF
CDF
CR
EFW
ESFAS
FC
FW
HPI
I&C
LOCA
LPI
MCS
MCP
MOV
MSC
NPP
NRI
PSA
RDF
RIF
RT
RTS
SAR
SG
SGTR
SÚJB
TOPG

Air Operated Valve
Common Cause Failure
Core Damage Frequency
Control Rod
Emergency Feedwater
Engineering Safety Features Actuation System
Fractional Contribution
Feedwater
High Pressure Injection
Instrumentation and Control
Loss of Coolant Accident
Low Pressure Injection
Minimal Cut Set
Main Circulation Pump
Motor Operated Valve
Main Steam Collector
Nuclear Power Plant
Nuclear Research Institute
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Risk Decrease Factor
Risk Increase Factor
Reactor Trip
Reactor Trip System
Safety Analysis Report
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
State Office for Nuclear Safety (Czech abbreviation)
Technological Protections of SGs (Czech abbreviation)

DEFINITIONS

Minimal Cut Set - minimal combination of failures causing top event failure.

Unavailability - probability that particular component (system) is failed or
unavailable at given time point. The sources of unavailability
are component failures, unavailabilities due to test or repair etc.
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SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS

1.1 Evaluated I&C Systems

The Probabilistic Assessment covers I&C of those protection systems for which
the Czech SUJB Decree No. 2/78 requires to achieve high reliability. It
concerns the following I&C (with corresponding NPP Dukovany abbreviation):

• Reactor Trip System (RTS) - HO

I&C part of NPP Dukovany RTS contains two divisions. Each of them contains
trip paths and measuring channels with 2 out of 3 voting logic for the measured
variable. Each trip path opens reactor breakers and is able to drop the control
rods.

There are three RTS levels of signals and each of them has its own trip paths:

RT Level 1 - simultaneous drop of all control rod groups:

RT Level 2 - consecutive drop of control rod groups

RT Level 3 - consecutive insertion of control rod groups

• Engineering Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) - SOB

ESFAS of NPP Dukovany consists of three independent divisions. In addition,
each division contains two identical sets with common power supply. These two
sets actuate the respective division of protection system by means of one out of
two voting logic. Each set has its own measuring channels with 2 out of 3 or
2 out of 6 voting logic for the measured variable.

• Technological Protections of SGs - TOPG

TOPG of NPP Dukovany contains two divisions with common measuring
channels with 2 out of 3 voting logic for the measured variable. TOPG is
activated also by means of ESFAS signal "MCS Rupture".

• I&C specific to the protection systems (HPI, LPI, Confinement Spray, EFW
and others)

It includes measuring channels with voting logic relays for additional activation
which supplements ESFAS (switchover between HPI/LPI tank and sump), then
time relays delaying ESFAS signals and some other interlocks.
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1.2 Methods of the Analysis

The Probabilistic Assessment utilizes probabilistic approach and the fault tree
method is used to quantify probabilities. Deterministic approaches, such as
Single Failure Analysis, are therefore out of scope of the analysis.

The analysis is completely based on model used in NPP Dukovany full-power
PSA of that time /4/. It was developed in NRI and for the purpose of analysis it
has been updated in accordance with 151. This PSA contains detailed fault tree
model of the most important I&C systems: RTS, ESFAS and Technological
Protections of SGs. So the Probabilistic Assessment can take a great advantage
of that model. Moreover, it was possible to assess the I&C systems in
connection with other systems and even the influence of the I&C to the overall
CDF.

Due to these facts, the I&C analysis contains a great number of the same
assumptions and limitations as PSA model. It concerns the definition and
boundary of components, their data, the definition of system's top events etc.

All reliability measures were calculated by means of powerful RiskSpectrum
2.13A software package applied on fault trees /13/. All data are derived from
PSA model of NPP Dukovany, see /14/ and /15/.

1.3 Evaluated Outputs

The reliability measures, which were evaluated for I&C systems, include among
others:

• reliability of individual RTS, ESFAS or TOPG signals

• reliability of RTS response to PSA initiating events,

• importance measures of ESFAS calculated for probability of the associated
protection system failure,

• importance measures of RTS, ESFAS or TOPG calculated for overall CDF,

• outage risk due to RTS testing.
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In the frame of the fault tree evaluation it is possible to roughly estimate the
Single Failure Criterion validity, where applicable. The indication of violation
is presence of MCS (non-containing CCF) of order one when estimating the
redundant system. But this verification is just complementary and cannot
substitute Single Failure Criterion Analysis, since the fault tree method
presumes independence between defined component failures.

1.4 Analysis Concern

The Probabilistic Assessment considers the following aspects:

• independent hardware failures of I&C components,

• unavailabilities due to test or repair,

• CCFs,

• the support system failures.

Only uninterruptible power supply of ESFAS and TOPG was considered.

On the contrary the Probabilistic Assessment does not take into account the
following aspects:

• spurious trip/actuation signal assessment,

• recovery of I&C equipment,

• operator's backup of ESFAS and TOPG signals,

• adverse interference of operating staff with I&C,

• failure of signal causes,

• external event effects (flood, earthquake, fire).

However, failure of signal causes and flooding were taken into account in some
extent when calculating overall CDF.
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2. OUTPUT ASSESSMENT

To assess the quantitative analysis outputs the following ways of comparison
were used:

1. Comparison of I&C system unavailability with failure probability of the
actuated component.

2. Comparison of importance measures of the I&C systems with importance
measures of the selected protection systems.

3. Sensitivity analysis of the I&C systems.

4. Comparison of Outage Risk due to RTS testing with the acceptable values.

2.1 Signal Reliability Assessment

The unavailability of the I&C systems for selected signal was compared with
failure probability of the actuated component. This probability should be one or
two orders of magnitude lower than probability of failure to perform the
consequential operation of the component (such as pump start, opening/closing
of the valve). The unavailability of I&C part of RTS was compared with
probability of control rod failures as well.

2.2 Importance Measures and Sensitivity Assessment

Importance measures are useful tool to assess and compare the importances of
components or systems. The following importance measures were considered:

• Fractional Contribution (also Fussell-Vesely Importance)

• Risk Increase Factor (also Risk Achievement Worth)

• Risk Decrease Factor (also Risk Reduction Worth)

For the purpose of I&C system's assessment these measures were used in the
following meanings:

Fractional Contribution (FQ

• For a given I&C system FC shows the contribution (portion) of all MCSs,
which contain any component of the system, to the specified top event (CDF,
etc.).
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Risk Decrease Factor (RDF)

• For a given I&C system RDF shows how many times the probability of the
selected top event (CDF, etc.) would be lower, postulating that any
component of the system is available.

Generally, the higher is RIF the more important is a maintenance of the
component (system), because the consequences of a bad maintenance are worse.

Risk Increase Factor (RIF)

• For a given I&C system RIF shows how many times the probability of the
selected top event (CDF, etc.) would be higher, postulating that any
component of the system is unavailable.

Generally, the higher is RDF the more effective is an improvement of the
component (system).

The more realistic assessment of system's reliability increase or decrease can be
provided by means of sensitivity analysis. In the Probabilistic Assessment the
following range of the reliability interval is used:

- unavailability of any component of a given I&C system is ten times higher,

- unavailability of any component of a given I&C system is ten times lower.

The outputs based on such inputs have the similar signification as RIF and
RDF, but use the more realistic and attainable values of the reliability increase
and decrease.

2.3 Outage Risk Assessment

The RTS of NPP Dukovany does not comply in some cases with Single Failure
Criterion in the most restrictive sense. It concerns the case when one RTS
division is out of service due to test during power operation, since the other
division contains a part where the signal path is not redundant.

The standards IEEE 603/91 (6.7) I Ml, Safety Series 50-P-l 191 and Safety Series
50-SG-D8 /8/ admit that one out of two portions of RTS are not required to
meet Single Failure Criterion when one portion is rendered inoperable, provided
that acceptable reliability of equipment operation is otherwise demonstrated. It
means that the period allowed for removal from service is sufficiently short to
have no significantly detrimental effect on overall RTS reliability.
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In the Probabilistic Assessment the acceptability of the outage time for RTS test
is measured by means of calculating Outage Risk due to RTS testing. This Risk
is then compared with the limit values obtained from I 111.

The following steps were performed to determine Outage Risk due to RTS test:

• The Instantaneous CDF is determined in the calculation where all
unavailabilities due to test were not assumed and the unavailability of one
RTS division was postulated.

• The Baseline CDF is determined in the calculation where all unavailabilities
due to test were not assumed.

• The CDF Increase is determined as a difference between Instantaneous CDF
and Baseline CDF.

• The Outage Risk is determined as a multiplication of CDF Increase and
Outage Interval, see also /121.

All calculations were performed in the PSA model for NPP Dukovany, see
Chapter 1.2, for overall CDF.

Described method of finding the acceptable outage time is recommended also
in 191 (App.).

3. ANALYSIS INSIGHTS

3.1 RTS

Unavailabilities per demand of RTS for each individual Level 1 signals is lower
than 5 x 10'4 (including control rods failure). CCF significantly contributes to its
unavailability. It is caused by common impulse pipes of sensors, which give the
potential for CCF.

Unavailability per demand of RTS Level 1 lies around 2,8 x 10'5 when two or
more causes of RT level 1 signals are applicable. This value is determined by
unavailability of components in the common path of RT level 1 signals. It is
therefore the limit value, which cannot be exceeded even when using more than
two signals actuated from different causes.

RT level 2 and level 3 signals, which are supposed to be a redundant signals to
RT level 1 signals, increase the reliability of RTS response in most cases by one
or even by two orders of magnitude.
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The unavailability per demand of the RTS Level 2 is approximately the same
for each signal. It is caused by the fact that failures of components, which are
on common path for all signals, dominate. The conclusion is valid for RTS
Level 3 as well.

The RTS response to an initiating event is reliable since redundant signals can
be generated. In PSA for NPP Dukovany the unavailability of RTS response
due to I&C unavailability does not exceed (with one exception) 2 x 10'6 for the
given PSA initiating event. But in most cases this value is one order of
magnitude lower. Since the frequency of each PSA initiating event is not higher
than 0,5/year, the CDF due to failure of I&C part of RTS is always lower than
1 x 106/year.

When 2 out of 37 failure criterion is applied for control rods failure, the total
RTS unavailability is almost completely determined by control rod mechanical
failures.

The Outage Risk due to removing one RTS division from operation for the
purpose of testing does not exceed 4,3 x 10"9. It is two to three orders of
magnitude lower than limit value for NPP Dukovany (1,3 x 10"6) /121.
Moreover, this Risk is one to two orders of magnitude lower than limit value for
French NPPs (1 x 10'7) I Ml. From the reliability point of view the exception
from Single Failure Criterion is therefore acceptable.

3.2 ESFAS

The unavailability of an ESFAS division is more than one order of magnitude
lower than probability that actuated component fails.

Since ESFAS includes three redundant divisions, the Fractional Contribution of
complete ESFAS calculated for overall CDF is very low and is determined only
by common impulse pipes for sensors, which give the potential for CCF. On the
contrary, this Contribution is high considering the improper settings of sensors
for signal ,,MCS Rupture".

The importance measures also suggest that the ESFAS contribution to failure
probability of actuated protection systems (EFW, HPI, LPI, Confinement Spray)
is very low. From that point of view, ESFAS has no significant influence to
actuated protection system ability to fulfill the required function. The
conclusion is valid for the other I&C, which is specific to protection systems, as
well.
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3.3 TOPG

The importance measures suggest that the TOPG contribution to overall CDF is
very low comparing with the other protection systems. From that point of view,
TOPG has no significant influence to overall CDF, even to CDF due to "Steam
FW Line Rupture" initiating event.

The signal path for TOPG "Steam Line Rupture" signal does not satisfy the
Single Failure Criterion. Two measuring channels, which are common to both
TOPG divisions, are powered via a common part of wiring. Since these
channels are linked into two out of three voting logic any single failure, that
degrade the common part of wiring, causes ,,Steam Line Rupture" signal failure.
In case of steam line rupture no automatic signal to MSIV closing, and even to
Main Isolation Valve closing as an emergency backup, exists.

SUMMARY

The Probabilistic Assessment contains the quantitative reliability assessment of
I&C associated with protection systems. It covers RTS, ESFAS, Technological
Protections of SGs and the other I&C specific to protection systems. The
analysis includes among others the unavailability per demand of I&C systems,
I&C importance measures and Outage Risk due to RTS testing. The outputs
were also compared in various ways.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Reliability of the RTS for Selected Signals.

RTS Signal

High Neutron Flux - Power Range
Trip of More Then 4 MCPs
Low SG Level (2/6 SGs)
Confinement High Pressure
Low Core Output Pressure (lower setting)
Low Core Output Pressure & Pressurizer
Low Level
Trip of Both Turbines
High Core Output Temperature
High Core Output Pressure
High Core Output Temperature
High Core Output Pressure

RTS
Level

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
2
3
3

Unavailability per Demand
Complete

RTS
1,3 x l O 4

3,5 x 104

5,5 x 105

1,6 x 10"4

8,4 x 10"5

1,9 xlO"4

1,4 x 10'4

1,3 x 102

1,3 x 10 2

5,9 x 10 3

5,9 x 10 3

I&CPart
of RTS

1,1 x 10"
3,3 x 10"
3,3 x 10 5

1,4 xlO"
6,2 x 10 5

1,7 x 10"

1,2 x 10"
-
-
-
-

CR(2/37)

2,2 x 10'5

2,2 x 10'5

2,2 x 10'5

2,2 xlO"5

2,2 xl(T5

2,2 x 10"5

2,2 x 105

-
-
-
-

Comments to Table 1:

• In case of RT Level 2 and Level 3 it is not possible to separate failures of
I&C part of RTS and failures of control rods since combinations of I&C
failures and control rod failures are not negligible due to absence of direct
path to rector breakers.
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Table 2: Reliability of RTS response to NPP Dukovany PSA Initiating Events.

Group of Initiating Events

LOCAs

Interfacing LOCAs

Inadvertent Control Rod
Ejection

Interfacing LOCAs into
Secondary Circuit

MSC Rupture ("MSC Rupture"
signal generated)

MSC Rupture ("MSC Rupture"
signal not generated)

Pipe Breaks on Secondary
Circuit

Main FW Collector Rupture

LOSP

Failure
Criterion
forCR
2/37

2/37

2/37

3/37

2/37

2/37

2/37

3/37

3/37

Number of Signals
RT

Level 1
3

1

1

I

3

2

3

1

2

RT
Level 2

1

1

1

1

—

1

1

—

2

RT
Level 3

1

1

1

1

—

1

1

1

2

Specification
of Output

Including CRs
I&C part

Including CRs
I&C part

Including CRs
and their CCF

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part
Including CRs

I&C part

Unavailability per Demand of RTS
RT Level 1

5.01E-5
2,8E-5
1.92E-4
l,7E-4

1.19E-3
l,7E-4
1.70E-4
l,7E-4

5.01E-5
2,8E-5
4.91E-5
2,7E-5
5,02E-5
2,8E-5
3,33E-5
3,3E-5
3,31E-4
33E-4

RT Level 1
and Level 2

2,84E-5
6,2E-6
3,04E-5
8,4E-6

1.03E-3
8,4E-6
8,20E-6
8,2E-6

—
—

2,84E-5
6,4E-6
2.84E-5
6,4E-6

—
—

1.10E-5
1.1E-5

RT Level 1
through Level 3

2,24E-5
4,0E-7
2,32E-5
l,2E-6

1.02E-3
l,2E-6

9,82E-7
9,3E-7

—
—

2,23E-5
3,0E-7
2,24E-5
4,0E-7
2.31E-7
l,8E-7
1.87E-6
l,8E-6



Group of Initiating "Events

Loss of 400 kV Line

Loss of FW

Transients
(causing MCP seal leakage)

Remaining Transients

Failure
Criterion
forCR
3/37

3/37

3/37

3/37

Number of Signals
RT

Level 1
1

2

1

2

RT
Level 2

2

—

2

1

RT
Level 3

2

1

2

2

Specification
of Output

Including CRs
I&C part

Including CRs
I&C part

Including CRs
I&C part

Including CRs
I&C part

Unavailability per Demand of RTS
RT Level 1

1.14E-4
1,1 E-4
2,8E-5
2,8E-5
3,31 E-4
3,3E-4
2,80E-5
2,8E-5

RT Level 1
and Level 2

7,62E-6
7,6E-6

—
—

1.10E-5
l,lE-5

6,24E-6
6,2E-6

RT Level 1
through Level 3

6J2E-7
6,2E-7
2.01E-7
l,5E-7
1.87E-6
l,8E-6

2.01E-7
l,5E-7

Columns in Table 2:

Group of initiating events - initiating events with the same RTS response,

RT Level 1 - unavailability per demand of RTS considering just RT level 1 trip signals,

RT Level 1 and Level 2 - unavailability per demand of RTS considering RT level 1 and level 2 trip signals,

RT Level 1 through Level 3 - unavailability per demand of RTS considering RT level 1, level 2 and level 3 trip signals.
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Table 3: Comparison of ESFAS Reliability with Reliability of the ESF
Equipment.

ESFAS
Actuation Signal

Small Leakage
Great Leakage

Middle Leakage
& Great Leakage
Overpressure in

Confinement
Overpressure in

Confinement
Overpressure in

Confinement
Loss of

Feedwater
Loss of

Feedwater

Actuated
Component

HPI Pump
LPI Pump
LPI Pump

Confinement
Spray Pump
Spray Pump

Discharge MOV
Confinement

Isolation Valves
EFW Pump

Bypass of EFW
Pump Discharge

MOV

Type of
Actuation

Start
Start
Start

Start

Opening

Closing

Start

Opening

Unavailability per Demand
ESFAS Division
Including CCF

6,5 x 10"4

8,1 x 10'4

3,8 xlO"4

4,8 x 10"4

4,8 xlO"4

8,1 x 10"4

3,8 x 10"4

3,8 x 10"4

Actuated
Component

Pump
Pump
Pump

Pump

AOV

AOV
MOV
Pump

MOV

7,3 x 10-3

2,9 x 10"3

2,9 xlO"3

3,4 x 10"3

1,2 x 10"2

1,2 x 102

9,0 x 10'3

6,3 x 10"3

9,0 x 10'3
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Table 4: ESFAS Importance Measures Calculated for Failure Probability of the
Actuated Protection System.

Protection
System

HPI

LPI

Confinement
Spray
EFW

ESFAS
Actuation Signal.
Small Leakage

Small Leakage &
Great Leakage

Middle Leakage
& Great Leakage
Middle Leakage
& Great Leakage
& Overpressure
in Confinement
Overpressure in

Confinement
Loss of FW

Type of
Initiating Event

Small LOCA

Middle LOCA

Interfacing
LOCA

Great LOCA

Small LOCA

Loss of FW

FC

3,2 x 10"3

1,3 xlO"3

1,2 x 103

1,2 xlO"3

2,2 x 103

1,7 x 10°

RDF

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

AQqxlO

1 1 O/
LJ /O

14%

110/
11 /o

1 1 0/
11 /o

o •> o/o,Z /o

4,9 %

AQq/10

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,20 %

0,20 %

0,22 %

0,0 %

Columns in Table 4:

Type of Initiating Event - a characteristic initiating event (or group of events)
for the specified combination of signals,

FC - ESFAS Fractional Contribution calculated for failure probability of the
specified system,

RDF - ESFAS Risk Decrease Factor calculated for failure probability of the
specified system,

- increase of failure probability of the specified system (in %) in case the
unavailability of each ESFAS component is ten times higher,

- decrease of failure probability of the specified system (in %) in case the
unavailability of each ESFAS component is ten times lower.

Comment to Table 4:

• System's failure probability means probability of failure to perform the
required operation. The required operation is consistent with the one used in
PSA for NPP Dukovany IAI.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE SIZEWELL B INTEGRATED
PLANT COMPUTER SYSTEM

J.E.J. Ladner, N.C. Alexander, J.A.Fitzpatrick

Messrs Ladner and Alexander are employed by Nuclear Electric at Sizewell B
Miss Fitzpatrick is employed by Westinghouse Process Control Division in the USA

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Westinghouse Integrated System for Centralised Operation (WISCO) built by
the Westinghouse Electric Corporation Process Control Division in Pittsburgh, USA
is the primary plant control system at Sizewell B Power Station. This system is based
on the original ISCO design from Nuclear Electrics PWR Project Group (PPG) which
called for a distributed computer system to implement the majority of reactor and
support systems control. This implementation included all plant data acquisition and
display through the use of both VDU process diagrams, or formats, and the more
conventional desk indications.
WISCO comprises three subsystems; the High Integrity Control System (HICS), the
Process Control System (PCS) and the Distributed Computer System (DCS).

High Integrity Control System

The High Integrity Control System is based on the Westinghouse Eagle Series
control technology and performs the control and data acquisition of the category 1
(i.e. nuclear safety significant) plant systems. It also provides the category 2 Station
Automatic Control System (SACS). The HICS is distributed across the four essential
electrical separation groups. Redundancy is provided within individual cubicles by
the provision of two processors. Data is communicated between cubicles within each
separation group via redundant fibre-optic data highways. Data is also received from
other alien systems such as the Primary Protection System. Data from the HICS
which is required either for display to the operator or for use by the PCS is passed to
these systems via transmit only fibre optic links to the DCS.
All the HICS controls are held in firmware. On line changes and software
interrogation is via a dedicated serial interface.

Process Control System

The Process Control System is based on the Westinghouse Distributed Processing
Family (WDPF) technology which uses redundant Data Processing Unit (DPU) pairs.
Each processing unit consists of a 386 processor, shared memory and data highway
controller. Each processing pair is connected to its own distributed I/O bus to which
a variety of I/O cards can be connected.
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Each DPU is connected to a redundant data highway which also has direct
connection to the DCS for data display. Software maintenance of the PCS is
achieved by a suite of applications available on the DCS.

Distributed Computer System

The Distributed Computer System is built around a number of Sun Sparc
workstations and servers, otherwise known as drops, running the Solaris 2.1
operating system. These communicate with each other over a standard ethernet.
The workstations provide the man machine interface facilities to the Main Control
Room, while the servers provide supporting services such as logging, historical
storage and retrieval, special computations, etc. A software server is employed as a
master software source from which all other drops, including PCS DPUs are loaded
with their application software. All the drops are connected to the two redundant data
highways which pass data from the HICS, PCS and other alien links.

MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES

The maintenance requirements for every plant system at Sizewell B are covered by
a Maintenance Strategy Report (MSR). In the case of computer based systems there
is also a Computer Strategy Report, covering additional aspects such as software
and data maintenance and system security.
The MSRs can be broken down into the following areas:

a) a description of the system and its function
b) a description of its relation to nuclear or other safety
c) detailed maintenance requirements as set out by

i) the stations safety case, eg equipment qualification
ii) the manufacturers operation and maintenance manuals
iii) worldwide best practices and experience

d) a complete listing of all maintenance activity routines.
Having established the requirements through the production of the MSR, routine
activities are scheduled through the Passport maintenance database system, with
details of the work to be done set out in Plant Maintenance Instructions (PMI).
Routine WISCO maintenance is minimised to reduce the potential for maintenance
induced defects. It is largely restricted to work of a non-intrusive nature, and
includes filter cleaning, power supply checks/calibration and dynamic RAM battery
replacement. Such work is carried out with the reactor at power wherever possible to
avoid impacting the refuelling outage programme. All other hardware maintenance is
carried out as a result of breakdowns. This approach is possible due to the
redundancy built into the systems, and the comprehensive on board diagnostics.
The redundancy mitigates failures, and the diagnostics allow rapid identification of,
and response to, defects. The impact of all work whether the reactor is on load or not
is carefully assessed before being performed, and written impact statements are
provided to the operators, to aid decision making in the release of systems.
Maintenance work associated with WISCO was originally performed by
Westinghouse staff. This responsibility has gradually transferred to station staff after
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they had received specialist training from the supplier. Some of the non-intrusive
routine work has now been transferred to full time maintenance contract staff. This
has allowed station staff to spend more time attending to more detailed investigation
and defect work.

Spares

A comprehensive spares holding has been set up with a proportionate number of
spares for each circuit board or unit type to cover the majority of failures. It is
particularly important to ensure that any spares held are of the correct revision; this
generally being related to the installed firmware.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Hardware

The system has performed exceptionally well over the first Cycle. The designed
mean time between failure (MTBF) statistics were very pessimistic in comparison to
the actual MTBFs encountered. The rate of component failure has in general been
proportional to the number of such components installed in the system.
HICS failures place a greater onus on the station to effect a speedy repair since this
subsystem is governed by the stations Technical Specifications. These prescribe
availability and time constraints on specific plant breakdowns before other action
must be taken to mitigate any nuclear safety implications. In general due to the
diagnostic information presented by the HICS problems can normally be resolved
within 24 hours.
Component failure rate statistics have been collated for the three subsystems and
are shown in graphical form in figures A, B and C.

Loss of Facilities

The number of occasions when functionality has been lost has been very low. The
failure of a DCS hard drive recently caused a failure of continuous printed logs local
to the Main Control Room and the loss of alarm and event archiving for some hours.
This failure took some time to correct since not only did the drive have to be
changed but a full reload of the affected drop's operating system and application
software was required.
Another, potentially more serious, event affected a hybrid HICS/PCS cubicle, which
forms the physical link between the MCR desk instrumentation and controls and the
WISCO. A circuit board on one subsystem failed, but the subsystem did not fail over
to its redundant partner. This was identified as a shortfall in the software design for
the cubicle which has since been modified to failover if such an event were to
reoccur.
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MODIFICATIONS

There have been a number of modifications to the WISCO over the first fuel cycle,
resulting from commissioning and early operating experience. These have in the
main been software changes to support modifications to other plant systems. Such
system modifications have various impacts on WISCO, ranging from alarm setpoint
changes to a full redesign of a control loop.
There are currently some 200 outstanding modification. Until the present time all
modifications have been implemented by Westinghouse with Nuclear Electrics
(NEL) Engineering Division (previously PPG) performing the engineering aspects of
the modifications. NEL currently have a number of engineers training with
Westinghouse, to allow them to implement future application changes.
Two major modifications which are currently in progress are the Alarm Optimisation
scheme which aims to optimise alarm presentation to the operator (covered in a
separate paper), and .bouncing meters".
The latter modification is being introduced to resolve a problem with panel mounted
meters which fail to the .zero" position when the input signal to WISCO goes to Bad
Quality, ie out of range (generally 4 - 2 0 mA). This has presented operators with a
situation where they cannot determine by solely looking at a meter that it is faulty.
The modification proposes to drive the meters between O and 15 % of their full
range at a predetermined frequency to indicate a bad quality signal. This will give a
clear unambiguous indication to the operator.

Modification Procedure

Whatever the scope of a WISCO software modification, the same procedures are
used to design, test and implement it.
NEL Engineering Division in conjunction with Westinghouse have built up a suite of
procedures for the development of new software. Since Sizewell B became an
operational site these procedures have been brought under the station's own
procedures.
All modifications at Sizewell B are initiated through a Modification Approval Form
(MAF). This requires that the modification is assessed for its significance and impact
on nuclear safety, in line with the requirements of the Nuclear Site Licence. For
software changes, following approval of the MAF, a Functional Software
Specification (FSS) is produced. This is in two parts; part A defines the functional
requirements while part B defines the method by which these requirements are to be
implemented. A Detailed Design Specification is also produced or updated in
conjunction with the new software.
Testing of any new or modified software is performed on the off-line WISCO
Maintenance and Test System (MTS). This can be configured to represent any part
of the on-line WISCO system since it comprises a number of cubicles from each
subsystem. The MTS will remain in Pittsburgh until late 1996 when it will be broken
up, shipped and recommissioned at Sizewell B. From this point, the implementation
of the majority of new modifications will be performed jointly between NEL
Engineering Division and station staff.
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INTRODUCTION

The Temelfn Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) consists of two Russian VVER 1000
type units. Original Instrumentation and Control (I&C) system is replacing and
upgrading by a modem Westinghouse supplied I&C system which meets
requirements imposed to current NPP designs. Following is information related to
I&C replacement in Temelfn NPP mainly history and £EZ intention with very brief
new I&C system description.

1. HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF THE I&C SYSTEM REPLACEMENT

At the end of 1970 years Czech party initiated discussions with Soviet general
designer of Temelin NPP about I&C equipment for WER 1000. It was apparent that
similar design from WER 440 would probably not satisfy the up-to date
requirements for I&C systems at that time. Based on a good experience with Czech
provenance I&C systems used in fossil power plants within the frame of Eastern
Europe market situation Czech party was forcing Soviet general designer to
introduce this field-proof I&C systems to the WER 1000 design. Later some
compromise solution was accepted by Soviet general designer which meant that in
1984 Soviet technical design of the Temelin NPP I&C system was based for plant
primary part on former Soviet design and partially Soviet and Czech supply of I&C
systems and for secondary part on Czech design and supply. Former Soviet design
and supply also included unit information and special computer systems. Control
room boards were based on Soviet design considering Czech supply.

Because of society change in 1989 the opportunity to replace certain
equipment was enhanced. The first inquiry was dedicated for computer information
system in 1990.

Following the IAEA position based on the design audit performed in the
middle of 1990 CEZ ordered expertise from two independent companies Colenco
and TUV Bayem. Expertise has focused in original I&C system design assessment
from the overall NPP design and from the international standard requirements points
of view. The both expertise results have shown certain design and quality assurance
inconsistencies. On the base of above mentioned results CEZ decided to enhance
the required scope of replacement for the unit I&C system directly related to nuclear
safety and electricity production at the end of January 1991.

Expected contribution of such replacement was:

to reach compliance with international standard requirements in areas
of nuclear safety, operation availability, reliability of I&C system itself,
etc.;
to add special systems not included in the original design (e.g. Post
accident monitoring system, Safety parameter display system,
Technical support centre);
to solve the control room design from international standard
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requirements point of view;
to perform hardware and software for I&C which will be licensable
during the start-up of the Temelin NPP;
to ensure maintenancability and reparability during designed life.

The contract for I&C system replacement with Westinghouse company was
signed in May 1993.

2. I&C SYSTEM DESIGN

Similarly to other NPPs we can divided Temelin NPP I&C to two main parts.
One which is important for nuclear safety and the other one which is not but is
important from the point of view of plant operational availability, technological
equipment protection or monitoring of plant status. Common practise for both parts in
case of I&C system replacement is to maintain the functional design of the NPP as
close as possible to the original philosophy. Sometimes it is necessary to make
certain changes in order to meet required licensing criteria or to increase reliability.

Both parts of I&C system is planned to be implemented as a distributed digital
system.

2.1 I&C systems important for nuclear safety

Architecture of systems important for nuclear safety consists of three
redundant and independent divisions (not only I&C system but also electrical and
technological parts). Every division is able to perform all safety functions necessary
for remedies of design events.

Temelin I&C systems which are important for nuclear safety are:

- Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS)
- Diverse Protection System (DPS)
- Post Accident Monitoring System (PAMS)

2.1.1 Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS)

PRPS has three redundant and independent divisions consistent with related
electrical and technological systems. PRPS as a whole is 1E qualified system and is
implemented on the base of Eagle 21 system. Eagle 21 for Temelin NPP is
distributed Intel 486 microprocessor system, programmed in Assembler and PLM 86
languages.

PRPS basically consists of following parts performing automatic actions:

- part performs Reactor Trip (RT)
- part performs Engineering Safeguard Features (ESF)
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PRPS also offers manual actions from Main and Emergency control boards.

2.1.2 Diverse Protection System (DPS)

DPS is designed to decrease the potential for common mode failure (CMF)
within the execution part of PRPS . DPS is also implemented in three redundant and
independent divisions. This system is required to meet relax safety requirements for
events occurred with probability less 1O3 per year. This is similar approach as for
Secondary Protection System in Sizewell B NPP.

DPS is also 1E qualified system. In order to ensure diversity from PRPS, DPS
is specially developed Motorola microprocessor based system and is programmed in
ADA language.

DPS shares the same sensors used for PRPS. There is no manual actions
designed through DPS.

2.1.3 Post Accident Monitoring System (PAMS)

PAMS is 1E qualified system which provides information to the operator in
Main and Emergency Control Rooms. PAMS is implemented in two redundant and
independent divisions.

2.2 I&C systems not important for nuclear safety

Temelin NPP I&C systems not important for nuclear safety are basically:

- Reactor Control and Limitation System (RCLS)
- Plant Control System (PCS)

- Unit Information System (UIS)

All above mentioned systems are classified as non-1 E.

2.2.1 Reactor Control and Limitation System (RCLS)
RCLS importance related to primary part control and subsequent plant

operational availability led to implement it with high reliable Eagle hardware using
the same cabinet and software design approach like for PRPS.

Functionally RCLS performs the important control and monitoring functions
mainly on the primary side of unit including reactor power control, pressurizer level
and pressure control, feedwater control, steam generator level control and steam
dump control. RCLS has two basic sets of inputs:

its own sensors;
information directly received from PRPS through a digital
communication and separation devices.

RCLS also offers manual control in the same way like PRPS.
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2.2.2 Plant Control System (PCS)

PCS performs control and monitoring functions including Turbine Control
System (TCS) or related to auxiliary systems of Temelin NPP. Similarly to RCLS
inputs to PCS are also possible to split in two sets:

its own sensors;
information received from DPS through a digital communication
and separation devices.

PCS is implemented by using Westinghouse Distributed Process Family
(WDPF) microprocessor based system.

PCS manual actions are accessible either on control board or through Unit
Information Systems displays.

2.2.3 Unit Information System (UIS)

UIS is information system which collects and work with data from all other
systems. Its function is to perform suitable function supported the operator in Control
Rooms to monitor and control the plant functions. Also its certain applications
support plant core engineers or maintenance staff. UIS performs important
calculations and archive functions.

UIS is distributed microprocessor system consists of individual workstations
(special PC). The redundant high speed fibre distributed data interfaces as a part of
UIS are connected to all other above mentioned systems.

3. CONTROL ROOMS DESIGN

Temelfn NPP is designed with two control centres, Main Control Room (MCR)
and Emergency Control Room (ECR).

3.1 Main Control Room (MCR)

MCR is operational control centre where all information and control necessary
for plant operation, start-up, shutdown, maintaining in shutdown conditions or
necessary for remedy actions following an accident are available. MCR consists of
control board panels and consoles. Panels are designed with system mimics
including related control switches and monitors. Sitdown consoles are equipped by
UIS equipment with appropriate control and monitoring functions. The staff placed in
MCR consists of Primary side operator, Secondary side operator, Control room
supervisor and potentially Shift supervisor.

3.2 Emergency Control Room (ECR)

ECR is control centre which is used in case of unavailability of the plant
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control from MCR. ECR board panels included only necessary selected set of
controls necessary for plant shutdown and maintaining in safe shutdown state. Also
UIS functions are available in ECR consoles.

Special case of manual controls is Diverse Manual (DMC) and Fix Wired
Controls (FWC). DMC is placed in MCR and FWC in ECR only. These controls are
expected to be used only in very low probable situation.

CMF either in PRPS or DPS together with concurrent UIS
unavailability.

DMC and FWC are connected directly to individual components specified for
plant shutdown and maintaining plant safe shutdown state. DMC and FWC are
independent from microprocessor based systems.

CONCLUSION

The incorporation of the new I&C system into Temelin NPP is very complex
and exacting process which gives experience for all involved parties and its
successful finish will be considered as proven way for future upgrades of the I&C
systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper is devoted to the problem of the diagnostic accompaniment of the in-core
temperature measurements.

hi the VVER reactor the coolant temperature at the outlet of the most fuel assemblies is
measured with chromel-alumel cable thermocouples (TC), placed in protective temperature-
monitoring coverings-thermowells (TMC). The coolant temperature in main circulation loops
is monitored with TC and resistance thermometers (RT).

The normal TC are 4mm and 1.5mm in diameter. The second type TC are enclosed into steel
sheaths of diameter 4mm. These TCs are inserted into 7m long bent TMC. The TMC inner
diameter is 8mm. There are non-hermetic TMCs. hi this case the "hot" legs of TC are placed
immediately into the coolant.

2. INSERTION OF TC INTO TMC

When a TC inserted into a TMC, it is necessary to check that the TC tip with the "hot"
junction fits into the TMC seat. If the sensing tip of the TC cable is not fit into the receptacle,
then the thermal resistance of the gap between the cable tip and the TMC seat rises, which, in
turn, increases both the dynamic error of the measurements as well as the error due to the
radiative heating of the TC.

The portable unit has been created for the in-sity testing of the quality of the TC insertion into
the TMS. The set of current pulses is passed through the TC wires and TC sheath. The current
is heated the sensor and a curve of the heating-cooling of it is recorded and processed.

The simple modification of this technique is based on the analysis of the amplitude of the
signal from the TC after they are heated by one electric-current pulse. The experimental data
for different insertions of TC into the TMC adapters of the VVER-440 reactor were obtained
during scheduled maintenance in 1990 at the Rovno NPP. The TC was tested while the
experimental setup was placed on the shielding tube unit (STU) plate in the control shaft /I/.
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3. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS IN TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

The errors in the temperature measurements are normalized and should not exceed 1C for the
TC with individual calibration (at the 0.95 fiducial probability). There are methods for
determining and compensation for the most important components of the systematic error. To
increase the usability of these techniques of the validation of the temperature sensors,
personal-computer-based, portable data-acquisition system is being developed.

3.1. Error due to calibration drift

The error due to the TC calibration-characteristic drift can be in the main compensated for the
calibration performed periodically during the heating and hot test runs of the reactor after
refueling.

One can derive the multiplicative or additive correction that balances out the deviation in the
TC readings from the mean temperature averaged over the readings of all the TC above the
core and/or loop sensors.

When there are gradients in the temperature field over the core during the calibration, the
averaging of the temperature over the core may introduce a considerable contribution to the
error of the corrections. In this case, the calibration can be provided by comparing the
readings of some calibrating TC above the core with the temperature defined as the sum of the
PRT-temperatures measured in the cold legs of the loops and weighed with the regard
fractions of the coolant flow rate through the fuel assembly with this TC, which are accounted
for by the flow rates through the corresponding loops. The determination of these fractions
is carried out before the calibration 111.

In the beginning of the TC operation the calibrations can undergo the positive drift. When the
first calibration of the just installed TC is performed, account must be taken of the effect of
the moisture diffusion along the insulation of TC wires to its "cold" junctions with the reactor
at power. Then the negative drift is observed. This drift is caused by the oxidation of TC
wires.

Sometimes there is a reason to believe that the calibration-characteristic drift of some
monitoring loops is accounted for by that different elements or connectors of the monitoring
loops. The techniques of redundant measurements is used for the identification of these
elements.

3.2. Errors due to radiation heating and response time

The transfer vector-function and the vectors of statical coefficients can be obtained for a
sensitive element of the temperature sensor 131.

Let us suppose that we know these coefficients and the transer function. Then we can
calculate the error due to radiation heating D or the response time of the TC tr. There is a
close relationship between the error due to radiation heating and the dynamic error. We can
calculate the error due to radiation heating D from the equation D=D(ql,tr), where ql is the
specific radiation-induced heat. On the other hand, let us suppose that we know D. Then we
can calculate tr from the equation tr=tr(D,ql) 141.
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>From experiments on the VVER-440 reactor it was found that the TC installed over the fuel
assemblies in the hermetic air-filled TMC (well-type Tl) overestimate the readings as
compared with the symmetrical the TC (wet-type T2) installed immediately to the coolant.
The difference of readings (T1-T2) due to the radiation heating was 0.85C 151.

The response time of TC can be estimated by means of in-situ testing of the TC as noted
above/I/.

3.3. Errors due to the flow stratification of the coolant

The area-averaged temperatures are a matter of interest to the plant operators. (There are the
core-, loor- assembly-averaged temperatures). Given inhomogeneous temperature pattern,
the actual temperature readings may be differed from the area-averaged temperatures due to
effects of the primary coolant flow stratification. (There are the incomplete reactor mixing of
the coolant from various loops; the flow stratification in hot legs of primary system; the
streaming effect above fuel assemblies) 161.

One can estimate the incomplete reactor mixing of the coolant during the heating of the
primary system (at zero reactor power). Such incomplete mixing can be diagnosed from the
histograms for the deviations in the readings of the above assemblies TC's from the mean
temperature. A nonstationary and inhomogeneous distribution over the core can be produced
especially 121 and then obtained the influence coefficients of the loops on a fuel assembly.

Research has shown that the differences of loop-thermo-sensors readings of some VVER-
1000 hot leg are functions of a motion of the reactivity compensation rods because there is the
flow stratification in the hot legs of the loops. It was established that the temperature of the
coolant flow from a definite part of the core only affects the readings of any sensor. (It is of
interest that there is not the coincidence between the areas of the influence of hot- and cold-
leg sensors for some loop. Thisnon-coincidence leads to errors in loop heating
measurements).

There are the codes for estimations of micro structure of heat production pattern in the interior
of the assembly. These codes provide a way for an estimation of the correction factor for TC's
which are placed above the assemblies. This effect is particularly pronounced for the
assemblies incorporating the rods with burning-out absorbers.

4. AGING OF TC

The aging of TC can be determined without removing these TC on the basis both of the
periodic calibration operations and of the in-situ inspections.

It is interesting to note that the calibration drift was only slightly dependent on the irradiation
conditions in the "hot"-junction area. This is so at least with working times shorter than 10E5h
and neutron fluences in the region of the "hot" junction lower than 10E21 neutron/(sq.cm).
The electrodes in the TC located above the core in the VVER are in a quasi-isothermal
coolant flow zone throughout their seven-meter lengths. The main temperature drop along the
TC occurs in the region of the upper plate in the STU, i.e., at more than 6m from the core. The
neutron fluence is much less in the non-isothermal region than is the fluence in the "hot"-
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junction one. The same applies to the radiation-defect distribution along the TC. (The
"hot" ends of the TC are substantially embrittled only over a length of about 0.3m). On the
other hand, deviations from the thermoelectric homogeneity, including those due to
irradiation, can not affect the readings if the sections of the electrodes with disturbed
homogeneity lie in the isothermal region. Thus, it may concluded that the calibration drift for
TC measuring the coolant temperature at the outlet of the core in the VVER is primarily due
to ageing of not radiation origin. One of the basic factors governing the TC life is difficulties
associated with TC removal for replacement.

5. REMOVAL OF TC FROM RADIOACTIVE TMC

The experience shows that the removal of TC from TMC presents some difficulties.
Sometimes attempts to remove the TC can lead to the open-circuit of it and, hence, to the
difficulty of the instalation of a new TC into the TMC. Various techniques for removal of
stuck TC has been developed 111.

The first reason for jam is the infiltration of the coolant with boron acid through microcracks
into the TMC and precipitation of boron anhydride (BA) in it. The BA crystal led to the TC
sticking. Another reason of the open-circuit is the sticking of the embrittled TC tips in the
TMC bends. The sticking of the TC tips in the TMC adaptors should also be pointed out. The
TC break is accounted for by stress corrosion cracking in the vicinity of the "cold" TC
junction because of the presence of moisture in the TC insulation.

In sticking of TC a special "stocking" is put on it to reduce the friction between TC and TMC.
Then the sluicing solution is injected into the "stocking" to wash out of the BA cork. To
facilitate the cork removal the supersonic attack can be applied to the TC.

The TC can be broken at the needed depth by local heating at this depth using a special
microheater. The broken TC can be connected to the probe by the remotely operated welding.

It should be emphasized here that the radiation conditions at the time of the TC are
replacement present difficulties for operations below the STU plate. All operations are
conducted at the seven-meter depth inside the TMC (8 mm I.D.).

6. CONCLUSION

The calibration-performances of TC will be changed in the course of the irradiation cycle.
These TC can be calibrated by means of the loops RT at points in the calibrate range being
obtained during heating of the reactor by non-homogenious temperature field in the primary
circuit.

Both the error due to radiation heating and the dynamic error depend on the thermal resistance
between the TMC adapter and the TC tip. This resistance can be obtained by means of in-situ
TC testing. The portable unit has been developed for this techniques.

The irradiation is not the main cause of calibration drift for neutron fluences in the hot-
junction region less than 10E21neutron/(sq.cm).
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The TC life is determined by difficulties occuring during the removal of the TC for
replacement. Because of this, the regular diagnostic tests of TC is required for the
determination of its condition.

Thus the proposed techniques can be used to diagnostic accompaniment of the reactor
temperature measurements by means of the TC from their "birth" to storage. The special data-
acquisition unit for the validation of the temperature sensors has been created. The unit is
portable and intended for deployment when and where needed.

NOMENCLATURE

D is the error due to radiation heating; ql is the specific radiation-induced heat; tr is the
response time of TC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The safe and efficient operation of old reactors to produce electricity is a major issue of the
nuclear countries. After about fifteen years, the modernisation of I&C systems is a question
without correct answer. Each reactor has its own needs and generally a plant operator
proceeds to a partial replacement. The replacement of the whole I&C system is neither a
realistic nor an economical solution.
The modernisation of I&C systems is a general issue for all types of reactors and becomes
more crucial due to the situation of the first generation of high power reactors. The first low
power reactors (typically below 100 MW) have been shutdown with only limited
modernisation of the original I&C system. These reactors were considered not profitable
compared to the new powerful reactors. The first high power reactors are between fifteen
and twenty years old and their operation is a top priority due to the importance of their
production economywise.
The case of Eastern Europe reactors is of particular interest. The countries operating such
reactors have built them in an economical context which is completely different from the to
day situation. Due to the amount of the investment to build a new plant and the economic
situation, it is essential to maintain the reactors in operation as long as possible.
Throughout the vision of an equipment supplier, this paper gives a short analysis of the
problems induced by the modernisation of the I&C systems.

2. I&C MODERNISATION : GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1. Characterisation of modernisation

A modernisation of the I&C system of a NPP should be considered as different and more
complex than designing such a system for a new plant. The specific points which make the
modernisation different are the following :

• the pieces of equipment become aged at various rates
• the modernisation covers only some parts or components
• the design of a new equipment has to take into account the parts which have to be kept

without modifications
• the technology available for I&C systems has considerably changed from the original

implementation.
• the decision for modernisation is taken by the utility and not by the general designer.
• the standards and safety requirements should be higher than those which were used

for the original implementation.
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2.2. Particular situation of the WERs

The motivation for modernisation the I&C system are well known :
• it becomes difficult to find spare parts : the original supplier sometimes has

disappeared
• the operating time for equipment is elapsed : the original specification from the supplier

requests to change the equipment after a limited time of operation.
• it is generally admitted that some safety improvements should be implemented : for

example to insert a third train to shut down the reactor instead of two like today's
situation.

The particular case of WER's concerns the economical and political situation. The
important modifications which occurred in the last ten years make the plant operator more
independent from the original supplier. A clear tendency shows that plant operators prefer
to seek a western supplier to benefit from a proven and modern technology associated
with well adapted financial conditions.

A fully trained personnel has been provided for maintenance by the plant organisation in
order to perform all maintenance operations, including the replacement of elementary
components. This personnel has a perfect understanding of the existing system, even if
the technical documentation could be incomplete. That typical situation for WER implies
that the role of the personnel of the plant is of a particular importance.

2.3. Objectives for modernisation

The objectives of modernisation are fundamentally imposed by the plant operator : as an
economic actor and as responsible for safety his requirements are the following :

• To maintain the plant production at the best level of availability. That implies to reduce
the duration necessary to shut down the reactor for modernisation.

• To improve the safety level of the plant.

• To optimise the economic conditions for modernisation. It means that the costs for
modernisation have to be as low as possible. But these costs have to cover not only
the equipment itself but also all the services which are necessary to achieve the correct
operation of the new system.

• To obtain the best plant operation after modernisation in terms of availability and
safety. This requirement involves the best design and manufacturing of the new system
which are conditions to avoid spurious trips and assure a totally safe operation. The
importance of the experience for the new system is evident.
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2.4. The particular case of safety systems

According to the international classification of systems, the safety systems concern the
equipment used to avoid the reactor to work in abnormal conditions or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident in any situation. Then the safety systems are fundamental for
a safe operation of the plant. The functions of these systems need the maximum level in
term of design quality, manufacturing quality, all being covered by a specific quality
assurance program, and this also covers the qualification issue.
This specific aspect of safety system induces that they are separated from the other
conventional I&C systems. The industrial products are inappropriate to fulfil the safety
requirements, and all the major suppliers propose a specific technology for these systems.
An important point regarding the safety system concerns the functional requirements which
were originally defined by the reactor designer. Any modification has to be processed with
respect to the original design, and the differences have to be analysed.

3. THE STRATEGY FOR MODERNISATION

3.1. Approach to the problem

The plant operator has to define the limits and the conditions to modernise the reactor
according to the situation. He has to choose his strategy between two limits : the upper
limit corresponds to a full modernisation with a modern technology, and the lower limit
which concerns the replacement of an equipment with a modern one but compatible with
the existing one. The main criteria are economic considerations and, as it was said, they
take into account not only the cost of the equipment itself but also the loss of production of
the plant during the modernisation work.

3.2. Full modernisation in one batch

This strategy consists in a complete modernisation of the whole system at the same time.
This upgrading gives a modern and homogeneous system. When the whole system is
changed, it is easier to achieve compatibility and interfaces between all the pieces of
equipment because the supplier defines interfaces by himself. That is the better way for
small installations. In the case of power reactors with many circuits, systems and
components, the one batch strategy is quite more difficult because of the size. The costs
involved in such projects are high and practically impossible to be paid off. In that strategy
the intensity of the effort to be accepted in a short period is also a great difficulty and the
risk is very high.

3.3. Step by step modernisation

The principle of this strategy consists in a partial replacement of the system, limited to
some pieces of equipment at the same time. The modification is implemented only during
the refuelling outages. Then the modernisation lasts several years, with a limited financial
effort for each modification. This way induces higher complexity due to the necessity to
adapt the new equipment to the existing situation which is not the same at each campaign
of modification.
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One important aspect of the step by step modernisation concerns the specification of the
new equipment. This strategy keeps the major part of the original structure of the
equipment. The licensing and validation problems are more simple due to the limited
modification which consists in technological upgrading compared to the original
requirements.

Particular attention shall be paid to interface and cabling aspects at each step of the
modernisation program. That is a rather complex problem which has to be completed with
a combination of site knowledge and good engineering practice.

The supplier has to propose a complete service to follow-up all the stages of the plant
during a long time. His technology should be quite flexible and has to accept easily
modifications.

3.4. The most frequent practices

The modernisation of oldest NPPs begins to be an actual problem. Some equipment has
been changed on some reactors. The general situation shows that the modernisation is
essentially done step by step.

Only some examples for small reactors concerns the one batch modernisation.

4. SUPPLIER'S ROLE

A supplier is asked for providing the plant operator with equipment and services and the
main points are the following :

• The buyer expects a modern, well proven and experienced technology with a
qualification level adapted to the licensing process.

• Should the supplier come from a foreign country, it is prefered or even requested that
the local industry participates to the project.

• The supplier has to give a complete service from the general design up to the
equipment site operation. This includes all aspects concerning schedule, quality,
responsibility.

• The buyer will focuses on economical aspect. This concerns the price level and the
financing support.

• The supplier has to be committed to deliver services such as assistance , spare parts ,
maintenance on a long term basis typically 20 years or more.
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5. THE SCHNEIDER'S EXPERIENCE

5.1. The technological offer

The Schneider group is one of the most active industrial company in the field of the nuclear
safety systems. His references cover various type of reactors including new reactors and
retrofitting of old reactors.

5.2. References on new reactors

In co-operation with EDF and Framatome, Schneider has designed and manufactured the
Digital Integrated Protection System of the twenty 1300 MW reactors and all the safety
systems for the four new 1450 MW type PWR reactors. The Schneider technology is
chosen to equip the new Chinese PWR reactors in Qinshan and Ling AO.
Nowadays, more than 100 reactors operate with Schneider safety systems all over the
world.

5.3. References concerning modernisation of reactors I&C systems

Schneider has upgraded the complete I&C system of a 70 MW research reactor with its
digital technology including safety technology, programmable controllers and computers.
Each equipment of the system is linked to the others through a local area network.
On the WER type reactors Schneider performed with EdF and Russian organisations
(namely AEP-StP, Hydropress) the basic design study to modernise the safety systems for
Kola 440-V213 type reactors.
Schneider has delivered a new generation of Source Range Channels for a partial
modernisation of safety systems of Kozloduy WER-440MW reactors.
Lately, Schneider won the international tender to modernise the Nuclear Instrumentation
Systems on six reactors of the first 900 MW French reactors programme.

6. SCHNEIDER'S POINT OF VIEW

The Schneider technology is fully applicable on all types of safety systems and this is
shown through its various references.
Due to a great experience in the field of digital safety systems, the Schneider technology is
particularly well adapted to modernise the safety systems by keeping the original Russian
design. The equipment supplier has to bring to the plant operator a solution to facilitate his
problem of modernisation : limitation of design effort, simplification of licensing issues, fast
implementation design and on site work.

A modernisation project shows a major risk for the plant operator. The level of the risk
directly depends on the size of the modernisation which is made at the same time. It is
clear that a step by step modernisation is the best way to reduce the risk and to guarantee
a success of the project in the due time. The role of the plant operator is fundamental in
term of organisation. As it was said, a step by step project implies a longer time and
consequently a greater effort to organise and co-ordinate the intervening companies.
Generally, the plant operator has the support of an engineering company to manage the
project.
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The best way to drive the project is to split it in phases with a methodical progress :
Typically, seven phases should be identified . Each phase involves specific activity and
responsability.

Phase 1 : Definition of the strategy and the project organisation. This is really a problem at
the top management level with a major question : how to manage the way to success ?
Who will be in charge of the project responsibility ? Is it possible to transfer the whole
responsibility to an external partner ? The different cases, as observed, show that the plant
operator with his Engineering organisation has the full management of the project.

Phase 2 : Engineering of the modernisation project. This phase is probably the most
important because it defines the conditions to guarantee a full technical success of
modernisation. It involves the safety analysis, the full understanding of the functional
requirements, the clear definition of the principles for modernisation, the general design
rules. The problems appear when the technology for example the computer, the
communication links and the display devices in the control room are different from the
existing ones. The new design cannot be a simple adaptation.

Phase 3 : Identification of the pieces of equipment to be modernised or upgraded. This
phase concerns many aspects including the sensors; actuators, cabling and the equipment
itself. A perfect knowledge of the plant situation is compulsory. The plant operator has the
major role during this phase.

Phase 4 : Specifications for equipment. This phase is rather critical because it needs high
level of skills and it depends on the completion of the phase 2. Nevertheless, it is possible
to consider two different cases according to the work program. If the plant operator want to
keep the original design and functional requirements, the specification phase will be
simple. If the objective is to modify some requirements then this phase will be more difficult
in term of documentation and validation. The reasons to modify the requirements must be
strictly imperative and justified by a safety requirement.

Phase 5 : Selection of prime suppliers . The whole project is generally split in a limited
number of items, each of them being under the responsibility of a prime contractor. The
selection has to take into account the technical quality but also all the aspect related to
economic conditions including the prices, financing, participation of local industry.

Phase 6 : Project execution with detailed design , manufacturing and qualification. This
phase has to be considered for each of the items. The major aspect concerns the
organisation and co-ordination. The local participation is important and brings the
necessary skills related to manufacturing, cabling, site implementation, qualification and
validation. Theses aspects imply to set on a project management program between the
plant operator, the general engineering and the prime contractor.

Phase 7 : on site implementation, erection and putting into service. This phase has to be
considered as independent from the others because it governs the duration of the work on
site, and consequently the risk for loss of production in case of delay. The success of this
phase depends on the quality of the preparation done in the previous phase.
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7. CONCLUSION

The modernisation of I&C systems is a more complex operation than the one
corresponding to a new reactor system implementation. It implies a greater level of
organisation, strong skills and site knowledge. The role of local partners is of particular
importance.
To day, no full modernisation project has started on an operating reactor. Only a partial
and step by step modernisation is considered as economically justified.
The Schneider group with his strong experience in the field of safety I&C systems is one of
the major company able to offer a complete solution to modernise the WER type reactors.
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THE SUPPLY MODEL OF THE I & C SYSTEM MODERNIZATION AT
VVER 1000 UNITS OF THE NPP TEMELIN

Leos Tomfcek
SKODA PRAHA a.s., CZECH REPUBLIC

1. INTRODUCTION

As it is generally known, the project of two nuclear units VVER 1000 of the NPP
Temelfn has been based on the Soviet design of a nuclear unit ranking with so called
"large series" of unified nuclear units VVER 1000 which are in operation in some
countries of former USSR (NPP Rovno, NPP Zaporozhje, NPP Balakovo, etc.)- This
original Soviet design was partially modified by the Czechoslovak general designer
(EGP Praha) in a close cooperation with the general supplier of technology (SKODA
PRAHA) and the Russian design organization (ATEP Moskva) in years 1984 - 1988.
The modification was aimed at increasing of the share of deliveries of Czechoslovak
equipment. A survey of main Czechoslovak producers and suppliers which have
supplied the technological equipment for two units of the NPP Temelfn under the
leaedership of the SKODA PRAHA, is provided in Tab.1. Also the structuring of the
original I & C system of those two units had been based on the above mentioned
unified design and it was redesigned as well in order that more Czechoslovak
automation parts and equipment could be utilized (see Tab. 2 and Fig. 1).

2. I & C SYSTEM UPGRADING

The investor of the NPP Temelfn (CEZ PRAHA) initiated two international
competitions - tenders (for deliveries of the nuclear fuel and I & C system) aimed at
enhancement of nuclear safety and at increasing the economical efectiveness of the
electricity production. Several renowned companies took part in the "nuclear fuel"
competition: Atomenergoexport, Siemens A.G, Westinghouse Electric Co. Finally,
Westinghouse Electric Co. succeded in the competition and it concluded a contract
with the NPP investor (6EZ PRAHA) on the delivery of nuclear fuel for both units of
the NPP Temelin.

ABB, CEGELEC, IVO International, REGULA PRAHA, Siemens A.G. and
Westinghouse Electric Co. took part in the competition on the delivery of the I & C
system and submitted their bids. Again, Westinghouse Electric Co. succeded and
concluded a contract on the delivery of the I & C system with SKODA PRAHA in this
case. More detailed information on the structure and functions of this new I & C
system are provided in ref. hi, 121.

The new I & C system is divided into 4 operating groups (PS) at both two units:

PS 201 - I & C for normal operation
PS 202 - I & C of the reactor and limitation system
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PS 203 - I & C of the reactor protection and safety system
PS 204 - I & C unit information system.

Another operating group PS 0.205 (non-unit CIS) is designed to attend both units
and it assits in providing a communication with computer systems of other
operational groups.

§KODA PRAHA is the final supplier of this I & C system and it concluded a con-
tract on the delivery of the I & C equipment for both NPP Temeli'n units with
Westinghouse Electric Co. as its sub-supplier on 14.5.1993.

It is suitable to note that most of control, monitoring and protection algorithms has
been preserved in the I & C modernization, as practically no technological equip-
ment of units (reactor, steam generators, main circulating pumps, turbine, alter-
nator) have been changed. Some changes have been made in control and pro-
tection algorithms of reactor I & C, which were caused mostly by the implementation
of the new nuclear fuel. It can be said that in the case of modernization of the I & C
of 1-st and 2-nd units of the NPP Temelin, a complete exchange of original I & C
equipment is being made and it is being replaced by a distributed digital monitoring
and control technology (see Fig.2). Only one subsystem of the original I & C system
(ASD SO, the automated diagnostic system of the secondary system technology)
stayed without changes of both hardware and software. At present, SKODA PRAHA
as the supplier of this sub-system, solves its linking up to the new I & C system. It is
necessary to mention here, that functions of the ASD SO have been made more
significant for the period of commissioning and initial operation of the 1 -st unit, which
has the reason in requirements on more detailed and enhanced monitoring of new
technological equipment (turbine 1000 MW, alternator 1000 MW, main feeding
pumps, etc.).Those new equipment have not been proven yet in a real long-time
operation. A special monitoring system NEMES will be utilized for performing high-
quality measurements during the start-up of the 1- st unit. More detailed information
on structures and functions of ASD SO and NEMES systems are provided in the
paper / 3 /. Some problems connected with preparations of tests and start-up
programmes of the new I & C system are discussed and summarized in the
paper IA I.

The implementation of the modernized I & C system into the general design of
units is assured by the general designer (EGP PRAHA) in the form of supplements
to the Basic Design of units. The principal organization of links between main partner
solving the I & C system modernization is provided in Fig. 3.

3. CONCLUSIONS

• Above mentioned information indicate that by the modernization of the I & C
system, conditions have been created for the realization of an up-to-date unit
of the VVER 1000 type which copies with present world requirements to
nuclear safety and operational economy,
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However, such an updated VVER 1000 type unit is not in operation
anywhere in the world, so that the 1-st unit of the NPP Temelfn represents a
demonstrating unit; it is not a repeated construction of a nuclear unit as it
was before at constructions of VVER 440/213 units at NPPs Bohunice and
Dukovany,

It is obvious, that a succesfull solution of updating I & C Systems of 1 -st and
2-ud units of the NPP Temelin will prove the correctness of using such a
supply model of modernization of VVER 1000 type units; arguments will be
obtained for a support, modification or abandoning this model at
modernizations of further VVER type units in the country and abroad.
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Fig. 1: Basic structure of the previous I & C System of 1-st and 2-nd units of the NPP Temeli'n
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SCORPIO-VVER CORE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

March 1997

ABSTRACT
The Halden Project has developed the core surveillance system SCORPIO which has two parallel modes of
operation: the Core Follow Mode and the Predictive Mode. The main motivation behind the development of
SCORPIO is to make a practical tool for reactor operators which can increase the quality and quantity of
information presented on core status and dynamic behaviour. This can first of all improve plant safety as
undesired core conditions are detected and prevented. Secondly, more flexible and efficient plant operation is
made possible. So far the system has only been implemented on western PWRs, but the basic concept is
applicable to a wide range of reactors including WERs. The main differences between WERs and typical
western PWRs with respect to core surveillance requirements are outlined. The development of a WER version
of SCORPIO has been initiated in co-operation with the Nuclear Research Institute Ret, and industry partners
in the Czech Republic. The first system will be installed at Dukovany NPP. The goal is to adapt the functionality
of SCORPIO to address the particular needs in WERs. An enhanced PCI model and a new module for on-line
primary coolant gamma spectrometry monitoring will be included.

1. INTRODUCTION
The SCORPIO system, ref [ 1 ] has been in operation at the Ringhals PWR unit 2 in Sweden since the end of
1987. In addition the system has been installed at Nuclear Electric's Sizewell B PWR in UK and all the 7 NPPs
Duke Power Co. in USA, ref [2].

The SCORPIO system was designed to be modular which is particularly important if other plant models (for
instance the core simulator) are desired or one wants to connect to a specific type of core instrumentation. This is
mostly the case with the core follow system because the instrumentation may vary from plant to plant. The
predictive system is the most generic part.

The development of the VVER version of SCORPIO is carried out in co-operation with the Czech partners
Nuclear Research Institute (NRI), Skoda and Chemcomex, with the NPP Dukovany as the target plant. The goal
is to adapt the functionality of SCORPIO to address the particular needs in VVERs. The project has been
initiated and is partly funded by the Science and Technology Agency (STA), Japan through the OECD NEA
assistance program.

The system specification is general covering all reactors of VVER type, and the target system will be prepared
such that adaptation to other VVERs, including VVER-1000, can be easily achieved.

2. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The main software framework of the PWR SCORPIO system is used as a basis for the development of the
VVER version. The operator interface will also build on the existing, user interface management system Picasso-
3, ref [3].

The core physics simulator in the VVER version of the SCORPIO system will, however, be changed to one
appropriate for VVER core calculations. The simulator must be capable of handling hexagonal fuel assemblies.

' The VVER-440 reactors have shrouds surrounding the fuel assemblies and the height of the active core is only
2.42 meter. This means that axial xenon oscillations do not play the same important role as in larger Western
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PWRs. The VVER 1000 reactors have no shrouds surrounding the fuel assemblies, and the active core height is
increased (-3.5 m). This means that axial power distribution variations are more important, and the core
dynamics are more similar to the Western reactors.

Special characteristics which have been emphasised are:

• Control of radial power distribution to minimise fluence at the vessel wall may be important in VVERs due
to the small diameter of the pressure vessel. Further, it might be desirable, in certain operating regimes, to
reduce the load on certain identified leaking fuel rods.

• In VVERs there are a number of fixed in-core neutron detectors and core exit thermocouples which are used
for core surveillance. One problem is to validate the correctness of these measurements. In Western plants
one has reported problems with effective validation of the exit thermocouples. With a detailed simulator one
can use the simulator to calculate the measurements thus providing analytical redundancy. This will increase
the possibility of detecting sensor failures at an early stage. This has been demonstrated in PWRs and BWRs
where the simulator is used to check the status of fixed in-core sensors and other measurements.

• Another type of sensors which needs validation is feedwater flow sensors which are used for calculating the
thermal power. A number of flow sensors are used for calculation of thermal power, and drift in these flow
sensors may be hard to detect.

In addition to the change in the core physics simulator in the VVER version of SCORPIO, new modules will be
developed to support VVER operation. The major new features of the proposed core surveillance system
compared to existing VVER core monitor systems can be summarised as follows

• Improved limit checking and thermal margin calculation.

• On-line 3D power distribution calculation based on the same physics model as used for core design and
safety analysis

• Improved validation of plant measurements and identification of sensor failures by utilising the core
simulator as an independent means for calculation of 3D power distribution

• Optimum combination of measurements and calculations to obtain more precise values of critical parameters

• Predictive capabilities and strategy planning, offering the possibility to check the consequences of
operational manoeuvres in advance, prediction of critical parameters, etc.

• Provide interfaces to off-line analysis codes for core loading pattern design, neutron fluence calculations at
the reactor vessel wall, etc.

• Integration of modules for monitoring fuel performance and coolant activity as a means for detection and
identification of fuel failures

• Improved man-machine~interface for operators and reactor physicists

• Improved HW/SW reliability, by introduction of a new computer system.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
The SCORPIO-VVER version will use the core simulator MOBY-DICK, ref [4] and the user interface
management system Picasso-3 ref [3]] which simplifies the interfacing to other systems. In addition two new
modules, a new PCI model PES, see ref [5], and a primary coolant monitoring system PEPA, see ref [6], will be
integrated with the basic SCORPIO system.

The SCORPIO-VVER system will be implemented on workstations running in UNIX environment with the X
Window System and duplicated Ethernet communication based on the TCP/IP protocol. The type of platform
considered in the first version will be Hewlett Packard. For implementation the programming languages will be
C, C++ and FORTRAN. As far as possible the system should be made configurable to allow easy
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extensions/modifications of system parameters. Adding new instruments, for instance, should not require any
reprogramming.

The SCORPIO-VVER system will be able to run in parallel with the presenl VK-3 system at the Dukovany NPP.

The main modules in SCORPIO are identified in the block diagram shown in Figure 1. Two basically different
modes of operation are available, namely the core follow mode and the predictive mode. A short description of
each module is given in the following sections.

Core Follow Systran Coreffrecttctive System

• %WTWP*™ ff^^^^pf^^

res

vm

1
V
1

Figure 1 Main Modules of the SCORPIO-VVER System

3.1 The Core Follow Mode
In the core follow mode, the present core state is calculated based on a combination of instrument signals and a
theoretical calculation of the core power distribution. These data are passed to the data base and an automatic
limit check on the core state is performed. The operator obtains relevant information on core status through the
Man-Machine Interface. This information is presented on colour CRTs in the form of trend curves and diagrams
displaying margins to operational limits. The primary coolant monitoring is an extension of the core follow mode
functionality.

3.1.1 Plant Measurements Input Data
This subsystem will pre-process all measured signals and carry out an extensive signal validation. The basic
primary and secondary circuit parameters will be calculated and mode of plant operation will be identified. The



transformation coefficients of SPND signals to linear power will be determined. A special module will be
devoted to calculation of outlet thermocouple corrections from isothermal reactor state measurements.

This module will have the following functions:

• Identification of Operational Regime (operational states with different number of loops in operation,
shutdown states, stuck rods, etc.)

• Signal conditioning, stabilisation and signal quality checking

• Signal validation

• Signal transformation to physical units

• Calculation of primary/secondary circuit parameters including reactor power

• Calculation of transformation coefficients for SPND detectors either
1. Existing method
2. Advanced method using explicit simulator calculation of detector material depletion and pin-wise

power distribution

• Determination of thermocouple corrections from isothermal reactor states, including supervision of
temperature stabilisation process

• Correction of coolant outlet thermocouple measurements on radiation heat-up

3.1.2 3D Power Distribution Determination
The main task is to supervise calculations of 3D power distribution and critical boron concentration performed
by the core simulator MOBY-DICK on the nodal level. The representative distributions will be determined
based on the validated outlet temperature thermocouples, SPND measurements and theoretical results mentioned
above; the two alternative methods (traditional and advanced one) will be provided for this purpose. A special
module will carry out adaptation of diffusion data used by the simulator to minimise the deviations between its
results and measurements. The data needed for validation of SPND and outlet thermocouple signals (based on
calculated distribution) will be produced.

This module will have the following functions:

• Triggering of the 3D power distribution calculation

• 3D power distribution and critical boron calculation with all necessary feedback including burnup, xenon
and samarium

• Measurement based 3D-power distribution reconstruction

• Best estimate 3D-power distribution determination based on measurements and calculation

• Adaptation of 3D power distribution calculation based on the best estimate 3D power distribution

• Processing of data needed for sensor signal validation

• Generation of data for the predictive system

3.1.3 Limit checking and thermal margin calculation
The present NPP Dukovany Specification for operation, such as nodal power peaking limits and fuel assembly
(FA) temperature rise are calculated and checked on the basis of the 3D coarse mesh core follow power
distribution, see ref [7].

Detailed 3D pin-wise power distribution will be produced for determination of FQ and F^H power peaking factors
and assessment of all margins to the safety limits (DNBR, LOCA and saturation temperature) on the basis of
subchannel analysis.
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Detailed pin-wise power distribution will be processed to provide information for PCI-margin calculation (PES)
and off-line reactor vessel fluence calculation.

This module will have the following functions:

• Traditional checking of nodal power peaking factors ( K<, and K»)

• Traditional checking of coolant temperature rise in the fuel assemblies

• New function for determination of 3D pin-wise power distribution and pin-wise FQ and FAH

• New function for assessment of the margins to the safety limits ( DNBR, LOCA and saturation temperature )

• Calculation of integral data for assessment of fluence at the reactor vessel wall

• Automatic selection of limit values depending on operational mode

3.1.4 PCI -margin calculation, PES
The PES module will evaluate local fuel damage probabilities due to mechanisms of pellet cladding interaction.
The model will determine the maximum allowable local and global power changes.

This module will have the following functions:

• Calculation of the conditioned power distribution

• Determination of limit for permitted reactor power change

3.1.5 Primary Coolant Monitoring, PEPA
The package, based on measurements of radioactive nuclides activities in primary coolant, will estimate the
number of damaged fuel elements. Moreover, it will enable the plant personnel to obtain information about the
character of damaged fuel elements and the type of their damage.

This module will determine the number and type of fuel defects based on the coolant activity analyses ( i.e.
identification of noble gases and fission products in the coolant)

3.1.6 Logging of data
This system will provide short time (< 72 hours) logging of data important for core monitoring: measured data,
calculated data, limits and margins, calibration factors, etc. Also the interface for the long term archiving
(Operational States Database) and for off-line analyses will be provided.

3.2 The Predictive Mode

The predictive mode of SCORPIO may be a new unique feature of core surveillance systems in VVERs, because
to our knowledge there are no such systems available in VVERs. Use of predictions has proven to be very
valuable in core surveillance systems for Western PWRs and we think predictive capabilities will be relevant for
VVER systems as well. In this respect the benefit gained in operator training by providing a predictive simulator
of core behaviour should not be forgotten.

In the predictive mode of operation, the operator can precalculate the reactor behaviour during the coming hours.
As no detector signals are available in this case, the accuracy of the predicted core state depends heavily on the
quality of the physics model in the predictive core simulator. Also in the predictive mode, results from the
simulator are stored in the database. The stale is checked against limits, and the predicted behaviour of the core
may be analysed by the operator through a number of dedicated pictures.
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Predictive analysis is carried out in a sequence as illustrated in Figure 2. The operator first has to specify the
desired power to be produced. Then the strategy generator is activated and a proposal for how to use the
controllers is produced. Simulation is started with initial data from the core follow system and results are
examined as the simulation goes on. If safety limits are exceeded or undesired control settings are detected, the
operator modifies input at critical timepoints. A new simulation is then initiated and examined. This interactive
adjustment of a transient is carried out until the operator is satisfied.

Modify
Simulator

Input

Figure 2 Procedure for predictive simulation with SCORPIO

3.2.1 Predictive simulator
The predictive core simulator will be used for calculation of 3D power distribution and critical parameters
several hours (<48h) ahead. The initial conditions will be provided by the 3D Power Distribution Determination
Module (Core Follow System).

The Strategy Generator module and/or the user himself will prepare the necessary input data for various types of
predictive tasks.

The predictive simulator will provide information to the PEPA (Predictive) module and the module for limit
checking and thermal margin calculation (Predictive).

3.2.2 Strategy Generator
The main task of the Strategy Generator is to assist the operators and reactor physicists to derive various
operational strategies which can be verified by the predictive simulator before the actions are implemented on
the reactor.

The Strategy Generator will also make possible core control optimisation during power transients on the basis of
analyses by a simplified core model.

The calculated control strategies will be verified by the predictive simulator, i.e. 3D power distribution and
critical parameters such as critical boron concentration, rod positions, inlet temperature in various transients like
SCRAM, start-up, end of cycle, load changes, etc.)
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3.2.3 Limit checking and thermal margin calculation in predictive mode
Detailed 3D pin-wise power distribution will be produced for determination of FQ and F i H power peaking factors
and assessment of all margins to the safety limits (DNBR, LOCA and saturation temperature) on the basis of
subchannel analysis.

Detailed pin-wise power distribution will be processed to provide information for PCI-margin calculation (PES).

3.2.4 PCI margin prediction (PES)
Based on results of the on-line PES module, the predictive part will evaluate local fuel damage probabilities due
to mechanisms of pellet cladding interaction and check the acceptability of the planned load-follow manoeuvres
etc. from this point of view.
This module will have the following functions

• Interface to the PES in the Core Follow System

• Interface to the limit checking and thermal margin calculation, predictive system

• Calculation of the conditioned power distribution

• Determination of limit for permitted reactor power change

3.2.5 Primary Coolant Activity Prediction (PEPA)
The predictive part of the PEPA software system will allow, based on results of the on-line module, calculation
of radioactive nuclides activities in the primary coolant in transient states of the reactor.

This module will have the following functions

• Interface to the PEPA in the Core Follow System

• Interface to the predictive simulator (total power, boron, flow, etc.)

• Prediction of activity levels in the primary coolant assuming different operational strategies

4. System Maintenance
The core surveillance system comprises a number of plant specific and fuel specific data which must be
maintained. Partly data will be changed as new signal calibrations are done or the burnup changes. When new
fuel is loaded, the parameters for the physics codes are updated. Further, the MMI may be changed as feedback
from users is obtained.

An adequate set of tools and procedures will be required to facilitate system maintenance. The system supervisor
functions are:

• Operational limit values and calibration factor modifications

• Test facilities, diagnostics, self-testing

• Means for database corrections and maintenance (fuel reloading, etc..)

• Tools for modifications of the MMI

• System start-up and shutdown by simple procedures
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5. THE MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

5.1 MMI principles

Traditionally, simulator codes require several input files and produce a huge amount of calculated data.
However, operators usually should not need to specify or change more than a few input parameters like total
power demand and the controller settings for a predictive simulation. Likewise, analysis of simulation results can
often be limited to some key parameters like the axial offset or the most critical spots in the entire core. The
details should be hidden but could be presented if requested.

Much effort has been devoted to simplification of the Man-Machine Interface of SCORPIO. No special
keyboard is required for the new UNIX based version as was required for the old version of SCORPIO, Ref. (I).
All pictures can be selected from a "keyboard" picture.

The input to SCORPIO is entered through a combined use of a mouse or trackerball and an alphanumeric
keyboard. The input to be specified by the operator is reduced to a minimum and the input procedure is made as
simple as possible.

In addition, the operator is guided through a dialogue procedure with context sensitive dialogue fields and
functions to be selected from menus. The dialogue is made fault tolerant. This means that feedback is obtained in
form of messages if the operator tries to enter illegal data or for instance tries to start a simulation while the
simulator is active etc.

The dialogue system of SCORPIO is made flexible such that the operator himself can choose if he will specify
all input to a predictive run or if he wants the strategy generator to supply the controller settings. In the latter
case only the total power as function of time is specified. Both a graphical and numerical representation of the
input are shown in the picture. This makes it easy to check the input because errors will show up immediately in
the picture and they can be corrected at once.

The strategy generator is activated by a function key in the lower field of the picture. The desired power
trajectory is read and after a few seconds (<S seconds), values for inlet temperature, boron and control bank
positions are proposed. The operator can also here investigate the proposed control strategy carefully in pictures
with both graphical and numerical representation. If the operator wants to modify this proposed strategy, he is
free to type in new values in the dialogue field.

When simulator input is prepared, the simulation is activated with a function key. The simulation output is
presented in colour coded self-explanatory pictures. The operator can observe the calculations by looking on a
picture which displays trends of key core parameters such as axial offset and most critical margins to LOCA,
DNB and PCI. For instance channel power distributions can be investigated.

Strategy improvements are carried out by modifying previous strategy input. To modify the strategy is fast if
modifications are done in the last part of the strategy only. This means that the first unchanged part of the
strategy is copied from the previous calculations, only the last new part of the strategy is calculated.

5.2 User Groups

The SCORPIO-VVER system will have three groups of users. These are:

• Reactor Operators

• Reactor Physicist

• System Supervisor.

Relevant pictures covering functions and informations needed for the different users will be provided.
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5.2.1 Operator's MMI
For the operator, there will exist Overview displays covering the following informations:

• Summary of key parameters related to core monitoring

• Summary of information from primary circuit

• Distinguish between validated data and bad values, measured values, calculated values

• Diagnostic information on sensors and data acquisition system (Hindukus)

• Margin to limits

• Radial power distributions

• 2D distribution of temperature rises, margins to limits

• All new calculated limits associated with 2D distribution presentation

• Trends of key variables

• Specific display of axial power distribution

• Summary of information from PES and PEPA

• Standard output display for key results of power transients and critical parameters, margins to limits, e.g.

critical boron concentration during start-up

In addition, special displays will be provided to support specification and organisation of various predictive
analyses, including:

• Selection of predictive tasks such as load follow, start-up boron concentration calculation, etc.

• Specification of predictive tasks (e.g. power transient).

• Specification of Strategy generator objectives

• Specification of conditions for limit checking, thermal hydraulic calculations, PCI (PES) and PEPA, etc.

5.2.2 Reactor Physicist's MMI
All the screens used by the operator will also be available for the reactor physicist. In addition the following
information (detailed calculation results etc.) will be provided.

• Power distributions including information on pin-wise level

• Comparisons between calculated and measured data

• Detailed information on validation of measured data (why some data was disregarded)

• Adaptation parameters changes, etc.

• PES detailed distribution of conditioned power, stresses, etc...

• PEPA activity in primary coolant, trends for different isotopes

5.2.3 System Supervisor's MMI
Specific screens for accessing data files and procedures will be provided:

• Calibration factor modification

• Test facilities, diagnostics, self-testing

• Means for database corrections and maintenance (fuel reloading, etc..)

• Tools for modifications of the MMI

• System start-up and shutdown by simple procedures

The functions included in the system supervisor's MMI should be protected against unauthorised use.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The development of the SCORPIO-WER system has been going on since the middle of January 1996. The
specification phase is completed and the design phase is nearly finished. The implementation phase has already
started, and the system is expected to be in operation at Dukovany from the beginning of 1998.
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Company ZAT I&C solution for nuclear power Generation

Mr.Roman MaSika, ZAT, co.

ZAT control systems have been used in power plants from the 1969. The first
generations of these control systems were developed for heavy environment.
According to good technical solution, reliability and reduced maintenance was
chosen not only for fossil power plants but partially for nuclear one also.
In start of 90s ZAT took the opportunity to develop and delivery new sophisticated
world competitive I&C solution.
At ZAT had been developed new control system ZAT-E. Main idea of development
department was to prepare system with the best quality parameters, the highest
reliability and easy maintainability. First of these systems has started to operate very
successfully on the Power plant Opatovice. New projects were coming very quickly.
Customer's satisfaction with the quality of the ZAT-E control system brought new
issues and requirements: how to increase operator and system engineer comfort,
how to interchange data with 3th party equipment and control systems, how to do
on-line diagnostic and parametrisation, how to increase reliability. The answer was
the preparation and after time introduction of the innovative control system ZAT-D,
where letter D means Distributed. This step was for ZAT very important, because
ZAT uses at the first time in its history international form of development cooperation
which brought appreciation from the foreign partners and of course commercial
success. Till now ZAT has finished more than five hundreds turn key deliveries of the
own control systems which fulfilled demands for redundancy, high reliability and
safety of operation.

This short history shows to people in ZAT and its customers, that in future is
possible to use successful idea named strategic partnership. ZAT goes to the new
millennium with know-how from assembling cooperation for Westinghouse nuclear
and fossil fuel projects to own solution for satisfaction of the new partners and
customers . One of these is company Wonderware on the level of operator system
solution and the company PEP for common cooperation with ZAT for the level of
CPUs. Each is an excellent producer without engineering capability and gives to ZAT
hands independence of business activities, own well skilled development staff,
worldwide business and service web and mainly, free choice of using ZAT original
know-how for preparation of the control system projects. We're constantly striving to
be first with the best - and then we make it even better.

The topic of the paper is description of ZAT solution of I&C for secondary
and auxiliary plants of the nuclear power generation .

The newest widely empowered system holds name ZAT-2000 MP. It is an advanced
solution for the highest performance and reliability demands in fossil energetics and
for nuclear energeticts in non-safety parts, too .

System ZAT 2000 MP consists from 3 levels:

Processing level
It realizes connection to the process through system of intelligent input and
output interface, eventually through intelligent process equipment to the open
communication bus PROFIBUS DP (DIN 19245, EN 50170). Information are in
the data form transmitted through communication media (twisted pair, fibre
optic) to processing in the control algorithm of the central processor (CPU).
Algorithm is processed in cyclic mode or in real time mode ( Real Time
Operating System is used) in the performance scaled line of central processor
units (16, 32 bits) with maximum computing performance to 130 million
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instructions per second. System components are produced and delivered in
either standard, or industrial version. Great system advantage is modularity up
to the input/output modules. This characteristic brings expressive unification of
system components. Input and output modules include galvanic isolation
commonly between channels, power supplies for two wire supplying of
transducers are also on board. Modules for thermocouples use cold junction
measurement circuits, direct connection inputs or outputs for level 230 V AC is
possible. Coupler relays or transmitters for signal unification are not required.
The above mentioned principles enable extremely to minimize quantity of items
of the control system, which fs positive reflected in the transparentness and in
easy comprehensibiltty of the large and powerful system. System enable
redundant configuration design for claimly technologies with needs of
availability and safety control. Top characteristics of the system hardware are
multiplicated with the strong support of the original software ZAT. This software
has been successfully used since 1988, it was meantime progressive
innovated. The latest version, which is used in ZAT-2000 a ZAT-2000 MP
systems enables to perform all operation from area industrial and process
automation without deep knowledge of a programmer's works. It is possible to
configure and parametrize the system remotely, with the help of services of the
communication level.

Communication level
It Introduces complex of the high performance subsystem , which realizes
communication connection to all recommended bus systems for 21st Century.
In addition to named standard PROFIBUS it deals with CAN bus (ISO 11898),
LON Works and Ethernet (IEEE 802.3. TCP/IP). Auxiliary components of the
communication systems give open possibility to build very large and
complicated topologies transmission networks.

Operator level
It uses advanced software tools for realization of supervisory control and data
acquisition of the technological process - HMI (Human Machine Interface)
packet InTouch, alternatively with extension of on-line diagnostic and electronic
documentation module InSupport. For supervisory control of the special
processes processes it is possible to add other members of a complete packet
Wonderware Factory Suite™ ( InTrack, InBatch etc.) This software works on
the platform of operation systems MS Windows, MS Windows 95 and MS
Windows NT. Extension line for wide are supervision via Internet services
names SCOUT ™ which has been prepared by Wonderware for growing
market of industrial and process wide area supervision

ZAT 2000 MP I/O subsystem

The system of inputs and outputs uses a well-tried and perspective
family of input and output stations ZAT-D. The main features of this family are
a high universality of I/O modules of ZAT-D stations, low consumption and high
resistance against interference. A connection to superior CPUs is realized
through serial communication bus with protocol PROFIBUS DP. The length of
this bus can reach up to over 10 km (metallic cable) or up to over 100 km
(optical cable).
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The family of I/O modules includes both binary and analog converters.
The analog converters are equipped with RISC processors and perform
diagnostics, linearization of a sensor characteristic and the conversion of data
to physical units. Modified input data are concentrated in a microprocessor
based communication module. A data interchange between the communication
module and control unit is performed through serial communication bus.

Modules of converters are connected into blocks ( stations) that can be
installed on standard carrier rails. This assembly ensures a perfect mechanical
and electrical connection.

I/O stations can be also used as Local Controller Units - intelligent micro
PLCs (control substation) for handling of any important equipment.

ZAT 2000 MP CPU Subsystem
It represents a connection of levels 1 and 2 of system configuration , it means
of process and system communication level.

The innovation was based on a successful multiprocessor architecture
VMEbus (IEC 821 , IEEE 1014) that ensures several times processing and
communication capacity in comparison with traditional solution . This
guarantees a long-time perspective during a future extension of controlled
technology.

The design and development of individual components were focused on a
achievement of low consumption of both individual components and whole
system . As a result of this, no additional ventilating and cooling units are
necessary. Main attention was paid to using of environment - saving methods
and materials for the manufacture of hardware parts.

A processor rack is a basic component for assembly. A standard mechanical
arrangements with 19" frame is used to plug in cards of small European size.

The cards are equipped with industrial plugs DIN 41612. They are plugged in
the card of VME bus (backplane). It is possible to plug up to 21 cards into one
bus. A shorter bus is available, too. A standard offer includes version with 7 or
14 positions.

CPU- cards, communication processor cards and cards of direct binary or
analog I/O are connected to the bus (as addition to basic I/O subsystem based
on ZAT-D).

The power supply of CPU-subsystem is performed with switched power
supplies that can be solved as redundant. They are a part of the processor rack
or are separate units plugged in the rack.
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User extension DisCAD for engineering station ZAT-2000 MP

An engineering station is connected to CPUs through communication networks
that enable to follow all control functions in connected process stations.

This user's program package enables:

- reading all input variables, simulation of input and output variables,
configuration of network

- in graphic way to design user's application software

- by means of graphic analyzer to follow a function of control algorithm

- to parametrize process station

- monitoring and recording of analog signals

- monitoring and recording of all system trouble alarms

- to reset and to restart the stations with an control algorithm as defined by user

- to document actual state of system

- to prepare application program by means of Junction blocks" (it is enabled
through graphic editor OrCAD).

The function blocks cover wide spectrum of problems:

- logic combination function

- logic time functions

- logic sequence functions

- numerical functions

- composed numerical functions

- special functions
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ZAT-2000 MP Operator level

Factory Suite™ by Wonderware

SCADA/HMI software InTouch

InTouch is an object-oriented, graphical human-machine interface application
generator for industrial automation, process control and supervisory monitoring
for use in discrete, process, DCS, SCADA and other types of manufacturing
environments . It enables engineers, supervisors, managers and operators to
view the working of the entire operation through on-screen, graphical
representations of real-time processes.

Features and Benefits:

- Open system under worldwide standard - Windows a Windows NT

- Object-Oriented graphic, Animation Links, Extensive alarm capabilities,
Trending, Data archiving, Password protection , Protocol printing...

- InTouch Wizards (preparation of a uniform faceplates), support of multimedia
applications ( sound, video), OLE 2

- Dynamic data sharing via DDE/NetDDE technology with other application
(MS Office,... )also in networks LAN/WAN ( NetBIOS, DECNet, TCP/IP, serial),
supported operation systems are Windows a Windows NT, UNIX, VMS/
openVMS

- Options: Recipe Manager - this optional product is designed for process and
manufacturing applications in which batch products are produced using product
-dependent setup parameters.

SPC - Statistical Process Control - provides powerful, real-time SPC
monitoring and analysis capability at the operator level.

SQL Access - provides users with access to leading database programs
including Microsoft SQL server, Oracle, Sybase, dBase and others that support
ODBC (open database connectivity)

- Safe and open system for highest reliability demands

Expert and diagnostic system InSupport

InSupport is a software system for MS Windows, which provides
comprehensive Integrated and On-Line Troubleshooting Support services
including:

- On-Line Diagnostic - The diagnostic capabilities can quickly help line
operators to locate and repair problems and put the correct information at the
operator's fingertips. Production line down-time is dramatically reduced.
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- Cost Analysis Capabilities - InSupport expert's system analyzes symptom
data, considers repair time and probability of failure for each strategy , then
guides the operator through lowest cost solution.

- Ability to Resolve Multiple Alarms or Symptoms - InSupport features a
methodology to analyze multiple symptoms or alarms and create a simple
resolution strategy.

- Step-by-Step Procedures - The software allows development of
troubleshooting procedures that result in clear, step-by-step maintenance and
repair instructions for operators and technicians on the production line.
Information such as close-up photos of specific components or detailed
schematic drawings may be displayed in a number of ways: text, graphics, live
video from remote cameras or recorded slide and video format.

- Integration with InTouch • InSupport integrates with InTouch HMI software ,
which gives users automatic troubleshooting capabilities via the linking of
symptoms to HMI alarms, and increases the power and efficiency of each
application

Contribution for Customer
It is for the first time that such complex and well-balanced set of means is
available in this category. A user-friendly and sophisticated tool is used for
configuration of system with top technique and for a development of algorithm
and parametrization of functions. Neither applicator nor final users is to be
specialist for programming, but he can focus his effort and knowledge to the
controlled technology. A system documentation is created on-lime as side-
product during preparing of application software. A code is created
automatically. Special technique of macroblocks enable to generate
complicated repeating of the functions. Diagnostics of the system is working at
some levels and enables an automatically detection and elimination of errors.
Large diagnostics system extremely reduces a necessary time for an
identification and replacement of failure module. This diagnostics includes
whole information route (sensor, operation bus, CPU, communication bus,
monitor).

An open system architecture (especially its communication part) enables to
connect peripheral equipment through different media. This guarantees full
independence for final user during his choice of other equipment for automation
of technological processes. Communication protocols support enables to
interoperate with wide area of 3th party PLCs and DCS, where are mostly used
for control projects in the nuclear energetics.

Very essential advantage of systems series ZAT-D is very quick installation and
commissioning of control system and controlled technology. These features are
supported through a remote parametrization and re-configuration of system.
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1. Introduction

Joint Stock Company "SNIIP-SYSTEMATOM" (SSA) is included into holding Scientific &

Engineering Centre "SNIIP" (Ministry of Atomic Energy of Russia) which is performing its activity

in the field of nuclear instrumentation since 1953.

Beginning from 1991 the implementation of new generation of SSA equipment has been

started at the operating NPPs with VVER-type reactors during the upgrading of the control and

protection systems (SUZ). The replacement and broadening of functions of the morally and

physically obsolete equipment permits to increase the NPP operation efficiency and safety as well as

to meets new requirements and standards.

The SUZ equipment of NPPs with VVER has been developed by various Russian suppliers

as a set of rather independent subsystems performing the limited number of specified functions on

monitoring, control and protection. Thus in order to provide the possibilities of step-by-step SUZ

upgrading with minimum expenses SSA delivers individual, functionally completed sets of

equipment permitting to keep the existing SUZ structure as maximum as possible.

2. Functions of equipment

At present SSA delivers for VVER SUZ the types of equipment listed in Table 1. The

equipment is built on the basis of unified hardware and software set permitting to realize various

designs of reconstructed and new VVER SUZ.

Table 1

EQUIPMENT DELIVERED BY SNIIP-SYSTEMATOM

FOR SUZ

NN

1.

Type of equipment

Neutron flux instrumentation

AKNP-7

(MCR 2 sets x 3 channels + ECR-

emergency control room + SKP-

equipment of neutron flux

monitoring at refuelling)

Purpose

Monitoring and protection by power and period

including ex-core monitoring at refuelling.

rr-i t^j i I t
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NN

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Type of equipment

Equipment of reactivity

monitoring

AKR

(three-channel)

Equipment of core power density

monitoring

AKE

(2 sets x 3 channels )

Equipment of internals fixation

monitoring

AK-VKU

Equipment of unloading and

power limitation

AROM

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Equipment of automated power

regulation

ARM

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Process variables protection

instrumentation AZTP

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Purpose

Joint operation with AKNP for per channel reactivity

monitoring in the whole AKNP operation range.

Joint operation with AKNP (+ one detector of energy

range in every neutron detector channel) for

monitoring of core power density with regard for

coolant temperature and rod positions. Number of

neutron flux detectors of in-core instrumentation

system could be reduced to 10.

Joint operation with AKNP for analysis of internals

oscillations by neutron noise for early detection of

fixation failures.

Delivering of signals for unloading and power

limitation depending on state of process equipment at

current power value.

Automated keeping of specified power level,

automated transfer of reactor installation from one to

other power level.

Monitoring and protection by process variables.
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NN

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Type of equipment

Equipment of logical signal

processing

ALOS

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Equipment of displaying and

protocolling

AOP

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Equipment of delivering

emergency commands

AFAK

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Equipment of signal

multiplication

ARS

(2 sets x 3 channels)

Equipment of primary cause

signalling

ASP

(2 sets)

Purpose

Joint operation with AKNP& AZTP for delivering of

generalized protection signals after majority

processing.

Joint operation with AKNP, AZTP, ALOS for

information output into MCR, archiving and

protocolling of information on monitored parameters.

Joint operation with ALOS for delivering AZ

(emergency protection), PZ (warning protection)

controlling signals for drive controls and CDRM

group and individual control system (SGIU).

Joint operation with ALOS for multiplication of

signals from main process equipment and for input

into ALOS.

Joint operation with ALOS, AFAK for delivering of

primary cause signals and delivering of generalized

signals of AZ equipment good condition.
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The hardware set permits to constitute the set of equipment for performing the following

functions:

• delivering of signals for emergency shutdown at deviation of reactor power, speed of its variation

(period), at deviation of process variables outside the preset value limits or at failure of

equipment and main process instrumentation of reactor installation as well as at pressing the

emergency protection buttons by operator;

• delivering of signals for reactor control;

• delivering of equipment failure signals, signals of warning and alarm at deviation of reactor

parameters outside the preset value limits or at failure of reactor installation instrumentation and

equipment;

• monitoring, displaying and registration of relative physical power levels and speed of its

variation, reactivity, process variables (providing the reactor emergency shutdown), in-core

power density distribution;

• monitoring of fixation and integrity of the in-core internals (neutron-noise diagnostics);

• delivering of necessary signals into other subsystems.

The typical structure of SSA equipment in VVER I & C system is shown in Fig.I. The

equipment structure is caused by national standards (PBYA RU AS-89 and OPB-88) where the

experience and peculiarities of NPP with VVER operation are taken into account. These norms

require the presence as minimum of two independent subsystems of emergency protection, each of

them should contain as minimum three independent power level and reactor period protection

channels as well as three independent channels for every process variable protection. The protection

signals of every subsystem being received in the result of majority processing of signals from three

channels should be passed into the emergency protection actuators as minimum via two channels. In

the I & C system structure the reactivity monitoring equipment and in-core power density

distribution non-uniformity monitoring equipment should be provided for. Besides, in addition to

Main Control Room (MCR) every NPP Unit should be equipped with Emergency Control Room

(ECR) where the possibility of monitoring including the one concerning the neutron flux level at the

accident in MCR should be provided with.
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3. Conception of system

In the existing VVER protection systems the simple algorithms are mainly used - the

delivering of protection signals is performed by the deviation of every monitored parameter by the

value exceeding the preset one and the insertion of new protection signals with the use of

calculations or combination of parameters are used not instead of existing ones but together with

them.

With regard for the above-mentioned, in SSA equipment the structure has been adopted

where the delivering of the main protection signals is performed according to the hardwired logic

on the basis of unified threshold circuits, and the computers with "wired" software are used for

performing the functions of monitoring and control according to calculated parameters. The

functional separation of system into independent subsystems provides the possibility of total

verification and validation of individual subsystem, it is caused by a small number of combinations

of input signals and the correspondence of output signals to them, i.e. at the tests of equipment the

total real check of specified equipment functioning is provided with. Thus, the system being built on

the basis of individual subsystems is not integrated but it is differentiated by the functions being

performed. The adopted conception permits to develop the systems with guaranteed reliability level

possessing all the advantages specific to computer systems.

In equipment of delivering the main protection signals the set of electronic modules (for

instance, threshold devices and normalizing converters) meeting the requirements for equipment of

category A (IEC 1226) is used. In equipment for performing the functions of monitoring and

control according to calculated parameters the set of standard electronic modules (for example,

micro-PC) meeting the requirements for equipment of category B is used. Besides, the development

of software is performed at routine workstations with the use of widely known languages ( C,

Pascal, Assembler). It provides the low cost of hardware and software and no special additional

training of the operation personnel and supervisory experts is required, i.e. hardware and language

of the system are widely used and available to the most part of technical specialists.
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4. Strategy and experience of implementation

As lately the construction of new Units of NPPs has been practically stopped, SSA pays its

main attention to development of equipment for VVER SUZ upgrading. At the development of this

equipment the following factors have been taken into account:

• insufficiency of free financial resources at NPP operating organizations to carry out all at once

complex replacement of the whole SUZ equipment for a new integrated system;

• maximum keeping of the existing structure, algorithms, cable routes of SUZ and consequently,

the reduction design work costs;

• minimum time necessary for equipment replacement during scheduled Unit shutdown;

• keeping of the existing infrastructure of equipment servicing and sufficiency of NPP personnel

qualification;

• implementation of new equipment besides the satisfaction of the requirements of new rules,

standards and the provision of higher level of NPP safety should be economically effective in

comparison with the replaced one during the remaining Unit lifetime.

Taking into account the above-mentioned factors, in SSA the differentiated (by functions)

system providing the successive and step-by-step implementation of new equipment with the

possibility of broadening the functional possibilities of the delivered equipment has been developed.

The data on SSA equipment implementation at NPPs with VVER is given in Table 2.

The most characteristic example of step-by-step SUZ upgrading deals with the experience of

work at South-Ukrainsk NPP where initially (1994 - Uniti, 1995 - Unit 2) the neutron flux

monitoring equipment AKNP-3 was replaced for new - AKNP-7, additionally three-channel

reactivity monitoring equipment AKR-02R was installed. Then in 1996 at Unit 1 firms "Skoda

jaderne strojirenstvi" and "Skoda controls" performed the full replacement of reactor control rod

drives and CDRM group and individual control system (SGIU) for new version of this equipment.

In 1997/1998 it is planned to replace the rest SUZ equipment by SSA equipment: AZTP, ALOS,

ARM, AROM, AFAK, ARS, ASP, AOP (see Table 1) which is manufactured at present and is

passed through acceptance tests. The successful experience of SUZ upgrading at South-Ukrainsk

NPP permits to declare that at present the conception and new SUZ equipment for VVER-1000 are

totally developed, this equipment meets the above-mentioned requirements and could be used at

other NPPs.
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Table 2

Equipment ^~~~~--~-_
Neutron flux instrumentation

(AK.NP)
Process variables protection

instrumentation (AZTP)
Equipment of logical signal

processing (ALOS)
Equipment of displaying and

protocoling (AOP)
Equipment of power density

monitoring (AKE)
Equipment of reactivity

monitoring (AKR)
Equipment of automated powei

regulation (ARM)
Equipment of unloading and

power limitation
(AROM)

Equipment of delivering
emergency commands (AFAKJ

Equipment of primary cause
signalling (ASP)

Equipment of signal
multiplication (ARS)

Rovno
Unit 1
1992

1991

1991

1991

/Ukraine
Unit 2
1993

1992

1992

1992

VVER
ColaNPP

Unit 1
1996

19%

1996

1996

1996

/Russia

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

440
Mochovce

Unit 1
1989*
1998
1989*
1998

1989*
1998

1989*
1998

1996*
1998

Slovakia
Unit 2
1989*
1998
1989*
1998

1989*
1998

1989*
1998

1996*
1998

Kozloduy
Unit 1,3

1997
1995

/Bulgaria
Unit5
1997

1997

South-Ukr
Unit 1
1994

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

1997

/Ukraine
Unit 22

1995

1999

1999

1999

1995

1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

VVER
Zaporozh.

Unit 1
1997

1998

1998

1998

1998

1998

1998

N-VNPP
Unit 5
1994

1991
prototype

1991
prototype

Kalinin
Units 1.2

1994

1000

Unit 1
1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

1999

Balakovo
Unit 2
1997

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

/Russia
Unit 3
1998

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001

Unit 4
2001

2003

2003

2003

2003

2003

2003

2003

2003

- delivery time



5. Perspective development

It is known that the operation of in-core instrumentation system (SVRK) at NPP with

VVER has a number of drawbacks connected with significant radiation burden of personnel and

expenses connected with the necessity of frequent replacement in-core neutron flux detectors (KNI).

So SSA is performing the development of ex-core monitoring equipment of in-core power density

distribution (AKE) which will give the possibility to reduce significantly the number of KNI

channels, SVRK will be used for calibration of this equipment. The principle of the given equipment

operation is based on accounting for the factors having the influence on readings of ex-core neutron

flux detectors:

• location of AKNP detectors;

• location (height) of rods taking part in regulation;

• coolant temperature at core inlet.

In order to receive necessary accuracy it is necessary in install for VVER-1000 three neutron

flux detectors in each channel being distributed by height and for VVER-440 two detectors are

necessary which are available already in AKNP-7.

AKE performs the following functions:

• determination of reactor power value with accuracy of not worse than 1%;

• calculation of field shape over core height with accuracy of not worse than 3%;

• calculation of volumetric non-uniformity coefficient value;

• calculation of maximum linear power density value;

• calculation of margin to departure from nucleate boiling (at insertion of information on pressure

in the primary circuit).

In the result of AKE operation the operator receives information on:

• clarified value of reactor power;

• average field shape of power density over core height;

• axial offset value;

• calculated value of volumetric power density non-uniformity.
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In comparison with SVRK the calculation cycle is reduced up to 0.1 s, for ensuring the

reliability the system consists of 6 independent channels, it permits to deliver the signals both for

control and for local protection system realization. All these factors permit to use AKE for

operation in maneuvered modes of the reactor operation.

The AKE prototype was tested at Unit 5 of Novo-Voronezh NPP with VVER-1000 during

three-year fuel cycle and it confirmed the possibility of realizing the given functions. At Unit 3 of

NPP "Kozloduy" with VVER-440 the similar equipment for monitoring of power density field

shape in information mode was implemented in 1995 and demonstrated its efficiency.
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Unit Information System Operational Displays for VVER-1000 Reactors.

S. S. Anikanov, SPDS Functional Designer,

J. P. Carrera, Manager, Man-Machine Design,

P. Gordon, Sr. Engineer, Control Room Design,

WesUnghouse Electric Corporation, WER/RBMK Engineering,

Pittsburgh, PA, US.

Introduction

The main purpose of the High Level Operational Displays (HLOD) is to provide to an operator summary

detail information concerning safety control of NPP, in other words, the displays might be used as a

presentation tool of safety parameters and functions. These displays are intended to provide general type

of information about the NPP's conditions to the Main Control Room (MCR) operators. Technical

Support Center (TSC) personnel and to the NPP managers. The main principles of the HLOD design

process were used for elaboration of the Temelin NPP operational displays, which are a part of the plant

computerized operator support system (Unit Information System).

Information presented on the operational displays is used by the aforementioned NPP's staff for the

following:

1. Provide the capability to the operator to monitor state of NPP, and detect abnormalities for which

corrective actions might be taken to terminate the event prior to the initiation of automatic reactor trip

and/or safeguard functions.

2. In the case of the events which the operator does not detect or cannot terminate, enable the operator to

assess the safety state of the plant and verify proper safeguard function to mitigate the consequences of the

event.

3. Provide the capability for an operator to select necessary system displays to get more detailed

information about the plant and system state.

The design of the top level operational displays accommodate operational flexibility, i.e., the capability of

these displays has to be incorporated into normal control room operator tasks according to the plant

operational procedures.
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In contradiction to the detail process displays, which have been using in VVER-1000 MCRs, the

operational displays present complex functions of the measuring parameters. These functions define the

summary of the plant state based on the such categories like mass and energy balances, and give to the

MCR operator a concise presentation of the plant safety condition.

All functions described above practically coincide with those for Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)

stipulated in NUREG 0696. That is why, the HLODs might be considered, from one hand, as a supportive

SPDS function and as a bridge between SPDS and the rest of the UIS displays.

In order to prepare the operational display architecture, one should define the assumptions based on which

the design is to be done. In other words, the following basic parts of the design shall be stipulated:

- The objectives and scope of the operational displays;

- Requirements for the display architecture;

- The main principles of the operational display design that shall be derived from the main principles of

the "good" man-machine interface design;

- The Main Control Room (MCR) operators task descriptions;

- The MCR operators response model.

This paper discusses the first three aspects of the operational displays design.

The Main Principles of the Operational Displays Design

Effective display design should conform to a set of higher-level principles /I/. Design principles at this

level do not always provide specific design guidance but can serve two important purposes in the display

design.

First, collectively they convey a philosophy of display design. When considered together, they summarize

important qualities of the display design in the domain of process control.

Second, the following seven principles can be used as a criteria or a checklist to evaluate proposed

designs.

The seven principles or the seven concerns about the operational displays design are the following /I/:

1. Efficient Extraction of Information

- data relationship must be the primary focus
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- the unprocessed data must be accessible

2. Visibility

3. Effective Mapping

4. Reduce Potential for Errors

5. Common Measures of Reference

6. Cognitive Load

7. User's Level of Experience

Brief explanation of the aforementioned principles is provided hereafter.

/ . Efficient Extraction of Information.

The most critical aspect of display design in process control environments is making the data accessible to

operators. There are two sense of "making the data accessible" that are important to consider. The first

sense of the phrase emphasizes enhancing the salience of the important data relationships. The second

sense of the phrase emphasizes maintaining a link to the data that compose the display.

2. Visibility.

An effective display in a process control environment should communicate three things to operators:

- the current state of the process or system

- the process alternatives that are possible, and perhaps optimal

- the effect of previous actions (feedback)

Visibility refers to the display's success in communicating these things - in making them visible to

operators. To ensure visibility means to ensure that this information is indicated on the display and, just as

importantly, that this information is in a form readily understandable to operators.

3. Effective Mapping.

The first two principles focused on the types of information that should be available to operators in an

effective display. It is also necessary to emphasize the importance of establishing a coding scheme that

gives prominence to important data and moves into the foreground of a display. There is another

component of making important system information readily accessible to operators: the mapping between

the way the display represents the system and the way operators conceptualize the system.

4. Reducing Potential for Errors.

Reducing the potential for errors is addressed to a large extent by providing visibility. Making operators

aware of the system state and allowable actions should do much to guide them to correct actions. One
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component of determining what actions are appropriate is the display mode. Multiple modes on a display

system usually imply that the meaning of some actions changes when the mode changes. In these cases, it

is critical that operators are aware of the mode before an action is taken. In general, modes are to be

avoided, if possible, because they invite inappropriate actions.

5. Common Measures of Reference

Process control applications typically require that a large set of displays are created to work together.

Multiple data sets and multiple views of data sets combined with multiple descriptions of system state are

required to support monitoring and diagnosis for a complex system. As a result of this complexity, the

design of single displays is no longer the only concern. An equally important concern becomes transition

between displays. Single displays cannot simply be brought to the operator's CRT. There must be a more

global plan for display design that provides a context - a common frame of reference for each display.

6. Cognitive Load.

Each display and the system of displays, to a large extent, define the information operators are given to

perform a wide range of tasks. Display designers strongly influence the structuring of tasks and, therefore,

task difficulty. This role should not be taken lightly; an important component of display design is to

reduce the non-critical cognitive requirements operators. These unwarranted requirements take two forms.

One form is the excessive demand on attention, perception, memory, and computational skills that are not

essential to the job. The second form of unneeded cognitive requirements is the burden on the display

system user to select the data that compose the current display.

7. User's Level of Experience

An effective set of displays should accommodate both the novice and the skilled performer. To do this,

displays must explicitly represent sufficient information to guide novices. Displays, also, should allow

skilled performer to adapt the display or display procedures to more efficient methods they have

developed. Establishing this adapn'veness is not always easy and certainly not all levels of skill can be

accommodated. It is most important to ensure first that novices can use the display well.

MCR Operators Task Description

The general operative management of the VVER-1000 NPPs is carried out by the plant Shift Supervisor.

Direct control of the NPP operational process is conducted from MCR by the reactor, turbine operators

and unit shift supervisor.

The basic duties of the MCR operative personnel in modes of normal operation are:
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Reactor Operator carries out the direct control and management of the reactor with the help of a control

system, protection system, system of the physical control of the neutron flux distribution, and temperature

control system.

Turbine Operator carries out the direct control and management of the turbine and their auxiliary

systems

Unit Shift Supervisor carries out general management of the control actions from MCR.

At the start of an emergency situation, a typical control room staff performs the following functions:

Monitor plant parameters

Analyze abnormal conditions

Take corrective actions

Classify emergency situation

Make initial notification to shift supervisor

Establishing initial trends in plant parameters

Manage plant operations.

General operative duties of the MCR staff in a case of emergency situation are the following:

Monitor sequence of protection system actions and interlocks

Monitor automatic control actions

In a number of situations, stipulated by the operating instructions, the MCR staff carries

out necessary operations manually according to the operating procedures.

Scope and Objectives

The purpose of the operational displays is to assist control room personnel in evaluating the satiety status

of the plant The HLODs are to provide a continuous indication of plant parameters or derived variables

representative of the safety status of the plant The primary function of me operational displays is to aid

the operator in the rapid detection of abnormal operating conditions. The functional criteria for the

HLODs presented are applicable for use in the main control room as well as in the other rooms where the

operators stations could be located.
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It is recognized that, upon detection of an abnonnal plant status, it may be desirable to provide additional

secondary functions to analyze and diagnose the cause of the abnormality, execute corrective actions, and

monitor plant response as secondary HLODs' functions.

As an operator aid, the operational displays serves to optimize the presentation of a minimum set of plant

parameters from which the plant safety can be assessed. The grouping of parameters is based on the

function of enhancing the operator's capability to assess plant status in a timely manner without surveying

the entire control room.

The operational displays are intended to provide an indication of safety status of the nuclear plant which

can be resulted either in entry to the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) or as a supportive displays

for those Emergency or Normal Operating Procedures.

The Displays' Architecture

As supportive display for the SPDS, the operational displays are connected directly to die polar graphics

displays representing the safety status. The SPDS displays are the polar graphic displays of the type

traditional for Westinghouse (dynamic polygon). The use of this type of geometric shape tends to support

rapid detection and accurate understanding of the cause of an abnormal event.

The operational displays architecture leads the user from the abstract presentation of plant safety as

presented by the top-level polar graphic displays which map into the Critical Safety Functions, through

the state of the safety systems themselves to the details of a system state.

The HLODs architecture includes 3 plant overview displays as a main part of the displays' set. These

displays are directly accessible from any of the top-level SPDS displays. These displays present to the

MCR operator an overall picture of the safety status of the plant and of the performance of the safety

systems. The data presented on the displays is sufficient for supporting an operator's initial evaluation of

anticipated emergency or transient conditions.

The displays provide a spatially dedicated, continuously viewable, integrated presentation of the plant

status in a direct manner. Thus, these displays will enhance coordination among MCR personnel during

normal, abnonnal and emergency situations, and provide a clear, concise and continuous point of

reference for operators to assess quickly plant status while performing tasks at the work station. They will

also be a useful aid during shift turnover, for assessing plant maintenance activities, printed as a shift

report, and for training activities in the main control room. The facility will provide key parameters and

status indications independent of other MMI equipment with information which would immediately be
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available to all operators and any supporting observers without burdening the normal display facilities and

without any direct action by personnel other than to look up at the display. In addition, the following

requirements apply:

The overview display shall provide for the display of a limited number of key operating parameters. The

specific parameters shall be determined in the design process. The overview display shall provide for the

display of the operational status, e.g., flow or no-flow, energized or de-energized, on or off, open or close,

etc., of a limit number of essential components controlled or monitored from the MCR. The specific

displays shall be determined in the design process; however, the following shall be specifically considered

for incorporation (for example):

Main reactor parameters;

Reactor coolant pumps;

Steam generator parameters

Feedwater and condensate system pumps;

Isolation valves (e.g., main steam and feedwater);

Safety systems pumps and valves;

Decay heat removal pumps and valves;

Power supply breakers;

Auxiliary power generators;

Safety and relief valves;

Circulating water pumps.

The overview displays provide for the display of high level derived quantities, e.g., those which depend on

a particular logic algorithm, where the design process shows such information directly supports the use of

the overview display.

One of the main intention of the plant overview display is to provide a navigation mechanism to the MCR

operators to reach low level system displays. An example of the plant overview display is presented in

Figure 1.

The polar graphics and plant overview displays as a part of the UIS operational displays is supported by a

lower level of displays which provide more detailed information related to the plant energy balances and

coolant mass balances. This kind of information also helps the MCR operators to identify possible cause of

an event they deal with. These displays also use landmarking techniques for orienting the user within the

display and between displays and they partially overlap one another in order to make user orientation

easier from one display to another. Several examples of these displays are presented in Figures 2 - 4 .
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A set of the operational displays has special diagrams which define the main control systems efficiency.

For example, the display shown in Figure 5 presents P-T diagram to the MCR operator. This diagram

might be used by the MCR operators during heatup/cooldwon operations.

A sketch of the HLOD's display architecture and its interface with an operator is shown in Figure 6.

Operational Displays Task Description

The HLOD's displays design is based on the task descriptions which reflect the following displays
features:

General Description

Expected display functions as a task support
Method to present the information

Sketch of the display layout;

Description of the information presentation (with references to the graphic shapes (macros) to be
used);

List of the display parameters;

Requirements for specific calculations (if necessary)

References:

1. RJ. Mumaw, D.D. Woods, M.C. Eastman Techniques and Principles for Computer-Based Display.-

STC Report 90-1SJ4-HUMIN-R1, August 1991.

2. J.L. Little, D.D. Woods. A Design Methodology for the Man-Machine Interface for Nuclear Power

Plant Emergency Response Facilities.- WCAP-6314,1981

3. U.S. NRC (1989b), A Status Report Regarding Industry Implementation of Safety Parameter Display
Systems, NUREG-1342, U.S. Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., April 1989.

4. U.S. NRC NUREG 0696-1981, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities, Final Report
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Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) for Russian-Designed NPPs

S. S. Anikanov, SPDS Functional Designer,

W. J. Catullo, SPDS System Engineer,

J. L. Pelusi, SPDS Project Manager,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, WER/RBMK Engineering,
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Introduction

Over the past few years many programs in numerous countries have been aimed at safety

improvement of the Russian-designed reactors. The US Department of Energy (DOE) has

sponsored a number of programs which are vital for the Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) safe

operations. One of the most important program is intended to provide a Safety Parameter

Display System (SPDS) for the Russian-designed Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs).

The project is directed at improving the capability of the Soviet-designed reactor

operators to evaluate the safety of their plants using internationally accepted computer

codes, standards, and methods.

The regulatory documents of the Russian Safety Authority, GAN, (OPB-88 and PBYa-

89), stress the necessity of increasing the safety of NPPs through the implementation of

new information systems that are capable of providing a concise evaluation of the safety

status of the plant. Most of the operating NPPs do not meet these increased operational

safety requirements. Therefore, the design and implementation of operator information

support systems, like SPDS, is quite important to improve the Russian-designed NPPs'

safety.

The SPDS, based on safety improvements defined in NUREG-0696, is intended to

improves information system functions connected with the Man-Machine Interface (MMI)
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and respective calculations important to safety. In other words, implementation of the

SPDS would cover simultaneously three significant issues which improve safety of the

Russian-designed NPPs:

• NPPs will have the system that will assist the control room personnel in evaluating the

safety status of the plant during normal and abnormal conditions and determine

whether operator corrective actions are required to avoid degraded conditions;

• the system will further serve as the basis for the upgrade of the obsolete Unit

Information System (UIS);

• the SPDS's data acquisition hardware will also serve as the basis for the future

upgrade of the unit instrumentation and control system.

According to US requirements, the SPDS is not required to be a Safety Class 1-E system.

This is in part, due to the fact that US plants must also have a Post-Accident Monitoring

System (PAMS) included as part of the unit instrumentation and control system. This issue

differs from some Russian standards' requirements where the information system located

in the Main Control Room (MCR) is classified as a normal operation system important for

safety (safety class 3H, according to OPB-88).

The design approach to the SPDS for new NPPs and for existing plants is different. For

new plants (Temelin NPP), the SPDS is a part of the Integrated Computerized Operator

Support System and for existing plants (Zaporozhye, South Ukraine, Kursk NPPs), the

SPDS is basically a standalone system with a common data acquisition subsystem.

This article stresses attention mostly on the system architecture design features of the

SPDS systems for VVER-1000 and RBMK-1000 reactors. Westinghouse has exhibited

invaluable experience in the design of SPDSs for different types of Russian-designed

NPPs, including not only specific technical knowledge of the reactors, but also extensive

working relationships with the Russian Nuclear Safety Authority (GAN).
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Functional Description

The function of the SPDS is to evaluate the plant process in terms of a large number of

parameters and to present a succinct account of the overall plant safety status to the plant

operators or technical supervisor. Because the SPDS serves as an interface between the

plant process and the operator, the data presented is defined in terms of parameters and

logic in support of the operator procedures for dealing with abnormal events.

SPDS is usually structured to support the operator by providing information based upon

several operating modes. It is the intention of the SPDS to presented safety information

for all possible modes of a NPP. For the VVER-1000 NPP SPDS project, there are three

possible modes which cover all possible conditions of the plant. The SPDS serves to

support the operator in each of the operating modes as follows:

- Pre-Trip Mode

Monitors the plant processes for abnormalities that do not result in immediate reactor trip

and for which the operator might take a corrective action.

• Post-Trip Mode

Monitors the safety status of the post-trip condition.

Monitors for conditions that might lead to a breach of any of the levels of defense against

radioactive release.

Monitors the conditions of the barriers to radioactivity release.

- Refueling Mode

Monitors the safety status of the refueling conditions.
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Monitors for conditions that might lead to a breach of any of the levels of defense against

radioactive release.

Monitors the conditions of the barriers to radioactivity release.

For the RBMK-1000 reactor the last mode has been replaced by Start-Up Mode which

has practically the same amount of parameters as the Pre-Trip mode with the exception of

those calculated by SCALA computer for a power level greater than 20 % of the nominal

value. In the other words, the Start-up Mode for the RBMK-1000 reactor is intended to

present information to the Main Control Operator for the conditions where the SCALA

calculations are not available.

For each event or abnormal occurrence, the safety status of the plant can be evaluated in

terms of five important plant functions. These functions are identified in NUREG 0696 as

so-called SPDS Critical Safety Functions.

The Display System

The fundamental SPDS display is the traditional Westinghouse top level polar graphic

display of the plant safety status which serves to alert the operator of a direct threat to

plant safety and point to any key safety concern that are being degraded. Below this

display, successive levels of more detailed information about more focused areas of the

plant provide the operator with information to support goals for reaction to and diagnosis

of the event.

There is a difference between NPPs under construction, where the SPDS is integrated part

of UIS, and NPPs where the SPDS is being installed as a standalone system. For the first

integrated SPDS (e.g. Temelin project), it is necessary to provide only the polar graphic

display design and define the interface to the other low level UIS displays. In this case, it is
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assumed that there are several displays in the UIS's displays set which meet NUREG 0696

requirements specified for the SPDS-type displays.

In the case of the standalone SPDS, like for the RBMK NPPs, it is necessary to provide

the whole set of the operational displays, in addition to the polar graphic displays, which

will support the MCR operator in evaluating safety status of the plant.

There are some other differences in the aforementioned SPDS projects when compared to

the traditional Westinghouse SPDS design. The Westinghouse SPDS polar graphic display

usually presents an octagon as a polar graphic display for all operational modes of the

system. WER-1000 and RBMK-1000 NPPs operational philosophy is different compare

to the PWR NPPs. That is why, the polar graphic display polygons and the number of

spokes on the polygons have been changed to meet the operational requirements for the

aforementioned plants as follows:

WER-1000

Pre-Trip Mode - Decagon

Post-Trip Mode - Octagon

Refueling Mode - Octagon

RBMK-1000

Pre-Trip Mode - Two Decagons

Post-Trip Mode - Two Octagons

Start-Up Mode - Two Octagons

An example of the polar graphics display for the RBMK-1000 SPDS design is presented

on Fig. 1.
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System Architecture

The system architecture of the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) can be designed

around the needs of the particular installation. For example, plant that under construction

will include the SPDS function as part of their Unit Information System (UIS), where

plants currently under operation typically implement SPDS with a standalone system. It

should be noted, however, that operating plants that are planning a major overhaul of their

I&C Systems will generally integrate the SPDS with the plant's UIS.

Westinghouse has designed and implemented both of these types of SPDS system

architectures. The Westinghouse SPDS is a distributed, yet integrated, flexible,

expandable, fault-tolerant system that combines state of the art real-time hardware with

the advanced applications software available. It includes individual drops connected with

redundant, deterministic data highways. The data acquisition sub-system is also

implemented in a distributed manner using the Westinghouse Distributed Processing

Family (WDPF) equipment.

The WDPF system is an integrated, expandable system that combined state-of-the-art real-

time hardware with the most advanced applications software available. Drawing upon our

experience as the leading supplier of nuclear steam supply systems, our software offers

the widest array of functions available for nuclear power plant operations.

WDPF is a distributed system, with functions performed across stations, or "drops" spread

out throughout the plant. There are three (3) major types of drops, including:

• Plant Data Acquisition and Control

• Server Functions (Historical, Datalink, and Computational for large "number-

crunching" nuclear application programs)

• Operator and Engineer Man-Machine Interface Stations (for operations staff functions)
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The data acquisition and control functions are performed by the Distributed Processing

Unit (DPU), and the Server/MMI functions are performed by UNIX-based WEStation

Servers. All of these drops are connected by a redundant, plant data highway

communications network (WESTNET).

Integrated I&C System Design

It is, without question, essential and in the best interest of the customer and the system

designer that the hardware/software architecture of the SPDS be implemented on a highly

reliable, proved hardware platform that has undergone extensive operating experience. It

is also essential to standardize on common, readily available hardware and software

platforms. Meeting these goals will result in a highly reliable and maintainable system that

will provide all of the data acquisition, protection, control, and information presentation.

Once this has been accomplished, then the SPDS functions can be integrated into the

specific sub-system within the I&C System Architecture that serve the data acquisition,

calculation, and information presentation roles of the system.

The Temelin I&C System Architecture (Figure 2) is a good example of where the SPDS

function has been integrated into an extensive plant instrumentation and control system.

Data acquisition functions are performed by various subsystems including:

• Reactor Protection Subsystem

• Reactor Control and Limitation Subsystem

• Post Accident Monitoring Subsystem

• Plant Control System

Sensor information is converted to engineering units by these subsystems (isolated by the

safety-grade subsystems), and then is made available to the Unit Information System's

high-speed, redundant Plant Data Highway (FDDI) via the Data Highway Gateways.

Once the information has been placed on these highways, it is available to any of the Man-

Machine Interface, Computational Server, or Historical functions that make up the Unit
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Information System (UIS) including the Main Control Room and Technical Support

Center operator stations. In addition, the information indicative of the plant's critical

safety functions can be sent to other external users via the UIS Datalink Server.

Standalone I&C System Design

In most operating plants, the majority of the I&C systems were supplied by multiple

equipment vendors, and are "integrated" via analog signal paths or point-to-point data

links. The system architecture of the SPDS, in these cases, is typically a standalone digital

data acquisition and display system more along the lines of a classical plant computer

function. However, in these types of cases, Westinghouse utilizes the same common

building blocks used in a highly integrated I&C system for the SPDS system architecture

so that the system can be later expanded to include the plant computer and control

functions.

A example of this type of implementation is the SPDS that was designed for the KURSK

Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2 (KNPP2). This system (Figure 3) has undergone factory

acceptance testing, and is currently being installed. KNPP2, located in the Russian

Federation, is an light-water cooled, graphite moderated (RBMK-1000 type) reactor.

Unlike the Temelin Plant, which is a light-water cooled/moderated reactor that requires

approximately 800 data points for the SPDS function, the RBMK SPDS requires

approximately 8000 data points for the SPDS function. Most of the I&C equipment

contained in the RBMK units are either analog or outdated digital hardware.

For this project, Westinghouse used that same distributed system building blocks that were

used for the Temelin project, but configured the SPDS as a stand-alone system (for the

short term) with the capability of being expanded into a total plant data acquisition and

control system in the future. The KNPP2 system architecture is a distributed system with

data acquisition functions being implemented by Distributed Data Acquisition and

Processing Units (DDAPUs) and MMI, Computational, Historian/Log, and Data Link

functions implemented using the same WEStation platform. Sensor information is
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converted to engineering units by these subsystems and then is made available to the

Redundant Data Highway. Once the real-time information has been placed on this

highway, it is available to any of the Man-Machine Interface, Computational Server, or

Historical functions that make up the system, including the Main Control Room operator

stations. In addition, the information indicative of the plant's critical safety functions can

be sent to a Crisis Center via the Datalink Server function.

In addition, the KNPP2 SPDS required certain safety (Class IE) signals be included in the

system. For this purpose, Westinghouse designed three divisions of simple signal

isolation/conversion enclosures utilizing discrete and solid state devices. The isolation and

signal conversion function is performed by an Application Specific, Integrated Circuit

(ASIC) off-the-shelf device that provided optical isolation. These devices were

commercially dedicated in order to meet the strict Class IE requirements. The enclosures

were qualified (Seismically and Environmentally) to the latest U.S. standards that fully

meet all of the applicable Russian requirements.

References:

1. S.S. Anikanov, W.J. Catullo Jr. Computer Safety Display Goes to RBMKs.- Nuclear

Europe Worldscan 9-10/1996.
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ABSTRACT
As part of the continuous work on improving safety of

nuclear installations, new requirements to computer systems
and information presentation have emerged. This has con-
tributed to an increased interest and acceptance in introduc-
ing software systems in nuclear applications, and in
particular in the control room of nuclear power plants. Dur-
ing the recent years there has also been a shift from proprie-
tary hardware and software towards more open off-the-shelf
hardware and software solutions. As a consequence of this
there is a demand for systems that support design and imple-
mentation of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) in this envi-
ronment.

Picasso-3 is a User Interface Management System
(UIMS) supporting object oriented definition of GUIs in a
distributed computing environment. In Picasso-3, GUIs are
defined using an interactive editor; however GUI compo-
nents can be created, modified, and deleted at run-time. The
graphics editor is designed in a way that allows immediate
testing to verify that the user interface works as intended.
Attributes of GUI components can be dynamically con-
nected to application data in order to reflect some state of an
application. The dynamic connection and the behaviour of
the interface is described by the user interface designer using
the Picasso-3 language, pTALK. Reusable interface compo-
nents, or objects, can be created interactively using the
graphics editor. Objects can be put in libraries for easy
retrieval and reuse.

The Picasso-3 system is designed to operate in a net-
work environment, and offers a high-level, powerful Appli-
cation Programmer's Interface (API) for easy integration
with user programs. The Picasso-3 system is based on indus-
try standards such as C/C++, TCP/IP, and X-Windows, and
is available on UNIX platforms and Windows NT.

The Picasso-3 system is currently being used in a
number of different application areas within the nuclear
industry, such as retrofitting of display systems in simulators

and control rooms, user interfaces of simulators, visualiza-
tion of data generated by analysis tools, education and train-
ing applications, and in human factors research. This paper
will give some examples of nuclear applications where the
Picasso-3 system has been used.

INTRODUCTION
The OECD Halden Reactor Project which carries out an

international research and development programme in the
man-machine systems area, sponsored by organisations in 19
countries, has for more than 20 years been engaged in the
development of user interface systems.

Graphical presentation in computer programs (applica-
tions) has become more and more sophisticated and
advanced throughout the last years. The Picasso-3 system is
a flexible and powerful tool offering system developers an
aid in developing and testing of graphical interfaces. Fur-
thermore it is an execution environment for applications. It is
the third generation of UIMS developed as part of the OECD
Halden Reactor Project since 1984.

Main goals in developing the system have been to:

• enhance the quality of graphical user interfaces of
applications

• make communication and integration with other
systems easier

• reduce ihe development and maintenance costs
throughout an application's lifetime

THE PICASSO-3 SYSTEM
The Picasso-3 system offers an interactive environment

for definition and execution of high quality graphics. The
user interface is specified using an interactive Graphics Edi-
tor (GED). GED has two modes of operation; edit-mode and
test-mode. Edit-mode is for drawing operations and specifi-
cation of dynamics and user interaction. Test-mode is for on-
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line testing dynamics and user interface behaviour. Switch-
ing between the two modes is done by selecting from a menu
in GED.

The integrated design/test environment makes Picasso-
3 well suitable as a prototyping tool and leads to an evolu-
tionary development process. Even though savings in this
phase of a software's lifecycle can be considerable, the real
potential for savings is found in the maintenance phase,
when the software is installed and is used for its aimed pur-
pose. Errors are found and corrected, but the main work for
the developers is to improve and enhance the functionality.

Most of the changes in functionality involve presenting
information that is already stored in the system in alternative
ways. A way of reducing maintenance costs is to separate the
user interface from the application code and information
storage. This way, a change in the interface would result in
minimal changes in an application's code. A major require-
ment to the Picasso-3 system is to offer a complete separa-
tion of the user interface from the application code.

The Picasso-3 system is available on several UNIX
platforms as well as Windows NT. The API utilizes the
TCP/IP communication protocol, and can be utilized by any
C/C++ callable program.

The central part of the system is the Run Time Manager
(RTM), realising the user interface. Communication is car-
ried out through a set of high-level interface routines that is
linked with every program. These API routines give applica-
tion programs access to all functionality in the RTM.

Dynamic Graphics
In order to create dynamic graphics, Picasso-3 offers

functionality for connecting graphics to application data.
The dynamic connections are specified in Picasso-3's user
interface language, pTALK. pTALK is a C/C++ like lan-
guage with additional constructs supporting graphic manipu-
lation. The language is compiled at run-time, allowing
source code to be added and executed on-line during the
design as well as during the execution of the interface.

To connect the foreground colour of a polygon to an
application variable would typically involve the following:

• create a function that returns a colour given an
application variable

int atatuaCoM float atatua )
{

if ( atatua > 0 )
return Radj

•la*
ratura Qra*n>

Application
code

API

Picasso-3
Run-Time Manager

Figure 1. The end-user interacts with the user interface
realised by the RTM. Application programs,
communicating through the API library, can be
distributed in the network. The GED is itself an ordinary
Picasso-3 application utilizing the API.

Picasso-3 operates in a distributed computing environ-
ment. This means that the system is able to cooperate with
other running tasks and support a client-server architecture.

• connect the foreground colour attribute of the polygon
to the application variable 'CompStatus'

f o r a a r o u n d C o l o u r - ' a t a t u a C o K C o m p S t a t u s ) ' ;

In this way any attribute of a predefined or user defined
graphic shape can be assigned a dynamic expression.

As editing functionality is an integrated part of the
Picasso-3 system, graphical objects can be manipulated at
run-time. This can be used in applications to represent a
dynamic data structure graphically. Utilizing standard API
and pTALK functions the application programmer can add,
modify, and remove graphics on-line.

User Interaction
An important part of a user interface is the interaction

with the end user. In Picasso-3 the interaction is specified in
dialogues that are integrated with the graphics elements
themselves. Dialogues can be defined on different levels in
the interface. User interfaces developed in Picasso-3 consists
of three levels: from top to bottom, the application level, the
picture level, and the element level. This hierarchical struc-
ture allows the user interface designer to create local as well
as more global dialogues.
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Figure 2. The user interface designer works in the interactive environment provided by the Picasso-3 Graphics Editor (GED).
Attributes, functions ana dialogues in the picture, or in selected objects in the picture, can be viewed or changed. Switching between
design mode and test mode is done simply by pressing a push button. In test mode, the interface looks and feels exactly as it will do
on the end user's screen. Graphics attributes can easily be changed by selecting colours, fonts, etc. from a graphics attribute window.

A dialogue consists of an event-action pair. The event
can be a combination of predefined event specific pTALK
functions. Examples of event functions are

buttonPrasaadl L«ft )
curaorMoved()
trindowZntared()
•hap«Cnter«d()

The action part of a dialogue is a pTALK statement,
and thus can contain calls to standard functions and user
defined functions. Since both the event and action descrip-
tions are user defined, highly specialised dialogues can eas-
ily be developed utilising the pTALK language.

Interface Components
In designing user interfaces it is important to be able to

re-use interface components across related applications. In
Picasso-3 this is provided through the use of classes. A
Picasso-3 class is a collection of attributes, functions, dia-
logues, and graphics, and can be viewed as an independent
user interface entity.

Once a class is defined it can be instantiated in a
number of instances. An instance is a copy of its originating
class and can be configured through its attributes.

Easy retrieval and re-use of classes is accomplished by
grouping related classes in libraries. In addition to class def-
initions, a library can contain definitions of all graphic
resources needed in a class. These resources include colours,
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fonts, patterns, functions, and attributes. A library of classes
and resources can thus be defined as an independent part of
the user interface and can easily be re-used in a number of
applications.

Application Programs
In Picasso-3 an application program is defined as an

external program (C, C++, Fortran, etc.), that feeds the user
interface with data. The data is typically used in the user
interface to visualize some state of the application.

The application data is made available to the Picasso-3
system using the API. The API is a library of high-level C/
C++ functions that is linked with the application program.
The API is built on top of a communication system that sup-
ports communication between applications in a network.
This allows Picasso-3 applications to be distributed in a net-
work environment and run seamlessly on a number of com-
puters.

A number of API functions are available for transfer-
ring data, calling functions, as well as drawing graphics in
the Picasso-3 RTM. The API also provides a mechanism for
declaring application functions to the RTM, allowing appli-
cation functions to be called from pTALK.

Often the application containing the data (process com-
puter, simulator, etc.) runs on a proprietary hardware and
software system, making it difficult to interface with the data
in a standard way, using a standard communication protocol.
A solution is to put a small gateway program between the
two systems, a program that will translate between the two
protocols. The gateway program will typically include the
two system's different API libraries.

Application K
S API

translation
code

P-3 API

Picasso-3
RTM

g e 3. Communication between two applications with
their own protocols. A gateway process is used to translate
between the protocols. In this example, Picasso-3 is
connected to another system S.

USER INTERFACES IN NUCLEAR
APPLICATIONS

During the recent years the use of software systems in
nuclear applications has become more common. This is par-
ticularly true for systems connected to the operation of
nuclear power plants, such as display systems in a control
room.

The requirements to graphical user interface systems in
nuclear applications are not much different to those of other
process control applications. However, in nuclear applica-
tions there are typically no process control actions initiated
from the graphical user interface. All control actions to the
process are carried out through conventional hardware con-
trollers, and the graphical user interfaces are only used to
present data from the process.

Graphics
In process control applications there is often a need to

present the development of process parameters over time,
what is referred to as historic trends. The Picasso-3 system
has a built in trend log and display system. The trend log
takes care of storing the actual historic parameter values.
The historic trend data can be stored in memory or to disk.
The trend log can be an integral part of a Picasso-3 RTM, or
an RTM can be configured as a dedicated trend log server
RTM itself. A dedicated trend log RTM is typically used in
the following cases:

• when large amounts of parameters need to be logged a
dedicated trend log RTM can run on a separate
workstation to ensure high performance.

• when several display RTMs distributed in a network
need synchronized trend data a dedicated trend log
RTM can be used to provide one central trend log data
source.

The trend display system provides the graphic presenta-
tion of the logged data, and can be configured to present
trend data for several parameters in a diagram. A trend dia-
gram is highly configurable and can be used to indicate state
information of parameters as well as the actual parameter
value.

User interfaces of process control applications typically
contain many process pictures consisting of large amounts of
process components. In these types of applications it is
important to have some concept of graphic classes in order
to efficiently develop and maintain the user interface.

The complexity of a process component can be encap-
sulated in a class, and the class can be designed to be easy to
use. In order to be able to express complex user interface
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behaviour, it is important that the user interface system con-
tains a mechanism that allows the user to configure the
behaviour of the user interface. In Picasso-3 this is provided
by the class concept and the pTALK language.

It is also important that the instances (the actual usage
of a class in the user interface) of graphic classes are tightly
coupled to the originating class. This should ensure that any
modification of a class is reflected in all its instances, and
thus making the maintenance of the user interface easier.

System Architecture
Two characteristics of process control applications are

that the data source often resides on proprietary hardware
and software, and that large amounts of data must be handled
in a timely manner.

Proprietary hardware and software architectures often
require tailor-made communication solution in order to
transfer data to programs running on other architectures.
This requires that the user interface system provides a flexi-
ble way of interfacing with other systems. In Picasso-3 this
is realized through the API. The high-level communication
functions of the API allows the system designer to easily
interface the Picasso-3 system to other applications through
a tailor-made communication gateway.

Even though the Picasso-3 API is a set of high-level
communication functions, the API itself and the underlying
communication system have been designed to handle large
amounts of data in a timely manner.

EXAMPLES OF PICASSO-3
APPLICATIONS

The Picasso-3 system has been used in a variety of
applications within the nuclear industry. Examples of appli-
cation areas are

• retrofitting of display systems in simulators and control
rooms

• user interfaces of simulators

• visualization of data generated by analysis tools

• education and training applications

• human factors research

In the following a brief description of some Picasso-3
applications within the nuclear industry will be given.

SCORPIO
SCORPIO [ I ] is a core surveillance system that has two

parallel modes of operation: the Core Follow Mode and the

Predictive Mode. The main motivation behind the develop-
ment of SCORPIO is to make a practical tool for reactor
operators which can increase the quality and quantity of
information presented on core status and dynamic behaviour.
This can first of all improve plant safety as undesired core
conditions are detected and prevented. Secondly, more flexi-
ble and efficient plant operation is made possible. These
improvements are obtained by better surveillance of core
instrumentation and through detailed calculations of core
behaviour using on-line simulators.

The VVER version of SCORPIO uses Picasso-3 as its
user interface system. The Picasso-3 RTMs are connected to
a communication gateway (supervisor) that takes care of the
communication with the SCORPIO modules.

Figure 4. The Picasso-3 system communicates with the
SCORPIO modules through a communication gateway
called the supervisor. The supervisor takes care of data
transfer between the two systems and also prioritizes the
communication between the SCORPIO modules and
Picasso-3.

The SCORPIO system is operated entirely from the
Picasso-3 user interface. The supervisor is responsible for
creating all process variables in the RTMs, and to transfer
variable values to the correct SCORPIO module.

The supervisor also prioritizes the communication
between the RTMs and the SCORPIO modules in case both
operator RTMs and physicist RTMs are running. All com-
munication to the operator RTMs has priority.

The predictive mode of SCORPIO utilises the advanced
trend system functionality of Picasso-3 and allows combina-
tion of predictive and historic trend curves to be able to com-
pare the prediction with actual parameter values.

NEWS
The NEWS (Nuclear Engineering Workstation Simula-

tor) [2] system has been implemented by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Technical Training Division, USA.
The user interface of NEWS has been created using
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Picasso-3, and contains graphic process pictures for the fol-
lowing nuclear simulators:

• Babcock and Wilcox

• Combustion Engineering

• General Electric BWR 4

• General Electric BWR 6

• Westinghouse

NEWS is a training tool for the display of information
that is not available on the full-scope simulator benchboard,
and for showing physical phenomena in such a way as to add
to the conceptualization of system interactions. NEWS is
also being used to independently demonstrate the operation
of control systems, component logics, and flow processes.

The system can operate in on-line mode connected to
the simulators and in off-line mode with built-in logics. The
off-line mode utilises the flexibility of the pTALK language,
and contains complete descriptions of component logics and
some control systems.

Simple models of some control systems have been
developed in pTALK as part of the graphical interface.
These models are typically run in off-line mode.

ated experimental control room set-up, the experimenter's
gallery/control center from where the man-machine experi-
ments are conducted, and the basic HAMMLAB hardware/
software structure.

NORS

/ \

P I C S M O - 3 I Picasso-31
RTM1 | mmm RTM18 |

Figure 6. The user interface of HAMMLAB is
implemented in Picasso-3 and consists of 18 workstations.
The Prodacom gateway takes care of communication
between the UNIX workstations and the Norsk Data
mainframe on which the NORS simulator runs.

Figure 5. In NEWS, the Picasso-3 system is
connected to different simulators through a
communication gateway. The simulators are
running on different hardware and the gateway
translates between the different communication
standards.

The NEWS user interface contains approximately 200
Picasso-3 pictures, and a majority of these have been imple-
mented by instructors who typically are non-programmers.

Halden Man-Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB)
The HAMMLAB facility comprises the NORS large-

scale PWR simulator, the ISACS-1 13] system, the associ-

The user interface of the HAMMLAB facility is imple-
mented in Picasso-3, and consists of approximately 250 pic-
tures. The display system consists of 18 graphic
workstations, some of which have fixed overview displays.
The user interface contains process diagrams, dedicated
alarm pictures, and configurable historic trend pictures.

The operation of the NORS simulator is carried out
through the Picasso-3 interface and includes logging of all
operator actions.

The HAMMLAB facility is used to conduct a number
of human factors experiments and therefore requires a flexi-
ble user interface system that allows rapid changes of the
interface to accommodate specific needs.

MELCOR
The Melcor program is a system for calculation of

severe accidents in nuclear power plants. The output from
this calculation is presented to the users as large documents
with lots of numbers and x-y diagrams. It was left for real
experts to interpret the results of the calculations. To
improve the user interface of Melcor calculations, KEMA
Nederland B.V decided to use Picasso-3 in a test case for
visualizing the results graphically so that the results could be
more useful and easily accessible for the users. The Melcor
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Picasso-3 link was developed in a cooperation between the

Figure 7. The figure shows a snapshot of water levels on
the Melcor calculation. The colour of the water indicates
the temperature according to the scales in the upper left
corner. Water flow direction is indicated as arrows. Trend
curves of water level plotted against time stamps are
displayed in the upper right corner. A "play" pop-up
window is used to select start time and step size of the
calculations.

Halden Reactor Project and KEMA.

The first task that had to be carried out in order to visu-
alize the Melcor code was to write a C++ application reading
the Melcor plot file. This file is not generated in real time, so
a direct connection is not possible. The format of this file is
binary, and contains defined time steps with corresponding
results. This program (MPROG) is linked with the Picasso-3
API. When reading the plot file, MPROG creates all neces-
sary variables in Picasso-3 through the API.

The visualization of the Melcor plot file is carried out
using Picasso-3. For the Vessel and Containment the follow-
ing characteristics can be visualized as trend curves:

• Water level

• Water temperature

• Gas temperature

• Pressure

• Flow

All trend curves can be toggled in visibility and panning
in time and dynamic setting of trend limits can be individu-

ally set. Another feature of the system is a graphical repre-
sentation of core temperatures and distribution of selected
core materials.

CONCLUSION
The Picasso-3 system is a flexible user interface man-

agement system that operates in a distributed computing
environment. The system supports object oriented definition
of graphical user interfaces. The powerful and flexible API
allows interfacing to a wide range of existing applications.
Picasso-3 is available on several UNIX platforms and Win-
dows NT.

The system has been successfully used in several
projects within the process control area such as retrofitting of
display systems, simulator interfaces, training applications,
and human factors research.
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Abstract: After years of separate development, the Eastern and Western
concept of safety is now being merged. A significant issue in this process is the
philosophy of automation versus operator action for control of safety systems.
This paper discusses some aspects of this issue and presents enhancements
made at Temelin which merge the Eastern and Western philosophies.

Introduction:

The Temelin I & C design is a challenge for all parties involved, especially for the
designers, because it forms a confrontation of two different philosophies regarding
operator actions - Eastern and Western. The difference is the confidence placed in
human response when facing a plant emergency.

A typical feature of the Western philosophy is confidence that the operator will follow
established procedures when facing any kind of situation, provided that he has adequate
information and sufficient time for diagnosis and action. Therefore, only "administrative"
supporting measures (procedures, training, etc. ) are felt to be needed for the operator.
This approach provides a flexible environment for the operator to cope with events far
beyond (or far different from) the events considered in the design basis for the automatic
operation.

Most of the reactors in operation in Eastern Europe (WER type) were designed in
Russia. What is called the Eastern approach, therefore, follows the philosophy
developed in the former Soviet Union. This approach is based (with perhaps good
historical reasons) on the assumption that the operator is likely to make significant
mistakes in his actions when faced with an emergency. To prevent these mistakes,
additional features for automatic operation must be incorporated in the design. An
inevitable consequence of these features, however, is less flexibility for the operator to
intervene during scenarios not addressed in the design, even though his actions may be
best for plant safety. The requirement for automatic control to have priority over manual
control is also incorporated in licensing regulations and statutes in some eastern
countries.
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Lessons Learned from History

As stated in the introduction, there is a significant cultural difference in the philosophy of
safety system automation between the U.S. NPPs and WERs. U.S. safety systems tend
to be automatically actuated, with subsequent manual throttling and control. The operator
can generally turn off a safety system, once it has been fully actuated and manually
reset. Criteria for automation and operator control are specified in industry standards
such as ANSI/ANS-5.8, "Time Response Criteria for Nuclear Safety Related Operator
Actions". On the other hand, WER safety systems tend to be fully automatic, including:
automatic actuation, automatic isolation of spilling lines, and automatic flow and level
control. The philosophy is that the operator should not override safety system automatic
operation.

Interestingly, both cultures claim support by the Three Mile Island accident. That
accident, at unit 2 of the Three Mile Island in March 1979, remains the world's worst
PWR accident, and many of the most important lessons are general enough to be applied
to any reactor design. It was a small loss of coolant accident (the pressurizer power-
operated relief valve stuck open). But an otherwise trivial event became a partial core
meltdown because the operators did not properly diagnose and treat the malfunction.

They had plenty of excuses. A LOCA at that location had not been analyzed for the TMI
plant, and the symptoms were unlike the LOCAs for which they had been trained. Also,
some of the most important information displayed was misleading. So they followed their
training and procedures, and shut off injection when the pressurizer was full.

One clear lesson from the event: Expect the unexpected. Accidents will not follow the
course of events they were assumed to follow in design basis safety analysis. Actions
assumed to be beneficial for one scenario can be harmful for another one. There will
always be complicating factors. (If there aren't complicating factors, the event will be so
trivial no one will call it an accident.)

There were numerous investigations and reports on the incident, and many changes in
I&C, operation and training, licensing, etc. In most western countries, there was no
significant effort to further automate safety systems to mitigate such an event.

However, opposite lessons seem to have learned by the two safety cultures mentioned
before.

Everyone agrees that the accident was caused by operator error - wrongly shutting off
injection flow when it was needed. From that conclusion:

Eastern European culture seems to consider that the TMI accident proved the
fallibility of the operator, and proved that automatic safety systems should not be
overridden by a human. Therefore the cure is increased automation, and means
of preventing the operator from interfering with the automatic response.
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Whereas

Western culture considers that the TMI accident was caused by the operator
following his training and procedures (like a computer), rather than diagnosing the
cause and taking the correct action for the unexpected accident. Therefore, the
cure is to improve instrumentation display and control room human factors;
operator training (e.g., symptom-based procedures); and put more effort in
considering non-design basis events. ("Non-design basis" means variations of
design basis events even though they may not be inherently severe, as well as
events so unlikely and severe that they are beyond design basis.)

In the U.S. and most of the western world (including Japan and South Korea), there has
been an enormous effort expanded on the elements listed above. Everything from
Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation to the U.S. Federal Emergency Management
Agency has been implemented. But despite the enormous effort put into ensuring that
an accident such as TMI would not happen again, one area has been negligibly affected
in the U.S.: the degree of automation of safety systems, and the ability of the human
operator to make the ultimate decision on the status they should have.

We believe there are valid arguments on both sides, and that it would be a mistake to
take an extreme view on either side. The remainder of this paper illustrates how the two
views were merged in the Temelin safety system I&C.

Symptom-Based Emergency Operating Procedures

In the frenzy of regulatory activity following the TMI accident, the USNRC requested all
nuclear utilities to band together into "owners groups", to provide more efficient dialogue
on proposed new requirements. One new NRC requirement was to leave safety injection
on for 20 minutes following any actuation. That requirement was opposed by many
utilities. That, and related other questions on appropriate operator responses to an
accident were the first tasks of the newly formed organization which became the
Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG).

The WOG was formed in June 1979 (2-1/2 months after the TMI accident), and included
all U.S. owners of Westinghouse-designed PWRs. (It now includes 24 U.S. and 8
international utilities, operating 78 PWRs.) The first task assigned to the WOG was to
develop simple, generally applicable criteria for manually terminating and restarting safety
injection.

Small LOCAs in general, and steam generator tube ruptures in particular, received
special attention. The occurrence of several operating events provided both an additional
incentive for development of generic Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs) and
opportunities to validate them on actual events. These operating events included a
spurious safety injection actuation at Crystal River and the Prairie Island tube rupture,
both in that same year (1979); and the Ginna tube rupture event of January 1982. The
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Ginna event involved several complications, including a pressurizer PORVthat failed in
the open position after multiple uses; two hours of steam generator (SG) leakage with
considerable liquid discharged through the steam line atmospheric relief valve; and 1-1/2
days of "Site Emergency" (just one step below "General Emergency" involving the public
and possible evacuation).

The WOG Procedures Subcommittee continues to meet several times a year to review
and direct activities on emergency operating procedure (EOP) maintenance and
improvement.

Lessons from EOP Development for Temelin

To comply with licensing requirements for the Temelin plant, the activity for development
and implementation of symptom-based emergency operating procedures (EOPs) was
started at the Temelin plant at the beginning of 1993 and lasted for the next three years.
Development of plant specific EOPs was based on technology transfer using Emergency
Response Guidelines Methodology developed by the WOG. Temelin EOPs include
Optimal Recovery Guidelines, Function Restoration Guidelines, and Critical Safety
Function Status Trees.

EOP development provides a disciplined, step-by-step analysis of questions such as
"What if...? How do you know it works? What do you do if it doesn't work? And what
happens next?" These questions are addressed for complete, long-term recovery from
the complete spectrum accidents (and not limited to the selected set of design basis
events as analyzed in the Safety Analysis Report).

Certain problems were identified during the development of the Temelin symptom based
EOPs, when the Western philosophy of operator intervention into the course of the
accident had to be adopted to the highly automatic concept of WER design. It was
found as a difficult task to ensure correct operator response for emergencies in the cases
where automatic actions prevent him from performing desired manual actions. The
philosophy of the original Russian design, to cover most of the possible emergency
situations by automatic control of the emergency safety features equipment (with priority
over manual control), can lead to situations in which the operator could ensure plant
safety only by defeating the safety systems at the I&C cabinets or the electric cabinets.
These beyond design basis actions make the recovery more difficult, and can be viewed
as a violation of good safety culture and practices.

In the original design for Temelin, the ECCS (high and low head injection) are actuated
by an "S" signal, which starts pumps, aligns valves for injection, and locks out operator
control. The S signal can come from any of the following:

o Low hot leg subcooling (approach to saturation in any hot leg)
o High containment pressure
o High RCS-to-SG saturation temperature difference coincident with low SG
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pressure (for steamline break protection)

The Temelin EOP development found several problems where optimal recovery actions
were in conflict with the algorithms for automatic safety system operation:

o Steam generator tube rupture with natural circulation and non-uniform cooldown;
o SG manifold (collector seal) failure;
o Small LOCA with transfer to Residual Heat Removal
o Loss of offsite power (LOOP) during heatup or cooldown.

These were scenarios whose sequence of events differed from that assumed in the
design basis cases considered for the automation of the safety systems. Consequently,
the automatic control of the safety systems was not optimal. In some cases, the
automatic action was opposite to the necessary recovery action. And the Russian I&C
design principle that automatic action must not be overridden by the operator made
recovery very difficult.

Russian operating practice forbids the operator to take any action affecting safety
systems in the first 30 minutes of an accident. And in the standard WER-1000 design,
the operator can not interfere with the ECCS automatic operation (at least from the
control panel) if saturation conditions exist in any hot leg unless pressurizer level is
sufficiently high. Despite the intent of the ECCS automatic control to prevent or correct
operator errors, this logic enables him to make the same mistakes which led to the TMI
partial core meltdown; i.e., to shut off safety injection when the pressurizer is nearly full,
even if the reactor core is uncovered. (It should also be mentioned that the WER-1000
surge line has a has a low point that forms a loop seal, like the TMI surge line, such that
water cannot drain by gravity from the pressurizer into the reactor.)

The best example of the difficulties presented by this design is the automation of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) and its action during a large primary-to-
secondary system leak. On WERs, a large leak (equivalent diameter of 100 mm) can
occur as a result of failure of the internal SG manifold. Although this event is considered
a design basis event for WERs, it is outside the envelope of events considered in the
automation of the ECCS. In comparison with western PWRs, WER-1000s have both a
very large ECCS injection capacity and a small reserve of emergency coolant. The result
is that the ECCS water supply, in the containment sump, will be exhausted in 45 minutes
if the ECCS is allowed to operate without throttling. The ECCS injected will leak through
the SG fault, and be discharged through the steam lines to either the condenser or to the
atmosphere via atmospheric relief. In either case, it is not available for core cooling.
The proper operator action is to reduce ECCS injection rate (to lengthen the time
available), isolate the faulted SG, cool down with the other SGs, and then terminate
ECCS to stop the leak. These actions are complicated by the ECCS actuation and
control, which may tend to restore full ECCS injection under several scenarios that may
occur during recovery. The intermediate solution for Temelin, using the Russian design
principles, was to establish control of the components at their local cabinets, using
telephone communication from the main control room. (Manual control of ECCS in this
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particular case is essential for successful recovery and prevention of core uncovery.)

Another example is a single-tube SG tube rupture (SGTR). This occurrence will not
cause an immediate S signal if normal reactor makeup is available, but recovery
operations may cause a S signal. In the Westinghouse and Czech studies, we found
many possibilities for either a low hot leg subcooling signal or a steam line break signal
to be generated during the recovery phase if the operator was not very careful in his
recovery actions (even though he may have followed the EOPs perfectly). And once
generated, the signal is not easy to reset.

This (potential or actual) loss of control over important components can hinder the
operator's ability to mitigate the SG leak.

Recognition of EOP Lessons

This situation led Czech and Westinghouse engineers to review the safety related
algorithms, with the view of minimizing the cases in which automatic control could
perform counterproductive actions and could prevent the operator to take corrective
action. These reviews were well underway at the time of the IAEA mission to Temelin
in March 1996. The IAEA had some good things and some bad things to say in their
report of that mission. The summary section of their report includes these statements:

"The combination of eastern and western technology and practices and the
potential compatibility problems seem to have been carefully considered at
Temelin. In several cases, the combination of eastern and western technology
has led to safety improvements in comparison with international practice."

"Implementation of symptom-based emergency operating procedures should
contribute significantly to the plant's ability to respond effectively to unexpected
plant events. However, local override of some automatic protective actions are
required to carry out optimum response actions of EOPs. Additional effort may
be warranted to minimize the need for local overrides of safety systems and
ensure adequate control of such actions."

"Temelin has made extensive progress toward the implementation of operational
practices and programs that are responsive to the IAEA recommendations and
consistent with those used in many of the best operational nuclear power plants...
Development of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) is well along, and these
procedures are consistent with current industry practice."

"...the Russian philosophy used in the design of the I&C system, which gives
automatic safety functions priority over manual control, is inconsistent with the
more current accident response philosophy incorporated in the symptom-based
emergency operating procedures. In order to respond to all possible abnormal
events, including those not considered in the design of the I&C system, the EOPs
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sometimes require override of automatic protection signals. At Temelin, this must
be done at local panels outside the control room. Monitoring and controlling such
overrides is difficult and is not fully consistent with good safety culture. The plant
should consider if additional actions can be taken to provide optimum emergency
response to all possible unexpected events while minimizing the need to override
safety systems at local panels or equipment."

In response to these comments, Westinghouse and CEZ assigned even higher priority
to their effort to correct these difficulties. As a groundrule, the objective was to maintain
the original design philosophy and automatic safety system response to the extent
feasible, but to depart from it as needed to enhance safety.

Safety Enhancements of ECCS Automatic Control

The first part of the ECCS safety enhancements was to generate a new signal, called the
"Injection Needed" signal, to better identify (discriminate) reactor conditions that require
ECCS injection. When the "Injection Needed" signal exists, injection is automatic and
cannot readily be defeated by the operator. When it does not exist, injection is at
operator discretion (manual control permitted) even though ECCS may have been
automatically actuated.

The "Injection Needed" signal has three inputs, any one of which generates the "Injection
Needed" signal:

o Latched S - This (existing) signal is a temporary input, only the 30 seconds
needed for startup of pumps and valves. After that, the operator can shutoff
injection if directed by his EOPs unless one of the other inputs exist.

o Low hot leg subcooling in all hot legs - if any hot leg is subcooled, then the core
is covered and decay heat is being removed. This logic allows saturation in one
or more hot legs due to asymmetric cooldown without starting (or re-starting)
automatic injection.

o Pressurizer low level — If water exists in the pressurizer (and at least one hot leg
is subcooled), then adequate water and boration has been injected into the RCS.

These signals are an automated version of the WOG criteria for termination of ECCS
used in the EOPs.

The "Injection Needed" signal starts the ECCS pumps and aligns valves for injection.
However, during recovery operations from a small break LOCA or SGTR, the operator
may shut off any or all injection (close discharge valves or shut off pumps) if the
"Injection Needed" signal does not exist. Injection is reinitiated automatically if an
"Injection Needed" signal subsequently develops, in accord with the original philosophy
of the WER designers.
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Loss of offsite power (LOOP) does not cause injection if an "Injection Needed" signal
does not exist. This is also an improvement over the original design, and avoids
pressurized thermal shock for a LOOP occurring during cooldown or heatup (between
70°C and 260°C). Although a LOOP will start injection pumps, it does not realign valves.
Therefore, the operator is permitted to turn them off from the control room if an "Injection
Needed" signal does not exist. If an "Injection Needed" signal subsequently develops,
the injection pumps are restarted in sequence and valves aligned for injection.

In this fashion, the safety system automatics backs up the operator, and corrects his
mistakes, but does not unnecessarily restrict the operator.

Limitations of Enhanced Automation

Westinghouse and CEZ have enhanced automation to the extent practical with the
existing hardware systems design (reactor coolant system, steam system, ECCS
components, etc). These enhanced automatic features are fully in compliance with the
original Eastern philosophy, and also are not inconsistent with Western philosophy.
However, even with the enhanced logic, some conditions are outside the practical design
basis for automation. Examples of events that require manual mitigation (i.e., are not
suitable for automation) include outside-containment leaks, such as SG collector seal
failure or leaks in the ECCS itself. For these events, both the old and the new
automation design would produce incorrect actions.

Therefore, unconditional ability to manually override automatic protection is absolutely
essential. The only question is how it should be done. The Westinghouse/Czech
solution for certain specific cases established in administrative procedures is to permit
manual override in the control room, using a keylock switch to ensure administrative
control. The key can be kept in the shift supervisor's office to ensure that it's use is a
deliberate and considered act.

This design has been reviewed with the Czech regulatory authorities and is now being
implemented. It involves well over 100 logic changes in more than 50 I&C cabinets.

Summary

The development of symptom-based EOPs showed that the original Temelin safety
system automatic actuation and control design caused improper response for some
events. Therefore, Westinghouse and CEZ have significantly enhanced the automation,
advancing the eastern philosophy of automatic safety repone to the maximum extent
practical. At the same time, inherent limitations to the principle of complete automation
were recognized. The final solution therefore also provides for efficient operator
response and administrative control for events and conditions that are outside the design
basis for the automation. We believe these safety enhancements make a significant
improvement in defense in depth.
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Korchagin L. N., Afanasyev N. V., South Ukrainian NPP
Wagner K., SKODA NUCLEAR MACHINERY Ltd.

SU NPP unit 1 reactor control system's drives reconstruction.
Theses of report at scientific-practical conference in Prague, 1997.

Groupe and individual control system (SGIU) and ShEM drives of reactor control
system (SUZ) have been operating at power unit No. 1 since 1982.

The lifetime of this equipment established by the manufacturing plant is 10 years.
Taking into consideration determinative significance of this equipmentfor reactor
installation reliability and safety,NPP's specialists since 1991 started to'prepare
control rods' drives and SGIU system reconstruction. For this purpose the
commitment was gained with Skoda Nuclear Machinery, Ltd. in 1992 for supply one
ShEM drive designed jointly by OKB "Gidropress" and Skoda to SU NPP serial power
unit No. 3 for experimental-industrial operation within reactor installation.
Simultaneously, power control panel and drive position control panel manufactured
by Skoda Controls were supplied. At that, it was taken into consideration that Skoda
had been successfully working in the area of equipment development and production
for WER type NPPs.

In 1980, Skoda contracted OKB "Gidropress" to perform works on control rods'
drives modernization at Novovoronezh NPP unit 5, experimental specimens of which
were made in 1983. These drives passed a cycle of tests and modifications which
ensured technical characteristic improvement: the drives' lifetime has been 30 years
of continuous operation at the increased temperature of 300°C. Driving force allows
to move cluster with weight of up to 27 kg. Simultaneously with this there were SGIU
system modification conducted on the basis of digital control system; computer
diagnostic system implementation; service software modification providing data
processing, storing and information availability to the operator-technologist of main
control room (MCR) about control rods' drives operation.

Therefore, during the contract conclusion on the set of ShEM drives and SGIU
programming-technical complex (PTK) supply there was taken a decision to use
during the reconstruction just this modernized ShEM drive with electronic SGIU
equipment set of Skoda production. To confirm characteristics attained as well as to
meet new requirements on nuclear safety by control rod equipment it was decided to
repeat interdepartmental tests on ShEM-M drive and SGIU electrical equipment at
the joint meeting in 1994 on control rods reconstruction of serial Ukrainian WER
units (May 24-26,1994, Yuzhnoukrainsk).

Reosurce tests of control rods' drives and PTK SGIU tests finished in June 1995 and
in February 1996 respectively. Drive and control system confirmed reliability and
faultless of their operation at the performance of 6000 double strokes and cluster
weight of 27 kg. Interdepartmental commission created by the order of Goskomatom
Chairman recommended in its final protocol to apply ShEM-M control rods' dirve of
Skoda production at all the Ukrainian NPPs with WER reactors.

Control rods drives and control system reconstruction at power unit No. 1 was
conducted during Scheduled Preventative Maintenance '96 within 105 days. The list
of works included:
1. Documentation preparation on control rods drives replacement technology
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2. Installation, adjustment and commissioning of the stand on control rods drives test
in the containment of reactor building

3. Adjustment and commissioning of building slip on control rods drives test in the
containment of reactor building

4. Arrangement of casings and control rods drives acceptance test in M-114
compartment as well as electronic equipment in the control rods panels
compartment

5. Adjustment and comissioning of the installation for control rods casings' hydrolic
tests on the containment level of 38.0 of reactor building

6. Disassembling of old control rods drives and casings
7. Disassembling of old control rods panels and control rods control equipment in the

MCR
8. Installation and tests of casings arid control rods drives at the upper unit of the

reactor
9. Installation and tests of new SGIU panels, control rods control and indication

instrumentation at MCR and Emergency Control Room
10.Full-scale tests of control rods within reactor installation.

For all the works there was generated a network schedules and organized a control
of their performance. Works were performed by I&C Shop, organization on
adjustment "Novovoronezhatomenergo" under the author's oversight, and direct
participation of Skoda's specialists.

The quality of the separate works performance was controlled by NPP's Technical
Control Department specialists, departmental inspection at SU NPP and GANU
inspection. Technical issues appeared during reconstruction were solved at the daily
meetings and reflected in the assembling log undersigned by works managers from
Skoda and SU NPP.

In parallels, the work on documentation preparation to obtain GANU permission for
this system commissioning was carried out. The biggest difficulties were
encountered at this stage. Limited time, complication of system being reconstructed,
large amount of Nuclear Regulation Administration and GANU inspection
requirements required to develop about fourty new documents within three months.
Amongst the basic were the following:
1. Technical specifications for ShEM-M drive
2. Technical specifications for SGIU electrical equipment
3. Plan and report on SGIU software validation and verification
4. Control rods system reliability report
5. Quality assurance programs on the manufacturing, assembling, adjustment and

test stages of control rods drives and SGIU equipment
6. Acceptance test programs
7. Works conduction programs
8. Statements and protocols of interim and full-scale tests results
9. Descriptions and operating manuals for constituent parts and entire system.
10.Explanatory note and control rods reconstruction project.
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Most of these documents were subject of expertise according to requirement of
Nuclear Regulation Administration. Results of the expertise were also submitted to
Central GANU Inspection.

Diring the process of consideration of documents set on control rods reconstruction
Central GANU Inspection required to provide additional information on equipment
tests at Skoda plant and at NPP results, that was done. According to the results of
submitted documents consideration GANU Inspection issued the license for
modernized control rods system commissioning within reactor installation.

Conclusions:
1. It is posible to carry out large reconstruction works at NPP during scheduled

preventative maintenance.
2. Terms and quality of such works performance are dependent on preparatory

activities scope which are neccessary to be performed before the beginning of
the reconstructive works at the power unit.

3. Requirements for every document included into the list of documents submitted to
GANU to obtaine license for commissioning the system under reconstruction have
to be generated.

4. The work on standards (GOST, OST) and codes being in force in Ukraine
concordance to normative and technical documents in force in countries supplying
their equipment to Ukrainian NPPs have to be continued.
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Development of new CRDM of Magnetic Jack Type
with Enhanced Parameters for WER-1000 Type of Reactor

Jan Zdebor

SKODA JADERNE STROJ1RENSTVI s r.o
(SKODA NUCLEAR MACHINERY, Ltd )

Head of Design Department

In SKODA NUCLEAR MACHINERY, Ltd modernization of Linear Control Rod Drive
Mechanism (CRDM) used for VVER-1000 type of reactor has been made. Technical
charactenstics of SKODA CRDM are the results of two basic stages of serial CRDMs up-grading.

1. Modernization of CRDM initial design

Is' stage of up-grading of the initial design is performed in co-operation with the
Experimental Drawing Office ,,GIDROPRESS", Russian Federation

EDO ,,GIDROPRESS" technical task contained
• to keep the plunger gnpper latch system and optimize its geometry
• to maintain the method of pressure housing sealing and all connectable CRDM dimensions
• to optimize magnet circuits
• to increase of drive lifting force
• to reduce the mass of CRDM movable parts
• to design a new position indicator without machanical connection with the CRDM rod

Main results of up-grading besides this indicated are as follows :
• the magnetic stainless steel of SUPERFERIT type is used for poles and armatures and

geometry of magnet circuits has been optimized (compensation of lower magnetic properties
of stainless steel, higer drive force - see Fig. 1, lower current - see Fig. 2,)

• the optimization of gripper latch and bushing geometry and new design of main parts of Block
of Lifting (to increase of service life to 2,1 x 106 steps)

• new design and new materials of electromagnets coils (increase of service life, higher corrosin
resistance in the course of LOCA )

• reconstruction of the locking device in the drawing shaft - cluster coupling ( precluding the
disconnection of drive shaft and cluster at the end of the scram )

• research and development of new type of position indicator
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Verification of (he l" stage of up-grading results by :

• verification calculations of all construction assemblies
• life tests of specimens
• operational test

Life tests
performed with two test specimens of CRDM on §KODA test stand and on EDO

,,GIDROPRESS" stand. The main type of tests was as follows :

• life test for 6000 double travels and 200 scrams
• tests in the „ hot regime" (without air cooling)
• verification of operation ability in emergency regimes ( heat removal failure, low leak, high

leak)
• hydraulic stop device testing
• testing in the seismic effect regime

When the decision was made to apply the Westinghouse fuel assemblies at Temelin NPP, the
service life test of §KODA CRDM with Westinghouse type of fuel assembly and cluster was
repeated

Operational test
is working at the South-Ukrainian NPP on part of position indicators at Unit 1 and 3 (8 cam-

paignes) One §KODA CRDM specimen undergoes operational test at Unit 3 for the fifth year by
now, see Fig. 3.

Resulted CRDM has the service life of 20 years Two CRDM sets of this type for Temelin NPP
have been already manufactured and delivered

2. Further modernization of CRDM design

Based on the experience §KODA continued in further up-grading of CRDM design

The main results of 2nd stage of up-grading are as follows :

• extention of all CRDM parts service life to 30 years

• increase of electromagnet coils operational temperature to 300 °C
• increase of scram velocity
• proving the ability to work with a cluster of weight 27 kg
• application of expanded graphite sealing for position indicator together with bolts of new

design
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Verification of the 2nd stage of up-grading results by :

• verification calculations of all new construction assemblies
• laboratory testing of CRDM electrical equipment (see Fig 5)
• life tests of speciemen

For the verification of the 2nd stage of up-grading SKODA CRDM results to operate with a cluster
of 27 kg weight, the life tests have been made on §KODA test stand according to the programme
approved by the Ukrainian Regulatory Office, Ukrainian NPPs and by the Chief Designer of
WER-1000 NPP which is EDO ,,GK>ROPRESS"

For CRDM testing and operation at NPPs new equipment has been made in SKODA. The new
equipment is as follows:

• HW and SW sketch for CRDM maintenance ( see Fig 4)
• Equipment for pressure housing verticality inspection
• Equtpment for pressure housing hydraulc testing
• Equipment for CRDM assembly and transport

This type of CRDMs has been operated since August 1996 at Unit 1 of South-Ukrainian NPP
Currently, SKODA NM has been manufacturing these CRDMs also for other Ukrainian NPPs
where they are intended to be used for reconstruction and upgrading.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Design and realization experience of Advanced Control Rod Group and

Individual Control System (GIC) for VVER -1000 reactors.

Vaclav Cerny, Ladislav Novy, Jan Jafiour, Miroslav RiS, Pavel Zidek

SKODA Controls s.r.o., Plzen.

1. Introduction

The Group and Individual control system (GIC) full replacement was realized at South

Ukrainian Nuclear Power Plant (SLTNPP) Unit 1 during the reactor refueling outage in summer 1996.

The new equipment has been developed and manufactured at §KODA Controls s.r.o. This article

gives a brief overview about this system and design and realization process experience.

2. Main functions of the GIC system

Group and individual control system provides control rods position evaluation, indication and

control. System is directly connected to the control rod drives and their position sensors.

GIC system is one of the subsystems of the reactor I&C and is interfaced with some of other

I&C subsystems as Automatic power regulator (ARM), Safety shut-down system (AZ), Power

limitation system (PZ), In-core measuring system (SVRK.) and Unit information system (IVS).

GIC system "itself provides the following functions:

• evaluation of control rods position;

• indication of control rods position on MCR and ECR panels;

• moving of individual rods and group of rods in manual control mode by operator's commands.

GIC system in cooperation with other subsystems of I&C provides the following functions:

• reactor full scram by switching off all of CRDM magnet coils power supply (follows all control

rods shut down by gravitation force);

• reactor partial scram by switching off one pre-selected group of CRDM magnet coils power supply

(follows one group of control rods shut down by gravitation force);

• simultaneous insertion of one control rod group with preset sequence, when the limitation system

command PZ-1 is given;

• disabling of the control rods withdrawal, when the limitation system command PZ-2 is given;

• insertion or withdrawal (in a special sequence) of control rod groups by commands of automatic

power regulator.
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3. Structure of the advanced GIC system and its main features

System structure you can see on Figure 1.

In the system lower level you can see Drive power supply and control cabinets (PSU), which

provide power supply of control rod drive magnet coils and Position evaluation cabinets (PKP), which

are connected to the control rod position indicators UP-2.

At the system upper level you can see two Group and individual control cabinets (PGIU) with

Manual control unit (BRU) and Communication and indication device (UKI), two sets of position

indicators (UGIP) and Diagnostics cabinet (PD).

Drive power supply and control cabinet (PSU) involves two independent channels, each of

them providing control of one control rod drive. Each of channels contains three digital controlled

rectifiers providing drive magnetic coils power supply, central programmed digital control unit,

communication unit and two pulse converters for drive magnetic coils stand-by power supply.

Position evaluation cabinet (PKP) involves four independent channels, each of them

providing evaluation of position of one control rod. Each channel contains position sensor power

supply unit, programmed digital evaluation unit, communication and interface units.

Group and individual control cabinet (PGIU) involves three channels, which works on

"two out of three" principle. Each of channels contains central unit with Intel 80C186 microprocessor,

six communication units, and five different interface units. In addition to this programming part,

cabinet contains three channel non programmed, "hard-wired logic" module, processing safety shut

down system commands (full and partial scram commands).

Diagnostic cabinet (PD) involves data collection and preprocessing module (similar to the

one of Group and individual control cabinet - see above) and personal computer with color monitor.

Personal computer provides data processing, visualization and storage.

Communication, indication and indication device (UKI) is mounted on the operator's

console. It is intended for information transferring between operator's console and Group and

individual control cabinets and also for displaying information. It contains a flat panel display , small

scale, high reliable personal computer and special displays.

Manual control unit (BRU) is mounted on the operators console. On the top of the unit are

switches and push buttons, allowing operator to control the control rods in manual mode.

Each of two sets of position indicators (UGIP) involves 49 individual control rod position

indicators. One of sets is mounted on the Main control room board, the other on the Emergency

control room board.

In the point of view of the system architecture, GIC system is a distributed control system.

Interconnection between different parts of the system is provided by using redundant (doubled) serial

communication lines RDD (SKODA's own system).
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To be brief, we can mention some of the main characteristic features of the system:

• wide using of microprocessors and microcontrollers Intel 80C186, 80C196 a 80C152;

• 795 microcomputers and microcontrollers in total is working in the system;

• the system equipment contains more than 1000 electronic units;

• the system equipment is placed in 43 cabinets and in four special assemblies;

• the system contains 11 communication lines with 165 communication nodes;

• the system equipment is of the earthquake resistant design and is seismic tested;

• the system fulfil l EMC requirements and was completely EMC tested;

• two level fault diagnostics is implemented in the system (self diagnostic as a lower level and

centralized data collection and processing as an upper level).

4. Choice of upgrading strategy and requirements for system design

South Ukrainian NPP administrative's decision for upgrading was based on the following

facts that the old equipment was near of the end of life and it was anyway necessary to adapted the

system to the new type of control rod drives (produced by §KODA Nuclear machinery).

Basic approach to the system upgrading was discussed not only between customer and

supplier experts, but with experts of other Ukrainian NPP's.

Following criteria for choice of upgrading strategy was reached as a result of this discussion:

• dismounting of the old equipment, installation and commissioning of the new equipment has to be

completely realized during the regular, at 90 days extended reactor refueling outage;

• maximum of system interconnection has to be provided by using of existing cables;

• as less as possible of new cables has to be required;

• only the existing cables going through containment hermetic penetrations can be used for of

control rod drives and position sensors;

• the same main functions providing by the old system has to be provided by a new system too;

• as many as possible of new auxiliary functions (information, diagnostics, ...) are required;

• it is required, to give operator more information about control rods positions;

• system reliability has to be improved.

Most of the experts on the beginning rejected the idea of full replacement, which was

suggested by supplier. The main reason was the afraid of technical complications which can occur

during system installation and commissioning and which can cause extension of reactor outage and

expand cost of system upgrading. They suggested to replace only electronic units in the existing racks

or replace complete rack in existing cabinets.
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At the end, full replacement was chosen as the approach to the upgrading, because of its

following main advantages:

• more designer's freedom to find optimal variants of equipment design;

• allows to chose a new optimal system internal structure (e.g. by using communication lines);

• allows to use optimal ways for a new auxiliary function implemented in the system;

• gives a possibility to test the whole complete system at the factory;

• at the end the customer has completely new equipment with long service life expectancy.

After that the approach to the upgrading was chosen, next important task was choosing limits

of equipment which should be upgraded. Supplier's suggestion that the optimal limits are identical

with limits of Group and individual control system , was based on the following facts:

• not withstanding that the volume of the equipment is large, the system as a "black box" provides

relatively a few clearly defined functions;

• the number of signals at the interface with another systems is relatively low;

• all of the interface input signals are binary logic signals (24 volts).

It gives the following advantages:

• supplier's independence (better: only very low dependence) on a cooperation with another subject

during the system design and realization;

• simple interface with other systems;

• easy simulation of system input signals (in real conditions incoming from other systems) can be

provided during the factory testing of the system;

• very high probability, that in factory tested system shall successfully work on the site;

• simplicity of on-site tests of interface with another system.

As an example, we can say, in case if the system limits include at about 5% less volume of

equipment, the number of system interface signals will be increased from few tens up to many

hundreds.

5. Design for replacement feasibility

For the design of the system we can use information based on development experience of

some similar parts of equipment for the Temelin NPP and on-site in operation tests of its prototypes,

which being performed at the South Ukrainian NPP Unit 3 since 1992 year.

We provided the analysis of documentation and "on-site recognition" of the old system

equipment, including photographic documentation of all the important parts for replacement (cable

terminals, panel assemblies etc.).
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Very good information was "picked up" in meetings (formal or informal) with Ukrainian

NPP's operation personal. This information was very important for formulation of the system

requirements.

Based on our experiences, we can say that many experts can good describe problems which

occurred during the existing equipment operation and opinions of most of them are equal, but they do

not have clear idea, what new features and functions should have a new designed system.

The principle 1 : 1 was used for the cabinet replacement. Each of old cabinet was replaced by

the new cabinet which provide the same main functions (except of the newly used Diagnostic

cabinet). Described principle was used, even if there was possibility to place new equipment in less

cabinets then previously.

One to one replacement gave us following possibilities:

• to connect existing cables to the new cabinet's terminals;

• to use existing system of power supply (cables, breakers) without changes;

• to use existing bases (steel rails in concrete) for cabinets.

6. Replacement realization

Dismantling of the old equipment was provided by the SUNPP's facility.

Installation of a new equipment was provide by the SUNPP's facility, under the supplier's supervision.

The supervision was performed by one engineer on site. In addition, during connecting phase of

cabling, one supplier's mechanic who itself provided connection of communication cables was on

site. Set of special tools required for installation works by the local personnel was within scope of

supply. Special design mechanical parts, which were needed for fixation of assemblies, mounted on

the operators console and MCR/ECR boards, were supplied with equipment, too.

On account of the results of installation we can say:

• local personnel was skilled and flexible enough when installing a new equipment;

• existing cables was connected again without problems;

• preparation for the replacement, beginning at the first design stage, makes system installation easy

and short.

7. System commissioning (on-site testing)

After the system was completely integrated and tested in the factory, the system

commissioning was reduced only to on-site testing which was performed by the supplier's staff, power

plant and specialized firm "Novovoronesh ATOMTECHENERGO".
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Individual tests of each of the cabinets and assemblies on the MCR and ECR were provided

to confirm whether no damages or failures occurred during the equipment transportation and

installation. "Built-in" software features and special design external tools as drive imitator and

position sensor imitator etc. were used for tests of Drive power supply and control cabinets (PSU)

and Position evaluation cabinets (PKP).

The two following partial tests of the system were performed without connecting the system

with the control rod drives and the position indicators to the reactor.

During the first test, all channels of the Drive power supply, and control cabinets (PSU) and

Position evaluation cabinets (PKP) worked in the simulation mode (simulation were provided by the

built-in software features), all the other parts of the system worked in their normal operation mode.

Then, using switches on the operators console, group and individual control of "rods" were tested

(stepping of rod drives and control rods positions were simulated by software in the PSU and PKP

cabinets).

By the second test, one control rod drive with control rod imitator and position sensor was

used (the whole assembly were placed on a special frame outside the reactor). At the beginning, the

drive was connected to the first channel of the drive power supply and control, position sensor was

connected to the corresponding channel of position evaluation. Then, by using switches on the

operator's console to control the drive in the individual mode, the control rod imitator was moving up

or down. When the first of channel's were O. K., the drive and position indicators were connected to

the second channel and so on.

At the end of outage, when the reactor was completely assembled and drives and position

indicators connected, "in complex" test of the system was performed. During the test, the reactor was

subcritical ( high concentration of boric acid).

Based on our experiences, we can say, that short on-site tests period can be reached by:

• preparation for the on-site testing, beginning at the first design stage;

• suitable (from this point of view) internal structure of the system;

• using built-in testing features (software and/or hardware);

• having special design external tools within the scope of supply;

• using autodiagnostics and diagnostics features of the system to support of tests.

8. Conclusion

Successful commissioning of the GIC system at the South Ukrainian NPP's Unit I and good

results of the first 7 months of system operation, proved full replacement as an optimal approach to

the upgrading in this case and confirmed that SKODA Controls s.r.o. is competent in a field of design,

manufacturing and supply of large electronic systems which are able to fulfill Nuclear Power Plants

strong requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

There is much debate today with respect to the safety of nuclear power plants in the former
Soviet Union. In an effort to bring plant safety up to western standards, many programs for
the installation of modern instrumentation and control equipment have been discussed.
However, one such program has actually been implemented which combined the efforts the
South Ukraine Nuclear Power Plant, Westron (a Ukrainian joint venture company), and
Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

The South Ukraine Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 became the first VVER 1000 unit to be
back-fitted with an advanced digital Computer Information System (CIS). This new system
enhances plant safety and performance by providing operators with detailed, high resolution
displays of operating conditions. The system was designed, and installed by Westron, a
joint venture of the Ukrainian company Hartron and Westinghouse Electric Corporation of
the United States. The VVER 1000 plant is a pressurized light water reactor, and is very
similar in design to nuclear plants in the U.S., Western Europe, and Asia.

The South Ukraine plant is the first operating VVER to install an advanced plant Computer
Information System. This is significant since there are a large number of operating VVER
type plants that will need upgrades in the future. Listed below are some of these W E R
plants:

1. Ukraine (13 operating plants)
• South Ukraine NPP (3 Units)
• Zaporozhye NPP (6 Units)
• Khmelnitskiy NPP (1 Unit)
• Rovno NPP (3 Units)

2. Russia (13 operating plants)
• Balakovo NPP (4 Units)
• Kalinin NPP (2 Units)
• Kola NPP (4 Units)
• Novovoronezhskiy NPP (3 Units)

3. Bulgaria (6 operating plants)
• Kozloduy NPP (6 Units)

4. Czech Republic (4 operating plants)
• Dukovany (4 Units)

5. Slovak Republic (4 operating plants)
• Bohunice (4 Units)

The new CIS system utilizes the Westinghouse Distributed Processing Family (WDPF II™)
Control and Information System technology. There are more than 3000 such Computer
Information Systems in operation around the world in nuclear and fossil power stations,
steel mills, water treatment facilities, and many other industries utilizing process control
and information monitoring systems.
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PROJECT HISTORY

After Ukraine declared its independence, Westinghouse Electric Corporation spent several
years exploring the nuclear power plant upgrade market in Ukraine. During this time
Westinghouse concluded that in order to effectively participate in this market it would be
necessary to establish a joint venture in Ukraine. In 1994 Westinghouse was awarded a
grant by the US Department of Defense for the first defense conversion project in Ukraine
under the Nunn-Lugar program for the newly independent states of the former Soviet
Union. This Program was the result of an agreement between the US and Ukraine to assist
in the conversion of military-industrial enterprises to commercial activities.

Westinghouse evaluated several possible partners and eventually teamed with Hartron a
Ukrainian company that formerly developed, produced and installed control and monitoring
systems for missiles and space systems. Westinghouse and Hartron agreed to form Westron
as a Ukraine Joint Venture company to design, engineer, manufacture, install, and service
instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in Ukraine.

In July 1994, Westinghouse and Westron made their first combined visit to the South
Ukraine Nuclear Power Plant (SU NPP). In the course of discussing the problems of I&C
operations at power units, SU NPP specialists introduced their visitors to the status of the
installed CM-2M CIS (URAN-B2) hardware. This system provides data acquisition from
process point sensors, data processing, storage and presentation of information to operators
at the Main Control Room (MCR). By 1994, the system had exhausted its service life,
become obsolete and needed to be upgraded or replaced. At that time, the SU NPP
specialists were investigating and comparing various possible options of CIS
refurbishment/replacement:

• by IMPULS SPA (Ukraine),
• by Siemens (Germany), and
• other companies.

Westinghouse provided a presentation on their experience in the development, manufacture
and supply of computer information systems on Nuclear Power Plants throughout the
world. The Westinghouse systems utilize the WDPF II™ distributed control and
information systems technology that feature a number of advantages as compared to similar
systems supplied by other companies. The Westinghouse WDPF II™ technology provides
high-speed notification to operators of changes in plant conditions. This digital system is a
fully distributed, open architecture system that is easily expandable to support future
upgrades. The system is designed to be fully redundant so that failure of any single
component in the system will not impact its operation.

Over the next several months Westinghouse and Westron specialists introduced SU NPP
personnel to the features and capabilities of the Westinghouse WDPF I&C technology and
how it might be used to replace the existing CIS.
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After having studied the joint Westinghouse/Westron proposal, SU NPP decided to replace
the CIS at SU NPP Unit 1 with the CIS designed and supplied by Westron using
Westinghouse technology. SU NPPs critical decision was based on the fact that Westron, a
Ukrainian-American Joint Venture, manufactures WDPF-based hardware and relevant spare
parts. Additionally, the joint SU NPP, Westron, and Westinghouse CIS specification
insured the design of a system that meets the latest western safety and performance
standards for nuclear power plants.

SU NPP personnel provided information on the functionality of the CM-2M system and
together, with Westron and Westinghouse experts, a system architecture based on WDPF
was developed along with a Technical Specification document. Based upon this
information, a detailed technical proposal was prepared in October, 1994. A contract for
the SU NPP Unit 1 CIS replacement was signed in February, 1995. Westron, as a
Ukrainian company, was the lead organization for die project.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The reconstruction process was split into two phases so that the work effort could be
divided into two refueling outage cycles. The Phase I CIS system (shown in Figure 1.),
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Figure 1.

which was installed during the 19% summer refueling outage, now provides operators with
the ability to plot trends against each other on any desired time-scale or measurement
parameter. This simplifies the process of making correlation's so that operators can better
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understand the process. Safety is improved since parameters like temperature, pressure, or
flows can be easily seen in graphical form.

The Phase I CIS now on line was designed to operate in parallel with the existing CM-2M.
All plant parameters are transferred from the CM-2M to the new CIS via a custom datalink
called WESgate. The WESgate's function during Phase I operation is data acquisition of all
plant parameters. The Phase I hardware includes two redundant WDPF distributed
processing units (DPUs), the WESgate datalink, a WEStation Engineers/Software Server,
two WEStation operator stations, redundant computational servers, and redundant Historical
Storage & Retrieval units and Loggers (HSR/Log). ,

Below is a more detailed description of the CIS components:
• Operators workstation - WEStations are based on the Sun Microsystems Sparc

hardware. These stations provide a high resolution, multi-window environment for the
man-machine interface (MMI) to the I&C systems via color graphics video displays.
One operator WEStation is dedicated to the reactor monitoring system and the other
WEStation is dedicated to the turbine generator monitoring system.

• Computational servers - carry out most of the specialized calculations associated with
the nuclear plant systems. All programs run on the Sun Microsystems computers which
use the UNIX operating system.

• Data link server - provides the interface required to communicate with the CM-2M
during Phase I, and after Phase II will provide the interface for other systems such as
radiation monitoring.

• Historical storage and retrieval - supports the collection, storage, and archiving of the
plant data. This subsystem collects and stores the real-time data including pre-trip and
post-trip data and the sequence of events during the trip occurrence.

• Log Servers - redundant log servers provide the ability to present data in a report
format, either manually requested or event driven. The ability to capture hard copies of
display screens is also provided.

• Engineer's station and software server - gives the software engineer the capability to
perform software and system maintenance.

• WDPF DPU cabinet - provides hardware and software necessary for direct data
acquisition from plant sensors.

All of the WDPF devices or Drops reside on a redundant Westnet II™ real-time data
highway. All of the drops with the exception of the DPUs, are connected to an Ethernet
information highway for passing of files and non real-time data between WEStations.

The Phase II CIS system (shown in Figure 2.), which will be installed during the 1997
summer refueling outage, will expand the system with three additional operator stations and
21 additional DPUs for data acquisition. The CM-2M will be completely removed during
this outage.
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In the course of Phase I equipment operation, SU NPP operations personnel provided some
comments and requests, namely:
• considering features of Main Control Room (MCR) layout, to replace initially installed

20" monitors with 27" monitors;
• lo develop and implement a functional keyboard intended for selecting and providing

selection of alarms for display (similar to their existing keyboard);
• to arrange a synchronized time system in all of the CIS adjacent systems. The CIS uses

the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) network to synchronize its system. Other systems
at SU NPP will be tied into the CIS GPS system.
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Figure 2.

In addition to the standard operating system software included with WDPF, several
additional plant specific application programs will be installed. These include:
• Time averaging - A routine that continually averages operating parameters over various

time intervals.
• Redundant measurements - A program that monitors redundant sensor readings and

makes comparisons of actual readings versus expected readings and inferential data from
other measurements to ascertain the validity or accuracy of key process instruments.

• Flow and level corrections - This program supplies operators with corrections for tank
level measurements based on actual pressures and temperatures that compensate for
"shrink and swell u effects.

• Plant and system status - Provides automatic adjustments to computer system
parameters and notification routines based on actual plant status (i.e. full power, shut
down, hot standby, refueling, etc.).
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Other programs include the "Technical and Economic Parameters" program and a "Water
Chemical Treatment" program which coordinate actual plant status or mode with the plant
technical specifications, efficiency models and water treatment requirements for a particular
plant status.

PROJECT SCOPE SPLIT

The contract provided the following scope split:
• Westron, as the lead organization, is responsible for all software engineering,

software/hardware integration and testing, installation and commissioning along with
training of SU NPP operations and maintenance personnel.

• Westinghouse supplied WDPF technology, hardware, training of Westron engineers,
technical support and joint support for over all project management.

• SU NPP supplied all required plant information including all input/output data
identification, initial data for plant application programs, and participated in the
development of plant specific specification databases.

• SU NPP personnel participated with Westron specialists in the development of all MMI
plant information graphical displays.

SUMMARY

The South Ukraine upgrade is the first of many that will take place in the former eastern
bloc countries over the next several years. Westron is currently developing a similar system
for the Zaporozhye nuclear power plant. In addition, there are eleven other VVER type
units in operation in Ukraine, as well as twenty seven others in operation throughout
Eastern & Central Europe and Russia - all potential upgrade projects.
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LOCALIZATION OF I&C SENSORS

INSIDE/OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

FOR NPP TEMELIN

CONTENT Hermani S.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT FOR A RUSSIAN WER 1000

3. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT FOR A WESTINGHOUSE PWR

4. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT SELECTED FOR THE NPP TEMELIN

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the remote mounted I&C sensors, for which the process tapping points are inside
containment.

The remote mounted I&C sensors are connected, via an impulse line, to the process system; they
measure selected process parameters like pressure (P), level (L) or flow (F). See figure 1.

In order to receive a correct measurement of the process parameters, a number of criteria for the
impulse line/sensor arrangements have to be fulfilled.

Additionally, specifically for Nuclear Power Plants (NPP), the channel separation criteria, and the
protection criteria against High Energy Line Breaks (HELB) have to be fulfilled, as applicable, for the
sensor systems.

2. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT FOR A RUSSIAN W E R

2 1 Description

In the original designed (Russian) W E R 1000, the sensors which are measuring the process
parameters of systems located inside containment, are in fact located outside containment.
The reason for this arrangement is the need for frequent access to the sensors themselves for
testing and maintenance purposes.

An example of such an arrangement, connected to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), is given
in figure 2. The main features are :

o At the instrument tap (on high energy process systems only), an excess flow check
valve is installed.

o The relatively long impulse lines penetrate the containment and are connected (via a

valve system) to the sensor.

o The impulse line system is connected to a backflush system.

2.2 Conclusion

The advantage of this arrangement are :

o Sensors are easily accessible
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The disadvantages of this arrangement are :

o Long impulse lines (50 - 70 meters each).

o High number of containment penetrations are required Via 15 multiple penetration
blocks, about 425 impulse lines (14 0 x 2 mm) penetrate the containment.

o Use of the excess flow check valves
Mlore than 200 of these valves are foreseen. These valves can fail in a closed position,
without direct recognition.
Additionally, operational burdens exist due to the back flushing requirements

o Concern for impulse line break outside containment.

3. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT FOR A WESTINGHOUSE PWR

3.1 Description

In the Westinghouse designed PWR, the sensors, which are measuring the parameters of the
process systems located inside containment, are located inside containment

An example of such an arrangement, connected to the RCS, is given in figure 3.

3.2 Conclusion

The advantages of this arrangement are :

o Short impulse lines

o No containment isolation requirements

o No excess flow check valves

The disadvantages of this arrangement are :

o Sensors are easily accessible during plant shutdowns; but not so easily accessed during

power operation. However, access during power operation is in general not required.

There are two exceptions to the inside containment sensor arrangement:

o Reactor Vessel Level Indication System (RVLIS)

o Containment Pressure. See figure 4
For these measurements, the sensors are located outside containment. Westinghouse is using
for these measurements a capillary system, which in fact is separating, via a membrane, the
process medium to be measured, from the sensor.

4. IMPULSE LINE/SENSOR ARRANGEMENT SELECTED FOR THE NPP TEMELIN

4.1 Introduction

Early in the planning process, to adapt the Westinghouse I&C system to the Temelin WER, the
following guidelines were defined :

o Minimize the length of the impulse lines

o Minimize the number of impulse lines penetrating containment

o Eliminate the excess flow check valves
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o Eliminate the back flush system

o Eliminate the possibility of loss of reactor coolant due to an impulse line break in the
transmitter rooms outside containment

o Eliminate the possibility of loss of secondary side coolant due to an impulse line break in
the transmitter rooms outside containment

Detailed reviews and plant walkdowns took place to define where to locate (inside containment)
all of the sensors, measuring parameters of process systems located inside containment.

Quickly it was found out that there is only limited space inside the W E R containment available,
and not all sensors can easily be located inside containment.

Selection criteria were developed to define which sensors shall be located inside containment
and which sensors may be located outside containment. See figure 5.

Selection Criteria (SC)

A 1 Sensors tapping off the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) - within the LOCA boundary -
shall be located inside containment.

A 2 Sensors tapping off the Secondary Side System (SSS) - within the secondary side break
boundary - shall be located inside containment.

A 3 Sensors tapping off ventilation systems, or other systems open to containment
atmosphere, shall be located inside containment.

B 1 Sensors tapping off other systems (not A.1; A.2; A 3 above) should be located inside
containment as well; however if no space is available, these sensors can be located
outside containment

B.2 Sensors required for flange leak testing, due to the Czech requirement for frequent
access to the specific sensors to verify status of gaskets, shall be located outside
containment.

4 2 Criteria for Impulse Lines when penetrating Containment.

Once defined that, due to limited available space inside containment, a number of sensors had
to be located outside containment, the containment isolation criteria for the applicable impulse
lines, must be specified. See Figure 6.

The general containment isolation criteria for impulse lines are given in the following :

o Supplement to Safety Guide 11 (2/17/72)

o ANSI/ANS-56.2 - 1984

o Standard Review Plan 15 6.2 (Rev. 2, July 82)

o ISA-S 67.02 (1980)

The Temelin containment isolation criteria for impulse lines are specified as follows :

o The impulse line inside containment is designed as a closed system as far as
achievable (ANSI/NS - 56.2-1984); or provided with a manual shut off valve (normally
closed) inside containment, if measurement is required during an outage only.

o The impulse line/valve/sensor arrangement outside containment is designed as a closed
system (ANSI/ANS-56.2-1984).
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Throughout the impulse line run, welded connections will be used (except impulse line to
sensor/manifold - where compression fittings are necessary).

4.3 Description

On the Temelin project (for Unit 1 only) there is a total of 297 remote mounted I&C sensors, for
which the tapping points are located inside containment.

A total of 221 sensors have been located inside containment. The rest of 76 sensors, are for
different reasons, located outside containment.

The sensors located outside containment are :

o RVLIS/RCS pressure (capillary system) - 7 sensors

o Containment pressure (capillary system) - 6 sensors

o ECCS tank level (capillary system) - 3 sensors

o Refueling canal level (only required at refueling) - 5 sensors

o Containment pressure (very small range) - 3 sensors

o Cooling water flow - 14 sensors

o Component flange leak check (Czech requirement - 38 sensors
for frequent access during power operation)

An example, comparing the original (Russian) design for the impulse line/sensor arrangement,
and the new design as defined for Temelin is given for: Sensor tapping off Reactor Coolant
System (Selection Criteria A.1) in figure 7.

An example showing the sensor locations inside containment at elevation 13.20, is given in
figure 8. Other sensors are located at elevation 19.34. All sensors are located in the circular
walkway to achieve good access.

Some sensors of the ventilation systems are located on the operating deck

4.4 Conclusion

The new Westinghouse I&C sensor system design and location for Temelin increases the plant
safety, provides correct measurements and also will reduce plant maintenance operations.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION LEAK MONITORING SYSTEM LMS-96

Jiff Li§ka, Martin Cvrcek - SKODA NUCLEAR MACHINERY Ltd., Plzefi

Lud6k Muller - University of West Bohemia, Plzefi

Czech Republic

Abstract

On-line acoustic emission leak monitoring under industrial conditions of nuclear power plant
is a problem with specific features setting specific demands to the leak monitoring system.
The paper briefly reviews those problems (attenuation pattern of a real structure, acoustic
background, alarm system etc.) and solution of some of them is discussed. An information
about Acoustic Emission Leak Monitoring System LMS-96 developed by Skoda Nuclear
Machinery is given. System function is shortly described.

Introduction

A number of industrial applications of acoustic emission method for leak detection is
growing up. Industrial application, especially on nuclear power plant, brings some specific
problems to be solved. Skoda Nuclear Machinery has been working in this field since 1989.
The multichannel leak monitoring system type LMS-96 has been developed. The main
diagnostic parameter used for leak monitoring is RMS value of AE signal. Some problems
solved during development are discussed below.

Requirements for Industrial Leak Monitoring System

Required features for industrial acoustic leak monitoring system can be summarized in
following points:

• High reliability

• Adaptability to the real structure geometry

• Adaptability to the changes of acoustical background

• Reasonable extent of automation

• Self diagnostic function including automatic testing of measuring lines

• False alarm reducing leak alarm system

• Transparent form of output information

Discussion of Some Problems and their Solution

Reliability of measuring lines

It is well known that the reliability of the system is strongly dependent on the reliability of
measuring lines. Main difficulties:

• Long term stability of sensor-to-structure acoustical coupling

• Severe environment (temperature, humidity, radiation)

LMS-96 solution: Integral waveguide/sensor design and welding of waveguides to the
surface of the structure.
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System adaptation to the conditions of a real structure

For acceptable accuracy of leak localization certain mathematical model must be employed.
Generally used model can be expressed as

U (d) = A - B d

where U is RMS value of AE sensor signal in dB, d is AE source-to-sensor distance, A is AE
source intensity in dB and B is attenuation coefficient in dB/m.

However, there are usually various circumstances causing the values measured on a real
structure sometimes do not correspond sufficiently with that model, namely:

• Deviations of transfer characteristics of measuring lines

• Different attenuation along the structure

• Reflections of acoustical waves

• Superposition of various modes of acoustical waves

In such a case certain system adaptation should be carried out to improve localization
accuracy.

The method has to be chosen considering individual structure. An adaptation procedure
which can be applied to an .almost homogeneous" linear structure (e.g. piping) with
obstacles (e.g. valves) is explained below.

Considering a system disposing with dual function measuring lines (sensor/exciter) we can
obtain through step-by-step excitation the .response matrix" of the whole sensor net to
excitation in each measuring point. Supposing linear dependence U vs. d an adaptation
procedure calculating gain corrections in measuring lines is performed based on
modification of matrix elements so that a correspondence with linear-law attenuation would
be achieved.

Principle of the procedure:

• Making U vs. d graph using all elements of response matrix

• Fitting regression line to points of the graph, estimate of B

• Calculation of differences between measured and theoretical values

• Calculation of average differences for individual measuring channels (both sensor and
exciter function taken into account) representing corrections of gain in individual channels

• Application of corrections both to the rows and columns of response matrix

• Repetition of the procedure keeping the same B value

Note: The response matrix has to be in some cases masked, e.g. in case of matrix
elements .contamination" by signal reflections or if sensor-to-exciter distance is too
great, etc.

Final gain correction is the sum of corrections in individual steps.

An effect of using the method is demonstrated by the result of experiment on a pipe of
length cca 5 m with 4 transducers installed. AE signal was simulated by gas jet. The results
are summarized in the table below:
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Excitation
point No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Actual
coordinate
x[cm]

47

93

187

233

327

373

Case 1

x1[cm]

0

2

61

3

363

423

Error [ cml

-47

-91

-126

-230

36

50

Case 2

x2[cm]

2

10

73

24

343

423

Error [ cm]

-45

-63

-114

-209

16

50

Case 3

xalcm]

24

27

123

240

356

423

Error [ cml

-23

-66

•64

7

29

50

The table includes a comparison of three cases of evaluation differing by:

• Calculation of B (from elements of unmasked and/or masked response matrix)

• Corrections (used and/or not used)

Case 1: Unmasked matrix, corrections not used

Case 2: Masked matrix, corrections not used

Case 3: Masked matrix, corrections used

The best locality estimate in Case 3 is obvious.

In case of existence of obstacles (e.g. valve on the piping) the procedure can be applied
too. In the first step, in addition to B estimate, signal drop on obstacles must be estimated
and U vs. d graph must be linearized.

For more complicated geometry (e.g. reactor vessel cover) more sophisticated methods
must be used, e.g. neural network method.

Testing of measuring lines

A comprehensive multichannel system should be equipped with an automatic calibration
and testing module. The reason is reaching maximal objectivity, reproducibility and
elimination of errors.

If there are dual mode lines at disposal, the response matrix described above can be
determined any time during operation and compared with reference matrix. By its evaluation
the fault line can be found out.

Acoustical background, alarm generation

Acoustical background existing on any real structure can not be considered as constant.
The reason of its change are various operational activities (e.g. opening and dosing valves),
change of operational parameters during non-stationary conditions etc. The system should
be able to work under such conditions. '

LMS-96 disposes with a library of various acoustical background reference patterns
corresponding with identified operational activities. This library can be added during normal
operation according to operator's decision. When signal level in any channel exceeds
adjusted threshold (Alert signal) the situation is evaluated as:

• Change of a acoustical background

• Leak occurrence
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Standard procedure after Alert generation:

• Measurement of representative sample of signal pattern

• Looking for corresponding background pattern in the library

Found => applied, Alert off

Not found => Leak Alarm

Leak Monitoring System LMS-96

Purpose and application

Monitoring of leak of gas or liquid media through the pressure envelope of pressure retaining
devices, e.g.

• Monitoring of leaks on the primary and/or secondary circuit of nuclear power plant

• Monitoring of leaks of steam on the boiler of conventional power plant

• Monitoring of leaks on steam lines

• Monitoring of through-valve leaks etc.

System structure

• Measuring lines (piezoelectric sensors, preamplifiers)

• Local Measuring Units (industrial PC based)

Function: Signal digitization, RMS calculation, testing of measuring lines

• Data Processing Unit (PC - Pentium)

Basic technical data

• Sensor, piezoelectric (integral design with waveguide), resonance frequency ca 230 kHz

• Number of input channels of Local Measuring Unit: 16

• Maximum number of input channels of the whole system: 128 (8 Local Units)

• Channel sensitivity: 5 nV

• Dynamic range: 66 dB

• Leak detection threshold (operational conditions): 0.1 - 0.5 l/min

• Localization error: max. ± 50% of sensor distance

• Communication of Measuring Unit with Data Processing Unit through Ethernet bus

• Software:
Local Measuring Unit (operation system: DOS, programming language: C)
Data Processing Unit (operation system: Windows NT, programming language: Visual
C++)
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Benefits

• Sensors for severe environment inside containment of nuclear power plant

• Long term stability of acoustical coupling

• Dual function of measuring lines (sensor/exciter)

• Digital signal processing

• PC based Local Measuring Unit - simple and flexible structure

• Automation of testing of measuring lines

• Up-to-date software environment (Windows NT)

System function

Simplified functional diagram see below:

I START I

t I
| PATTER* | |AC

I
)AFTATK*l| | TEST |

I I
1 SKJNAL 1 1 UEAK 1

R#sponM to 8yst#m to
BackgnMind Excitation " - " - * - - '

Adaptation

RMpona*to RMS Signal
EicHatlon and Otoptaytng
Ha Comparison
wNn Pmtem

ContiniN •

Laak tMacNen,
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Form of output Information

(illustrated by output protocols issued during an experiment on the pipe with crack)

PATTERN & TEST

PATTERN
(Start time: Monday, December09,199613:04:43
End time: Monday, December 09,199613:06:31)
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SIGNAL MONITOR
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LEAK PROTOCOL - LEVEL 1
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LOG PROTOCOL
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Conclusions

LMS-96 was designed with the aim to give an operator reliable, concentrated and
transparent information for easy and objective decision in case of leak occurrence. Leak
detection is a problem which is in direct connection with an application of LBB philosophy for
selected components of nuclear power plant and acoustical leak monitoring system is
always taken into account as one of the three independent leak detection systems needed
for LBB application. At the end of 1996 LMS-96 was subject to qualification tests within the
Phare program .Leak Detection System Qualification Program" - contractor. ENAC
(Framatome, Ansaldo, Empresarios Agrupados), sub-contractor Nuclear Research Institute
Rez. In 1997 a reference installation in nuclear power plant should be realized. LMS-96 is
ready for industrial installation and is already commercially offered.

Supplementary information

Besides LMS-96 SKODA NUCLEAR MACHINERY offers the system ACMS (Acoustic Crack
Monitoring System) for monitoring of crack rise and growth in the material of the structure.
Such system is now being delivered to Nuclear Power Plant Temelin.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM
AT WER^40 NPPS

Abstract
Furnishing WER-440 nuclear power plant units with a safety parameter display system (SPDS)
fulfilling the requirements of internationally recognized standards and guidelines has been ranked
high on the lists of proposed safety improvement projects.

Technically such an SPDS system can be implemented either as a separate stand-alone system or
as an, more or less closely, integrated part of a process information system of the plant unit. In the
paper examples of these approaches are presented. Functionally all these examples include the well
proven SPDS concept developed by IVO Power Engineering Ltd, Finland. The functional design
basis, the general requirements for the system platform, experience on implementation and
expansion possibilities of systems are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of the safety state of the large nuclear power plant process is a demanding task in
changing process conditions because the necessary information may be widely distributed in dif-
ferent places in the main control room. Modern computer systems can be very effectively utilized
in the presentation of this information, but there still exists the risk for wrong judgment of the
actions needed in emergency situations. For this reason there has been a great need to develop
safety function oriented displays where all the essential safety related process information is
presented in a processed and highly visualized form.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the USA required that the Safety Parameter
Display System (SPDS) described in the NUREG-0696 regulation must be implemented at
nuclear power plants. International Electrotechnical Commission has issued a standard (IEC-
960) for the functional design criteria of an SPDS implementation.

The IEC-960 standard describes its contents as follows:

" This standard considers the functional design criteria for a Safety Parameter Display System
(SPDS) which provides information in a concise manner to aid reactor personnel, particulan"y
under abnormal conditions. Computer based systems are used to display the main parameters
associated with critical safety functions of light water reactors such as: reactivity control, reactor
coolant system integrity, reactor core cooling and heat removal from primary system, radioactivity
control and containment integrity."

The SPDS developed by IVO International for WER-440 plants includes critical safety function
monitoring algorithms called "LO-CSF" fulfilling NUREG-0696 and IEC-960. The LO-CSF were
implemented in 1990 integrated into the process computer systems of the Loviisa NPP in
Finland. The algorithms were realized by means of the high level software tools of the plant
process computer systems based on ABB PMS software platform.

The main reference for the concept as well as experience discussed here is the SPDS developed
for Loviisa NPS. Functionally similar systems will be in operation at NPPs Kozloduy in Bulgaria
and Kola in Russia. Kozloduy 3 SPDS has been in operation since 1996, whereas unit 4 system
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is planned to be taken into operation in the first half of 1997. The Kola 1&2 SPDS systems are in
Factory Acceptance Test phase in April 1997. Kola systems will be implemented by the
Norwegian institute IFE at Halden in consortium with IVO.

Technical implementations of the above systems are different, but common to all these are ABB
PMS platform together with IVO SPDS application.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The general design of a SPDS shall be compatible with plant emergency procedures. These are
the most critical part of the operator instructions in terms of nuclear safety. The SPDS shall be
designed according to these procedures and be easy to update upon their development.

Compliance with international standards (IEC 960, NRC regulations) is necessary for obtaining
approval from the nuclear safety authority. The standards, however, define only the minimum
requirements applying for all types of nuclear power plants.

The SPDS should be designed also for normal plant operation; not only for abnormal and
accident situations. Frequent use of the SPDS keeps the operators better conscious of the
information provided by the SPDS. Thus the SPDS should include also functions which provide
immediate improvement in the plant safety such as continuous calculation of process parameters
and safety margins as well as monitoring of the availability of the safety and auxiliary systems.
Due to the importance of the SPDS for safe plant operation it should be included in the training
simulator.

The overall system performance shall be high enough to provide adequate data acquisition
capacity and fast response for the operator during all plant conditions.

There shall be adequate isolation in the SPDS process interface: Any fault in the SPDS shall
have no effect on the systems important to safety at the plant.

Availability of the system shall be high for the continuous operation of the system in the control
room. Availability of the information highly depends on the quality of process instrumentation. An
important advantage in SPDS system over the conventional means of information presentation is
the signal validation, which therefore should be utilized for improving the information quality as
far as feasible.

The reliability of the SPDS largely depends on the software platform used to build it. The platform
shall be proven, and - as much as practicable - independent of the computer hardware to allow
later hardware extensions and upgrades. The software shall also include easy and reliable means
of building and maintaining the SPDS algorithms, displays, and other functions. The software in
general shall be selected and designed to last for the plant life-time.

The computer hardware of the system should represent proven industry standard real-time
computer technology ensuring easy upgradeability and compatibility with commercially available
hardware.

The software and hardware shall allow for easy expandability without need of changes in the
existing software. There shall be no practical limitations in adding new process signals and
functions in the SPDS. The network and graphics software shall make it possible to use standard
peripherals and personal computers in the system.
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3. SPDS FOR WER-440 PLANTS

The SPDS developed for WER-440 plants is described below as to the monitoring of critical
safety functions and emergency systems, user interface, and basic software platform.

3.1 Monitoring of critical safety functions (CSF)

A symptom oriented Critical Safety Functions Overview display supports the operators in judging
the process in terms of its nuclear safety status. It presents the alarm states of the parameters
derived by the CSF monitoring algorithms.

Basically the critical safety functions are as listed below. In SPDS implementations these can be
reduced (combined) to 6 or even 5 CSFs to be strictly in accordance with the local emergency
procedures.

Subcriticality
Core Cooling
Primary Cooling (Decreasing priority order)
Mass Balance
Primary Pressure
Emergency Cooling
Containment Integrity

The CSFs are defined so that if they are restored, then the core damage is avoided.

The alarm status of a CSF is defined so that no alarms are activated if the thermohydraulic state
of the process does not significantly deviate from the normal state. For example, major transients
such as a turbine trip or a reactor trip followed by turbine trip, do not alone activate the CSF
alarms.

In order to get a quick overview of the safety of the process state the degree of severity for the
status of the critical safety functions is defined. The degrees of severity are given in Table 1.

DEGREE OF DEFINITION
SEVERITY

0 : SAFE No counteractions for nuclear safety are required

1 : THREATENING Normal systems are not capable of keeping the safety
function in their normal states

2 : SERIOUS Emergency systems are not capable of fully restoring the
safety function

3 : DANGEROUS Emergency systems lack the capability of restoring the safety
functions and core damage may result

Table 1. Degrees of severity of CSF status.

The degree of severity makes it possible to dynamically determine (dependent on the process
state) the order of the control actions to be taken to restore the CSFs.
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The control strategy used to determine the control actions sequence is as follows.

A First try to restore the CSF having the highest degree of severity

B If several CSFs have the same degree of severity, then first try to restore the one ranked
highest in priority

C If a degraded CSF is supported by the emergency system as designed or it cannot be
supported better, then try to support the next one according to the rules A and B above

3.2 Monitoring of safety systems

The states of the safety systems are monitored by using connection state algorithms. The
connection state algorithms check whether the emergency systems function as designed. If a
mismatch is observed, then a first priority alarm is given. These alarms represent a straight-
forward guidance level in the Functional Emergency Procedures.

In order to start up pumps or to change the state of a safety system valve, auxiliary information is
needed. Therefore, monitoring algorithms for the availability of emergency power and instrument
gas are employed. The availability is presented in a separate display.

3.3 User interface

3.3.1 SPDS displays

The status of the CSFs and the safety systems connection states are presented in an overview
display (Fig. 1). The design basis of the overview display is to present the whole status of the
Critical Safety Functions in a single display picture in the most informative way. No icon-type
overview display was seen necessary according to the opinions of experienced Loviisa NPP
operators, who preferred an overview combined with complete set of CSF symptoms in a single
display at the top of SPDS display hierarchy. This is partly due to their long experience with high
resolution computer graphics in the plant control rooms ever since the start-up of the plants in
1977-80.

The overview display includes a lined rectangular area for each CSF. In that area, the status of
the CSF is presented by displaying the degree of severity for each symptom related to the CSF.
In the rectangular area, information is also provided on the connection states of the relating
safety systems. At the bottom of the display the states of the diesel fed busbars and the
instrument gas supply are presented. Alarming values are indicated by color.

Typical supporting displays on the next level of display hierarchy are (Fig. 2) Primary circuit, boiling
margin & cold stress, and emergency feedwater systems displays. The amount of process diagram
displays varies according to the process data available.

The CSF activated alarms are presented in the chronological alarm and event list displays, also.

The dynamic logic diagrams of the CSF and safety system connection algorithms are presented
on request. The logic is color coded to indicate whether the state is true or false.

The CSF algorithms and displays are realized by using the standard calculations, logic, and
graphic tools of the PMS software platform. The dynamic logic diagrams are automatically
generated from these logic definitions when the logic diagrams are called on the display screen.
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This feature supports the verification of the definitions. It also provides the operators with a
possibility to see how the alarms are generated.

3.3.2 Retrieving of displays

The CSF overview display appears automatically on the shift supervisor's screen overwriting the
whole screen when any CSF activates an alarm. The next automatic appearance is allowed only
if all CSF alarms have been inactive for a certain time period. The idea is to prevent a frequent
automatic appearance of the CSF overview display in the case of reappearing alarms.

The CSF overview display can be called by the operator on any display screen.

Each display of the SPDS continuously indicates the general status of the CSFs by special
symbols in the corner of the display.

At the bottom of the displays there are soft-key fields for direct display calls and for user defined
sequences.

The dynamic logic diagram displays of both the CSF algorithms and the connection state
algorithms can be directly called by pointing the cursor on the respective text.

Generic feature in the PMS is that any dynamic information on the screen can be used as a
reference for further details by means of cursor pointing.

3.4 Basic software platform

The SPDS is implemented by using the standard data acquisition, preprocessing, calculations,
alarm monitoring, and user interface functions provided by the Process Information Management
Software (PMS) of ABB.

PMS is a software product intended for demanding real time process monitoring and supervisory
control applications. ABB has used PMS to build over 100 real time systems, of which more than
half are power plant process information systems. PMS based process information systems have
been delivered to six nuclear power plants. Most of these systems include a safety parameter
system as an integral part.

PMS runs on Digital's Alpha AXP or VAX computers under the Open VMS operating system.

PMS supports workstations, PCs, and X-terminals as user interface output devices. Standard
keyboards, mouse or trackball, and a proprietary function keyboard are used as user interface
input devices.

PMS provides as its integral part effective tools for building and maintaining applications. PMS
tools are available for example for defining data base variables and their attributes, creating
static parts of displays and reports and defining their dynamic information, and defining
calculations on values of database variables. By using these tools, applications such as safety
parameter display systems can be created without any computer programming. If, however,
computer programming is needed to implement a particular application, PMS provides a
standard application program interface through which custom or user developed application
programs can be interfaced to it.

The displays and reports of the user interface can be implemented by using a set of standard
predefined PMS displays supplemented, if needed, by custom displays and reports. The
standard predefined PMS displays include 300 different types of displays for presenting any data
in the PMS database.

The calculation tools of PMS provide means for performing arithmetic and logic calculations on
measured variables at regular time intervals, typically in the range of 1... 10 seconds. The
results of the calculations are stored into the PMS database as values of composed variables
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and can be further handled in the same way as the values of measured varies. The proposed
SPDS for WER-440 plants is built on PMS by using solely its software development tools.

The design of PMS is based on distribution of both software and data to a network of computers
on an Ethernet or FDDI local area network. The PMS database is a network database, such that
all areas in the network are available to all software irrespective of where in the network the
software resides. The proposed SPDS for WER-440 plants utilizes the distributed design of
PMS such that the user interface is distributed to all workstations in the system.

The design of PMS also provides for building high availability system such that desired software
functions are executed in two or three computing nodes of the network, fully active in one node
and in shadow mode in the other nodes, and that the shadow node automatically turns to a fully
active node when the fully active node fails. In this way double or triple redundancy can be
provided.

3.5 Process interface

The process interface is of crucial importance for the reliable operation of a CSF monitoring system.
Therefore, the state and specifications of the existing instrumentation, transducer signals and data
acquisition systems shall be thoroughly assessed prior to the final specification of the set of input
signals to be used in the SPDS system.

The most economic solution, moreover minimizing disturbances to the plant instrumentation and
control systems, is a gateway or bridge connection to the data acquisition system of existing process
computer system. Provided that safety related signals need not to be touched, SPDS process
interface can be built using industry standard components.

3.6 Specification of application software

The functional specification of the application software consists of two parts:

• General design principles

• Definition of CSFs

• Design principles of CSF algorithms

• Severity classification

• List of symptoms for each CSF

• Safety system monitoring principles

• Display principles

• Algorithms for monitoring the status and degree of severity of each CSF parameters

• Examples of logic diagrams for monitoring the functioning of emergency systems

• Examples of display pictures at various hierarchical levels

Information needed from the client

• Results of safety analyses for design basis and other accidents

• Plant protection and reactor trip system documentation

• Design data and analyses of safety systems

• Emergency operation guidelines

• Process and instrumentation diagrams
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4. REFERENCE INSTALLATIONS

4.1 Integrated systems

The present process information systems at Imatran Voima Oy's (IVO) Loviisa NPS in Finland
(two-unit WER-440) have been in operation since the computer replacement in 1990. Upon the
replacement an SPDS was added to the systems as a new function.

A duplicate of the SPDS is also implemented at the full-scope training simulator of the plant.

The SPDS has met the functional requirements and its reliability has been extremely high. The
simulator has provided good means for validating the SPDS, as well as for training of the
operators in utilizing SPDS for various plant incidents and accidents. The role of plant operators
and other staff has been important in the design and validation phases.

The SPDS has been approved by the Finnish Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK).

Recent enhancements to the SPDS include addition of guidance information to applicable
emergency procedures and a display hierarchy level for presentation of emergency procedure
information in dynamic display formats.

The Loviisa process information system includes several operator support functions, which are
available for incorporation also into the stand-alone SPDS. The support functions are discussed
in Section 5.3 below.

4.2 Stand-alone systems

The SPDS described in Section 3 above has been supplied as a stand-alone system to unit 3 of
the Kozloduy WER-440 NPP in 1996 and will be taken into operation at unit 4 during the
second quarter of 1997.

Nearly similar system will be delivered to Kola NPP, units 1 and 2. This system is in factory
acceptance test phase in April 1997 at IFE/Halden, Norway.

In both Kozloduy and Kola systems the definitions of safety functions are essentially identical.
The number of safety functions is reduced to five by combining some of the functions of Loviisa
system. The main differences in respect to SPDS implementation are as follows:

older type of reactor ("230") and the plant processes in general
lacking of containment
shortage of measurement signals (especially qualified ones)

Due to these differences some redesign has been necessary in SPDS algorithms as compared
to those in Loviisa SPDS.

The control room operator interface of each plant unit is implemented by using one computer
workstation (Fig. 3). A similar workstation is used to provide separate plant shift supervisor
SPDS interface for the two plant units. At Kozloduy a personal computer based SPDS user
interface, with access to both plant unit SPDSs, is provided for the plant Emergency Support
Center.

The process interface of the SPDSs, including in the first phase about 300 input signals (analog
and binary), is implemented at Kozloduy by using the G2/RTP data acquisition system of
Computer Products, Inc. At Kola, the SPDS system will receive information from the existing
process information system MSKU via a gateway between system LANs.

A fiber optic Ethernet local area network is used to interconnect the subsystems of each SPDS,
and to connect the emergency support center SPDS terminal to both of the SPDSs.
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The whole software of the SPDS resides, for redundancy reasons, in the control room operator
interface workstation and in the common workstation(s).

5. EXPANSION POSSIBILITIES

5.1 General

The described SPDS can be expanded in two ways:

1) By expanding the functionality of the system to encompass more
functions of a plant process information system and by increasing
the amount of acquired input data.

2) By adding new operator support functions to the systems

5.2 Expansion to process information system

The distributed structure of the PMS software platform of the proposed SPDS provides a flexible
and cost effective path for expansion. PMS includes the full functionality required from software
platforms of advanced nuclear power plant process information systems. Thus, the SPDS for
example already includes an operator interface which can be retained upon its expansion up to
plant process information system. This ensures that after the expansion a unified operator
interface is achieved instead of different interfaces for different subsystems that would be the
result of the expansion if the SPDS would be built on a software platform not including such
capabilities.

The expansion of the SPDS towards a full plant process information system may be performed in
several phases. The phases could be based for example on plant subsystems. Such a phase
could encompass for example the turbine plant or the reactor plant. The functionality of the
system can also be increased in phases. The optimal expansion path depends on such things as
the operational condition of the plant, and the available personnel and other resources for
implementing the expansion.

5.3 Support functions

Computerized operator support functions generally include software applications and functions
designed for supporting control room operators in identifying plant function, system and
component states, and to identify faults and diagnose them. In the case of Loviisa NPP such
functions have been integrated into the process information system. They can as well be
integrated into a stand-alone SPDS built on the PMS software platform.

In the case of the Loviisa process information system support functions have been implemented
by using the calculation and logic tools of the PMS software as far as feasible. Only in some
special cases or in very extensive calculations computer programs have been developed.
Verification and validation have been made in most cases at the plant on-site simulator.

Available operator support functions and their main features are the following:

Plant performance related functions
• Monitoring the efficiency and optimum operation of plant components
• Determination of the reactor thermal power
• Determination of the plant thermal balance
• Calculation of leakages and flow balance of the primary circuit
• . Continuous supervision of operation economy
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• Performance monitoring of main plant components

Reactor performance related functions
• Input: mainly in-core analog measurements
• 3D-power distribution automatically and on request
• Local thermal margins (pinwise power distribution)
• Automatic detection and filtering of defective measurements
• Fuel bum-up distribution and loading pattern calculation

Task oriented displays
• To support operators in specific tasks such as start-up, shut down and other

transients by optimizing information presentation

Intelligent alarm handling
• Logical reduction and masking of irrelevant alarms
• Dynamic prioritization based on the process state
• Alarm state of subsystems and functional groups

Logic displays
• For monitoring of I&C system interlockings and control sequences
• Automatic graphical display of logic algorithms

Early Fault Detection
• Model-based fault detection for high-pressure preheaters

Materials stress monitoring
• For prediction of cracks and lifetime of pipes, tanks etc.
• Based on strain-gauge and temperature measurements

Forecasting reactivity effects
• Calculation of xenon poisoning

Long-term history
• Plant life time history of selected parameters

Computerised operational procedures presentation
After the experience gained in testing and using the Loviisa SPDS, as the next step towards
computer aided guidance of the operator a project for developing computerized operational
procedures has been commenced. The tasks of this function are:

Guiding the operator to the relevant procedure
Presentation of procedures dynamically and interactively on displays
Follow-up monitoring of actions required in the procedures

The function is implemented by using the PMS tools. In the first phase the guidance is
limited to procedures associated to critical safety functions.

6. CONCLUSION

The presented SPDS concept has been designed together with WER plant operators having a long
experience with computerized operator support systems. The system has been tested thoroughly in a
full scope full replica simulator and used both in plant operation as well as in operator training for 6
years.

The main function of SPDS is continuous monitoring and display of the critical parameters of NPP
processes to provide the operators with adequate and reliable information on the safety status of the
plant. This information supports the operator in abnormal situations to take correct actions.
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Introducing SPDS into the control room does not affect the role of the operator or the need of written
emergency procedures.

Additional safety enhancement can be achieved by developing advanced operator support
applications for the control room operators as well as for the Technical Support Centre and
Emergency Operation Facility The main attention shall, however, be paid on such principal
requirements for safe operation as skills, and training, of the operational personal as well as reliability
of the process information in the main control room of NPP.
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Fig 2. EXAMPLES OF SUPPORTING DISPLAYS
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Fig 3. SPDS SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
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CO-OPERATION OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND ZAT CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR TEMELIN VVER 1000 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Hudec Frantigek, ZAT a.s.
Murphy Albert, Westinghouse Electric Corporation

The Temelin Project in the Czech Republic required that a certain portion of
the contract be for "local content". It was determined early on that the most
feasible effort to be placed into this category would be the supply of the
WDPF (Westinghouse Distributed Processing Family) non-safety related cabinet
assemblies. These cabinets would be used for implementation of the following
systems at the Temelin site:

PCS - Process Control System
TCS - Turbine Control System
UIS - Unit Information System
NUIS - Non-Unit Information System
IMS - Incore Monitoring System

The undertaking of this "local content" required an extensive search and
evaluation of available Czech suppliers. This selection process resulted in
selection of the most qualified Czech supplier in our opinion, ZAT Control
Systems. We have proceeded in establishing an excellent working
relationship with ZAT Control Systems and this has enabled Westinghouse to
meet schedule and financial objectives. This transfer of technology has been
instrumental in development of a cost effective manufacturing base for future
projects and solidification of a working relationship within the Czech
Republic.

Many hurdles had to be accomplished before a subcontract could be placed with
the Czech supplier. These involved resolution of insurance requirements,
licensing, escalation, payment terms, liabilities, communications and
procedures. Also, it was necessary to develop Czech
drawings and to evaluate tools and test equipment needed for the fabricating
and testing of the equipment..

This relationship between Westinghouse and ZAT began in 1993, with an
extensive manufacturing and training program involving manufacturing at the
Process Control Division of Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, Quality Assurance,
Purchasing in Brussels, Transportation, and the Westinghouse VEER Process
Control Information Systems Group. This entailed an information exchange and
consultation program from an engineering, purchasing, manufacturing and
quality assurance point of view for approximately a two year period with ZAT.

Since Westinghouse was obligated to meet both U.S. and Czech standards, ZAT's
Quality Program was evaluated to the applicable U.S. standards. This effort
ultimately led to the approval, qualification and certification of the ZAT
Quality Program by Westinghouse, our customers (Skoda / CEZ), and third
parties separate Czech jurisdictional / legal bodies (SUJB /
CUBP / UNMZ).
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An extensive review of the ZAT manufacturing facility was performed, resulting
in an upgrade of the ZAT program to meet Westinghouse program and satisfy the
customers requirements.

A significant on-site engineering presence was put in place to facilitate
communication and transfer of technology.

The scope of the "local content" was carefully evaluated for workmanship
capabilities and negotiated pricing to be commensurate or better than direct
U.S. supply. This effort also required that some local manufacturing methods
be evaluated and ways found to improve productivity
to enhance the "local content" scope. This "local content" consisted of design
and fabrication of
cabinets, metal components, special screwless termination blocks, interfacing
modules and ZATs
ability to carry out the hardware acceptance test.

Subsequently, kits of some material and standard subassemblies have been
supplied from Pittsburgh, but, the bulk of the material required was provided
thru ZAT and their local suppliers. ZAT has provided all of the cabinet
enclosures, cabinet assembly effort, almost all of the cable
assembly requirements, all of the termination assemblies and interposing relay
requirements. In addition, all of the hardware testing of the cabinet
assemblies is accomplished at ZAT. All activities are managed by quality
assurnace program. All necessary audits that are required by
CEZ and Skoda Praha are provided by both ZAT and Westinghouse.

To date 5 77 cabinets have been manufactured and assembled, tested and shipped
to the site for the two units. Another 56 are planned for shipment in the
near future to complete the bulk of this effort.

Co-operation of Westinghouse - ZAT is not only for the Temelin Nuclear Power
plant, but also
for fossil power plants in the Czech Republic, as well as for Safety
Parameters Display System for Russian RBMK plants in Russia and the Ukraine.
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NPP TEMELIN AUTOMATIC MONITORING AND DIAGNOSTIC
SYSTEM OF SECONDARY SIDE OF THE UNIT 1

S. Heidenreich, M. Pisl, F. Drab

Skoda Praha a. s., Czech Republic

1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes two measuring and evaluating systems for the NPP Temeh'n which
were designed and delivered by SKODA PRAHA. These systems extend capabilities
of the I&C {Information & Control} system

• in the technology monitoring in the period of the start up and operation -
the permanent Secondary Side Diagnostic System

• in the monitoring used during the first and repeated start up - the System of Physical
and Power Starting-up .

The Secondary Side Diagnostic System has been included into the Temeh'n design from the
very beginning. The reason of its introducing consisted in the need of a detailed operational
monitoring during the constant operation of a completely new technology of the Czech
provenance which had not been used before at any NPP. Such monitoring is not allowed
by conventional control systems. The necessity of this system was approved also in the
stage of replacing designs of original Russian control systems by WEC I&C systems.

The System of Physical and Power Starting-up serves most of all for the first start up when it
provides detailed monitoring of functions of both primary and secondary sides. Some its
components will remain installed permanently and they will be utilized within repeated
starting-ups.

2. SECONDARY SIDE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

The Secondary side diagnostic system continuously monitors and evaluates secondary side
components behavior. The system continuously scans technologic data and evaluates them
in real-time by using diagnostic algorithms. It has following main intentions:

• to identify changes in the technology behavior which may sign a failure
advancement initiation

• to identify time and courses of transient events in the operation which have
an impact on the lifetime consumption

• to evaluate slow change (functional deterioration) of technology due to operational
wear

The algorithms are realized by software program modules that are triggered in real-time.
These algorithms evaluate deviations from nominal behavior on the basis of computational
characteristics which will be checked and corrected during a start-up procedure period.
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Diagnostic outputs are following:

• alarm reports

• interactive displays with measured and calculated data on the background
scheme of technology

• date files and their graphic interpretation

The diagnostic system [Fig.1] is designed on the basis of PC's connected to a separate local
network. The system input side is equipped with measuring dataloggers that transmit data
for the evaluation via communication lines into PC's, some input values are acquired
from the I&C system. Diagnostic tests are distributed to individual PC's according to the
affinity of input data. The system is open for future extension with additional diagnostic
modules, prospectively with additional network nodes.

One communication line serves for a duplex data exchange between the diagnostic system
and the I&C Unit system - some measured values are transferred from the I&C and results
of diagnostic tests and warnings on exceeding the diagnostic limits are transmitted into the
I&C. Another communication line is designed for data transmittal into a NUIS {Non-Unit
Information System} for purposes of maintenance planning.

The scope of diagnostics covers following secondary side technologic components
and evaluations:

The turboset 1000MW - analyses of vibration effects including evaluations of couplings
functions in coherence with evaluations of bearings temperatures;
all in the dependence on operational modes

The turbine only - valves behavior, evaluation of condensate drainage

The alternator only - evaluations of stator and rotor winding cooling, coolers passage
and efficiency, indication of short-circuits in rotor windings,
vibrations of stator winding faces, registration of operational modes,
analysis of machine behavior during power network transients

TBNs {Turbine Feedwater Pump}
- vibration analysis including hydraulic effects analysis, bearings

temperatures evaluation

HP (high pressure} steamlines
- thermal stresses and shift evaluation

Components of the thermal circuit
- monitoring of functional degradation of heaters, separators, vacuum

pumps and condensers

An important diagnostic evaluation is the diagnostic test of the Energy Transformation
Efficiency that evaluates the quality of the operation mode of the secondary side, detects
and localizes losses caused by technologic failures and improper operational actions.

In the I&C system modernizing period an overall reduction of number of sensors occurred
which had an impact to the diagnostic system. In the original design a less accurate, used
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for control system, and an additional (accurate) diagnostic sensor were used . The present
design uses only one accurate sensor which is common for both I&C and diagnostic
systems. The path of the signal into the diagnostic system can be realized via the
communication line from the I&C Unit system. This manner of the signal outlet seeming an
ideal one at the first glance does not always meet requirements of the diagnostics
on following accounts:

• the sampling period used by the I&C system is too large and its shortening in the
frame of the I&C would cause a groundless cost impacts

• the time of a data sample taking by the I&C cannot be determined exactly after
transmitting it into the diagnostic system. The data transmission through the I&C
system adds a transportation delay that is not deterministic

• the diagnostic system requires somewhere a higher measurement accuracy than
the I&C system standardly allows

Based on above mentioned considerations, the input signals for the diagnostic system have
been divided into three (following) groups:

• an I&C sensor, signal is measured by the I&C and transmitted via the data link to
the diagnostic system

• an I&C sensor, but its output signal is shared by measuring systems of both I&C
and diagnostic systems

• a diagnostic system sensor, its output signal is measured only by the diagnostic
system; the I&C system does not evaluate this signal

The conception of the diagnostic system has been created in cooperation with the general
designer - EGP PRAHA. In the period of the diagnostic system creation, the close
cooperation with technologic appliances' manufacturers as SKODA PLZEN, SIGMA LUTIN,
MODRANSKA POTRUBNI was very important. Designers and development workers had
significant part in diagnostic algorithms formation and also in elaboration of diagnostic tests.

The NPP Temeli'n is the first case where the secondary side diagnostic system is used at
a VVER type plant in the above described scope . The system is designed at the level of the
detailed design and its installation is currently running . The part of the system - the turboset
1000 MW vibrodiagnostics - has been already installed and successfully put into operation
in the period of turboset tests in November 1996.

3. PHYSICAL AND POWER START-UP SYSTEM

This system is designed without attendance of general designer and it is identified only
for temporary utilization during the first start-up and alternatively also for repeated start-ups.
This system serves for the data acquisition from WEC I&C system for purposes of physical
and power start-up online tests. Input data are acquired mostly from I&C system
and transmitted via a communication line. Only some signals, which demand very short time
scanning, must be temporarily hardwired to the WEC system and measured by the NEMES
system.
There are no outputs from the NEMES system into the I&C. This system will be also
implemented on the base of PCs, what reduces its cost and enhances its flexibility.
At present time, the possibility of performing some part of start-up tests in the frame of the
WEC system is being discussed with the WEC.
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4. CONCLUSION

An important part of the diagnostic system implementation will be the stage of start-up
procedures that will verify system function correctness and will allow an acquisition
of factual data from a functioning technologic complex at different power levels and different
operational modes. Based on this knowledge, signal limits in diagnostic tests for warnings
will be optimally set. In this period, correctness of the cooperation of the diagnostic system
with the WEC system will be also verified .

The System of Physical and Power Starting-up will allow a detailed monitoring of technology
functions and technologic control devices of both primary and secondary sides in the period
of starting up by means of special algorithms and pertinent corrections of control devices
parameters.
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INTERNATIONAL TOPICAL MEETING ON VVER
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL -

PRAGUE - APRIL 1997

Session :"Design and Implementation of Upgrading"

Proposal for and implementation of an upgraded steam generator
level and feedwater flow control system applied to South Ukraine

NPP Units 1&2

VAN FFI A r TTO AfTSJiSI Av Ariane 7 - B-1200 Brussels-Belgium
v / M N C C L r t . --|-jl<AV,l-5-L T e | + 32 2 773 81 11

energy engineering • Fax + 32 2 773 99 00

1. Introduction

1.1 . Development in Belgian plants

In the 7()ics at the early beginning of the Nuclear Commercial Program in
Belgium the Belgian Utilities, their A/E (TRACTEBEL) and their laboratory
developed a control system that allowed fully automatic control of the SGl level
and feedvvater flow from hot stand-by until full load. Even during severe
transients the control system kept the SG's level within their normal range
preventing initiation of reactor protection functions and contributing in an
important way to SCRAM-reduction in Belgian NPP's.

In the 80ies the Belgian system was improved by using new original control
algorithms and taking advantage of the digital technology. This enhanced
system has been successfully implemented in all Belgium NPP's and through
licensing agreements, these principles have since been applied in some American
NPP's.

1.2. The TACIS-project for SUK NPP units 1&2

In 1993, in the framework of the TACIS programme, TRACTEBEL (associated
with DTN - Spain) was chosen by the European Commission to perform an
analysis for the upgrading of the steam generator level and feedwater flow
control system of the South-Ukraine nuclear power plants of the VVER 1000-
type.

Relying on Belgian experience and integrating new functionalities specifically
developed by Ukrainian subcontractor, the detailed design and the integration of
the new system in the plant are on the way. The commissioning is foreseen in
1998.

SC = Steam Generator
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Scope of the project.

Phase 1 - Feasibility

• Analysis of the problems at the plant, proposal and discussion of possible
solutions.

• Feasibility study.

• Scope split between local supplier and "Western" suppliers.

• Budget and schedule proposals.

Phase 2 - Procurement

• Technical Specifications for "Western" equipment, i.e. :

- the control system : functional and technical requirements;

- the control valves;

- the transmitters and auxiliary equipment.

• Tendering, bid evaluation and contract negotiation.

Phase 3 - Implementation coordination

• Detailed design including, functional aspects, technical aspects, interface
requirements, licensing requirements and metrology evaluation requirements.

• Integration of equipment in the plant and in associated documentation.

• Erection, cabling;

• Unitary testing and functional testing during start-up.

2. Background for the project

2 . 1 . Importance of the control system

It is well known that many trips in PWR NPP's are feedwater related because of
the very sensitive behaviour of the steam generators and their associated
feedwater system. This applies especially at low power where manual control of
3 or 4 SC is almost an impossible task for operators.

After this improvement of the control system the number of feedwaters trips
should be drastically reduced at SUK NPP. In addition, automatic control over
the whole power range should provide the following benefits :

• improvement of plant availability;

• less frequent feeding of the SG with cold auxiliary feedwater and so reducing
the number of thermal shocks;

• easier hot stand-by operation;

• reduced stress on operating personnel;

• automatic recovery of severe transients
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2.2. Description of the plants (see fig. 1)

The SUK NPP's are of the VVER-1000 type, comprising 4 horizontal SG which
can be isolated individually. The plant can operate with 2, 3 or 4 primary loops.

Each feedwater line is equiped with one motorised main control valve (100 % of
nominal flow) and one by-pass control valve (30 %). Each control valve can be
isolated.

Two variable speed Turbine Driven Fecdwater Pumps (TDFP's) supply the
feedwater to the SG's. Two small complementary electrical feed-water pumps
will be installed in the near future.

The SG level and FW flow control system act on the following actuators :

• the feedwater control valves;

• the steam supply valves of the 2TDFP's.

Fig. I : SIMPLiriCO PlO-OMGRAU

3. Improvable items at SUK NPP Unit 1 and 2

At the start of the project the plant's staff identified quite a lot of problems.
Their main concerns were maintenance related. The availability of spare parts is
becoming a problem as well.

During the project TRACTEBEL has conducted a detailed review of the existing
system, both from the functional and technical point of view.

An overview of the most important problems of the actual system are listed
hereafter.
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3.1. Problems on control system and structure (algorithms)

• the analog control system is limited to simple algorithms and can not be
upgraded for integration of complex algorithms.

• varying feedwater temperature, when by-passing the high pressure heaters,
causes instability of the process;

• shrink/swell phenomena detected by the narrow range SG level measurements
are not compensated for. These phenomena, induced by varying steam or water
flow, produce level variations that move in the opposite direction as could be
expected;

• lack of compensation for mass inventory at different loads;

• the use of two independent level controllers (one for the by-pass and one for
the main control valve) requires manual switch-over which is a risky
operation;

• no bumpless transfer is available;

• the sensors used by the system are not redundant, some of them are doubled but
switching is to be performed at wiring level.

• poor detection of failures of instruments.

3.2. Problems on control valves

• Very frequent interventions are required, the mechanical coupling piece
(mechanical fuse) between the motor and the gear box breaks very often
although the number of switchings is restricted to 5 per minute. Pieces in the
gearbox break regularly.

• Too long stroke time (± 50s).

• Unreliable position sensors.

• Wear and tear of the valve (flashing, cavitation, ..).

• Too low capacity (Kv = 600).

• Too high AP across the valve (8 to 10 bar).

• Important leakage (4 % = 70 t/h).

3.3. Problems on measurements and transmitters

• The SC narrow range level transmitters used for control are connected to a
large condensate pot, thermally insulated at the bottom part with an internal
reference column. The pots are 1.5 m high and have a diameter of 0.22 m. The
pot is at high temperature. The wide range level measurements are equipped
with small condensate pots and generate signals for the reactor protection
system. The behaviour of measurements during transients is peculiar. Some
measurements indicate rising level while other indicate lowering level.

The SG narrow level measurements .ire lagged (12 to 15s) due to the distance
between SG and condensate pot and to the important steam volume in the pot.

The reference column in the large condensate pots might be subject to varying
temperature and might be affected by boiling effects when steam pressure
decreases rapidly.
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• The differentia] pressure between the feedwater and the steam collectors is
calculated from 2 pressure measurements.

• Transmitters

- Low MTBF.

- To be calibrated more than once a year.

- Not linear.

- Not high temperature resistant.

- Failure detection is not very reliable, no live zero (signal from 0 to 5 mA).

- Supplied with an auxiliary power supply (220 VAC).

4. Solutions as specified in the technical
requirements

The analysis of the situation concluded that the plant would only get full benefit
of the control system improvements, if all the elements of the control system were
renewed (except the steam supply control valves of the TDFP's).

It was decided also to include into the control system the automatic control of the
isolation valves and the by-pass valves of the feedwater control valves. The two
recirculation valves of the TDFP's are piloted from the new control system as

. well. Smooth opening and closing of these valves will prevent important
feedwater flow variation.

4.1 . Control system

4 .1 .1 . Transients to be covered

• Full automatic control from hot stand-by to full power.

• Variation of turbine load (runback at 200 %/min - return to house load
(50 MW) without reactor nor turbine trip).

• Loss of a TDFP.

• Turbine trip without reactor trip.

• Starting or stopping of one reactor coolant pump. The system will operate
with 2, 3 or 4 loops.

• Switchover of steam supply of TDFP.

• Reactor trip.

4.1.2. Control algorithms

During the bid comparison we have compared the use of Belgian algorithms to
those developed by LVOVORGRESS. Both type of algorithms should allow
correct control of the power plant. Hereunder we compare the features of both
systems. The BELGIAN algorithms are simpler and offer a unique structure
which covers all the transients. The LVOVORGRESS algorithms are more
complex and are based on a "one solution for one problem" basis and have more
operating modes.
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Belgian algorithms (fig. 2)

Operating modes:

- Feed water valves control :

manual

auto + low power mode 1

. auto + low power mode 2

auto + high power mode

Fecdwater pumps control

manual

auto

Double redundant measurements signals,
switchable in the control room

Bumpless transfer between operating
modes

Manual switchover from low to high
power mode

Requires manual adjustment of the level
close to its set point before switching to
automatic mode

Automatic failure detection and
switchover to manual of the affected part
of the control system

Keeping constant AP across the feedwater
control valves

• Linearisation system converting
calculated flow into required position

• Positioner function

LVOVORGRESS algorithms (fig. 3)

• Operating modes :

- Feedwater valves control :

manual

auto + low power mode 1

auto + low power mode 2

auto + high power + AP mode

. auto + high power + minimum
throttling mode

. auto + forced position by integration

Feedwater pumps control:

manual

. auto + AP mode

. auto + minimum throttling mode
75%

. aulo + minimum throttling mode
100%

auto + max flow mode

• Triple redundant measurements with
median selector switch for physical
parameters permanently in control

• Idem

• Automatic switchover from one to
another mode, except for the minimum
throttling mode that must be initiated by
the operator

• "Active bumpless" when switching to
automatic mode

• Automatic failure detection and
switchover to another operating mode or
to manual

• Two different AP-programmes (AP-mode,
minimum throttling mode) with varying
AP across the feedwater control valves

• Idem

• Idem
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Use of measured steam flow • Use of calculated steam flow using :

AT (primary)

reactor coolant pump on

Feed water flow

- Fecdwater temperature

• Use of systems to differentiate transients
and failure of the control system

• Automatic flow balancing of the TDFP's

TDFP A I

Tnrr a

FI9.2 : SG LEVEL AND FW FLOW CONTROL STRUCTURE : BELGIAN ALGORITHM

OKftATMC M M T
.tm/*io*
mn -to*

t*mt*L

MrtO

a.l : SC LEVEL AND FW TLOW CONTROL STRUCTURE : LVOVORCRESS ALGORITHM

4.1.3. Control system

• Microprocessor based system, dual redundant offering high availability, easy
tuning and maintenance.

• Self diagnostics and enhanced diagnostics of sensors.

• Independent auto/manual stations.

• Including recording system for transient analysis and a CRT for detailed
follow-up of the control system performance.

• Keeping the old MMI which is completed with new indicators, status and
alarm lights, pushbuttons.

• Including an engineering/maintenance station.

• Links with other systems (e. g. Computer Information System) will be possible
in the future.

• System designed for extension to other applications.
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4.2. Technical requirements for the feedwater control valves

The control valves remain the only mm redundant pieces of equipment in the
control system. Therefore their reliability must be .is high as possible.

We considered first reconstruction of the existing control valves (gate type). This
seemed to be very unrealistic and different suppliers confirmed it as impossible.

The requirement to use by-pass control valves was left open.

The choice of the type of actuator was left free. Since no instrument air was
available, redundant compressors, including air treatment systems should have
been provided. Alternatively electrical motors or hydraulic servomotor with
hydraulic pumps could be provided.

As a result of the bid analysis it appeared that a solution with no by-pass valves
and electrically operated valves was the most economical.

The new valves will have a higher capacity, operate under lower AP and will
offer more margin to the TDFP's during transients and offer a permanent gain of
steam power consumed by the TDFP's.

The stroke time is reduced drastically and the rangcability of the valve is 1 to
75. The new valve fits perfectly in the existing piping configuration.

4.3. Technical requirements for the transmitters

• 4-20 mA, two wire technique.

• Maintenance and calibration free for more than one year.

• Resistant to harsh ambient conditions (temperature, radiation).

5. Conclusion

The design of steam generator level and feedwater flow control systems remains a
very peculiar task. As for other instrumentation and control systems, so many
solutions are available on the market that making the right choice is becoming
difficult.

In the SUK NPP project TRACTEBEL has made a feasibility study. Many
problems encountered at the SUK NPP sounded familiar and technical solutions
were known. A maximum of supplies and activities are left in the scope of the
plant or local contractors. Only equipment not available on the local market has
been subcontracted to Western companies. The specifications, after approval by
the plant, have been issued in an open tendering process. Finally the bids have
been evaluated and the contract negotiations finalized. A close follow-up of the
design phase is performed by TRACTEBEL who is assisting the plant to integrate
the new system into the plant, until commissioning.

TRACTEBEL, who is fully independent of any manufacturer, can help any NPP to
analyse in depth the existing control system and advise the list of those elements
of the plant which should be renewed. According the kind of transients to be
covered, the required availability of the new control system and the quality of
the existing equipment a plant specific scope can be defined.

As defined by the associated TACIS project, the above task can be considered as a
stand alone one. In larger retrofitting projects such a study could be integrated in
order to fit in a global frame of modernization.
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Introduction

The Diverse Protection System (DPS) is a back-up to the Primary Reactor Protection
System developed for use at the Temelin Nuclear Power Plant. The DPS is a digital
system which provides a wealth of benefits from today's advanced technology.
These benefits include a compact hardware design with high performance
microprocessors and a structured software design using a high level language. An
overview of the DPS functions, hardware and software are provided.

Functional Overview

The DPS is composed of four subsystems, each of which plays a part in providing
automatic reactor protection and the controls and indications required by the operator
to bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition. These functions are provided for the
occurrence of a DPS design basis event concurrent with a common mode failure of
the Primary Reactor Protection System (PRPS). The DPS functions consist of:

1. Diverse Reactor Trip (DRT)

The DRT subsystem is three independent divisions which automatically trip the
reactor in the event that DPS set points are reached. All reactor trips are two-out-of-
three voting logic among the divisions. That is to say if a trip condition exists within
one division, a logic trip is generated and output to the other two divisions. Upon
receipt of the same logic trip input from another division, a division trip is generated
and the associated division AC and DC reactor trip breakers are opened. The DPS
reactor trip breakers are wired such that division trips must be generated by two DPS
divisions before a reactor trip occurs and control rods are inserted.

The DPS reactor trip breakers are wired in series with the PRPS reactor trip
breakers. Therefore the DPS has the ability to independently trip the reactor and can
not affect the ability of the PRPS to trip the reactor

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 1
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2. Diverse Engineered Safeguards Features (DESF)

The DESF subsystem generates automatic component actuation signals in all three
divisions. These signals are transmitted to the Non-Programmable Logic (NPL) to
actuate, control or enable manual control of the ESF components (pumps and valves)
need to meet the DPS design objectives.

Unlike the DRT subsystem, the DESF subsystem shares ESF components with the
PRPS. These components are shared via the NPL system. The NPL acts to allow
either the PRPS or DPS to control the ESF components. In the event of conflicting
commands (i.e. opposite commands) from the PRPS and DPS, as postulated in the
event of a PRPS or DPS failure, the NPL acts to protect the ESF components and
provide indication to the operator. For all DPS design basis events, the operator has
sufficient manual controls and time to manually initiate ESF if required.

3. Main Control Room Diverse Monitoring System (MDMS)

The MDMS provides adequate monitoring for the operator to stabilize the plant using
the diverse manual controls following the occurrence of a DPS design basis event
concurrent with a common mode failure of the Primary Reactor Protection System.
The MDMS system is independent of the Post Accident Monitoring System in the
Main Control Room.

4. Emergency Control Room Diverse Monitoring System (EDMS)

The EDMS provides adequate monitoring for the operator to assess the status of the
plant Critical Safety Functions to attain safe shutdown following a postulated common
mode failure in the Primary Reactor Protection System. The EDMS system is
independent of the Post Accident Monitoring System in the Emergency Control Room.

Hardware Implementation

A single division of the Diverse Reactor Trip and Diverse Engineered Safeguard
Features subsystems are implemented within the same Diverse Protection System
Cabinet. The Diverse Protection System (DRT and DESF) consist of three redundant
safety divisions. Each of the divisions are physically and electrically separate to
reduce the possibility of a common mode failure. Each safety division contains the
equipment necessary to perform the following.

1. Permit acquisition of inputs (plant sensors, component status signals, etc.)
required for DRT and DESF calculations.

2. Perform computations based on these inputs.

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 2
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3. Permit manual trip or bypass of individual DRT or DESF functions.

4. Provide data to external systems.

5. Provide continuous self diagnostics and support periodic surveillance testing.

Figure 1 provides an overview of a single DPS cabinet hardware architecture. Inputs
to the DRT and DESF processing systems from plant sensors and plant components
are protected by surge suppression circuitry at the Input and Output modules. These
signals are routed to the interface circuitry that convert the signals to low level analog
or digital signals as appropriate. These low level signals are connected to analog or
digital input circuitry that resides on modules connected to the VMEbus. The
protection processors also reside on the same VMEbus. Outputs from the DRT and
DESF processing systems consist of either isolated voltages, semiconductor switches
or data sent over the DPS Highway. Table 1 provides an overview of the DPS
hardware capabilities.

The DPS design uses a VMEbus architecture which allows for flexibility in adding
input modules, output modules, and processing modules. The VMEbus uses a
master-slave architecture. A master module is one which can initiate data transfer
bus cycles. The master modules transfer data to and from the slave modules. A
slave module detects bus cycles generated by the master module and participates
only if selected. Because more than one master can reside on the VMEbus it is
referred to as a multi-processing bus. In the DPS only the processors that perform
protection functions (DRT and DESF) are master modules, the remaining modules
are slave modules. Test circuitry and test processors interface to the protection
processors via shared memory buffer over the VMEbus.

Communication between protection divisions and other subsystems is through a
reflective memory interface to the VMEbus, referred to as the DPS Highway. By
using three sets of redundant highways that daisy chain in opposing directions, the
Diverse Protection System ensures reliable data communications among subsystems.
Set 1 (A1, B1) is dedicated to Division 1 and the EDMS, Set 2 (A2, B2) is dedicated
to Division 2 and the MDMS, Set 3 (A3, B3) is dedicated to Division 3. The specified
division is the only one which can write to the division ring set. The other divisions
can access that ring set on a read-only basis. Failure of any system on the ring will
not prevent communications among remaining subsystems. An optical bypass switch
located at each node on the ring provides additional fault tolerance. Upon loss of
power to the node, the optical switch automatically closes, bypassing the node to
maintain ring integrity.

Each DPS division contains a single test processor. The test processor is primarily
responsible for surveillance testing and calibration of the DRT and DESF functions
and to facilitate communications and provide an interface to a non-1 E tester man

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 3
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machine interface. Prior to beginning testing, a key switch inside the DPS cabinet
must be placed in the test position. Additionally, the test processor and tester Man-
Machine Interface (MMI) provide password and safety interlocks to ensure that other
divisions are not in bypass prior to starting testing. A test is initiated from the tester
MMI and typically involves injection of simulated inputs and monitoring of outputs to
demonstrate that expected results are obtained. Test results are available on the
tester MMI. The test processor also monitors all protection system failures and
diagnostic information during normal operation.

The MDMS and EDMS systems use the same hardware architecture as the DRT and
DESF system. Each system receives all of its data from the DRT and DESF systems
via the DPS highway. This information is processed and formatted for display.
Additionally, each system contains a single remote Liquid Crystal Display assembly,
audible alarm and keyboard. The keyboard can be used to select the desired
display, acknowledge the audible alarm or acknowledge the visual alarms on the
display.

The DPS highway is also connected to a Data Highway Gateway (DHG). The DHG is
transparent to the DPS and can only read data from the DPS highway. The purpose
of the DHG is to pass data from the DPS highway to the Plant Data Highway for use
in the Unit Information System.

Software Implementation

The DPS uses a subset of the Ada language for its software programming. Although
the Ada language is superior to many other languages for use in safety critical
applications, it still contains features that are not suitable for these applications.
Therefore the DPS uses the Thompson Certifiable SMall Ada Run Time (C-SMART)
tool set compiler and run-time executive which meet the safety critical requirements
of the commercial aviation industry. Additional restrictions were applied to avoid Ada
features that could possibly lead to run-time, erroneous execution or order
dependence errors. These restrictions were established in a detailed coding standard
document,

The use of object-base concepts provides for a standard software design based on
standard software components. The software design can be described on three
levels:

1. Subsystem - Software resident on an embedded computer. A subsystem is an
assembly of software components.

2. Component - One or more Ada packages that perform a specific function. The
component is the basic unit of reusable software for the DPS.

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 4
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3. Package - A package is a collection of type definitions, data declarations, and
subprograms.

The DPS is composed of several different subsystems. As a result, the DPS places
great emphasis on development of common architecture for all subsystems using a
core set of components. Examples of core components are those used for
communication, input processing and output processing. All components are passive,
requiring activation from an external agent (the executive). Also all components are
independent. This allows for components to be added or removed from the
subsystem architecture with no impact on other components. To support this design,
an inter-component communications mechanism know as the Data Manager was
developed.

To support component independence, but maintain a coherent interface each DPS
component follows a standard architecture. Each component made up of the
following Ada packages:

Interface -
Each component has a single interface where subprograms and data
structures necessary for using the component are specified. Types
necessary for component use are put in a separate subsystem-wide
types package.

Configuration Data -
In order to facilitate reuse, the components are designed to be as
configurable as possible. The data and constants necessary for
configuring the component are contained in this package.

Algorithms —
The algorithms package(s) perform any support processing not
performed by the subprograms in the interface package.

Types -
Any types that are only used locally within the component are declared
in this package.

Low-Level Interface ~
Components that interface with hardware or operating systems use a
package that provides an abstract interface layer.

Data Manager Interface ~
Each component interfaces to the Data Manager as the inter-component
communications mechanism. The interface to the Data Manager is
considered part of the component.

Packages were developed with types, data structures and services that support the
design.

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 5
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Conclusion

The DPS is a state of the art digital protection system. It provides a compact
hardware design based on VMEbus technology. This technology allows for ease in
adding or modifying the number and type of input and output boards and processors.
The DPS software is written in a high level language suitable for safety critical
applications. The software is both modular and configurable allowing for potential
future modifications and software reuse.

Advanced Digital Instrumentation and Control System Page 6
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TABLE 1
DPS Hardware Capabilities

Module Name

Processor Board

Digital Input Board (VDI)

Analog Input Board (VAI)

Analog Signal
Conditioning Board

A/D Converter Board

Digital Output Board
(VDO)

Reflective Memory

Capabilities

Motorola 68040 processor operating at 25
Mhertz with 1 Mbyte Flash Memory, 256 Kbyte
NVRAM and 4 Mbyte RAM

Provides 32 input channels configurable to use
either 24 or 48 VDC wetting voltage. Provides
surge withstand circuitry, relays to support test
injection and signal isolation

Provides 16 input channels configurable in
groups of four. Provides either 30 VDC sensor
power, 1 milliamp or 2 milliamp current source
and surge withstand circuitry.

Provides 16 input channels configurable to
provide a signal gain of 1, 10 or 100. Provides
signal isolation and filtering.

Provides 64 channels of A/D conversion with
16 bit resolution. Input is configurable for
either 0-10 or 0-5 VDC range.

Provides 32 channels of digital outputs
configurable to provide either "dry contact" or
24 VDC outputs. Provides signal isolation and
surge withstand circuitry.

Forms DPS fiber optic data highway with a data
transfer rate of 6.2 Mbytes/Second. Available
in read/write or read only configuration
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